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Now you wear your skin like iron,
Your breath as hard as kerosene.
– Townes Van Zandt

For we beg the reader to understand that we only
commit anachronisms when we choose, and when by a
daring violation of those natural laws some great ethical
truth is to be advanced.
— William Makepeace Thackery
Pendennis

Falling

Light blurred into faint hints of color.
He opened his eyes.
Hints of day crawled under the door, the wood and corrugated zinc
coming into focus.
Slowly.
The dull sliding grays carried promise and threat as they moved over the
cement floor. They reached tentative, translucent fingers through newly
outlined cracks. Finding purchase, they pulled themselves into the room.
“Furtive,” he muttered, not even half awake, “that's the word for them,
or exploratory.” Spies and scouts, he imagined. for the army of daylight
creeping in on him.
He measured their advance through slitted, sleep-encrusted eyes.
Cautious and silent, they spread ahead of the battalion into the cinderblock
chamber where he’d been sleeping. Toward a brain in need of rest, not them.
“It’s false dawn. Real day can’t come, certainly not so soon.”
He closed his eyes, cracked lips forming soothing words: “Nothing
dangerous here, not for a while.” A pause, but no more sleep. He sighed.
“It shouldn’t be so bad, anyhow: merely one more start; another aching
morning.” He groaned, remembered similar mornings and thought ahead to
the approaching one.
“Cool, yes, it is… for now, but calling down scalding sun.” A pause—
expelled breath. “Just another another here in the Sahel.”
He stretched and turning his head away from the door, trying to recover
the quiet before the interruption of the light.
But the world outside wasn’t going to allow it.
It sent a merciless and uncaring, sudden, sharp and loud whoosh from
the sky.
A military jet, skimming low over his head, jerked his eyes wide,
demolishing any sense of quiet he under the nearing African 1980s dawn.
Pain spiked down from it into his forehead.
Eyes now wide, he looked toward the ceiling, its outline now appearing
through the lessening gloom.
Given the evidence, he grimaced, he really was now awake.
The pain in his head did not recede with the noise tailing away.
Still, he pretended to rest.
That was not going to be possible.
Another jet followed close on the heels of the first and just as loud.
Even the heaviest sleepers of Mopti, he imagined, were now wide
awake.
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Such a roar had to be rare in a place as quiet and remote as a sleepy
Malian town just south of the Sahara, or so he told himself. Its seeming
precarity on the bank of the Niger River was belied by its centuries of age,
its changeless decades. The modern of jets was not part of its life.
So he wondered if the jets would return.
Slowly, he turned once more toward the door. A new and sudden,
shooting pain pierced his left temple. Closing his eyes, he let it stab down
into what remained of his collapsed life.
It listed for him, on an imaginary blackboard with rasping chalk, just
how much he’d drunk the night before. Until it all blurred under the eraser
of overindulgence.
Though his eyes had begun widening, his body hadn’t willingness to
move.
The faint grays from under the door, now yellowing, had reached his
woven-reed mat.
He listened. Outside silence could provide excuse to stay still.
He could wait until it was replaced by signs of life in the bush-taxi yard
beyond that door.
No.
He was straining, trying to hear something, anything that might provide
him with a reason to stop lying there. He sighed and again mumbled at
himself.
“I have got to get going, got to get somewhere.” He remained flat on his
back on the mat, his bladder now straining. He dozed anyhow.
Once the yellow light had replaced the gray and had begun to brighten,
he heard a new sound, a low, far away rumble.
Soon, it was recognizable, a faint, distant hum growing steadily into the
throb of a lonely, poorly tuned Peugeot engine, probably under the hood of
a camionnette bâchée, a tarpaulin-covered (over the bed) 404 pick-up.
Now loud and close, it churned rubber tires—certainly almost bald—
into the silent yard outside, stirring up, he imagined, the dusty laterite and
sand that made up the ground—and then died with a cough, a sputter and a
slight squeak of worn brakes.
Life of the morning was finally beginning; he would not be rising to
wait—and wait for additional waiting that he knew could follow hard on
that. And that probably would.
This was Africa, anyway, where waiting is the game of life. Or of time.
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There’s always a reason for waiting, he told himself, and not giving up:
things eventually move.
So, he paid attention to this new signal from outside, the one that he had
needed, the one moving him to the life that would soon be going on all
around him. The one that would see him through.
“Yup. That’s it. Might as well get on with it now.”
He grunted, jerked himself onto an elbow—careful: his head sharply
reminded him again that it still suffered the night.
It needed more sympathy than, he knew, it was likely to get.
He surveyed the occupants of his austere little room. The ancient boyscout backpack he’d bought—a find!—in the Ouagadougou marketplace
some years before lay slopped against the cinderblocks next to a couple of
large, green beer bottles, both empty. His cheap leather sandals waited at the
end of his mat, placed as though he’d been tipped out of them into sleep. The
pagna cloth he normally slept under rested in a wad next to the sandals.
Some dust and a few cobwebs hung on the rough beams below the zinc roof.
Otherwise, the room, which he had never before seen in the light, was
empty.
“At least it won’t take much time to pack.”
Around him were, he thought as he started to get up, signs of a tenuous
existence, a passing through. Grimacing, he heaved himself upright and into
the sandals. Bending over, sighing with the pain in his head, he stuffed the
pagna into the pack, rolled up his mat and strapped it on the top. No need to
change clothes. No matter what he wore, after a few hours in an African bush
taxi he would stink just as badly as now. He grabbed the pack, opened the
door and stepped outside, leaving the empty bottles where they lay.
Squinting against the early sun now making free about him, he identified
the vehicle he’d heard. Yes, a canvas-backed pick-up that had come to rest
amid a growing crowd of people at the far side of the yard.
Market women, wrapped in a riot of pagnas much more colorful than
the one now in his pack, were already handing parcels up to an apprentice
standing on the rack above the canvas, high over the bed. A few meters from
them, another woman had positioned a pushcart and was stoking a charcoal
fire contained upon it, heating a conical pot half filled with oil, preparing to
cook the beignets she would soon be offering for sale.
Further in the distance, a clanking of bottles announced the arrival of
another cart, this one pushed by a young man and, as the sound proclaimed,
containing soft drinks and maybe even beer on ice. In Muslim Mali, the beer,
if there at all, would be discretely placed, almost hidden.
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A slight breeze, rising off the Niger River visible just beyond the wall at
the edge of the yard, began to push stray bits of paper across the open space,
their movements distracting him but the air cooling him. Though his head
still hurt and his chapped lips cracked as they moved, he smiled, scanning
the rest of the yard, eyes resting lightly on the browns, beiges, and tans, the
pale colors that dominated the landscape before him.
Alien though he was, they made him feel at home.
He continued to look around, over the wall to the right to the flat tops of
Mopti’s buildings running down to the river beyond the taxi gare, and up to
the bowl of dust that ended well above the horizon and rimming the pale
blue African sky straight up.
As he scanned the distances, he forced his mind to practical concerns.
He tried, first, to remember what had happened late the night before, to bring
back the chain of events that had led him to sleep in the little room.
After all, it was not someplace he would normally choose, not even
when completely drunk—he couldn’t have fallen that far. All he could recall
was that, after being told that his distance taxi to Bobo-Diallasso in Burkina
Faso wouldn’t be leaving that day, he’d found a couple of Peace Corps
Volunteers making the rounds of the few local bars and had joined them.
That much he was sure of, but not a whole lot more. The PCVs had faded
out at some point in the evening and he’d fallen in with a couple of—or so
it seemed, in retrospect—rather disreputable Malians. They’d gotten
something to eat together, he recalled, then more to drink. And it’s there that
things got hazy.
Something unfortunate had happened. He had a growing suspicion that
it had been somewhat dangerous as well. But, hell, he was likely being
overly dramatic, a result of the hangover. Probably, it was just embarrassing,
as usual. He wished he could remember what it was, but all he came up with
was more haze.
Ah, to hell with it. He’d made a fool of himself often enough before.
Whatever it was, it would fade. No one cared; no one would remember.
Overhead, another small jet, likely a MiG from the Malian Air Force,
from what he could make out, moved through the sky, well above the level
of the two that had buzzed the town. It was heading east, Paul assumed, to
patrol the disputed border with Burkina Faso. This time he welcomed it; the
brief presence provided a nice distraction from his own problems.
“What nonsense.” He squinted up as the jet disappeared, muttering, once
again not aware that he was speaking out loud—not that there was anyone
around to hear and embarrass him. “Two of the world’s poorest countries
shaking their fists at each other. As if anyone cares. As if it could come to
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anything.” A pause as he brought his eyes back to earth. “All they are doing,
when it comes down to it, is messing up perfectly good lives….”
The politics of West Africa were consistently squalid and corrupt; he
hated the governments as much as he had learned to love the people.
He shook his head, his body forcing him to more practical matters, and
started to walk. Turning to the left, he made his way around the long,
cinderblock building that took up one side of the gare (and that housed the
little room where he had slept) and toward the pit latrine behind it. As he
walked, he continued trying to figure out what had happened to him during
the night.
Below his feet, a path of narrow boards kept his sandals out of the muck
that grew as he neared the facility; long habit kept him breathing through his
mouth as the smells intensified. This latrine, he knew from a visit early
during the previous day, was particularly vile, full to within inches of the
top, its maggots a clear, writhing presence. Yet it served its purpose if one
didn’t look down or think too much about it. And he couldn’t avoid the
necessity.
He didn't look, but not just from experience. The puzzle of the night still
bothered him.
A few minutes later, his bladder and bowels eased, he made his way
back around the building, taking a deep breath there and expelling it sharply,
clearing his nostrils.
It must have been bad, whatever had happened the night before, he told
himself, once again trying to dredge up his memories. Otherwise he certainly
wouldn’t have come back to the gare. Again, who ever heard of sleeping
here?
But he had. I must have been bad.
It was over. Forget it, he told himself again, look forward, not behind.
Strolling slowly out into the yard, shading his eyes against the
brightening sun and edging toward the drinks cart, he wondered if—and
hoped that—there were beer bottles in the well, and if they had been on ice
long enough to take on a chill. Not that it would matter: the main thing was
to get some alcohol into his bloodstream, stopping his hangover and jolting
his memory. Or, at least, to ingest some liquid, a bottle of soda, whatever.
He reached into his pocket for the 100-franc piece that would get him one of
the large, green bottles he hoped were there, or any other if not, and headed
more quickly toward the spot where the vendor had stopped to await
customers.
The beer, when the youth handed it to him, did feel more warm than
cold. Oh, well. Just happy to have it, he shrugged and walked away, treasure
grasped closely. A quarter of it quickly drunk, downed in one long swig, he
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wandered around behind the loading pick-up, the bottle now dangling from
his left hand. He was seeking one of the kids who sell cigarettes en detail,
one at a time. The boy he found didn’t have any Marlboros in his little box,
so Paul picked out a couple of Rothmans, dropped a 25-franc piece in, and
flicked the lighter hanging from a string to the side. He took a long drag and
stepped around to an empty bench shaded a bit by a mud wall and sat down,
ready, now, to wait again for that taxi to Bobo-Diallasso in Burkina Faso to
leave.
“Or for noon, if that comes first.” He was still mumbling, still
unconscious of the volume of his words beneath his hangover. The cigarette
vendor glanced over at him, incurious, before returning to his own thoughts.
“And to work it through, to figure out what happened last night, how I got
back here.” He wanted to close his eyes but knew he would fall asleep if he
did; he couldn’t afford to do that, not now that he was outside and vulnerable.
He shook his head to clear it and once more looked around, inventorying
the increasingly active yard.
The Bobo taxi, a once-white Peugeot 504 station wagon, stood where it
had the day before when he’d left it to start drinking, unchanged but for the
feet of a sleeping apprentice now sticking out from underneath. No
passenger had arrived, nor had the owner, whose cubbyhole in the
cinderblock building remained locked and barren.
Obviously, no one expected the border tensions to ease quickly enough
for the taxi’s immediate departure. The frontier would open eventually, of
course; it was only a matter of waiting. Patience: the quality most necessary
for survival in Africa. Patience: eventually things happen.
Mali and Burkina Faso couldn’t afford a closed border, let alone
hostilities. So went the common wisdom. And, if worse did come to worst,
other means for getting south could be found—some people were certainly
using them. There was one alternative he was considering, if it came to that,
one that would also allow him to keep a promise he was likely breaking,
otherwise. But the journey would be more difficult than he had been
counting on and a visit to a place he had thought he had said goodbye to.
He was tired, anyway. He didn’t really feel energetic enough for that
alternate journey via piste, not goudron, trail versus paved road.
Washboarded tracks, often disappearing into sand or buried under sliding
hills: he’d seen them too often and didn’t look forward to more. “But… if I
have to.” If the border stayed shut.
As he sat, smoking and drinking a second beer, new noises and fresh
activity—and the inevitable red dust—began to fill the taxi yard. The
apprentice under the Bobo taxi awoke, rolled up his mat, and stashed it
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beneath a seat. A steady progression of filthy pick-ups roared in, almost all
of them once white, a few of once-brighter colors, many of them now painted
with sayings in French or Arabic, were pulling up to new lines of market
women.
The words on one of the trucks passing in front of him spelled out a
phrase Paul remembered seeing soon after his arrival in Africa four years
earlier, when he’d first experience a taxi gare and bush-taxi travel up from
the coast in Togo: “On Ne Sait Jamais,” “One Never Knows.”
That was certainly true of bush taxis. Their tires were ever bald, the
suspensions and shock absorbers (if they existed at all) shot. The spark plugs
had been cleaned and re-used beyond all rational possibility and the batteries
were often cracked, a cell or two empty. He watched as a mechanic’s
assistant spread his boss’s tools under one of the twisted trees at the yard’s
edge. His boss knew for certain that a few of these trucks would not be
leaving as planned. Not until a little more jury-rigging allowed them to limp
to their next stop.
Over behind the Bobo taxi, he noticed, other activity of a desultory sort
had begun. The cubbyhole door had been unlocked; the taxi’s owner, the
patron, had dragged out his little stool and was now sitting down upon it;
two people were already ensconced, half asleep, in the Peugeot’s back seat.
Tossing aside his empty, Paul walked over to the patron and asked if the
border were opening and the taxi might actually leave. If this new activity,
if it could be called that, meant anything.
The man shook his head. Pas de change.
No change.
Paul grimaced, looked around and wondered if he should be sitting about
waiting in a country where the police were never friendly to strangers,
especially stupid ones. Whatever else had happened last night, he’d certainly
made a public fool of himself. “Exposed,” he whispered, “out there for
anyone to see.” That could not be good.
Yet he probably wouldn’t be in any real trouble. If a policeman should
happen upon him, he could probably slink away with little more than a
scolding. But everyone was on edge. It might be better to leave town.
He’d certainly been abashed after—he could remember at least that—
when he’d stumbled back to the taxi gare late during the night, anxious,
almost desperate to get out of town as soon as possible. He now could
remember arriving at the yard, despairing, drunk. Of course, everything had
been closed down. Stumbling around in the dark, he had managed to rent
that barren room and secrete himself away for the remainder of the night.
Beyond flashes of recall, he could remember nothing clearly.
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Maybe it would be better to head to Bankass rather than Bobo earlier
than he thought he might have to. Perhaps it would be better waiting there,
where he would be unknown, than waiting here, where someone might
recognize him.
The day was quickly getting hotter and brighter. Only a little bit of shade
from the wall still covered his seat. He sat down and rummaged through his
pack for the mystery novel he’d traded for at the Peace Corps maison de
passage there in Mopti two days before. However, after flipping through to
find his place, he closed it. Reading really wasn’t going to work. He glanced
up and over at the Bobo taxi one more time. He lowered his eyes again but
looked up again quickly, surprised by something he had seen.
An unusual black man—unusual for Mali, that is, certainly no African—
was approaching the taxi’s patron. Paul stared at him, wondering how
anyone so clearly moneyed and foreign had found his way here on the edge
of nowhere, where few with any real resources ever went.
Maybe fifty, this newcomer was dressed in sparkling new black running
shoes, expensive black designer jeans, and a moss-green perfectly fitted and
stylish shirt buttoned to the neck. On his back, the new arrival carried a huge
and brand-new orange backpack that looked as ludicrous as it was overstuffed. His hair was precisely cut. His skin was lighter than most Malians,
as were his eyes. He looked like he’d just stepped out of an upscale boutique
in a California mall, somehow finding himself teleported to the edge of the
Sahara Desert and, from the expression on his face, was confused to be there.
Curious, Paul slipped the book back into his pack and leaned forward to
eavesdrop as the man started speaking to the patron.
“Excuse me.” The stranger spoke loudly enough for Paul to hear without
trouble—and in English.
“Oui?” The patron did not speak English, though he probably spoke
Arabic and three or four African languages in addition to French. He did not
look up.
Signs of strain marred the stranger’s perfect complexion. He shoved a
hand into his pants pocket, pulled it out again and nervously held out a
handwritten ticket. “Will we be leaving soon? Will the border be open
soon?” Yes, this man he was out of his element and was in some sort of
trouble. He knew it, always a good starting point. Paul watched on, much
more curious. He stood and ambled closer.
“Let’s see how the guy handles this.” He heard himself speaking aloud
and snapped his jaw shut.
The patron, who had continued to pretend to be busy with the papers on
the small folding table he’d placed in front of him, finally raised his head
and wearily stared at the newcomer. He sighed and looked about until he
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spotted Paul, who he had also sold a ticket to the day before. He waved him
over. Paul walked slowly to the pair of men.
“S’il vous plait, dit l‘homme que…. Tell the man, please, that…. Tell
him that we will leave when the border is open again. It’s as simple as that.
The gendarmes would not let us past Severé right now. There’s probably a
dozen taxis already waiting at the border, anyway.”
The newcomer watched Paul in surprise and relief as he translated.
“You’re an American, aren’t you? I wouldn’t have guessed…” he said,
when Paul had finished, surprising Paul, who was expecting simply a thanks.
“Why not?”
“Well, you look so….” The man hesitated again and looked away.
“Anyway, this fellow knew who you are, even if I didn’t.”
Paul laughed. “Yeah, that’s because I’ve a ticket in the same taxi.” He
paused. “Surprised I didn’t see you yesterday, but I guess you came after I’d
already been told we weren’t leaving and had headed back into town. Or
vice-versa.” Paul stopped himself. “I am an American, though, like you.
Almost anyone else here, but you, can tell that I am.”
He seemed little like the normal American traveler. He looked scruffy,
to say the least. His clothes had been purchased used in African
marketplaces; he wore locally made leather sandals; he weighed about thirty
pounds less than when he’d arrived first arrived in Lomé down in Togo some
four years before; and his close-cropped hair and beard showed little interest
in style. He was dark, too, thanks to the sun and his father’s Sicilian heritage.
His features could easily place his ancestry in Egypt or Lebanon, or in the
Magreb of Algeria, Tunisia, or Morocco. He’d been mistaken for a Berber
and was occasionally flattered by Africans who told him that he looked part
Tuareg.
The stranger smiled. After a small hesitation, he extended his hand.
“My name is Sam Boudy.”
“Paul Cassamude.” His curiosity was getting the better of him. “Tell me,
why are you trying to get to Bobo by bush taxi? How did you get stuck here
in the first place? I mean… you obviously are stuck, or you wouldn’t be
here.” He pointed toward the waiting taxi with his thumb. The only
foreigners traveling via this sort of local transport were PCVs and the few
Europeans and Americans trying to ‘rough it’ in Africa. “Why aren’t you
heading for Bamako, anyhow?”
Boudy hesitated and swallowed, trying to keep his composure as he
thought over his situation. Then he spoke, but quickly: “It seems that bush
taxis are the only way for leaving right now, and I’ve got to get out, to
Abidjan as soon as I can.” He looked around. “Going to Bamako isn’t going
to help. I’ve a flight from Abidjan that can’t be changed, and there’s no way
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to get there except by land because of this damned conflict. And the Bamako
airport’s closed, anyhow. And I need to get back.”
“Slow down.” Paul raised a hand as he realized that Sam’s frustration
was about to get the better of him.
It was a neat problem facing Sam, Paul realized, even without hearing
more, but not an insurmountable one, not for someone like Paul, or so he
flattered himself, someone with real experience of Africa. He did doubt that
the guy would allow him to help him, however. Paul looked just too
disreputable, as Sam had already made clear. But they were headed in the
same direction….
Paul knew he could get Sam over the border along with him, if it came
to that, even if they couldn’t get through on the main route. Then, at Bobo,
each could disappear back into his own life. And, hell, maybe a good deed
would counteract his drunken foolishness the night before. In spirit, at least.
“There’s not much you can do right now but wait. Be patient. In the
meantime, if you would like, maybe I can help you a bit, tell you about the
place, at least explain some things to you, give you some suggestions. After
all, I suspect I’ve been around here longer than you.” He motioned toward
his bench. “Let’s go over to the shade, where we can sit down and talk. Out
of the sun for at least a few more minutes.”
Hell, if nothing else, helping this man would take his mind off his own
troubles, stupid as they might be. And, after all, it is always nice to have
someone to talk with in your native tongue when things aren’t going well.
“We can probably get you out of here and on your way south and out of the
country if you really are in that much of a hurry… though, let me warn you,
it may not be an easy trip.”
Sam briefly hesitated, but caught himself and moved quickly behind
Paul, who had turned toward the bench, not wanting to appear reluctant. Paul
saw but didn’t really mind, now that he had had a chance to think about it.
Whatever the man thought of him, it remained true that they were almost as
alien to each other as they were to the Africans around them. Still, as there
was no one else around Sam could communicate with on even a rudimentary
level, he would follow.
And he did follow, wondering about this skinny, filthy, wraith, this
younger man walking in front of him.
He could see that, underneath it all, Paul wasn’t really a bad-looking
fellow. He might even be intelligent and able, after a fashion, Sam decided.
He hoped so. Sam was experienced in negotiating for assistance when he
needed it: he knew never to close a door. And Paul could be useful. He
appeared, at least, to know something about Africa—could certainly
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communicate with the people. And he spoke well in English, was clearly
educated.
Why, then, Sam wondered as he clicked through judgment points, had
this guy—what had he said his name was? Paul. Why had he allowed himself
to become such an obvious wreck? What had happened to him? What would
lead someone, an American, to wander around Africa, nearly in rags?
He wondered if there were others like this, or if Paul were some sort of
anomaly. Certainly, nothing Sam had ever experienced had prepared him for
even his brief view, so far, of Paul. Sure, a drug addict or drunk would let
himself go unnecessarily, and Paul, Sam realized as he looked at him, was
probably one or the other. But that didn’t explain things. How did he get
here?
Sam did need someone who could translate for him at least, someone
who could help him get out of the country, so he decided to keep his doubts
at bay. After all, Paul might, in fact, be able to point him to a way to get
south and over the border. At least that. There needn’t be any commitment
beyond that.
There didn’t appear to be much of an alternative, anyway.
For his part, as he reclaimed his seat, Paul looked back at Sam and
wondered, too, how in the hell this man had ended up alone in Mopti. It had
never surprised Paul to find tourists wandering around lost in Africa, for it
was an attractive continent for adventurous travelers, though certainly
difficult.
Paul had always been willing to help them out. Some of the people he
knew felt otherwise; some who had, like him, spent years in Africa, looked
down on tourists, as did even many of the other foreigners passing through,
people who saw themselves as ‘seasoned’ travelers. Paul, though, could still
remember his own first experiences and how alien the continent had then
seemed, and how grateful he’d been for the assistance people had given him.
He felt it needed to be returned in turn.
This guy, no matter how he had happened to get here, no matter how
dumb he was in his expectations, had managed to make it on his own to the
edge of the Sahara, and in the midst of an international border dispute, yet.
He couldn’t be the complete fool he looked, sitting there in his fine
clothes in a dusty taxi gare. He deserved at least a little respect, and probably
more than a little help.
One of the things he had promised himself always to remember, Sam
reminded himself as he shoved his bag under the bench next to Paul’s, was
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never to judge too quickly or too harshly. He’d learned that in business long
before. But, here, he had already done just that.
No, this was certainly not a man he would normally ever even talk with.
There would be no reason. But that didn’t mean that Paul lacked virtue or
value—especially considering that he might even be able to help Sam out.
Lord, no one else seemed to even have the inclination, let alone any idea
of what could be done. And Paul was the first person in over a day that Sam
could actually talk to. Sam decided he would try to accept Paul as a potential
ally and helper, at least until he proved himself differently. When you fall,
after all, you take any hand you can to pull yourself up.
Not only could that be to his own advantage, but it was, Sam reminded
himself, the ethical, honest route. He closed his eyes for just a second,
meditating, then opened them again, satisfied but still worried.
As they sat together on the bench, each involved with his own
speculations, Paul looked over at Sam, considering just what, and how much,
he should tell him, this man clearly so lost, so far from home. This man who
probably had no idea what a dangerous political situation he had gotten
himself into the middle of. He didn’t want to scare him further than he likely
already was. He just wanted to help him, if he could, by getting him to Bobo
and sending him on his way farther south.
Probably, Paul thought, the man would ignore anything he said, anyway.
But he really could help him, he told himself. He did know what he was
doing.
Most likely, the taxi wouldn’t leave and Sam, if he didn’t have Paul’s
help, would end up stewing in Mopti for a week or so more, stuck until the
crisis blew over while Paul slipped across into Burkina Faso, to Ouahigouya
and the motorcycle he should be collecting there anyway—that little
logistical problem he’d been ignoring.
But staying in Mopti would then be Sam’s problem, not Paul’s.
He couldn’t help him if, were he to decide that leaving immediately were
necessary, the man turned him down.
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Chapter One:
Surfacing
In 1982 Paul had been the newcomer to Africa. Stepping into a situation
much more complex and possibly more perilous than anything at home, he
quickly found himself lost. Even during his first hours he was guessing in
the dark. That’s the way it often is, he would learn, for Americans in the rest
of the world, home having dominated their lives even more than it shadowed
every continent. There was no distant, shining exotic, just places in need of
Americanization.
Most American travelers in those days, safe in their structured itineraries
relying on established outposts of home, saw the rest of the world through
thick panes of safety glass created by the diplomatic corps, the military,
travel bureaus and their cadres of writers and guidebooks, and money. Not
even the Vietnam War had broken the barrier. Violence churned Southeast
Asia, Central America, South America, the Middle East, Ireland, and
Afghanistan but Americans shrugged and kept traveling, altering their routes
a bit, it may be true, but never retreating to home.
Paul had arrived during a August day, but now it was night, getting close
to being next morning. He was in Lomé, the capital of a thin strip of land
called Togo extending from the Atlantic up toward the Sahara Desert, and
he was asleep. Exhausted and emotionally drained from quick discovery that
the solid glass protecting him was no more than cellophane, he had pulled
his world beneath the blanket over him and had checked out of it all, for the
time being in the one place of safety he had found. An American one, to no
surprise.
Fortunately for him, it was quiet even outside of the compound walls
surrounding the stucco structure housing the room of bunk beds where he
lay. Not much moved. Just building sand, which was ever so slowly shifting
from abandoned construction piles outside into one of the already sandy side
streets. Those streets made up a neighborhood called Kodjoviakopé, a quiet
residential quartier close to the beach and also to the border with Ghana.
Nothing else much moved, not really. Aside, that is, from a fidgety and
stout white man named El sprawling on a bench by the street. Wearing a
beard and an embroidered sleeveless shirt of heavy homespun cotton, he
looked to be in his late 30’s and was sitting as still as he could, leaning
against the cinderblocks, smoking cigarettes. His sad eyes (could they be
seen), though, constantly moved, darting about, shifting back and forth
through the shadows, as though looking for something but missing whatever
it might be they were seeking but sure it was there.
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He flicked a spent butt away, ember still glowing. Seconds later, a
wooden match snapped against his thumbnail, flared and went out, and a
fresh gleam reddened the gloom in its place. More than a couple of beer
bottles, dead soldiers, lay close by.
He ran his hand across his beard, wishing he had another drink. He knew
he wouldn’t be able to sleep, though he had been awake, now, for the better
part of three days. He got up, paced to the corner, sharply turned, and slowly
walked back to where he had been sitting. He thought of himself as a bored
dog testing the limits of a leash.
But the only thing restraining him, he knew, was himself.
It wasn’t, he told himself, that he shouldn’t sleep and let the booze ease
out of his system, that he didn’t have things he really needed to think about
soberly. He just didn’t want to; he knew it and admitted it. Life had gotten
out of hand. That he did not deny. It was no fault of his own and nothing had
happened to him personally, but it was proving to be just too much to
encompass.
What had happened just weeks earlier was with him even when he was
not thinking on it directly.
But he couldn’t carry it, didn’t want it, hadn’t asked for it. The nice little
Peace Corps life he had built for himself up mid-country, where he taught
farmers how to plow their fields using oxen, had been shattered. And, though
he was headed back to where it had been, it could never be restored.
The loss he had experienced, the shock, the sadness following, had crept
to every crevice of his being. He had no way to control it, or so he believed,
certainly not one outside of alcohol.
And there were the images, too, that had lodged themselves in his head,
images from the “before” that had been so instantly and graphically created,
good ones that he was scared were now completely marred by the more
recent ones of that night, images which were almost always coming out to
leer at him again, now, especially when he hadn’t had enough to drink.
Of course, he didn’t want them. Didn’t need them. Hadn’t asked for
them. But he was stuck with them.
What he thought now was that he cared too much, and that was a bad
thing. Especially when the worst of life happened—unexpectedly, as it
always did. He told himself he couldn’t let go of people, not even when they
were no more, and that he always wanted to take responsibility for each and
every person he met. He had been told that, and knew it was a bad thing.
When he lost someone, it came as a personal blow, almost an insult, a result
of his own failure. He had lost them.
He wished he could do without people close by. The losses wouldn’t be
so hurting. But he knew he couldn’t. A loner he would never be.
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That’s why he had befriended that fellow Paul, the one who’d come in
on the flight with him, who was now passed out in one of the bunks inside
the Peace Corps maison de passage behind him.
He didn’t need him, didn’t want to get involved with the life of anyone
else. But he couldn’t help himself. He needed to help. That had always been
part of him. Help someone else, pretending to help himself.
He’d been flying back from home leave, from Cincinnati to New York
to Schipol in the Netherlands the day before, then on to Niamey and Lomé.
The two men had met on that last leg of the flight. The guy, Paul, had talked
excitedly to El about a girlfriend, one who’d drawn him away from his
graduate school in Wisconsin, one he was planning on visiting in Benin, one
he hoped to stay on with. Perhaps marry.
El, mired deep into his own misery, hadn’t listened much, but hadn’t
turned away, either. The worries and hopes of the other were something he
could cling to, he knew, maybe distracting himself. That could be good: he’d
been getting more and more afraid as they got closer to Lomé, the somewhat
damped fires of his own loss rising to giant flames once again. His emotions,
to create another metaphor, were starting to bubble against the lid of the
sealed pot where he’d secluded them, hoping that would reduce the heat,
though it had not.
It is hard returning to the scene of disaster; distraction should be
welcomed.
The poor, foolish younger man next to him had been nervous, needing
to talk, so El let him, most of the time just pretending to listen, nodding or
shaking his head, whichever seemed more appropriate to the tone of Paul’s
voice. Never before had he left the U.S., Paul told El, never looking over at
him as he spoke, never having, as he related it, done much of anything
unusual at all before this adventure.
And he was nervous about it.
At times, Paul seemed to be speaking only to the back of the seat in front
of him, which was fine with El. At one point, El paid a little more attention,
realizing that Paul was admitting to him that he didn’t really even know if
the girlfriend wanted him to come—he suspected that there were letters that
he had not seen, that had arrived after his departure, telling him not to come.
Woken from his own thought, from his abstraction, El shook his head and
wished him luck, still less than half listening but now also worrying about
what he knew, having seen it before, was a looming disaster for this poor
fool.
Sighing, he turned his attention back again to his failing attempt to
permanently cut from his head certain memories, the words of the other man
once again hardly registering. It was becoming increasingly obvious to him
that he couldn’t delete anything of his own—though he had always known
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that, really, he admitted to himself. He was really just repeating himself. So,
he smiled and nodded, and pretended to listen again.
What he really wanted to do was weep.
After the plane had taxied to its stop El said a distracted goodbye-andgood-luck to the guy going to see his girlfriend—again, a doomed trip: El
had seen it too often, and it always failed. He grabbed his shoulder bag,
feeling in it the important videotape it carried, stood, and waited toward the
rear of the crowd moving to exit the plane. He kept something of a fatherly
eye on Paul but stayed a little back from him as they inched forward.
The familiar wet heat of the West African coast pressed hard against him
as he finally stepped through the open door, last of the stragglers among the
passengers. The heat, assailing him for the first time in three weeks, battered
him, coming close to pushing him back inside. Oppressive but so wellknown after more than a year of it that, even as he loathed his return, he
almost welcomed it. He clinched his fists, squinted and stepped forward into
the bright African sunlight.
Maybe, he thought as he slid his foot onto the moveable stair and shaded
his eyes with his free hand, he shouldn’t even have come back; maybe this
heat and its familiarity were reminders that he could never get over a loss
such as his, not here, at least, where perhaps he didn’t even belong. He
braced himself, lied to himself by telling himself he hadn’t really wanted to
return but was doing so only out of an obligation to the dead.
Yeah, right. He grabbed the rail, edged his feet carefully forward, and
stepped down.
The man whose girlfriend was supposed to meet him—what was his
name again? Paul?—was walking slowly toward the terminal with only a
few people still between the two of them, shading his own eyes and scanning
the packed observation deck far across the tarmac and atop the wide and low
whitewashed terminal building.
Hands waved. Someone jumped up and down. Not at him, though, not
for him. El watched; he could tell Paul saw no familiar face. Even from the
back, Paul looked disappointed, concerned.
Hell, he should. Facing Africa cold, with no guide, no place to go. Took
guts or foolishness. Or both.
And Paul, as he had already told El and as El believed, was only a fool.
He had no idea what he had stepped into as his feet had touched the tarmac.
Despite the heat, El’s teeth chattered for a second as he, too, walked
across the tarmac. He’d feared they would do this and had pretty well known
it would happen. He clinched his jaw. He wished he could manage his body,
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his physical reactions, but only alcohol had ever allowed that. He stepped
forward, eyes close to tearing, putting one foot in front of the other, one hand
clutching the strap of his bag, the other sneaking around for reassurance,
again fondling that videotape.
He followed the other passengers into the terminal, still a few feet behind
the man he had talked to on the plane. In sweltering heat, as oppressive even
now that they were out of the sun as it had been in it, he saw the man—Paul,
yes, Paul was his name—looking around, clearly searching for something
that would tell him which way to go, what to do now that he was on the
ground. El looked at him, hesitated, and sighed.
With a quick breath expelled, he grabbed the man by the elbow and
guided him toward the correct control counter. Help someone else: takes
your mind off it. Well, sometimes. Maybe it would work again.
“Just follow me. It isn’t that difficult as long as you look like you know
what you are doing. Easier, too, if you know French.”
“Uh, thanks.” Paul turned to him, startled but obviously relieved.
They walked on in the dispersing crowd, Paul now trailing El, still
looking around, still hoping to spot the one he’d flown so far to see. He
sprinted up next to him.
“I thought I did know some, but I guess not enough.”
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Chapter Two:
Closing
The lines for passport control and customs snaked through a variety of
fragile-looking open doors with small signs posted above them, but only in
French. Paul was embarrassed that his French wasn’t strong enough for him
to read them. He had stopped between two, wondering which way he was
supposed to go.
As he pondered, the man he’d been talking at on the plane, the big
bearded guy in an African shirt, said something from behind him, grabbed
his elbow and turned him gently toward the door on the far left. Startled but
also relieved, he followed docilely, watching and imitating whatever the
man did. On the occasions when officials spoke to him, he smiled and
pretended to understand, nodding, shuffling on from passport control to
customs, keeping right behind the other man, surprised each time he was
allowed to move along. He thanked the man as they waited for their bags.
The big fellow smiled and nodded but said nothing. They moved apart.
Inside the main lobby, his nylon knapsack now trailing from his left
hand, Paul slowed and looked about him, still dazed so not really seeing
much, wondering what he should do now, for there was still no sign of the
girlfriend he had expected to meet him. Should he sit on one of the benches
and wait? And hope? Or try to find a way of getting into town and… and
what?
For a few minutes, he stared at a palm tree by the street outside the glass
wall around the entrance doors, puzzling for a clue.
“She’s not here?”
“Huh?” Startled, he turned around. That man again, still clutching the
bag that had been on his lap in the plane, the man who had so gently helped
him through the formalities, was smiling at him once more.
Paul was surprised by the smile as much as by anything else, for it was
a peculiar, wistful smile and he didn’t understand it. Sure, they’d talked a bit
on the plane, but Paul didn’t even know the man’s name—or didn’t
remember it. Paul did recall that the man had told him he was a Peace Corps
Volunteer in the near north of Togo on his way back from emergency leave
of some sort. When Paul had asked if the man knew his girlfriend, he had
shaken his head, no. She, too, was in Peace Corps, but in Benin, just one
country over. He told Paul that he thought he might have heard her name,
but that was all.
Now they stood together in the airport and Paul wondered what the man
wanted.
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“No…. ” Paul finally realized what the man had asked and shrugged. He
didn’t really want to talk about it, not right then. He wasn’t sure what he
should be feeling, or what he should do and didn’t want to have to pretend
for anyone. He felt numb but also embarrassed, and certainly didn’t want to
talk about what seemed to be happening to him—better just to endure it.
Especially with a stranger who appeared, though helpful, to be intruding just
a bit too much.
“Maybe she couldn’t get from Cotonou.” Attempting to be nice, Paul
could see, the man was trying to put the best face on the situation. “Things
like that are common here, happen all the time. You know, ‘WAWA.’”
“Wawa?” Paul tried to keep his responses short. He’d thanked the guy
already, after all. But he couldn’t help asking.
“’West Africa Wins Again.’ Never expect anything here. Nothing ever
happens the way you want it to.”
“Maybe that’s it. Maybe it’s something simple like that.” Paul wanted
to turn away, but he also didn’t want to appear ungrateful. He was
embarrassed by his situation, yes, and very worried, but he didn’t want to
share it, let along explain it.
They stood for a moment, awkward. The PCV sighed and put his hand
on Paul’s shoulder.
“What will you do?”
“I don’t know.” Paul wanted to twist away, but he also was beginning
to realize that he didn’t have anywhere else to go or even to turn toward.
The man took his hand away almost immediately and considered Paul
for a moment, that slight, strange smile returning to his face.
“Why don’t you come into town with me? Peace Corps has a maison de
passage—a sleeping area for us—and I can sneak you in, if you haven’t
much money, or find you a hotel, if you would rather.”
“Thanks.” Paul looked around again, unsure what was motivating this
man. “I really don’t know…. Guess I should just try to get over to Cotonou,
as soon as I figure out how.”
The man shook his head, speaking now with more authority or, at least,
from experience. He had realized, from Paul’s words, that Paul was going to
accept his help and his lead. “Worry about that later. For now, let’s get you
set up somewhere.
“There’s another thing: if she couldn’t get here, she may have gotten a
message through to the local Peace Corps office. Lots of people do that, for
they expect their visitors will check there, if something happens and they
aren’t met.”
With no phones and rudimentary in-country mail service, alternative
methods of communications had to be developed. Notes were passed from
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PCV to PCV for delivery in different parts of the country. Peace Corps itself
carried small packages up and down the country.
El stuck out his hand. “My name, by the way, is El, El James. I think I
told you before, but you’ve probably forgotten. Just think of Elmore James.
It’s not, but it helps the memory.”
“Paul Cassamude.” They shook, Paul still wondering how much he
should rely on this possible benefactor, how cautious he should be.
He looked out the window again for just a moment and asked himself
once more what his plan should be otherwise, if he could do anything on his
own at all. If he should even try. He’d known, as he walked from the plane
and hadn’t seen her on the observation deck, that he would need help—
though he hadn’t wanted to admit it. He was only just now beginning to
come to terms with the fact that he could be in trouble—and here was an
offer of help, at least.
But he didn’t know this man; he was even put off by him, embarrassed
by the fact that El had recognized his need. He hated that it was so obvious.
It didn’t take him long to consider and abandon his other options as El
patiently waited, that smile still on his face. For he hadn’t any others, not
really. Only a fool wouldn’t accept the help offered when the alternatives
would be an immediate return home in utter defeat. The choice of the
moment, clearly, was to avoid that. Any greater decision was going to have
to wait.
He nodded, shouldered his pack and followed as the other man turned
and walked outside. El signaled, that bag of his waving from his raised arm,
and a battered Peugeot taxi pulled to the curb. Paul looked back at the
terminal building as he climbed in; maybe he should wait. After all, she
really might have been delayed.
But he didn’t really have much choice. He hadn’t the money for a fancy
hotel and had no idea how to find a reasonable, cheap and safe one on his
own. Without El’s help, his only prudent option would be to find some way
to get himself on the next plane back to the States.
Maybe that’s what he should do. Or, again, maybe he should just wait
for her.
No. Let’s be honest. He couldn’t do either. Those were losing moves
and he was feeling too much like a loser already. He didn’t want to confirm
it, especially in front of a stranger.
He was coming also to understand just how much he was the fool; he
didn’t know how much more of a battering his self-esteem could take.
He had managed to get here, after all, he told himself, and should take
at least a little pride in that. He had to make a show of it, at a minimum. And
this man, this El, had a certain inspiring look about him, a confidence, a
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kindness, even quirkiness, especially in the way he still clutched that bag of
his, now holding it close to his chest as he walked around behind the taxi to
the opposite door. And, after all, he, like she, was in Peace Corps. And, once
he got an in on the organization, he could probably work his way to her. That
way, maybe he could salvage the trip.
What else was he going to be able to do? He bit his lip, suddenly angry
with himself. What? Sit stupidly waiting in the airport, expecting a woman
who probably wasn’t going to appear?
He had never wanted to admit it: the idea to come to Africa had been his
completely. Her acceptance, he realized, had been reluctant, if it had been
acceptance at all. And he hadn’t heard a word from her after writing with the
date of his arrival, even though they had long ago imagined a trip together,
up north toward the Sahara. A chance for him to see Africa, and to find out
if they still had a relationship. But that had been months ago, even a year
ago.
If she cared, she would have been there. She had not been. Therefore, it
would be dumb to wait for her.
If it had been important enough, she would have found a way. Or would
find a way to find him, once he had left the airport.
Why, then, was he going to try to find her? He pondered this as he sat,
pack on his lap. Not wanting to face answering, he shoved the question aside
and, as El entered from the other side, pulled the taxi door firmly closed after
him.
He was setting himself on a course. There would be time to deal with it
later, to figure out exactly what it meant. Now, he had to establish himself,
find some solid direction and continue on.
He tried to close his mind to her, at least for now, and looked ahead.
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Chapter Three:
Arriving
Lomé slid by the taxi’s window, so different from anything else he had
ever seen that he could hardly track it, so far removed was it from the cities
he had passed through in the United States. Low buildings of cement
contained small storefronts spilling goods onto the sidewalks—plastic
buckets and rope, cheap clothing and shoes, tin pans and stirring spoons,
kerosene refrigerators and lanterns, Chinese bicycles—and the side streets
of sand provided glimpses, on the better ones, of tall compound walls topped
with broken glass. Palm trees spotted the horizons behind the walls.
People moved everywhere: He saw women in wrappers and bare feet
carrying huge packages on their heads, and men of all sorts, some in sandals,
holed pants and tee-shirts, others in business suits. Children scurried,
popping out from behind vehicles, doors, and shreds. The people, like the
goods in the shops, spilled from the sidewalks and into the streets. Most
everyone was black, though little clusters of whites, probably tourists,
occasionally shuffled through.
Bicycles, he saw, a few mopeds, and motorcycles. Cars, mostly Japanese
but with many French Peugeots among them, battered, often filled with more
people than they had been built to carry, careened around the vans, each of
these stuffed with passengers and generally sporting a young man hanging
out the open side door as the vehicles darting to and from the curbs, picking
people up and discharging them. Trucks passed, most with open backs piled
high with bags of, well, Paul couldn’t even guess with what.
Movement, movement, he saw, was everywhere around him. And color,
swirling from sand below to yellow above with a riot between.
Along with the smells assaulting him. Diesel fuel, sweets, food, coal,
excrement, more. All struggling to dominate and each succeeding for a
moment before being mixed with one of the others then fading into the
changing whole.
Paul breathed as shallowly as he could while he stared, fascinated and
slightly scared. Their taxi wove through what was clearly the downtown,
‘clearly’ from the few new multi-story buildings they were now passing,
heading, El told him, toward a residential sector near the Ghana border.
“You’ll be able to see Ghana from where we’re going, but it would take you
hours to get there. The border station can’t handle the traffic so you mostly
wait.”
After about twenty-minutes of twisting and turning down streets
sometimes paved but sandier and sandier, they pulled to a stop by a walled
compound sitting in a row of others down a relievedly quiet side street. A
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thin black man in a tan uniform at a gate smiled as they got out and he
recognized El. He greeted him warmly and gently, as one might an invalid,
as he opened a small door in the wall next to the wider gate. Paul tried to
follow the conversation in French, but only got part of it, and most of that
by guess, surmising that the man was welcoming El back, and was asking
about his trip. He trailed after El to another door and then into a building
where six rows of bunk beds, a couch, a bookcase stacked with worn
paperbacks, and a couple of easy chairs rested.
“I told the guardian that you were a PCV from Ghana. Put your name
up there,” he pointed to a chalkboard with numbers from one to twelve
painted on it, names written beside a few, “so you will have a bed.” Paul did
as he was told, then dropped his pack onto the bed corresponding to the
number next to his name. El did the same, though he kept the bag with the
videotape with him.
“Now,” El contemplated him as he paused then continued, his voice
more animated than Paul had yet heard it, “I think what you need is a beer
and something to eat.”
“Shouldn’t I try to…?”
“Just let it wait,” El interrupted, but gently. “That would probably be for
the best.”
Paul stood for a moment, hesitating, considering, and then nodded. A
drink, after all, might not be a bad idea—and he really didn’t need to appear
too anxious.
Though he normally wasn’t much for alcohol, this, he reassured himself,
wasn’t a normal time. He let El lead him back out onto the street. Still….
“Wait.” He stopped, and El turned to look at him. No matter what he
tried, he soon wouldn’t be able to stand the thought of not checking to see if
there was anything for him there, not even for the time it took to drink a beer.
“Didn’t you say that she might have left me a message here? That people do
that?”
“Yeah…. “
“Well, do you mind if we look, first? Then we’ll get the beer?”
El shrugged. “Might as well. Follow me.” He led Paul back into the
building and around to a small room with a row of mailboxes and a bulletin
board.
“It’ll be stuck on the board, if it’s here. I’ll let you look for it yourself.
I’ve got to let the Director’s office know I’m back, anyway.” He disappeared
through a further doorway.
Paul looked over cautiously at the board, dreading what he might find
but knowing there was likely something awaiting him there. He stepped over
to inspect it more closely, staring at the rows of folded notes and dingy
envelopes, each with a name scribbled on it. First, he scanned them quickly,
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but saw nothing, feeling relief—almost. Then he began examining the board
carefully, starting in the lower left-hand corner, looking at the name on each
one of the folded notes, each envelope, working his way across the
messages.
Finally, he found it, about one-third of the way through. He recognized
her handwriting before he saw that the letters formed his name. He pulled it
off the board and turned to the opposite wall, tearing the envelope open.
The note said she was sorry, but she had tried to contact him. She was
leaving this note, she said, on the chance that he would, in fact come, but
she hoped he would never see it. She didn’t want him to come, wished he
had never wanted to.
There was someone else now, anyhow. Then it said, again, that she was
sorry, so sorry and, again, that she hoped he never got this note, that her
letters arrived before he left or that he had come to his senses and had
changed his mind about coming to Africa.
Paul stared at the small piece of paper, read it again, then slowly
crumpled it and shoved it into his pocket. He didn’t want it but didn’t want
it in the trash either, for someone to find. As a crumpled wad in his pocket,
it would stay silent, for now. He stared at the wall until El came back. He
said nothing when the other looked at him, questioning. He merely followed
him outside.
They headed straight back the way they had come in the taxi, walking at
the side of the sandy street where the tire marks from their taxi were still
visible.
Though he was in shock, at least a bit, from the note, Paul was getting
his first chance to see Africa up close, so he tried his best to pay attention to
what he was seeing. But he was too tired and dazed, really, to do more than
inventory: Cement walls, palm trees and metal gates. Wood doors under
Rothman signs with dark counters beyond. A child or two, playing in the
dirt.
One, he noticed, was now singing at him:
“Yovo, yovo bon soir. Donnez-moi dix francs.” The child laughed and
darted away.
“What’s that mean?” The surprise had shaken him from his trance.
“’Yovo’ is white person. For some reason, kids think that, if they sing
that song, we’ll give them money.” El laughed. “Come on. I forget how odd
this all must seem.”
The bar El was taking him to, he explained, was called the “Buzz Bar”
by Peace Corps Volunteers because there was no service unless one pressed
a buzzer located conspicuously on one wall. A man would soon appear,
someone who, on command, would bring large bottles of the local Biere du
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Benin. The seats were low, with plastic-covered cushions. They formed a
rectangle around a square coffee table. No one else was there, so El and Paul
slouched down, El pushing the buzzer and ordering for them.
“So there was a note.” El hadn’t mentioned it while they were walking,
giving Paul time to compose himself, to decide how he wanted to react to it.
Now he decided to prompt him.
Paul hesitated but, just as he started to answer, it suddenly started to rain,
hard, and fast, startling him. He had to speak loudly to compete with the
noise it made hitting the corrugated ceiling above them. He took a deep
breath and shouted.
“There was.”
“Is she coming?”
“No.”
“I’m sorry.”
“Thanks.”
“I know it sounds trite but try not to dwell on it. You are in Africa,
something different, something new. Concentrate on that. Oh, and by the
way, you aren’t the only one who has come to visit a Peace Corps lover, only
to be dumped.” Paul simply looked at the table.
“That videotape you were carrying. Are carrying.” El had it next to him,
still. Paul looked it now, wanting to change the subject. “Must be
important?”
El didn’t answer right away, for the beer arrived and the was waiter
popping the caps and wiping out the glasses. And the rain still made
conversation difficult. Instead, El showed Paul that he should keep his bottle
cap on the top of the bottle, to keep flies out. Then he took a long drink,
emptying his glass, and then looked steadily at Paul, only a ghost of his much
earlier smile remaining. The rain eased up just a bit.
“You ask about the videotape, well.…” He refilled his glass, drank it
down, and refilled it once more. “Did you hear about Joan Rodham? Did that
news reach you?”
Paul shook his head. The rain continued to diminish, quickly becoming
merely a soft, hardly noticeable drizzle.
“It was a couple of weeks ago, a month, actually. Made the New York
Times. Thought you might have seen it.”
“No.”
“She was stationed close to me…. I don’t know…. Was my best friend.”
He took a breath, a sigh, really. He looked down at his bottle of beer. Though
he had told this story dozens of times to perhaps a hundred people, it didn’t
get any easier. No matter how he tried to word it, it always came out horribly.
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“She was murdered, beaten to death three weeks and five days ago.”
“Oh,” Paul replied, shame washing over him, his own cataclysm
suddenly shrinking to stubbed toe. He could think of nothing else to say.
“Oh.”
“I found the body.” He took a long drink and smiled again, that wistful,
longing smile. “And the tape is of her. An interview for a news show done
last year. Charles Kuralt. It’s all I have left of her.”
“Oh,” Paul said again. “Oh.”
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Chapter Four:
Drinking
That first binge in Africa, one of his first anywhere, had started
inauspiciously and almost innocently there in the Buzz Bar. In the aftermath,
it provided Paul with nothing more than a series of vivid and lasting images
of Lomé, a city he never visited again, but that he always remembered
fondly. It brought him a slanted, almost unconscious view of it, certainly,
but it also became his real African starting place. It gave him his own push,
one might even say, toward finding an Africa for himself and, in the process,
provided the beginning of what would prove to be something of an
understanding.
He quickly learned of certain of the lesser parts of West Africa, its bars.
In the short run, the short binge provided him with a break, a means of
splitting himself away from what could-have-been in favor of what now was.
It provided him room for decision making.
He saw them all that night, the bars, that is. From the cafés on the
boulevard circulaire such as Café des Arts with its draft beer, Englishspeaking owner, and seating on the street, to the “Jungle Bar”—so named
by Peace Corps Volunteers for its plants and the noises of the birds caged
across the front, to Mami Wata courtyard bar, to the chicken lady, where
they ate on low benches and drank beer from a hole-in-the-wall next door
while watching traffic go by, to nameless joints catering to Togolese, for the
most part, where the beer was warm and the clientele sparse, and to the boits,
the nightclubs where foreigners and local bureaucrats danced and eyed the
prostitutes whose less prosperous sisters roamed the streets outside.
As they wandered, Paul made sure to avoid thinking about his own loss
or El’s much greater one, concentrating on the city and its, to him, alien
nature, and alternately falling in love with Africa and wishing he were back
in a snug Midwestern bedroom.
Sometimes he felt so alone he only wanted to crawl into a corner where
he could wait for daylight and the first plane to anywhere else. At other
times, he hoped he would never have to leave, so exhilarating and fresh was
the place. The Africa he was seeing was daunting and enticing both, scarily
open for things he had hardly imagined. For one moment he would stare
about him, drinking in as much as he could. Then, in fear, he would find he
could focus on no more than the beer bottle before him.
No matter which way he was feeling, though, he nodded and smiled as
El talked and talked more. Talked to Paul, and to the rotating group of
companions, most of whom were little more than blurs to Paul. El talked
about everything he could think of, telling Paul about Peace Corps, about
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people in Africa, both local and expatriate, about places in Togo. About
everything in the world, almost.
But not about his dead friend. Or about Paul’s absent friend, for that
matter. Those were the only two topics off limits.
El told Paul about having wanted to be a minister once, of attending a
seminary in Tennessee, but finding that he really could not face even the
idea of the official responsibilities of guiding a flock—though, unofficially,
he still knew it was his calling. He spoke of the teaching he had done, and
the wandering, of a communal farm where he had learned enough about
large animals so that Togo’s animal traction program had grabbed him, once
he’d gotten around to applying for Peace Corps.
“Animal traction?” By that time Paul was a little unsure of his tongue,
so spoke the words slowly. They were sitting on a bench in front of a street
bar within sight of the Ghana border.
“Yeah. Using oxen for plowing. In this case. Could be horses. Most
plowing is done by hand, here, with a small hoe. They’ve started a program,
producing plows in Kara, and selling them and oxen to farmers. Trouble is,
it forces farmers to plant cotton, a cash crop, so they can repay the loan.”
“Whassa matter with cotton?”
“Depletes the soil. Should at least be rotated with a nitrogen-fixing…
ah, hell, who cares about that? Development, Paul, all development
programs are like that, ultimately.”
“Like what?”
“Like a waste of time.”
“Huh? Then…. ”
“Then what am I, what are we, the people in development, even Peace
Corps, doing here? Good question.” He took another long drink of beer. “But
I can’t answer it. Not generally. Different answer for each of us.”
“So what are you, then? Why are you here? Why do you continue?”
El pondered for a moment and, when he spoke, spoke more slowly.
“Oh, sometimes we fool ourselves into thinking we’re doing good or, at
least, not hurting anyone. That’s true for Peace Corps, at least. They don’t
give us enough money to do much damage.” He paused.
“Maybe we even do a bit of good, in the human-relations department.
But, for all our talk, we’re also the ones who eventually go to work for
USAID and all the other development NGO’s. Maybe all we really want is
easy careers a long way from home.”
“Come on. Can it be that bad?”
“If you stay here, you’ll see. This is a playground for us, this place that’s
home and life for the Africans. If they wanted, they could do most anything
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for themselves that we flatter we are doing for them. There are plenty of
African doctors, physicists, mathematicians, engineers.
“The best, though, leave. They’re working in America, while we, who
know nothing about Africa, come over here and play jungle.”
Paul laughed. “You shouldn’t be saying things like that to me, you
know. I want to be here, to get to know it here. At least, I think I do.”
“Why? You came for a woman, not for Africa, not to get away. Look at
it as a vacation. Stay a month, go back, and have some stories to tell.”
They finished their beers and, by tacit agreement, moved on. One drink
in each place was the pattern they’d stumbled upon in the haze of the much
earlier evening.
A little later, Paul threw up in the street. He hadn’t the stamina of El,
nor the history of concentrated drinking. Still, he stumbled on, matching
each of his guide’s bottles with one of his own.
“If you were me, what would you do now?” They had arrived at a bar
catering to Europeans traveling on the cheap, next door to one of the hotels
such vacationers frequented. Across the road, only sand and a row of palms
separated them from the ocean. Far out, they could see the lights of a slowmoving freighter.
“Do what you planned.” Paul had earlier laid out the details of the trip
he and his girlfriend had once imagined, up to the desert and back down. El
spread his arms. “Why not? You guys had put together a neat vacation. You
don’t need her to take it with you.”
“I don’t know. I don’t feel like traveling alone. And this is the only time
I’ve even been out of the US. What do I know about a trip like that?”
“All you’ve got to do is look out for Peace Corps Volunteers, just like
happened here. We’re a good bunch, really, if a little drunken, a little naïve.
I’ll get you directions to the maisons de passage in Dapaong, Ouaga, and
Niamey. And you can come north with me at first, at least as far as LamaKara.” He stopped for a moment and looked out at the freighter’s lights,
having suddenly realized what might prove a bit of a problem.
“Uh, I don’t mean to be impolite by bringing up the obvious, but you do
have your visas, don’t you? I mean, you were planning on traveling north.”
Paul laughed. “Those, at least, I got.”
El grunted.
As they continued on their path from bar to bar, El now kept returning
to this idea of Paul’s renewed trip, fleshing out the possibilities for him,
mentioning people he could get him in contact with, places he could see,
types of beer he could drink.
Though he was drunk and not really thinking clearly, he did know he
wanted to give Paul at least some idea of a future, something to look forward
to—at least, partially. He was trying to be nice, but his efforts only seemed
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to be depressing Paul, who kept brushing the topic aside. Still, he couldn’t
help keeping on, even talking about the down side of what the traveling
might be like.
“But none of it’s any good, though. The beer, I mean. Not after this.” He
pointed to his bottle of Biere du Benin. “Togo, you gotta remember, is the
only of these places that was a German colony. The French, of all people,
taught them how to make beer in most of these countries!” He laughed.
“The English in some, I guess.”
“Yeah, but even their beer can’t match this good German stock.” He
drained his bottle and got up, ready to move to the next bar. Paul struggled
to his feet, swaying a bit.
“Your ticket out, does it follow the same route we took coming in?”
They were sitting under a paiotte, a round, open-sided structure with a
thatched roof that sat on the beach itself. The same freighter they’d seen
earlier, or one just like it, struggled silently away across the water.
“Yeah, it does.”
“That’s good. That means you can pick up your flight in Niamey. Just
have to tell them at the airline’s office there. It’ll confuse them at first and
they won’t want to let you do it until you make it clear you don’t want any
money back. Then they’ll arrange it so your seat will be held.”
“But then I won’t be coming back here. I’m getting to like it here.” He
hesitated. “Well, for the moment, at least.”
El shook his head. “I forget you’ve never yet been on a bush taxi. It’s
three days by bush taxi, at best, to Ouaga, maybe four if you go to Niamey
instead. You don’t want to do that back again just to catch a plane. Plus,
you’ll have that much more time to wander around in the Sahel.”
“What’s ‘Sahel’?”
“Huh? Oh.” He grinned, shook his head. “Sounded like you said ‘What
the hell.’” He stopped for a moment, stifling a drunken laugh, realizing how
stupid he had just sounded. “The Sahel is the edge of the desert that isn’t
quite desert. It’s the beach around the Sahara, so to speak.”
“And that’s what Upper Volta, or Brubiba Faiso or whatever the hell its
name is now, is part of?”
“Burkina Faso: the land of upright men, Captain Thomas Sankara
commanding, with Lieutenant Blaise Campaoré at his side, thanks to the
most recent coup. Yup.”
“But is it stable enough for someone like me, someone new, to go
wandering around in it? I don’t really want to be shot.”
“Sure. Peace Corp’s still there. They haul us out in an instant if they
think there’ll be trouble. No, Sankara may talk big talk, may like to pal
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around with Gaddafi and Arafat, but that’s a country with really nothing,
nothing but laterite and people. I don’t see how it could get too crazy.”
This time, El had to steady Paul as he got up from the table. “Maybe we
ought to wander back to Peace Corps,” El said, giving Paul a little push but
keeping his arms out in case he fell. “You look like you are finally ready for
some sleep.”
“What about you?” Paul did stumble but caught himself. Or El did. He
wasn’t quite sure. They set off toward the maison. “Don’t you ever sleep?
Don’t you ever stop?”
“Not recently,” El shook his head. “Not recently.
“What I need is something to distract me, right now.”
“Like what?”
“Like you. Like what I found tonight. Like someone who can keep my
mind off, well, off of Joan.”
“You’ll tell me about that, though, sometime, when you can?”
“When I can.” He looked up at the stars. “When I can.” They stumbled
off toward sleep. Toward sleep for Paul, at least.
The eastern sky was starting to lighten as El gently knocked on the
compound door. The night watchman helped him get Paul, who was already
nearly passed out, inside and onto his bunk.
El grabbed the bottles of beer he’d stuck in the cooler earlier and went
outside to sit on the sand, to think, to remember, to avoid remembering, and
to wait for day.
It was his average day, now.
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Chapter Five:
Learning
“Ready to see the real Africa?” Their route taxi, a small bus, had taken
them away from the boulevarde circulaire at the center of town and was
about to pass through the wide entrance to the taxi gare where, El had told
Paul, they would find a vehicle for Lama-Kara, the largest city in midcountry Togo and the closest to El’s post. El grabbed his pack from beneath
his seat as he spoke. Watching him, Paul did the same.
“You mean this hasn’t been ‘the real Africa’?”
“Lomé? Naw, it’s a city from the French. Even has buildings with glass
and steel, paved straight streets. Might be some Africans in it, but it isn’t an
African city.”
The bus pulled to a stop at the edge of a large grassless field. Vehicles
scattered around would soon be leaving for a variety of places, the largest,
creakiest buses heading all the way north to Niamey. El and Paul rose with
everyone else in their minivan taxi as it pulled into the most crowded area
and waited to file out onto the packed dirt and sand of the gare. The original
seats of their vehicle had been removed and replaced with others constructed
of metal tubing with minimal seat pads and in narrower but longer rows.
They had to sidle through to the aisle and then to the door.
“What’s a real African city like?” They stepped onto the sandy ground
and looked around, El not responding but seeking the bus to Kara, Paul
trying to catalogue this new vista while attempting to look nonchalant, like
the old Africa hand he surely wasn’t.
Buses and taxis were parked here and there in clusters, almost as if in
random gatherings, but most of the space was empty of vehicles or buildings.
Around the edges of the field were rows of small rough-built shops and
eating places. At the center stood a cement building, the only solid structure
in sight, and the only place that looked deserted.
Though it was hardly seven in the morning, the whole area was filled
with people walking, chatting, eating, shopping, or just waiting, sitting on
piles of baggage. Though it had rained a great deal the evening before, the
ground, except for a few deep puddles, was already dry.
“Oh, stay long enough and you will see. A real African city is of mud,
and the streets meander, follow their own paths.” El finally responded and
thought for a moment as they stood for a moment next to the bus they had
come on. “You know, you probably could say that about Africans, too.”
“Say what?”
“That they seem to wander, that they follow their own paths; they
certainly ignore the ones we Westerners try to lay out for them—to their
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credit, by the way.” El pointed to where the Kara bus was already loading
and started walking toward it.
“I don’t know what you are talking about, but if you say it, it sounds
good to me.” Paul smiled and followed El, who was pointing toward a bus
which, Paul saw, was parked by a building with a hand-lettered sign reading
“Kara” tacked to its top. A man sitting under the awning in front of the
building took money from them and wrote out tickets. El shoved both of
their bags through an open window toward the back of the bus, effectively
saving the seats they landed on. He then looked at the ticket in his hand.
“I’m number sixteen. That makes you seventeen. This probably seats
twenty-four, so we shouldn’t have that long before we leave. So, let’s sit
down and get something to drink.”
“You mean these all wait to fill up to leave?” Paul followed him to a
nearby drinks stand. “No schedule, just go when full?” He looked back at
the van, wondering if it were prudent to leave their bags just sitting there but
unwilling to say anything about it.
“Yeah, that’s the way it works around here. It’s one of the things you
have to look forward to. It’s rarely a problem, going to Kara, but there are
places where you can wait all day, or longer.”
“Great.” But Paul could see the logic of it. If time isn’t critical, but cost
is, why sacrifice lower cost for efficient use of time?
“Yeah. Want a beer?”
Paul blanched. His stomach still felt queasy, though their drunk had
ended the morning before and he had done nothing for the past day but
recuperate. Plus, he thought to himself, it was way too early in the day. “No,
but coffee would be good.”
“Coffee’s over there,” El pointed to a stall a little way down, a long table
featuring a large, steaming caldron, a row of plastic cups, and a pyramid of
Nescafé cans. “Just give him twenty-five francs. The milk will be condensed
and sugared, but it’s either that or black.”
“Guess I’ll take what I can get.”
“You’d better, if you want to enjoy yourself around here.”
It was already getting quite hot, so they commandeered a bench under a
thatched awning by the drinks stand once they had each obtained a beverage.
El sat down, took the bottle top, already lose, off his beer, swigged a drink,
then, holding the cap between thumb and second finger, stuck his elbow out
and brought his hand next to his ear. He snapped the cap out in a lazy arc
away from him. He took another drink, then covered the top of the bottle
with his thumb, keeping out the ubiquitous flies. He had positioned himself,
Paul noticed, so that their bus was directly in his line of sight.
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“Well, when do you think we’ll get to Kara?” Paul fanned his coffee and
sipped at it, the rough edge of the relatively soft plastic cup providing a new
and not really pleasant addition to the instant-coffee taste.
“Should be late this afternoon. If we get out soon, maybe earlier.” He
took another pull on his beer and tried to smile; his easy grin had been
eluding him more and more over the past twenty-four hours.
Paul wondered if El was becoming a little too anxious, too worried about
getting back to Kara and more reminders of the murder—which he still knew
little about. He couldn’t ask, he knew, so dropped the thought and drank his
coffee. Perhaps El would tell him eventually. Or maybe someone else would,
sometime. He continued to look around, to make this strange scene normal,
and waited.
The ride to Lama-Kara, though it did take less than half a day—and that
at fairly low speed—covered, Paul discovered, an astonishing variety of
landscapes—astonishing to Paul, at least, who had assumed that the
countryside would be continually the same.
From the flat, coastal plain through the hills around Atakpamé and up
over the rocky mountain just an hour south of Kara, the land around them
would change from rice fields to cotton fields to teak plantations—the big
leaves coated with dust from the traffic over the dirt beside the road—to a
bit of jungle, to village, to town, to any other and sometimes back again.
Rows of women with vegetables or mangoes in baskets on their heads
walked down the sides of the road toward those villages where it was market
day. Men traveled on every conveyance from donkey cart to bicycle to
moped, to motorcycle to car or truck.
In some places their minivan could whiz along by them; in others, slower
vehicles and walkers covered the road, causing the chauffeur to lean out his
window and shout with frustration—for his horn did not work. Sometimes
the houses that could be seen would be of mud, others of cinderblock,
unadorned except for zinc roofs. Still others, but more and more rarely as
they moved north, were surrounded by walls like those of the elite
compounds in Lomé, topped with broken glass. Behind them television
antennae poked from tile roofs. Little bars dotted each village, often with
tables out front, shaded by umbrellas advertising cigarette brands both
familiar and unfamiliar to Paul.
Each time they stopped, the bus was quickly surrounded by women and
youths selling oranges, roasted peanuts, plastic bags of chilled water, bubble
gum, and meat on skewers. Occasionally, El, who had the inside seat, would
reach over Paul and buy something, which he would then share with Paul
once they were moving again, eating as he pointed out the sights, his own
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problems seeming to have been thrust aside in his obvious joy in showing
Paul each new attraction.
The day before, El had disappeared for a few hours, leaving Paul to
wander around Lomé on his own—not that he did much of that, staying close
to the maison and sleeping, mostly, or reading a book about the pop vocal
group The Mamas and the Papas, one that he’d found on an old couch near
the bunks.
Being alone was fine with him; he had a great deal to sort out, emotions
to work through, old plans to reimagine or reject. Plus, he was more than a
bit hung-over, a state of being somewhat replaced by simple exhaustion as
the day progressed.
When he returned to the Peace Corps maison in the evening, El had
obviously been drinking again but, this time, when Paul asked him if he
wanted to go out for a beer, he merely tried on that wistful smile of his and
shook his head.
When Paul got back from a walk along the beach an hour or so later, El
was asleep in one of the top bunks, snoring gently. Seeing that, Paul felt
somewhat disappointed and a little lonely, but he did recognize that El had
been walking around emotionally exhausted for days, not to mention that he
was clearly too frightened of his own feelings to deal with them. So, finished
with the pop quartet, he had rummaged through the maison’s little book
exchange and found a Stephen King to read and had done so until late in the
evening.
At some point as they rode, Paul thought about the fact that El hadn’t
mentioned Joan Rodham at all since telling Paul that he had found the body
at the start of their all-night creep. Sensing his reluctance, though he wanted
to know more, Paul had kept his questions to other topics, any other topics.
Again, he thought, there were others he would meet who could tell him.
Now, it was just questions about the countryside they were passing through
on the National Road north that he threw out.
El still had the videotape with him. Paul had seen him surreptitiously
reach into his shoulder bag and touch it several times as the morning and
their trip went on. Perhaps Paul would eventually get a chance to see it—he
surmised it was the Kuralt interview—but that was clearly going to have to
wait.
The road twisted upwards, finally, along a wall blasted out of stone,
taking them into haze and gentle rain that, when they reached the peak,
turned harsh and steady, following them down onto the plateau where LamaKara lay. Even through the wet, Paul could see that this new region was not
nearly as lush as the places they had passed through. The trees were a little
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more separate, each a bit more regal as a result. El pointed out an odd, thicktrunked one with gnarled branches that fit what Paul imagined the ents of
The Lord of the Rings might look like. El called it a ‘baobab.’
As they neared the city, El seemed to get both jumpier and happier. He
talked even more than he had on their drunk, seeming to want to share some
ambiguous, unsaid thing with Paul, to make him understand, perhaps, why
he was going back but without really telling him anything directly. Paul
would get to meet a bunch of the region’s PCVs, he said, good people.
People he loved. People who cared as much about Africa and about each
other as he did.
He didn’t know how many would be in town, but there were generally
two or three, in addition to the teacher-trainers who were posted there. They
usually met at a bar off the side of the main road leading north out of town,
one that they called the “Mango Bar” for the large mango tree that shaded
the tables out front. They would go there, he said, as soon as they had
dropped their bags off at the empty house of one of the Kara PCVs, a woman
traveling for the month. He went on about his friends and even their friends,
both American and Togolese, providing more detail than Paul could digest,
his voice turning into a drone mixed with the sounds of engine and tires.
Mesmerized by the changing landscape over the ridge, with its fewer
trees, flatter fields, and low, distant hills, Paul leaned his forehead against
the glass, his eyes now closing as mud compounds with thatched roofs, small
village and towns, and El’s voice, flew past.
The road coming into Kara was straight and, as they got nearer to town,
lined with trees. It seemed green and pleasant to Paul, who had awoken to
the sounds of the slowing bus, and not nearly as dusty and dirty as Lomé,
nor as crowded. El watched silently, merely noting that Paul was awake, as
they neared the taxi gare, then taking up his bag as they stopped and people
started to file out of the van, not even looking back for Paul as he descended
and started to walk toward the house where they would be staying, the house
he had mentioned earlier. Paul had to scramble to keep up.
Though they left off their backpacks as soon as they arrived at the
compound, El kept his shoulder bag with him, the tape still in it, when they
started out for the Mango Bar. Once again more talkative, he pointed out
sights to Paul as they walked from the house: the restaurant owned by
German brothers, each married to a Togolese woman, the main market, its
whitewashed wall hung with used clothing (“we call that part of the market
the ‘dead yovo market’—figuring the Togolese think these must come from
dead white folk: Why else would they get rid of their clothes?”), and the
road up to the one fancy hotel in town, the Hotel Kara.
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As they turned the corner by the market, Paul could see a huge,
spreading mango tree in the distance, its dark leaves shielding a row of low
buildings and half the road as well as the couple of meters between. The
buildings sat below road level and were reached by steps cut into the cement
retaining wall built against the asphalt. Motorcycles, all with yellow helmets
on them, were lined up by the road just beyond the steps.
At a table in front of one of the buildings, whose wide open doors and
“Biere du Benin” sign proclaimed it to be a bar, a group of six sat, four whites
and two blacks, one of whom looked up as Paul and El approached and
opened her mouth in surprise and, it seemed, in delight.
“Papa!” The shouter was one of the two white women, the taller, with
curly auburn hair cascading over neck and forehead. She was dressed in blue
jeans and a long-sleeved work shirt. The others looked up quickly. All
smiled, stood, and spoke at once.
“Welcome home!”
“Bon arrivé!”
“Have a beer!”
“Who’ve you brought?”
All of this the two heard, and more, as they neared, then clambered down
the steps and joined the table. Paul looked over at El as they stood over the
party, which had resumed its chairs.
“Papa?”
“That’s my nickname.” El looked at him, rather sheepish. “Seems that
someone, in our training, decided I look like Ernest Hemingway.”
Paul laughed.
A second table was dragged over by the barman, along with two chairs,
and two more BB’s, the local shorthand for Biere du Benin, were placed on
it. They sat amid a continuing barrage of conversation in a mixture of French
and English.
The four whites, Paul discovered as they sorted identities, were all PCVs
stationed in the region. The blacks, both Togolese, he was told, were named
Alex and Bouk. Alex was the homologue (work counterpart, someone
explained) of Mark, the taller and paler of the PC men, and Bouk was the
boyfriend of the shorter female PCV, Rachel. The other male PCV, Jeff, was
a short, blond fellow with a slight Texas accent. Paul didn’t catch the name
of the other woman. All six seemed well along to a good drunk, though it
was yet to reach four in the afternoon.
Because Alex and Bouk both spoke English a lot better than Paul spoke
French, most of the conversation took place in English, though with French
spattered throughout. Occasionally Paul had to interrupt, to ask for a
translation, but no one seemed to mind.
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As the afternoon moved toward evening, talk quieted, got more serious
and, almost without notice, shifted to tales of the life of Joan, the murdered
volunteer. Paul, who had already begun to feel the outsider amongst a group
of very close friends, felt even more left out as he listened to their subdued,
almost teary tales and occasional bits of nostalgic laughter and the way they
gently enfolded El into the conversation, all of them watching him as they
spoke, obviously making sure that he did not appear overwhelmed by their
talk.
Though extremely curious as to what had happened, Paul didn’t want to
break in and ask directly, not in such a conversation, a dance, really, of
mourning. As time passed and blue faded from the sky, he sensed that this
was becoming some sort of wake, and that what the people around him really
wanted was to celebrate Joan, not talk about her end.
By dark, four or five more people had joined the tables, a couple of them
Togolese, the others PCVs, but Paul had been drinking as hard as the rest
and didn’t get a handle on any of their names.
Eventually, someone asked El if he had brought back the tape.
Slowly, everyone stopped talking and looked at him. They had all been
waiting for this, Paul realized, but none had previously had the courage to
ask.
“Yes, I have it.”
“Can we see it?” The question came, with hesitation, from one of the
newcomers. Paul guessed that he desperately wanted to see it but was trying
to hide just how much.
“When can we see it?” Another voice, but after a pause.
“Where can we see it?” This question spilled quickly into the wake of
the other.
El raised his hands. They all quieted. The dusk shadowed his features.
“There’s a video player at the Hotel Kara. I’m sure they will let us use
it.”
“When?”
“Whenever you folk would like.” El, answering these questions quietly,
seemed calmer to Paul than he had yet seen him. Seemed more in control or
command, more comfortable.
“Now!” Someone spoke toward the floor but clearly enough for
everyone to hear.
“Yeah, let’s see it now.” This from one of the women, spoken with an
authority Paul had not yet heard from anyone in the group. Besides this
rejuvenated El, that is.
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El shrugged. “Someone will have to give me a ride up there. I haven’t
got my moto yet.” He turned to Paul, and spoke more quietly. “You want to
come?”
Paul shook his head. Though he, too, was curious to see this tape, he
didn’t think he wanted to intrude further. Not now. Already, he was feeling
that this was too private, that he shouldn’t be here.
It would be best, he thought, to stay out of it, though he admitted to
himself that he still did want to hear the details. He could ask soon enough,
he told himself. Let El and these others do what they needed to do first.
“Anyone else staying?”
The PCV named Jeff said he was. “Remember, I saw the video when I
was on home leave, back when it was first broadcast last year. I don’t think
I want to see it again, not just now.”
“Could you, then, see Paul gets some dinner and back to Jan’s house?”
“Sure. But come back here. We might not leave. Might eat next door.”
The rest of the group, now absolutely silent, got to their feet and filed
up the steps to their motorcycles. Yellow helmets fit heads one after another,
and a series of low sputters, then roars sped them away, taillights
disappearing around the corner up the low hill to the Hotel Kara in a long,
evenly spaced line.
Jeff ordered another round of beer then turned to Paul.
“So, tell me about yourself. El says you’re just traveling through, but no
one does just that. Not through Togo. What brought you here?”
“A woman, but I don’t really want to talk about it.” He put down his
glass and leaned back in his chair. People here seemed to respect one’s need
for privacy, so he didn’t expect further question.
Jeff shrugged, then surprised Paul by addressing just the topic he’d been
thinking on. “Suit yourself. But, if you stay around here long, you’re going
to find that everyone will quickly know everything about you, anyway. Even
if you don’t tell, word gets around.”
So, it wasn’t respect for privacy, Paul realized, but the fact that nothing
stayed secret for very long that kept curiosity at bay.
Jeff took a sip of his beer and then continued, explaining. “There aren’t
many Americans in Togo, especially up here in the north. There are fewer
PCVs. And, no matter how we try, this just isn’t our place. We have African
friends, sure, and work with Africans, but we eventually all turn to each
other. We have to: the lives here are just too different, too alien. We need
each other, whether we want to or not. And we end up knowing things about
each other that, anywhere else, would be well hidden.”
“How many are you?” Paul didn’t really know the extent of what Jeff
was talking about but had been nodding anyway and asking questions
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anyway. He’d never lived beyond his own culture, didn’t know what it
meant to be forced to build a community out of a somewhat random small
group, didn’t understand the importance of the others who can remind one
of home.
He couldn’t imagine, either, the protectiveness or the potential nastiness
of such a small sub-group in an alien land.
“PCVs? Maybe forty in the Kara region, perhaps thirty more in the
Savannes. I suppose there are as many other Americans around, if you
include missionaries and the like.”
“So, maybe one hundred to one-fifty, here in the north. Americans in all,
I mean.”
“Yeah, something like that. Not a big community.”
“No.”
“And, for us PCVs, we get to know each other in training, and then, well,
we’re looked down upon by a lot of the others.” He hesitated. “Other
Americans, I mean. We have no money to speak of, are generally younger,
and are more irresponsible—as they view it. And, in their eyes, we stay a
short time and don’t really know what we are doing. So our community is
really confined even within the larger American one.”
Paul, whose thoughts, a result of too many bottles of beer once more,
were now drifting elsewhere, merely nodded. This didn’t make any
difference to him, anyway. After all, he told himself that he had been asking
questions just to keep the silence away, for lack of anything else to do or
say.
Anyway, he was merely passing through, would be back in Wisconsin
in another month or two, probably in time to enroll in his graduate program
for the coming semester or, at least, to find a teaching job somewhere.
Everyone always seemed to want science teachers. This was just a vacation.
But, as he also knew, he had been telling that to himself all day. He casually
wondered why but did not pursue it.
After a time, Jeff seemed to recognize that Paul wasn’t particularly keen
on following his train of thought, wasn’t really contributing, and let the
conversation tail away.
They drank in silence or small talk, but Jeff eventually did bring the
conversation back to the American community, not for Paul’s sake,
obviously, but for his own. He had continued to think about it.
“It makes it hard to have any privacy, for this is a small country, even
with so few of us, and we stick out.”
“How many PCVs in the country as a whole?” Paul was resigned to
letting Jeff talk, if that was what he wanted. Though he’d never felt the needs
Jeff was talking about, even while drunk he did understand that others did.
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“Maybe one-twenty-five. In Peace Corps terms, that’s crowded. Burkina
Faso, five times as big? Six? I don’t know, but there are only fifty or sixty
PCVs in the whole country.”
“So they don’t see each other as much.”
“Yeah, they have to make do with occasional visits, not the everyday
interactions we have.”
Once Jeff had exhausted his opinions on the dynamics of the American
and Peace Corps communities, Paul asked Jeff why he hadn’t wanted to see
the videotape.
“Like I said, I saw it when I was on home leave, and was excited to see
someone I knew on national TV. My parents saw it, too. In fact, I was at
their house when it was on. It was important to me. Joan and I were in the
same French class in stage, in training, and I knew her fairly well. It was
special seeing her on TV, and I want to keep that memory the way it was.”
“What sort of tape was it?”
“She was interviewed for On the Road. They were doing a segment on
Peace Corps.”
“Were you back here when she died?” Still wanting to know what had
happened, Paul decided to try to push the conversation that way, at least
tentatively.
Jeff looked down at his hands for a moment. Looking up, he met Paul’s
eyes, then spoke slowly and clearly. “Yes, I had just come up from Lomé,
just returned from a medical visit, when El came by that night…. ”
He took another drink. “Look, let’s order some food from next door. If
you want, after we’ve eaten, I’ll tell you about it. Assuming, of course, El
didn’t give you the details.”
“No, he did not. And I didn’t want to ask.”
“Thanks for that. I’m sure you’ve been wanting to know, and I
appreciate that you held back. This has been particularly hard on El.”
He stood, steadied himself, and walked to the building beyond the bar
where he spoke for a moment to the waiter tending a pair of outdoor tables.
“I ordered us both steak frites,” he said as he sat down again. “Should
be ready in a few minutes. They’ll bring it over. Just about when we’ll be
ready for another beer.”
“You guys sure drink a lot.”
“Enough, as they say, to float a battleship. Hell, it’s been a constant
drunk up here the last month. Probably the longest wake, ever.”
They sat for a bit in silence, each refraining from touching a glass, tacitly
having decided to wait until the food arrived and they had begun to eat.
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“So tell me about it.” Paul bit into a piece of the tough meat. He was
getting impatient. The others would probably be back soon, or someone else
would show up, and he wouldn’t get to hear the story for a while longer.
Jeff hesitated, then took another bite of his own and a drink before
starting.
“Joan had a woman who helped her, something a lot of us have.
Generally a woman working for the women, a man for the men. Not really
a servant, but someone paid, but who usually becomes a friend. She would
stay in the house when Joan wasn’t there, protecting it, would clean,
sometimes do marketing for food and the like.
“Anyhow, such a position is a plum, in most villages. You get money,
and the status of being a friend to the local rich, well, comparatively rich,
stranger. So, when you move in, the person who is going to work for you is
generally presented to you by the family that owns the house you’ll be living
in.
“Joanie’s house was owned by the chief in her village, and the person
assigned was one of his daughters.
“She was pretty nice, Ayesha, and we all got to know her.” His voice
trailed off and he shook his head, staring at the road. “It’s strange what will
happen. You never believe what people can do. And you always half believe
you can reach back into the past and change things, could make it right. Or
could have. Should have…. ” He stopped speaking and looked down at his
hands, both now curled around his bottle of beer.
Paul said nothing. This, coming on top of Jeff’s comments on
community, made him realize how absolutely he was an outsider here, and
he now felt peculiarly lucky to be getting any of the story at all from one of
the insiders. He waited. After a few minutes, Jeff started talking again.
“Joan started noticing things missing from her house about six months
ago. Small things. She mentioned it once or twice to me or to El, or to
another of the PCVs, confused by it. Ayesha, she said, had tried to help her
find them, but both were stumped.
“Then larger things, and more expensive things started disappearing,
including some jewelry that Joan had brought with her.
“Though the house was generally locked, Joan had no idea who might
have a copy of the key, for the lock had preceded her. She figured someone
had been sneaking in and taking her stuff.
“So, she decided to go to the marché here in Kara, to get a new lock and
key.
“While there, Joan browsed in some of the other booths. We all do that.
It’s fun. You find some of the oddest things. Well, that day, in one of the
stands, she noticed one of her pieces of jewelry hanging from a display rack.
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“She thought she was being pretty slick. Instead of demanding it back,
she admired it, and asked where the trader had gotten it.
“He had bought it from a woman. She had him describe her as she
pretended to consider buying it. From his description, she realized that the
thief was Ayesha.”
Jeff stopped again, slowly finishing his steak and fries and drinking a
little more beer.
“Joan didn’t know what to do. Once again, she asked me and a couple
of others—including El—what they thought. Finally, we agreed that she
should go to Ayesha’s father, the chief, and tell him what had happened. We
suggested that she do it privately, so as not to embarrass Ayesha.
“After all, we all liked Ayesha. But we never should have told Joan to
go to her father. It was a mistake. Now we live with that, and it killed Joan.”
He stopped for a moment.
“Anyway, Joan did that, went to Ayesha’s father. The chief thanked her
for speaking so frankly and privately. But Ayesha disappeared a few days
later, and the chief returned some of Joan’s belongings to her.
“Later, we heard what had happened to Ayesha. Her father had publicly
disgraced her and had her beaten—doing all of this when Joan wouldn’t be
around, when she wouldn’t know of it. After the beating, Ayesha was
banished from the village.
“She went down to Lomé, where she stayed for some time. Apparently,
she found two men down there, and convinced them to come back north with
her, to help her teach Joan a lesson. Obviously, she blamed Joanie for what
had happened.
“They went to Joan’s house one evening, while Joanie was cooking
dinner. They had sticks or bats of some kind. They must have rushed in and
started beating her.”
He stopped again, and drank again. No longer did he look Paul in the
eye and his voice had taken on a mechanical edge.
“It was horrible, Paul. I didn’t see her after she was dead. El had covered
her. But I saw the blood. I couldn’t believe the blood, splattered
everywhere.”
“It was El who found her?” Paul knew he had, but he couldn’t think of
anything else to say and he wanted Jeff to get on with the story.
Jeff nodded. “He did. He covered her, took her key and locked the house,
rode to my house, and asked me to get Mark and get over to Joan’s house
right away. He was shaking, and as pale as I’ve ever seen a person. She was
dead, he said.
“He gave me the key, left me, and rode his moto into Kara, where the
nearest telephone was, and called Peace Corps in Lomé. I went to Mark’s
house, told him, and we drove over together.
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“After looking inside, but just for a moment—we really couldn’t step in,
couldn’t bear to see, though we saw the blanket over her body—Mark and I
sat on the steps outside. We didn’t want to say anything to anyone. We didn’t
know who had done it, didn’t know anything. We just sat there, not speaking,
not moving.” He paused for a moment, remembering. “We stayed there the
whole night. It was the most unbearable night of my life, that sitting there,
the longest, the most horrible.” He stopped for a moment, looking out and
up toward the road.
“Still going on, I guess.
“Eventually, sometime during the night, El got back. Then it was the
three of us staying there on Joan’s steps, never even thinking of talking, until
the Peace Corps cars arrived, I don’t know, maybe eight hours later.
“Come to think of it, I don’t think any of us spoke at all, actually, even
when El came and sat down with us. I don’t think we even asked him about
the call. We just assumed someone would be coming.”
They sat silent in the bar for a time, Paul trying to imagine the emotions
of that night, Jeff reliving them.
“How did you find out what had happened?” Jeff seemed to have
dropped into a sort of stupor. Paul brought him back.
“One of the Peace Corps vehicles had stopped by the police headquarters
in Kara, and they came up, too, the police did. Of course, they talked to the
chief, and the story of what he had done to Ayesha came out.
“Though I don’t think El knows it yet, she was found, a week or so ago,
captured in Lomé, but the two guys with her seem to have escaped, though
I heard the other day that one has been caught in Benin. She told that they
had done it, and that she hadn’t wanted Joanie killed only beaten and
punished. But I don’t know.
“I saw all that blood. They hadn’t just wanted to beat her. All that
blood…. ”
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Chapter Six:
Exploring
When he returned alone to the Mango Bar later that evening, El’s
equilibrium seemed restored. Restored most emphatically, Paul decided.
Especially so, compared to the near wreck Paul had spent the last few days
with. He appeared as genuinely gentle as Paul had sensed he was in his
normal state, and serene, though his hand still occasionally stroked the
videotape, now back in its bag. Neither Paul nor Jeff asked about it, but the
showing had somehow completed a cycle for El, had clearly brought him
back to a sort of interior safety.
He sat way back in his chair once he had joined them after being dropped
off, for the most part just watching Jeff and Paul talk, making little effort to
join in—and drinking even less. Out of deference to him, they moved away
from the topic of Joanie, Paul questioning Jeff about the Peace Corps
experience.
“You want to see brousse life for a day or so?” El asked Paul, a beer or
two (for the talkers) later, “If you do, I’ll take you up to my place, so you
can see how we really live.”
“Sure.” Paul didn’t hesitate, surprising himself. After what he had heard
from Jeff, Paul was getting interested in the lives of these PCVs despite
realizing that he would always be an outsider among them and, in a weird
self-defense, deciding, even as he talked with them, that they were a little
less than the friends he would choose.
Now he realized that he did want to see a little more of this fractured
group of people that he’d fallen in with. “I would like that.”
“We’ll have to take a taxi up, for my moto’s chained at my house, but
it’s only a thirty-minute ride.”
“I don’t mind. I didn’t think the bus today was too bad.”
“This will be a little pickup, crowded and dusty compared with the bus.
But, as I said, we won’t be for long.” El stood up and stretched. “Come on.
Let’s get some sleep.” He paused, lowering his hands and looking down the
road. “You know, for the first time in a long time, I’m ready to get home.
I’m tired and want to go to bed.”
“OK.” They left Jeff, who was expecting some of the others to return for
a little more drinking, and made their way back to the house where they had
dropped their bags.
It sat within a small compound built of cinderblocks; its windows and
doors were metal with louvers over ragged screens but with no glass. The
bed El showed Paul had a mosquito net hung above it. El helped Paul lower
it, explaining that the house’s screens were not very effective and that,
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though malaria wasn’t such a great problem in the area, it paid to be
attentive.
Once in bed, Paul found he felt a little peculiar. He didn’t like the
feeling, he decided, of being shrouded, a feeling that the whiteness of the
netting gave him. He woke several times during the night, distracted by the
slight swaying of the ghostly material. Once, his hand sneaked out from
under the net, and mosquito bites startled and woke him. Another time, he
rolled against the net, allowing the mosquitoes to get at him through it.
All in all, as a result, it wasn’t a very satisfactory sleep he had there and
he was up soon after dawn. He was glad they wouldn’t be staying there
longer and hoped he could either learn to sleep under the net soon or would
always find rooms with effective screens.
El heated water for coffee on a little two-burner propane stove while
pouring cold water from a small kerosene-driven refrigerator that he had
lighted the night before into Paul, who was once more a little bit hung-over
and dehydrated.
“You’ve got to learn to drink something other than beer and coffee
around here,” he said, once they were about finished with their breakfast of
mangos and a bit of stale bread El had discovered in the kitchen after having
packed up to leave.
“Yeah, right.”
“I’m serious. Dehydration can be a big problem. Drink liquids all day,
whether you are thirsty or not. Whenever you get the chance. And I don’t
mean beer and coffee, but rehydrating liquids.”
“I haven’t seen you do that.”
El laughed, “Believe me, I do. Normally, I do.” He got up, grabbed his
bag, and motioned for Paul to follow. They walked out into the street,
pushing the heavy courtyard door closed and locking it with a large,
efficient-looking combination lock.
The bachet they got on in the Kara gare left quickly and soon dropped
them off on the edge of the paved road where a small dirt lane stretched
between fields of what El said was millet or, in a few cases, sorghum. Mango
trees again dotted the landscape and, just off the road, one of those huge,
gnarled trees with deformed-looking branches rose above all the rest. It was
bigger than any Paul had seen before. For some reason, to Paul, its branches
looked more like roots. He couldn’t help but stare at it.
“What’s that again? I’ve forgotten the name.” They had picked up their
bags and were starting down the lane.
“That’s a baobab tree, the greatest tree in Africa.”
“Looks sort of, well, stumpy, though it is big.”
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“People say the baobab used to be a fine, spreading tree with great
leaves, but it got uppity, and challenged god. To show his displeasure, god
pulled the baobab out of the ground and stuck it back in upside down. That
being why it looks as it does today.”
“I like that.” Paul stared at the tree as they walked, taking in the
improbable outline, imprinting its solemn, silent magnificence onto his
memory as though he might never see another. “I was wondering if anyone
else thought the branches looked like they should be underground. I guess
you answered that.”
El saw that Paul was still staring at the tree and laughed. “Don’t worry;
they’re common. You’ll see many that far outstrip that one.”
Further down the lane, Paul could see the grouping of houses that, El
informed him, made up the village of Massiga where he was posted, where
he had lived for the past year and a half. The road passed over a stream, and
El told Paul that he had managed to get hold of the culvert tube under them
(one of the aid organizations was about to throw it away) in Kara and had
transported there it via oxcart at the very end of the past dry season. This
year, the rains had not yet washed out the road, so El was hoping that the
culvert was actually doing its job and that the road would prove passable
year around.
“But one should never expect success, not here, not in Africa. We didn’t
dig far enough, didn’t place the tube down enough. So it might get washed
out itself. Might cause things to be worse than before.”
“Why didn’t you go deeper?”
“It rained, and no one would have been able or willing to work on it
more, even another day. So I decided to finish as quickly as we could.”
“Why? What did the rain matter?”
“They had to plant. Everyone works on the planting. All else stops.”
They walked on.
The village they arrived in, Paul saw, consisted of eight or ten round,
brown compounds, with round, thatch-roofed rooms built into the walls, all
set within what looked like a mango grove. The compounds had no
doorways, just open spaces, and in the center of each a fire smoldered
beneath a huge blackened pot or two. Children ran out and surrounded El, a
couple of them taking his bag from his hands, all of them speaking to him.
One of them shyly put his hand on Paul’s bag. Paul released his grip and let
the kid carry it. Ahead of them, several older men were reclining in the shade
of the largest of the mango trees, resting on long, low benches. El headed
for them.
What he said Paul could not understand. Some of the words were
French, and he did catch a few, but others were in the local language. El
shook hands with all of the men, then made what Paul could recognize as an
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introduction, so he, too, stuck his hand into those of the others. The men
smiled, and indicated that the two newcomers should sit with them.
A woman came out of one of the compounds carrying a clay pot and two
calabash bowls much like those in the hands of some of the men or resting
by them. She handed a calabash each to Paul and El and poured in a milky
liquid from the pot.
“This is ‘t’chakpa or t’chakpa-lo.’ As you get even further north, they’ll
call it ‘dolo,’ but it’s the same thing.”
“And just what is that?”
“Oh,” El smiled, “millet beer. People drink a lot of it around her. And
when you drink it, smile. You don’t want to insult anyone’s hospitality.
Which means, by the way, that, if anyone ever offers you something to eat,
anything at all, always take a little of it. Complete rejection is an insult. Oh,
and watch what I do before you drink, and do the same.”
He swirled the liquid in his calabash and then poured a little bit of it on
the ground. “Pour les ancestres.” For the ancestors. Paul watched and
imitated. The oldest man nodded, but Paul had a funny feeling that the others
thought the gesture polite but a little silly.
They drank. To his surprise, Paul found the concoction sweet and cool,
though grainy and gritty, odd on the tongue and with a distinct residue. He
smiled and nodded himself, and said thanks in English, then in French.
“That man in the white robe is the village chief,” El told him, between
bits of conversation with the men. “I was posted here because he had bought
a pair of oxen and wanted help in learning to use them in his fields. Now I
go around to villages, do demonstrations, and teach people how to repair
their plows.”
As he listened to El, Paul surreptitiously examined each of the men,
trying to imagine their lives here, in a landscape that could be on the moon,
for all that he could understand of it. What did they think about? What was
“normal” to them? He looked at them, top to bottom, all of their faces harshly
lined, some cheeks sunken, others full, hair graying, the muscles on their
exposed arms and calves stringy but clearly still strong. Each reclined
comfortably on a wooden seat. They were talking to each other in low tones
and short statements, speaking louder only when addressing the Americans
or the group as a whole. They sipped their own drinks, watched the land
around them, and occasionally laughed and something another had said. Paul
soon gave up trying to get a fix on them. He realized that it was a futile
exercise to try to build a conception of their lives or thoughts; never had he
encountered people this different from what he was only beginning to see
was an American, not a human, norm.
He lowered his head but found he was staring at them anyway,
entranced, fascinated, and still wondering.
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After what El deemed a reasonably polite length of time, he excused the
two of them and took a reluctant Paul away and over to his own compound,
newer and smaller than the others, and lacking the fire in the center.
One of the rooms didn’t have a roof, but a rude tripod atop the walls had
been erected in its place. “That’s my shower. I brought this solar shower
thing, a plastic bag with a shower head attached, that you sit in the sun so
you have hot water. I rigged that up,” he pointed to a rope through a pulley
hanging from the top of the tripod. “I lower the bag, siphon water from that
big jug,” he pointed, “and raise it back up. By evening, I’ve got a solarheated hot shower!”
El’s other buildings were a kitchen with a propane stove, a broken
kerosene refrigerator, a large, lidded caldron filled with water, a water
filtration system made of two large plastic buckets one set in the other, and
a series of shelves built up near the thatch of the roof and holding a variety
of packaged goods; a store-room; a bedroom; a smaller guest room; and, just
outside the main compound wall, an open-sided shed where his motorcycle
was chained. Right beyond was a paiotte, an open-sided but covered sitting
area.
“I had all of this built about eight months ago. Was living in the
compound of one of the families, but wanted a place of my own, and wanted
to learn more about how they build around here. Wanted to get involved in
that directly.”
“Nice.” It did look inviting. The ground in the compound had been
cemented over and was well-swept. The rooms were dark and the low but
cool, and the cloth-slung folding chairs that El dragged out to the paiotte
were comfortable. El drew a couple of bottles of BB from the bottom of the
caldron in the kitchen and handed one to Paul, who was surprised as he
grabbed it: “And the beer’s cold! I thought you guys lived the hard life.”
“Oh, it can be hard enough… but not compared with PCVs in places like
Mali, Niger, and Burkina Faso. Yeah, for the most part, we’ve an easy life
here. Still, it’s also easy for any of us to get sick, for one thing.” He popped
the cap off his beer and flipped it away as he had the other morning, once
more snapping it between thumb and forefinger so that it arched like a
Frisbee. “Malaria’s not so common up here as in the south, but it’s still
around, and there’s lots of other things.” He took a drink and smiled, but this
time Paul noticed a slightly diabolic twitch in place of the usual selfdeprecation.
“Ever heard of Guinea worm?”
“No.”
“It’s particularly nice. Get it, and the worm eventually pops its head out
of your skin. You can’t pull it out, though, for it will break, part of it stay
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inside, and make you really sick. So you have to wait until enough of it is
out for you to wind it around a stick. Then, each day, you wind it a little
further, until it comes out entirely.”
“Sounds wonderful.” Paul shuddered and drank a little more beer. Hell,
he thought, I’m committed to this trip now, so I’m not going to think about
things like that. El, though, continued with a litany of diseases, describing
them in detail and with great relish until they had finished their drinks and
decided it was time for sleep.
The following few days, the ones he spent with El in Massiga, proved
to be the most idyllic Paul would pass in Africa, though neither Paul nor El
was particularly happy, each sinking, too often, into private regrets and
ruminations over the losses they had suffered, real on El’s part and largely
imaginary, on Paul’s. But neither of them wanted to press the other with his
own aches or woes, so neither spoke at all of loss.
During the evenings, Paul listened to El’s stories about the adventures—
more often, misadventures—of Peace Corps Volunteers, drinking in
information about their successes and failures, about Africa and about the
cultures around him and feeling more than a little jealous, recognizing his
own remove from any of this.
In the mornings, he helped El recondition plows and ready them for
storage until next year, working large bolts loose with rudimentary wrenches
and covering everything in grease. Also in the mornings, soon after leaving
El’s compound on one errand or another, they would often be invited to share
millet beer with someone or another. For the first time in his life, Paul found
himself generally tipsy by noon.
In the late afternoons, usually after the day’s rain, they wandered around,
sometimes on foot, with El showing Paul some of the sights about the
village, sometimes going off on El’s moto and visiting other PCVs and the
various Togolese El felt he needed to greet now that he had returned. At
night, they drank bottled beer, sitting outside at El’s and talking about almost
everything and anything either of them could think of. Except, of course,
death and rejection.
They spent more time with Rachel and Bouk, whom Paul had met at the
Mango Bar, than with anyone else. Rachel’s post wasn’t far from El’s, and
Bouk worked for the animal traction program in Kara, so often dropped by
to talk to El. Generally, Rachel, who worked with women’s cooperatives,
would be with him: they tried to dovetail their schedules as much as possible.
Paul had a feeling that they were making a particular effort to look in on El
frequently, still worried about his emotional recovery.
At one point, Rachel even told Paul that she was glad he was there.
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Bouk had a bigger motorcycle than the Yamaha DT100’s of the PCVs,
a Suzuki. Because of Peace Corps regulations, Paul wasn’t supposed to ride
the Volunteers’ bikes, except as a passenger, but Bouk had no such
restrictions. He gladly, along with El and Rachel, gave Paul a few basic
lessons, getting him to the point where he could shift without stalling and
accelerate without falling off. Though Paul wanted to, they wouldn’t let him
take the bike out on the roads. He had to be satisfied riding on the dirt paths
around the village, scaring chickens and guinea hens, avoiding goats and
sheep, dismounting breathless from the excitement of it, once he had made
it back to the compound.
A couple of times, El and Bouk had to go off together in a service pickup with another Togolese agriculture expert, leaving the bike for Paul to
practice on, going slowly on the paths, standing on the pegs like he had been
told, riding over small logs, through the creek, and up the small hill behind
the village, never going more than fifteen or twenty kilometers an hour. He
expected he drove the women working in Massiga compounds crazy with
the noise, but the kids seemed to love watching him, especially when he
would fall, landing easily on the soft post-rains soil.
So it was that, there in Massiga, Paul slowly began to fall in love with
Africa, falling in love without ever knowing it was happening, not until
many further months had passed at the very least. Never before had he
experienced a life lived at such a refined pace as that he saw around him,
once he had learned to see beyond the simple oppression of poverty. It
seemed remarkable to him, for that same life was a harsh one, in the village
as on the continent as a whole.
Famine wasn’t unknown, and disease was a constant. Dust got into
everything all the time, making cleaning a perpetual task. Though some now
used oxen for plowing, the farming was still tough work. The only
manufactured items anyone owned were a few pieces of clothing, most of
them ragged but for one dress outfit, a light blanket, maybe a bicycle,
possibly a transistor radio. Someone in the village owned a bicycle pump, a
few others had a tool or two, and the chief had an old Mobylette that didn’t
often run.
Other odds and ends were secreted around the village, but there really
wasn’t much, though most people had cash stashed somewhere in their
compounds.
The pride of the village was a small gas-driven mill for grinding grain.
Its noise provided the backdrop on market days, when people brought in
their millet and sorghum.
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Though he began to see what life was in the village, and to identify some
of the things that had, on arrival, seemed baffling strange, Paul knew he still
had little insight into its people, history, or possibility—so far. He wasn’t
sure he could ever gain that, no matter how long he might stay, but he was
fascinated by the inhabitants of Massiga, graceful and careful, slow and
reticent. So different from what he was used to but as bafflingly human as
anyone back home.
He tried, as best he could, to engage various people in conversation.
Most were polite, but they had little to say to him. He discovered soon
enough that many of them spoke no more French than he did, anyway,
making any sort of meaningful discussion all but impossible. He also found
that, except on a market day, few people but the old and the very young had
time to sit around and talk. The urgencies of poverty kept them working,
during the end of the growing season, every possible moment.
What did they think about? What were the problems, besides basic
survival, that concerned them? He wished he knew. As the days passed and
he began to understand just how different he was from them, he ached to
know. Almost anything he could enumerate as a concern of his at home, he
observed, had a parallel in Massiga, but, oh, so different! He saw that there
was longing, anger, jealousy, covetousness, everything he knew of. But the
ways of dealing were different, and more difficult, mostly. Sometimes more
direct, often with even more subterfuge.
Frustrated by his ignorance, he wanted to find out more about them, and
peppered El with questions. When he could, he tried to get Bouk to talk, too,
but Bouk, who lived in Kara and thought of himself as a city person, claimed
to have little interest in the peculiarities of village life. He had electricity and
even television at his house, and had been to school, earning a degree in
agriculture at the national university in Lomé.
The local primary school, where most of the children spent at least a
little bit of time, was in a village about a kilometer away. Though school
wouldn’t start for a few more weeks, El and Paul visited there so that El
could tell a couple of the teachers that he was back and give them the few
books he had thought to ship from the States. The school building was little
more than three rooms in a row, one side open to the air, with simple benches
and tables within.
Everyone in the village, Paul had discovered on the morning of the
second day, rose at daybreak, to get as much work done as possible before
the heat got to be too great. The noise of early activity made it difficult to
oversleep. At eleven or twelve, depending on the urgency of the work, the
time arrived for lunch and siesta. If needed, work resumed around four, and
went on until dusk, at seven. The only important variation was market day,
when trucks brought goods to fill the little market area and women brought
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in wood and millet beer on their heads, and tomatoes and onions. Men led
in sheep and goats for sale and slaughter, and everyone drank and talked.
Otherwise, work only stopped when it rained, and the rain, though often
torrential, never lasted very long.
“It’s too bad you won’t be here after the harvest.” El and Paul were
sitting under a thatched awning, drinking t’chakpa and watching the market
a few days after Paul had started trying out the motorcycle. “That’s funeral
time, when people have the money to celebrate the people who have died
through the year. The funeral parties are awesome. Drinking, drumming and
dancing through the night. For days, if the person was important enough.”
“Wish I could stay, wish I could do that.” Paul was realistic enough to
know he was romanticizing the place, but he couldn’t help it. “This is a
wonderful village. I can’t believe it. I mean, I wish I could just stay here like
this.”
El nodded. Paul saw he had once more gotten that wistful smile on his
face.
After more than two weeks in the village, however much he was
enjoying himself, Paul had to admit that it was getting to be time for him to
move on. El probably would have let him stay longer, but there’s no virtue
in over-staying a welcome, even though Massiga was becoming a haven to
him, a place where he could keep the world, and decisions (he admitted), at
bay. A place where he didn’t have to think of his own future, or his bit of
poor decision-making or ill luck, still so recent and so much on his mind.
Though less and less frequently, he also had to admit.
But he really did want to learn more, to explore this culture, so different
from his own and so much more, well, interesting. Something was
awakening in him, a new curiosity and enthusiasm relating to what was, for
him, the great unknown.
The world of Massiga raised emotions in him unlike anything he had
ever felt. He even went so far as to ask El, the evening before he left, what
it took to join Peace Corps, thinking he might apply when he got home,
though even then he knew he was seeing things rather too romantically.
“It’s a tedious process.” They were sitting under the paiotte watching
the sunset. “If you decide to do, just keep at it, and eventually you will get
in. But you have to push it, never giving up.”
“Maybe I’ll do that.” The sky over the small hill to the west that hid the
sun glowed red behind a low strip of clouds. It cast a baobab just south of
the hill into steely relief. “It would make this trip worthwhile. Rather than
just a vacation, rather than just a stupid quest that led me to fall flat on my
face, maybe it will have led to something for me.”
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“Don’t jump into it, though.” El put down his beer bottle and looked
around for a full one. “You may feel in love with Africa right now, but you
also may hate it in a week. Just wait until it sneaks up on you and smacks
you in the back of the head. Then see how you feel about it.”
Paul didn’t respond to that. There was nothing, after all, that he could
say to that. Not only had he never experience that, but El, as he well knew,
most certainly had.
The next morning, El took him to down Kara on his moto and deposited
him at the gare, where he quickly got on a taxi for Dapaong, far in the north
of the country. It was almost full, and soon left. As the taxi passed the lane
to Massiga well less than an hour later, Paul stared off at the distant village
and wondered for the thousandth time about the life he had glimpsed there,
and about the life that El had once found there, but had lost a good part of
when Joanie Rodham had been killed. He hoped El could find his old
equilibrium again, for it must have been precious—and he wished he had
been able to find a way to let El talk to him about it. They never had, no
more than they had ever talked about how Paul had been dumped by his
girlfriend.
Now, though, he had to move on. He couldn’t join in with those lives,
El’s and the other PCVs of the region. It could never happen. Not here. Not
with them. The barrier erected by their grief was just too large.
So it was time to get on. Go north. Try something and someplace else.
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Chapter Seven:
Traveling
On his own for the first time since he’d arrived in Africa, Paul looked
out of the bus window and wondered, though he knew it was stupid at this
point, if he could actually manage to travel here. By himself, that is. Could
he make his trip alone, without being miserable, without scaring himself
into, well, simply running through it with his head down? Or even just into
giving up and scrambling onto the next plane out. Could he navigate this
unknown land?
As they rolled north, he stared through the glass, looking at a landscape
that, though he did not want to admit it, was still alien to him, even though
he was trying hard to like it, to understand at least a little of it. He also kept
hoping to see something that would mean anything to him, something that
could give him some sort of sign, that could tell him that what he was doing
made some sort of sense or, at least, could provide a little comfort, for he
was feeling lonely as well as scared.
El had provided much more of a safety blanket than Paul had realized.
Was this worth it at all? Why was he doing this, anyway? Was he only
going through the motions of a trip, perhaps doing it on the off chance that
she’d hear about it? As an ego salve? Maybe he should just admit defeat, go
back to Lomé and take that first plane from there to anywhere.
But it was too late; he was heading in the opposite direction. So he tried
to stop thinking and simply see Africa.
As they had finished their beers the evening before, El had told him to
watch for the two game parks he would pass through during the ride, one a
lot larger and south of the other, with lots of antelope, and maybe warthogs
or monkeys to see. The second, smaller and close to Dapaong, was home, El
had said, to a small herd of elephants. If Paul paid attention, he’d been told,
he might even spot some.
Sitting in the bus, now, Paul couldn’t generate much enthusiasm for
seeing elephants, but he did keep a watch out the window.
In both parks, speed limits were deliberately low for the protection of
the animals. Paul felt himself getting more interested, though far from
excited, as he caught glimpses of what might have been animals. Flashes
that disappeared before he could focus on them. He began to keep his eyes
on the landscape more steadily, feeling he’d been teased, now wanting to see
something.
As the hours passed, he found he was beginning to regenerate at least a
hint of the excitement for this land that he had been enjoying just the day
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before. To regenerate it on his own, without help from the Peace Corps
Volunteers he’d just left. Or, if he could, at least to get rid of the depression
that he had felt building inside of him, a depression brought on, he knew, by
his new loneliness.
Even though his interest in the animals was building, he was feeling
more and more isolated the farther they went, though he was sitting crushed
against people on either side in a van holding more than twenty. He wasn’t
feeling very adventurous but the timid outsider, not only from the continent
and its people but from the few people of his own culture he had met.
African or American, their problems were all so much greater than his
own, yet they dealt with them much more competently and calmly than he
could have done. It made him feel insignificant and also unwanted. And it
made him feel guilty that he wasn’t more satisfied with his own situation.
Why was that? What did their lives, especially the African lives, have to
do with his? What could he do for them, anyway? He was no visionary, no
leader of people. The few skills he had were in no way special, and nothing
he knew how to do was going to help the poor become less so. So why the
guilt?
He did not know. Better just to look for antelope. Maybe that was one,
there in the distance. No, probably not.
Though he knew it was his time with El and the other PCVs that had
made him rather more lonesome than did the rejection he had suffered,
constantly making him aware that he was the outsider in an extremely close
group, Paul had quickly grown to like them. A sad bunch they made, these
people struggling so hard to find a way of dealing with the gruesome
enormity that had slapped them so ruthlessly and so recently, of developing
their own support system thousands of miles from the friends and families
they had grown up among.
Still, though he knew he had been an intrusion, a part of him would have
liked to stay with them. After all, he had been a welcome intrusion, someone
not involved, someone whose situation and whose questions could distract
them from their own tragedy.
There were things, he knew, he could learn from them even in tragedy.
And there was a comfort, oddly enough, a feeling of being protected, that he
felt in their presence.
And he really had liked the Africans he had met, people who seemed to
understand the depth of the grief of the PCVs and respect it, though death,
to them, was sometimes a monthly reality.
While he could never even get across the stream that divided him and
the Togo PCVs, the wider one between all of them and the Africans might
as well have been an ocean. Yes, the PCVs’ common tragedy created a great,
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unconscious barrier, effectively keeping everyone else out at least for as long
as they remained together as a group.
It wasn’t nearly as wide, however, as the gulf created by American
wealth and African poverty.
Though he now wanted to keep his eyes open for animals, he dozed.
Even the park, the big one, once they had started their slow passage through
it, was starting to seem just more of the same to him, lacking only the
villages of round houses with thatched roofs that he had begun seeing south
of Kara on that first long ride. Here, also, there were no people. And no
animals, at least not that he could see in more than in a flash or two. Nothing
but trees, bare laterite, and the occasional huge anthill. Though he kept
looking and hoping, he began to feel disappointed.
No. He analyzed his feelings with a rising anger at himself and his
weakness; he felt forsaken, sorry for himself. He had been trying to cover it
up this past week by spying on the lives of other people. And, he now
confusedly accused himself, he had been doing it in Togo, a land no more
important in the larger scheme of things than he was, a land like him. Both,
in a way, had been left behind, both were struggling to have a purpose,
somewhere to go.
He was worse, though, pretending, acting out after a trivial and
trivializing loss, refusing to deal with an embarrassment that only he cared
about. Africa, on the other hand, didn’t pretend; it just was. Togo, too. He
decided that his enthusiasm for the continent, so great just an evening earlier,
had been a delusion; he felt that he had been a fool. Everything he hoped for
here was proving to be nothing more substantial than the ubiquitous West
African dust. Everything he hoped for here was simply in his head.
He closed his eyes for a moment, overcome with self-disgust.
His loss? The tragedy that was controlling his actions and thoughts?
What of it? A fool’s loss, certainly not enough to justify idiotic traveling
through a land that, to be frank, he didn’t really care about, didn’t know. A
land that could prove, from everything he had heard, quite dangerous. Just
his pride kept him on this continent, he decided; he didn’t really want to be
here, not for himself or for the place.
Yes, he’d only been fooling himself, to keep himself from
embarrassment, to keep from going home too quickly, going where he would
have too many questions to answer if he returned too soon. Face it; turn
around. Don’t be a baby. Go home. Admit your mistakes. Build a new life;
make yourself a new person.
No one will laugh at you. No one will even care. After all, no one knew
him anymore. He would be going back to an erased slate.
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His time on the road passed slowly, as slowly as these thoughts moved
through his consciousness, or as others did, just as depressing and
accusatory. They pushed the bus at a turtle’s pace through the first park
without exposing any animals for more than split seconds, then more quickly
on up and into the second, where the tortoise resumed its march.
They were approaching the barrier at the end of the second park. Paul
had pulled himself out of his self-criticism long enough to realize that he
was now experiencing another bit of misfortune. He had seen nothing in the
country’s pride, its parks, nothing but trees, rocks, and dirt. In addition to
worrying about himself, he now despaired of really seeing any animals at
all.
It was his lot, he thought, to be missing out. The lack of even a simple
tourist experience confirmed that everything else he’d decided about himself
was true. Always so close, but ever off the mark, always reaching from the
carousel but never grasping the brass ring. Plus, he admitted, he really was
lonely already, after just a few hours on his own. That was ironic, he knew.
Not only had he just left new friends, but the bus was crowded.
Yeah, right. The people around him might as well have been sacks of
grain. Paul’s lame attempts at conversation in French had only brought
glazed looks and polite smiles from his neighbors, who turned back to their
companions as quickly as they politely could.
He started craning his neck, looking ahead on the last off-chance of
seeing something alive outside of the bus. Nothing. So, he gave up and
leaned his head back and let his eyes slide to the right, looking far beyond
the road. They came to rest on three gray shapes off in the distance somewhat
ahead.
His concentration was now so internal that nothing alerted his brain that,
just maybe, out there was now exactly the thing that he had wanted to see.
An unconscious part of him, perhaps, had decided the elephants along the
road were just rocks, and he saw nothing more.
But they moved, something rocks couldn’t do. Though they were now
clearly progressing, stately and slowly, the branches of small trees swaying
back and forth in their wake, in the same direction as the van, Paul’s brain
still didn’t make the connection.
Fortunately, the man next to him metamorphosed from a sack of grain,
tapped him on the shoulder, smiled, pointed, and said, “Les elephants.”
Paul smiled back his thanks before he realized what the man had said.
He sat up quickly, pressing his face to the window, mesmerized, his eyes on
the animals, drinking them in as the bus slowly trundled on past.
One of the elephants stopped—he could see them more clearly now as
the bus rounded a soft curve in front of them—grabbed a branch and pulled
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it off, the top of the tree snapping up and swaying back and forth furiously.
Then they were out of sight.
Maybe he had been wrong; maybe he was always wrong. He leaned back
into his seat, a new great feeling of comfort settling over him. “Maybe I have
been wrong.” The man next to him smiled, uncomprehending. “And maybe
it doesn’t really matter.”
He twisted his head to look back the way they had come, hungry for
even a last quick glimpse of elephant. Perhaps seeing the elephants was itself
some kind of accomplishment. Maybe there would be more. Or could be.
But more what?
Stop that. Perhaps it was an omen of good things to come and of good
will on the part of the continent. No, that was foolishness, too. Stop it. Still,
it could be a sign that said his stay in Africa would be good, in fact and not
just in his wishes. Though continually aware that he had no one to share it
with, and aware of the pang that the loneliness becoming part of him had
just now caused (he wanted badly for someone to join in with what he had
seen, someone he could talk to and not just the man next to him whom he
could communicate with only through smiles), he suddenly felt happier than
he had since long before realizing that there was no one waiting to greet him
from the Lomé airport observation deck.
He was, he knew, acting like an emotional idiot even as this new wave
of joy threatened to overwhelm him. He had thrown out the doubts, flipped
a switch, bounced to the other side of the table. Without thinking, he turned
and grinned at that man next to him, who smiled back again, still perplexed.
“Thank you, my friend. Merci.”
“Ils sont interesante, non? Les elephants?”
“Yes. Oui. Encore, merci.”
The man nodded then turned his head away.
Paul twisted now to look every way he could out of the window, to look
for more elephants and to seek forward to the town, anxious to see what
would begin to take shape ahead of him. Finally, he was ready to face this
adventure, or so he told himself, no matter what it might now bring. Ready
to become a new person, to live a new life, to rebuild himself as a new man
in a bright new land. Ready, he also admitted, and rather ruefully, even to be
the fool that he already was. And was surprisingly content with the idea.
Dapaong’s roads, he noted as they pulled into town, now trying to drink
in as much of what he saw as fast as he could, created less of a grid than had
Kara’s, and Kara’s had less than Lomé’s. Perhaps, Paul thought to himself
as he looked around, after he had left the taxi and was following his written
directions to the Peace Corps maison de passage, this was more of what El
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had meant by an African town. The one paved road, he had discovered,
curved down a hill into a small traffic circle with post office, police station,
and town hall around it. After heading east for a bit, the road turned north
again and out of town, taking almost all of the traffic with it.
As he walked into town from the taxi gare, he passed a couple of
bar/restaurants by the paved road. They were already blaring African music,
though it was hardly noon. Beyond them and off to his right, Paul could see
the marketplace, packed with people even though, he had been told, this was
not a major market day in Dapaong.
The only building in sight that was more than a single story high was the
hotel de ville, the town hall. Along the road, on the other side of an open
street sewer at the side of the street, sat a row of shops, including a
photographer’s with a large twin-lens reflex camera painted on the front, and
a tailor’s with its door open and the sewing machine plainly in sight in front
of a row of brightly colored cloths draped from hooks.
As he walked by, looking in the shops, so strange and yet quickly
becoming so familiar, the feeling of joy he’d been carrying since seeing the
elephants grew almost unbearably strong.
Never had he experienced anything like it, this weird enthusiasm that
had been spawned by the gray monsters and that was now sitting inside of
him, a glowing, private sense of satisfaction and anticipation.
Following El’s directions, Paul turned from the paved road and down a
wide, dirt street that angled away to the left. The buildings along it were
almost all of mud, banco brick, some round and covered with thatch, as
usual, others rectangular and under zinc. Paul stopped at a cigarette seller in
front of one of these and bought a pack of Marlboros, his first truly
independent purchase in Africa.
He felt unreasonable proud of himself once he had concluded that
transaction, that accomplishment. He knew that he was thinking stupidly but
he didn’t care, so it didn’t diminish his happiness. Maybe this was going to
work out. Just maybe the disaster of his life was turning to adventure.
A little farther on, at a bar on the left side of the road with stools outside
and on the dirt, he bought a beer on his own, also for the first time. He tried
to talk to the barman in French; the man could make no sense of what he
was saying, but that didn’t even matter. Paul was trying things out on his
own and, startling himself, was getting by. He savored that.
He really didn’t have to always rely on other people, as he had been
since arrival. The idea made him giddy but also gave him a curious new
confidence, admittedly unwarranted, and a new freedom, a feeling as though
all conventions and restrictions could now be dropped away and he might,
for the first time in his life, do whatever he liked, and do it whenever he
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liked. It made his head light and kept him happy, though he also knew that
it probably boded ill—but that, he also recognized, was part of the thrill of
it. Or so he told himself.
He bought a paper cone of roasted peanuts and, munching and drinking,
watched for an hour or more as the people of Dapaong walked by. This was
the life, he told himself, this was freedom.
As he stood up, ready to head on, he left a tip on the counter, shouldered
his pack, and yelled a thanks to the barman. He had hardly gone three steps
when the man shouted to him, hurried over, and pressed the coin back into
his hand. Paul tried to hand it back, but the man wouldn’t take it. Somehow,
this added to Paul’s already elated state.
His slip of paper indicated that the maison de passage was only a little
further on, and that he would know it because it had a walled courtyard
painted yellow in front and an entrance with a green gate right around the
corner. If he saw a Yamaha DT100 or two chained in the yard, he could be
sure he was at the right place.
He found the compound easily enough, sitting alongside a huge and
ancient red van, like an old bread truck, with two long, gray tubes running
back to front over its top. The half on the passenger side of the split
windshield was missing and the whole was covered with dust and dried mud.
Three men were reclining on collapsible canvas chairs in the yard
beyond the open gate, drinking beer.
“Hey, come on in, have a BB! Welcome!” They were all bearded, all
wearing loose African shirts of heavy, hand-made cloth, jeans, and sandals.
And they were all filthy, but evidently and loudly happy. “We don’t belong
here, and don’t know anyone who does, but, hey, the key was under the
can….”
Paul smiled and accepted the bottle one of them held out to him. He
dropped his pack and sat down on the steps, asking who they were.
“No,” one of them rejoined as they all laughed, loud, long, and
completely confident in a way that made Paul extremely jealous, “that’s who
you are. After all, we were squatting here before you came waltzing in. So
come on now, come clean. And don’t try to tell us you belong to this place.”
The speaker pointed to Paul’s pack. “You’re as much a stranger here as we
are.”
“Yeah, I’m just someone passing through. A no one.” Paul, still high on
his own thoughts, managed to catch the spirit and energy of their jesting. He
went on, realizing he was blathering, but unable to help himself or stop. “Or,
if I am anyone, I’m either one of two things: I’m one who has just been born,
an unformed one, someone in need of teaching, of guidance. Or, I’m
someone you will soon forget, a faded photograph you’ll shrug at, wonder
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about for less than a second, and then throw away. So don’t bother me with
your questions. They don’t have any worthwhile answers.” He drank deeply
from his beer.
“Bravo,” one of the three clapped, slowly and ironically. The other two
merely raised their bottles, joining Paul in drinking. “That pitiful little
speech earns you, yes, you, Mr. Nobody, an introduction to the decrepit crew
you see before you here in this paradise south of the border.” He paused so
that he, too, could drink. “We’ll start with me. I’m Brian Pesla, a Peace
Corps Volunteer in Bolgatango in Burkina Faso. This,” he pointed with his
bottle at one of the others, “is Jerry Elred, also of Peace Corps Burkina,
Gurango being his post. That other wastrel,” the bottle shifted to the third
man, “is our prize catch, a Fulbright so-called researcher and proud owner
of that red monstrosity sitting on the other side of the wall. The authorities,
by the way, think those tubes on top hold cruise missiles and want to look
in. Actually, they’re full of water, or so the supposed scholar tells us.
Anyway, their owner’s name might be Eric Bessler, presumed intellectual,
or he might actually be a CIA agent hauling cruise missiles around.” He
shrugged, “Not that it makes a difference.” Pesla paused to take another long
drink and wipe his lips. “Oh, and lest I forget, there’s a fourth of us, a woman
Burkina PCV stationed in Koupela. She’s showering. Named Lori Lange, of
all the unfortunate alliterative names.”
“Well, then, you can know and probably will forget quickly: my name’s
Paul, family name Cassamude, and I really am a nobody here, just a
wayward soul passing through on his own strange journey.” He threw his
head back and laughed like a fool, wanting to spread his hands and shout, so
silly happy did he feel. “And loving it. As of today, that is, loving it.” And
now, for the first time, perhaps, he really meant it. Or didn’t. There was still
a part of his mind observing and criticizing.
“We’ll drink to that,” said one of the three, looking at him and grinning.
Paul had already lost track of who was who. Not that it mattered: Paul
was already thinking of these three not as individuals but as a group, as
something that had come together, through a serendipity that felt just right,
and that now should never be forced apart.
“We’ll drink to anything,” another said. “It’s wonderful to be here. Good
beer—we can’t get anything like it in Burkina Faso—and we’re away from
the revolution for once. As a result, we’re celebrating.”
The woman came out a few minutes later, toweling her short, jet-black
hair. She was dark, darker even than Paul, with eyes as black and shiny as
charcoal. She grabbed a bottle of beer and pulled around another chair. Paul
took a swig from his bottle, watching her surreptitiously. She didn’t match
the others, of course, but was obviously comfortable enough with them not
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to need to speak, every inch their equal. Still in his new high, he decided he
would love to learn more about her.
“This one of the owners? One of those Togo PCVs?” She pointed her
beer bottle at Paul, not even acknowledging him with a glance or a nod.
“Someone we should treat with a little respect, whether we mean it or not?”
“Naw, he doesn’t belong here, not any more than we do. Insult him at
your will.”
“Good. Thought he might be here to tell us the rules, or something.” She
lit a kitchen match with her thumbnail and put the flame to a cigarette.
Paul, in his euphoria, felt an odd and almost immediate affection for
these four who were acting like such maniacs. Even though he knew they
were playacting, they shocked him, so different were they than the Togo
volunteers he’d met, so brash where the others had been subdued. There was
an intensity about them, a passion, that the volunteers near El’s place had
lacked. Nothing gentle about them, not even… Paul looked at Lori for a
moment… not even with her, though she was, he had to admit, the most
interesting woman he’d seen in quite a while.
That struck him as odd, until he remembered what had brought him here,
and what had resulted.
“So why are you guys down here?” Paul wished he had something witty
to say again, but nothing occurred to him, so he just asked. “I mean, are you
headed someplace, or is this the destination?”
“Why go further than this?”
“They’ve got good beer here.”
“We just want to relax.”
“There’s no CDR, here.”
“What ever could you mean?” The voice of one of them rose above the
others. “Why come down here? Compared with life in Burkina, this is
Hollywood. Who wouldn’t want to go to Hollywood?”
“What’s CDR?” Paul held up his hands in mock surrender.
“Committees for the Defense of the Revolution. Sankara’s kids, armed
with AK-47’s and comic books. They seem to be at every crossroads, and
they take themselves damned seriously.”
“And everything else, besides.”
“Right.”
“Tape players, cameras, pens, whatever you’ve got on you, they’ll take.”
“They’re honest, though. They don’t take for themselves, but because
these things can be used to undermine the revolution.”
“Sure. Honest as the day is long.”
“And kind. One time, they told two Dutchmen to race each other, and
that the loser would die.”
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“They’ve scared everyone in the country half to death. It used to be a
place of gentle, kind people. Now it’s turning into a home to fear.”
“They got the idea for the CDR’s from Cuba, as if that matters.”
“Great model, Cuba. They wanted to be buddy-buddy with Albania, too,
but the Albanians cold-shouldered them, said they weren’t revolutionary
enough.”
“But Gaddafi loves them.”
“The CDR kids think we’re spies, and they want to show us they aren’t
afraid of us, so give us a hard time whenever they can.”
“So does the military, though, the police, the gendarmes. They all seem
to think they can prove something to America by shoving us PCVs around.
It gets tiring.”
“If you go by one of their posts in the morning or evening when they are
raising or lowering the flag and you don’t stop, they will shoot you.”
“It’s a country on edge. Drought, famine, revolution. Bad combination.
The only way to relax is to get out for a bit.”
“And this is the place to go. Better beer, and lots to buy in the market.
Hell, in Burkina it can be difficult, sometimes, just to buy batteries for a
transistor radio.”
“Here you can buy them anywhere. Can even buy a radio.”
“It can be a damned scary place to be right now, up there.”
“Then why do you stay there?” Paul cut into the rapid-fire comments.
“You can leave, can’t you?” Paul had followed all of this as well as he could,
but made little sense of it.
“Hell, the horrible part of it is, we like it there. Though the revolution is
a major pain, the country’s a good one, at heart.”
“The people, well most of them, are the friendliest you will ever find.”
“And, as to getting away from home, there’s not any place more
different from the States than Burkina Faso.”
“Aw, that’s all shit. We’re used to it, that’s all. And to leave now would
be to cut our service short, and no one wants to do that, if they don’t have
to.”
“There are other reasons, but we won’t get into them.” They all laughed
at that, for some reason. Paul just stared at them.
“Well, when did you get here?” Paul didn’t know who to address, so
looked off at the open gate.
“Just a little while ago. It took us so long to get through the Burkina side
of the border last night that the Togo side was closed when we got there.
Fortunately, there’s a bar with BB’s in the frontier area, and the truck sleeps
four.”
“What happened to the windshield?”
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“Fell out just as we were leaving Koupela. Didn’t break, but we need to
find someone who can put it back in.”
“Didn’t want to stop—have to be back after the weekend—so just laid
it in the back and kept going. Brian, in the front seat, put on a pair of
motorcycle goggles.”
“Hmm.” Paul thought for a moment, then asked, caution evaporating,
“If you’re going back so soon, care for another rider?”
“Sure, though I don’t think any of us would have a clue as to why you
would want to come.”
“For the water.”
“Oh, yeah? Well, you may just have been misinformed.” One of them
laughed. Another put on a Humphrey Bogart accent.
“Well, come on, Rick, there’re cafes in all the world, at least in all of
Dapaong, that need walking into.”
“I’ll show you where you can put your stuff.” Lori got up. Paul followed
her into the house.
After Paul had stowed his bag in one of the multi-bed rooms in the back,
they locked the door, replaced the key in its hiding place, and started
working their way back toward the center of town, stopping every now and
then for another round of beers. Finally, they made their way up the hill to
the campement where, they told him, draft beer was served, the furthest north
one could find it, south of the Sahara.
As they drank, Brian told tales of the large outdoor black market near
his post, where the people refused to send their children to school, for
learning to write might make them lazy, might ruin their abilities to
memorize.
A few months ago, when he had been wandering through the market, a
man had come up to him and said with a wink, “I know what you want.
Come with me.” Intrigued, Brian had followed into a dilapidated tent. There,
the man, and a companion who had appeared out of nowhere, opened the
larger or two crates, revealing a carefully-packed machine gun. “The bullets
are in the other crate,” his guide had told him. Brian laughed as he recounted
how he had said, “No thanks,” and had backed out of the tent, suddenly
sweating like crazy and anxious to get out of the market town completely
and back to the safety of his home some miles to the south.
Lori told about trying, again and again, to raise rabbits. They’d be good
for food and for pelts for fur, she said. But they kept dying. She tried all sorts
of hutches. Worried that they got too hot, she even developed ones off the
ground and with thatch awnings above them, but no luck. In a year, she had
lost more than thirty rabbits. The villagers just watched her and chuckled.
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One time, she got furious, and yelled at a couple of them, people who were
normally her friends.
“Why don’t you try anything? What’s wrong with trying, with
experimenting? Why do you just sit there and accept your lives, your
problems?”
“But why,” they asked her, genuinely puzzled, “would we do anything
that we know won’t work? Why do you nasaras do that? You always have,
each one of you who comes here doing it again and again, just like before,
and we have never understood. Don’t you talk to each other?” ‘Nasara,’ she
explained, was the local word for ‘white.’ Actually, for ‘white devil,’ but no
one really thought of it that way any longer.
“What did you say?”
“What can you say to that?”
“If you ever want to shock a Mossi kid when he or she is yelling ‘nasara’
at you, by the way, yell back, ‘nasabliga.’ That’s the word for ‘black.’”
Jerry, for it was he who spoke (Paul could finally tell them all apart), had
learned more of that Mossi language called Moré than any of the other PCVs.
He liked to spend his days sitting in local marketplaces drinking dolo and
talking.
“One of my favorite times was when an el hadjim was describing his
trip to Mecca. Everyone wanted to know what the airplane had been like. He
explained that you sat there, and were told not to move, and that they brought
a marketplace around to you.” He paused, drank some of his beer. “I wonder
what his listeners thought. There’s no way he could have adequately gotten
the idea of an airplane ride over to them in Moré. The language just hasn’t
developed that sort of vocabulary. Did the people in the village, after his
attempt at description, think that plane was filled with market women,
carrying trays of peanuts and oranges on their heads, walking up and down
the aisle?” He laughed, and they ordered more beer.
Paul asked Eric, the Fulbright, just what he was doing in Burkina Faso.
“Oh, I’m supposed to be studying mask-making for the Bwa-Bobo down
in Ouri, but the guy, the best mask-maker, seems to be spending his time in
Ouaga, making copies of the masks in the national museum for the director’s
private collection. He’s the best, Bakary is, and I’ve got to get to know him,
but he feels he has to finish this project before taking me to his village and
the family workshop there.” He paused. “Strange, but there’s nothing I can
do about it but wait.”
“And drink.” That from Jerry.
“So Eric’s taken a house in Ouaga,” said Brian, “and we’ve made it our
maison de passage there.”
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“Yeah, I like having a lot of people around.” He drained his beer and
signaled for another from the waitress, “When you get to Ouaga, you’re
welcome there, too.”
“Don’t know if I will. I’ve got to decide, at Koupela, which way I’m
going to go, to Ouaga or Niamey. As my flight’s out of Niamey, it might
make sense to go that way. Plus, from what I hear, there’s more to see in
Niger than in Burkina Faso. And, from what you guys say, I suspect it’s a
little safer, so I think I’ll probably head that way.”
“And miss Ouaga?” Brian threw up his hands in mock horror. “There’s
not another city in Africa like it.”
“It’s really the only African city left,” Lori added.
“This guy I met in Lomé said most of them aren’t African at all.”
“He’s right. African architecture is based on mud bricks… and you
wouldn’t believe what can be done with them. In Mali, there’s a mud mosque
at Djenne that’s absolutely huge and spectacular, and Tombouctou, one of
the oldest cities south of the Sahara—though it’s kinda in it—is almost all
of mud.”
“So Ouaga’s of mud?”
“The downtown looks colonial French—which it is—but around it,
there’s still huge mud quartiers,’ Jerry answered him. “The new regime has
decided to rebuild the city, bulldozing down the mud building and putting
up ‘modern’ ones, but that’s only happened a bit, so far.”
“So,” said Brian, “if you want to see it as it was, you gotta come now.”
“I dunno. I really don’t have that much time left.” Paul was making
excuses, he knew, but the high was finally wearing off, his doubts
reappearing.
“Your choice.” One of them shrugged. They turned to other topics.
By then it was dusk, and the three Burkina PCVs, after a little discussion,
decided it was time for dancing.
Dapaong, unlike the villages around it, had electricity, and so a number
of dancing clubs open into the night. The one they decided upon consisted
of an open courtyard surrounded by tables against the walls on three sides,
the other side being a long building housing the kitchen and storerooms.
The dancing went on into the evening to music from places like Abidjan
and Kinshasa, much of it showing reggae influence, but most based on a
bell-clear guitar style centering on repetitive runs, a style, Paul would learn,
that is the base for much of African pop music. The dancers, mostly barefoot,
their feet shuffling against the cement, adding an additional, soft rhythmic
element to the music, moved with much more control and decorum than the
dancers Paul was used to at home. Very little motion, he realized as he
watched, could actually mean quite a bit more than the flailing about that he
was used to. There was no grand swinging of arms or spinning around, only
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gentle, careful movements, almost all of it aimed down, starting at the head,
but focusing on the hips and feet.
In a country where all rise at dawn, however, dancing never goes too
very late—except after the harvest, when there’s more free time. Well before
midnight, the five made their way back to the maison through a town
completely black except for the occasional hurricane lamp over a late-open
seller of cigarettes.
Paul collapsed on the bed where he’d lain his pack, glad that the house
was well-screened and that there were no nets. He wondered, as he fell
asleep, Jerry and Brian snoring gently on the other two beds, about the
decision he would soon have to make, thinking for the first time that he
might even want to stay a little longer in Africa. Left at Koupela instead of
right. Possibly.
If he went to Ouaga, could he find something to do there? Could he make
a life there for a while, as an expat? Would there be a goal for him, there,
something he could accomplish, for himself, for the people who live here?
Or was that just a stupid thought? Could he find a way to make a living? He
wasn’t sure. Wasn’t even sure he wanted to. After all, he had been on the
continent for less than a month. The idea of going back home, however, was
beginning to seem rather strange and unattractive to him.
He had forgotten, conveniently, his feelings of the morning, of most of
his ride to Dapaong, his desire at the time to be rid of this place forever.
And he wondered, with his last conscious thoughts, if he really did have
the guts to make that turn at Koupela, to go to Ouaga and stay longer in
Africa. Aw, he’d probably end up taking the easier way, right and on to
Niamey and, finally, Milwaukee.
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Chapter Eight:
Crossing
The Peugeot diesel engine that had been dropped into the red truck a
couple of years before started immediately the next morning, much to Eric’s
professed surprise. Brian had been out earlier looking around, and had
somehow and somewhere found a mechanic who said he could put the
windshield back in, so they loaded their bags and Eric drove them to the
roadside shed that served as the man’s garage. While the work was going
on, the five of them found a bar nearby and ordered a morning round of beer.
“This,” Paul tapped his bottle, “seems to be the primary similarity
between you and the Togo PCVs. You all drink too much. But I think you
Burkina Volunteers do it more.”
“Don’t talk. You joined us of your own free will.” Brian held up his
glass in mock toast. “We may be drinking now, but we do a lot more…
drinking, the rest of the time.”
“Actually,” Jerry ignored Brian’s jokiness, “we don’t get that much of a
chance to drink, so have to take advantage when we can. Normally, all we
can get is weak dolo and the occasional So.Vo.Bra.”
“So.B.Bra,” Lori corrected him. “That’s the national beer. They changed
the name when they renamed the country.”
“Little hard to keep up with things there, right now?” Paul felt more
relaxed than he had since realizing his time at Massiga needed to be coming
to an end—even though he was more than a little hung-over.
“Just a bit.” Eric put down his empty glass and got up. “The guy should
be done with the windshield by now.”
“If not, maybe we can hurry him along.” Jerry rose, too.
“It would be nice to get to Koupela today. Got things to do.” Lori
followed them. Shrugging, Brian got up, too, and Paul followed a little more
slowly, stopping to buy some cigarettes.
The others were already in the truck when he got there, Eric turning the
starter as Paul climbed in. He jammed it into reverse, nearly stalled, then
managed to get the over-sized vehicle moving. The truck rocked from side
to side as Eric manhandled it onto the road, shifting with the forward of two
sets of gear levers. “The Peugeot transmission wouldn’t fit into the Comer
couplings and shaft, but would into the Comer gearbox itself. So, the guy I
bought this from simply shortened the drive shaft and put in both
transmissions.” He grinned at Paul, who was standing behind the front seats
watching, arms stretched to each side, for stability. Lori was stretched out
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on one of the couches behind him, Jerry sitting on the other. Brian occupied
the other front seat.
Eric pulled the truck onto the paved road, aiming them north towards
Burkina Faso.
The guards at the Togo side of the border, when they pulled up an hour
or so later, remembered the truck and its drunken occupants from the
morning before. They let them through quickly, with a joke or two and a
request that they buy them beer next time through. On the Burkina side,
however, even the fact of having Burkina plates didn’t speed thing along.
They had to go through controls for customs, the army, the gendarmes, the
police, and the CDR, all in separate places. They were crossing on a major
trucking route, which accounted for a part of the control, and into the domain
of a nervous, new regime, which accounted for the rest. Though they had
reached the border at Sinkassi only a little after nine that morning, they
weren’t through and on the road to Koupela before two in the afternoon,
progress of about fifteen kilometers in five hours—slow walking speed.
Through it all, Paul watched his companions with growing amazement.
That they could be so patient in such a ludicrous situation seemed
impossible, especially in light of what he had seen of them over the last day.
Yet they were polite at each stop, almost obsequious, doing exactly what
they were told, never complaining, even if what they were told was simply
to wait, which they did a lot of, smoking cigarettes and, from time to time,
playing hands of gin rummy in the back of the truck while the relevant
official took a long lunch somewhere else, or was in the middle of an
important meeting.
“Look, there’s nothing we can do about it. Bribes don’t work under the
new regime. And we want to stay in the country. So, we learn a little
patience. Eventually, they let us through.” And, eventually, they did, at each
post. Eventually.
That road to Koupela, Paul saw once they were past the last stop, was
much straighter and flatter than anything he had seen in Togo. Its unrelenting
precision made the land seem stark and undifferentiated, though he knew
from his time in Massiga that the view was deceptive, that life—all sorts of
it, lay hidden in the wide spaces. At first, he sat in the front with Eric,
engaging in desultory small talk. Later, he sat on one of the benches in the
back of the van and listened to more stories about the revolution (from the
PCVs especially, who had lived through it on a personal level unmatched by
Eric, who had arrived couple of months after the events; they couldn’t seem
to stop talking about it)—and thought about what he should do once they got
to Koupela. The road they were on ended there, he knew, making the base
of a “T” against the route that ran from Niamey to Ouagadougou and beyond.
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One way or another, he realized, it was bound to be his decision point.
“If you can’t decide which way you’re going to go, you’re welcome to
stay at my place for a few days.” Earlier that morning, Paul had told them
once more that he didn’t know if he should go on with the van to Ouaga or
wait for a bus to Niamey, in Niger, where he could eventually pick up his
flight home. Lori’s offer, though, had taken him by surprise.
He looked out the window for a moment, staring at the low fields that
had been blending into one vast savannah, then nodded. That would be
perfect, he knew, but didn’t want to appear anxious. He could wait there
until a decision came clear to him. He smiled, nodded and thanked her.
“Thanks. If you don’t mind, I’ll do that.”
He was learning to accept what was offered.
Just a little later, at the edge of the town, Eric pulled the van to the
shoulder so that Lori and Paul could descend and walk the short distance to
her house. There were no real goodbyes, just curt waves as Eric forced the
shift lever into place, revved the engine, and eased out the clutch.
They were, Paul saw, standing at the place just where Koupela’s
buildings were starting to crowd together, zinc and thatch roofs
differentiating the compounds and other buildings. They stood and watched
as the van reached the intersection a hundred meters further up the road, its
left turn signal blinking brightly, the noise of the diesel still carrying to them.
Lori then led him in snake pattern around several compounds to the place
where she lived, a single room in the compound of a family named Kiema.
When she introduced him to the parents, Abel and Marie, he noticed that
they referred to him as her frere, her brother. A few minutes later, after they
had left off their bags and gone out again, when they were alone and he had
a chance, he asked her about that.
“Oh, to Africans, to the Mossi, at least, family is more important than
anything else. Really important. If you move somewhere and have a house,
and a cousin comes to town, that cousin will stay with you. There’s no other
way. On the other hand, no one here can conceive of allowing a mere friend
to stay, certainly without paying or working. As the Kiemas don’t think you
are my lover, you must be a relative.”
They were then sitting, by then, in what might be called a trucker’s bar,
a round building set well back from the road at the top of the T intersection,
with plenty of space in front of it for the 18-wheelers coming up from Lomé,
some soon to be heading off to Niamey to the right, others leftward to Ouaga.
Around the inside walls were crude paintings of black pop starts, from Jimi
Hendrix to Bob Marley to Alpha Blondy. Lori said it wasn’t a place she liked
to go to, but it was the only real bar in town—the only one with cold beer,
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at least. She had taken him there to give them a little privacy away from the
family.
“Tell me about them, the Kiemas. What’s it like living with an African
family?”
“Oh, I like them a great deal. They’re a Christian family, Catholic. Abel
does a lot for the church, and his sister is a nun somewhere in Senegal. He’s
a farmer, but a fairly successful one, for around here. He doesn’t drink at all,
which is a little bit peculiar—even the Moslems will drink if no one is
looking. Marie has her own fields, and grows mainly millet, which she
makes into dolo and sells on market days.”
“So Marie drinks and Abel doesn’t?”
“Actually, neither of them does. She just makes and sells the stuff.
You’ll smell it, when she’s making a batch, if you stay more than a day or
two.”
“I’ll have to try some, if I do.”
Lori smiled, “It’s generally pretty good, but it depends on the batch, as
does the strength.” She paused for a swallow of beer. “The oldest son,
Michel, isn’t here. He lives in Ouaga, where he works repairing radios and
other small electrical items. If you go to Ouaga, I’ll tell you how to reach
him. He’s a nice guy.”
“The rest of the kids are all here?” Paul avoided the question of where
he would go next.
“Yeah. Marie has given birth to seven or eight kids, but only four have
survived.”
“I only saw two at the compound, one that looks to be about five, and
the girl.”
“She’s twelve. She has an older sister who you’ll see sometime, about
fifteen. The youngest, by the way, is deaf. You’ll see people signing to him.
There’s a sort of hand language for that, that’s grown up over the years.
Almost everyone knows a little of it.”
When they left the bar, they took a few bottles of beer back to the
compound with them. There were places closer to the house where beer
could be bought, Lori explained, but, again, it would not be cold.
Later, they sat in an alcove that had been reserved for Lori back at the
compound, drinking, talking, and listening to Marie bustling about the fire
as she prepared dinner. In honor of the visitor, she had added a bit of meat
to the gumbo sauce she soon served the family and Lori and Paul along with
the ubiquitous millet paste. Lori showed Paul how to take a bit of the paste
in his fingers and make a small scoop with it before dipping it in the
communal pot of sauce. It was quite spicy and rather greasy, and Paul wasn’t
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sure how much he liked it, but he was rather hungry, so managed to eat
enough not to embarrass himself or, he hoped, to be considered rude.
After dinner, the family members disappeared to their own tasks and
lives, leaving Lori and Paul sitting alone in front of her hut once again,
drinking the remainder of the beers they had brought back from the trucker’s
bar.
“I heard you say you came to visit a girlfriend in Benin.” It was dark
enough, now, so that Paul couldn’t see Lori’s eyes. “Too painful to talk
about?”
“No, I guess not, though it was… though I don’t like to think about it.
She dumped me, didn’t even show up at the airport. Guess she wrote me not
to come, but the letters didn’t get there in time. Oh, well. I’m here, and trying
to make the best of it. It doesn’t matter.”
“Well, if it’s any solace, that happens a lot. Maybe it’s not so dramatic
as that, as landing to an empty airport, but I don’t know anyone who’s
relationship back home has survived Peace Corps.”
“What about you? Did you leave anyone?”
She nodded. “Yeah, and he came to visit soon after swearing-in. He even
wanted to stay, to try to get some sort of job here.”
“What happened?”
“When I saw him at the airport, well, I knew. Even in the three months
of training, I had changed. I couldn’t go back anymore, not home, not to
what I was before… and I couldn’t bring it here. I had committed to this and
had shed him with the rest of it, I guess. It almost made me ill just to think
about it, to imagine ETing, Early Terminating, washing out and going home,
not finishing up what I had begun here, and there he was, suddenly, the
central part of a life that was gone, inserting himself into my new life where
he didn’t belong.”
Paul was glad Lori couldn’t really see much of his face through the
gloom as she talked. He purposely had not been considering the other side,
the pressure he had put on by announcing he was coming without really
making sure he was wanted. The unfairness of trying to pull someone back
into something they had left as irrevocably as one does on entering
something like Peace Corps.
“What did you do?”
“What could I do? He had come all that way. I brought him here… I had
told Abel that my boyfriend was coming, but he interpreted that as my
husband… and he stayed for a while. Eventually, I had to tell him it wasn’t
going to work.”
“And he went back home?” That, Paul thought, might even be harder
than handling the shock he’d experienced at the airport.
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“Yes. He didn’t seem to like it here, anyhow. And didn’t like what he
saw of me, I guess. At least, of the me he found here.” She paused for a
moment. “We change, you know, especially during stage, during training.
It’s intense, and really, really different.” She got up, walked to where the
alcove joined the main compound, looked out, then walked back again,
adjusting the pagna wrapper she had changed into after dinner. “It was hard
on both of us, his being here. It would have been easier if he hadn’t come,
or if I had realized earlier that it wasn’t going to work. I still feel bad about
it. Guilty, though I know there’s nothing I could have done about it. We just
didn’t know.”
“Well…. ”
She interrupted him, holding her finger to his lips and changing her tone
completely. “Shh… let it go. It’s too far and too much. Think, instead, about
what you want, what you want to do. Look forward. Do you go to Ouaga
and stay longer? That seems to be what you are thinking, sometimes. Or go
to Niamey, do a little sight-seeing, and go home? But tell me—maybe I can
help you with this—what would you do in Ouaga? Do you have any ideas
for staying longer?”
“I was talking to Eric about that when I rode in the front and the rest of
you were sacked out in back.” Paul was relieved. He had just enough sense
to realize the futility of continuing the former strand of conversation. “He
says life in Ouaga is cheap, and, if I want to stay in Africa awhile, I could
probably teach a little at the American Cultural Center there, or maybe even
a math or intro physics course at the university. I’ve taught university level,
tutored, at least, when I was getting my Masters, so…. ”
“So you can get by, should you decide to stay. Or might be able to. What
about your ticket, though—will it still be good if you don’t use it now?”
“Yeah. I paid full fare, so have some time. A year, I think. Maybe more.”
“Why would you want to stay, though? You’ve got to think about that.
Even if it turns out you can. What would you want from Burkina Faso? You
can’t do it, you know, just to prove that this trip wasn’t just a waste, a foolish
quest. That never works, believe me.”
“I’m not sure what I want. And that’s the problem, really. I’ve been
seeing something here, though, and I’m not sure how to define it. But I am
intrigued by it, and might even feel regret if I don’t take the chance and
explore it.”
“What do you mean?”
“I don’t really know. Look, I’ve lived alone, pretty much, since I was
sixteen. Even before that. My father worked most of his career for DuPont,
and was transferred around a lot, generally every year, sometimes more
often. I think I went to fifteen different schools before I graduated from high
school, and I graduated a year early.”
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“So, what’s that got to do with being here? I’m not sure I see what you
are getting at.”
“Two things,” he held up a couple of fingers, gaining a little confidence
from her gentle questioning. He recognized what she was doing, how
considerate she was being, and appreciated it, so spoke a little more freely
than otherwise he might have.
“First, the Africans. They don’t live so individually as I have. They seem
to care about their homes, their families, and their communities in a way I
have never experienced. I would like to get to know something of that.
Second, the PCVs. You guys have something special, an attachment to each
other that, well, that you might even say I envy. Something again that I have
never experienced.”
“I think you are deluding yourself,” she broke in before he could
continue, but quietly, “for what you are seeing in the Africans is simply the
remains of a rural life, of a subsistence agriculture life—like that found all
over the world, even in America, until recently. It’s almost gone and, if you
live in Ouaga, you won’t see much of it at all. As to the other, well, if it’s
so—which it isn’t, not really—you won’t be part of it, anyway. I mean, you
are not a PCV and won’t be, if you do as you say you might.”
“No, but I can see that it’s something different from my experience, and
I can try to understand it.”
“Then you’ll learn that it’s artificial, that there’s as much pain in these
groups as love. As much hate. But it’s not something even other expats really
understand. They don’t think much of us, for the most part. And the young
ones, the travelers who come through and even stay for a time, they haven’t
shared the intense training—and, believe me, it’s something you can’t
understand unless you’ve been through it—and they don’t live the same way
we do—couldn’t, I don’t think.”
That seemed to leave Paul at a dead end, so he didn’t respond. They sat
for a while in silence before Lori spoke again.
“So I don’t see it, don’t really understand what you are thinking of.”
“Guess I’ve been realizing, since I got here… “
“What’s it been, two weeks?” For the first time, she sounded slightly
sarcastic. Surprised, Paul tried to ignore that.
“Yeah, well, a little more. Close to three weeks, I think.”
“Be careful of decisions come to so fast.” He could detect the real note
of warning in her voice, so slowed down.
“I know, that’s why I’m not sure yet what I’ll do. Anyhow, something’s
been missing from my life, and I don’t want to go back to that emptiness.”
He looked at her. “I guess that’s the simplest way to put it.”
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“A lot of us here, almost all of us expats, are avoiding something back
home. I’m not sure that’s the best way, though. The rest of us are seeking
something that had been missing.”
She spoke softly again, and Paul wondered what she was remembering
from back home and if she was thinking of her own reasons for being there.
“I don’t think I’m avoiding, but seeking, even though it’s something of
an accidental search. Before, I don’t think I even knew I had something to
look for. Before three weeks ago, I mean.”
“Hmmm… well,” she stood up, “we can talk about this more, if you
want to. Now, I think I want to go to sleep.” She got up and walked into her
hut. He followed, a little confused.
“Where do I sleep?” There was only one bed, even though a large one.
“Here. But let’s just sleep, huh? You’re nice and all, but I’m tired, and
not sure if I want a lover right now.” She pulled her wrapper tight and
removed her bra without taking off her tee-shirt. While she was lowering the
mosquito net, Paul, with a shrug, shed his pants and shirt and climbed in.
He slept well, which surprised him when he woke, the net no longer
bothering him and the presence of the woman not even distracting him as he
had thought it would when he had gotten into bed the night before. Though
now, he saw, she had risen before him and he was alone in the bed. He got
up and quickly pulled on the clothes he had worn the day before and went
looking for her, finding her chatting with Marie before the simple stove at
the center of the compound.
That day was market day in Koupela. After a quick breakfast of coffee
and bowls of rice and beans, Paul and Lori went with Marie to set up her
dolo stand and sat with her for a time, each drinking from a calabash, but
neither wanting much of the sweet, milky liquid, certainly not after the
amount of beer they had drunk the days before. Lori showed him around the
market, introducing him to friends and explaining what things were when
Paul asked.
A little before noon, they heard drumming from across the market and
Paul asked if they could go over to see and listen. Lori nodded, and led him
to an open area, crowded with people, where three men with long drums
hung by straps from their shoulders were playing to the accompaniment of
a fourth man with a small, wooden flute who was swaying forward and back
as he played. A number of women were dancing in an open space in front of
them. They stopped at the back of the crowd to watch, both of them tall
enough to see over the other people.
The dancers were all dressed in pagna wraps much like the one Lori had
worn the evening before (now, she was in jeans, as Paul was), generally the
same pattern on their wrapped skirt, their top, and their headwrap. Some had
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babies strapped to them, using pieces cut from the same cloth and wrapped
around them to hold the babies on their backs. The babies didn’t seem to
mind their mothers’ dancing, not even when they bumped hips—quite
forcefully and to the applause of the watchers—with other dancers.
The flute, Paul saw, only had two finger holes, one on each side, and the
player blew across another hole in one of the ends. Unlike the drummers,
who were constantly looking around, he played with his eyes closed about
half the time, the other half, glancing about as he bobbed up and down,
apparently watching the reactions of their audience. The drummers seemed
to play mainly with their palms, using their fingers for accents.
One of the dancers was a woman who had been disabled by polio or,
Lori said, possibly by a poorly administered injection when she was a baby.
“It happens a lot,” she told him, “hits a nerve and leads to withered legs, just
like hers.” None of the dancers seemed to mind, though she couldn’t do the
steps the others negotiated with ease.
Soon, Paul and Lori found that the crowd had grown behind them.
Perhaps one hundred people, now, had gathering around the drummers and
the dancers, and all were in a in festive mood. Occasionally, a new dancer
would join and another would leave, almost always with a cheer or clapping
for the exhausted one, who would then fall into the hands of her friends. The
lame woman, however, kept dancing, though sweat sprayed from her face
and had soaked her blouse.
After a time, one man, obviously drunk, decided he didn’t like the way
the lame woman was dancing, and so he started yelling at her to leave the
group of dancers. Lori translated for Paul, saying he was telling her to get
out, to let better dancers have a chance. The woman ignored him, but Paul
could see that she had heard. The drunk yelled at her a couple of more times,
then pushed her, trying to get her out of the way. She fell down.
The players saw this. Without losing a beat, without any obvious
communication with each other, they started moving. A couple of women
got the fallen one up and out of the way as the drummers and their flute
player surrounded the drunk. He didn’t notice, not until it was too late.
Suddenly, on the closing of their circle with him at the center, the tone of
their playing changed. As he watched, Paul realized that they were no longer
playing for their audience, but were playing at the drunk, who quickly saw
that he was surrounded and in trouble, now turning his head back and forth,
trapped. He tried to break through and away, but the drummers blocked him,
and the crowd, mainly women, formed a solid circle around them, making
escape for the drunk impossible, even if he could manage to break through
the smaller circle.
“He’s from another village. He’s a Gourma, not a Mossi. I could tell by
his accent as he yelled at her. Moré is not his native tongue. There are lots
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of Gourma here, but he isn't one of them. He didn’t know who she was, or
what could happen.”
“Who is she?”
“I don’t know her, but I’ll bet she’s a relative of one of the players.
They’d probably get after him anyway, but they are really angry.”
The drunk turned around a few times, his eyes now glancing over the
heads of the musicians as though something in the sky could save him.
Slowly, as the drumming intensified around him, he sank to the ground,
covering his ears and head with his arms, protecting himself from the
musicians.
“What’s he doing?”
“What do you think? Giving up, I expect. Asking for mercy. They will
continue the drumming for as long as they think he deserves it, then go back
to playing for everyone else.”
Paul didn’t want to leave, but Lori pulled him away, saying she didn’t
want to watch anyone’s humiliation.
“It just seems a little too voyeuristic to me.”
“I don’t know. I’ve never seen anything like it, a group of people so
seamlessly, so effectively… it’s hard to express, but they were taking care
of their weakest, even without urging.”
“Did you notice that the other dancers were courteous to her, even
before?” They were now walking toward the Kiema compound, crossing an
empty space south of the village.
“No,” Paul was surprised. “I just thought it was odd that she was
dancing.”
“I did, I saw it, but didn’t think I should mention it right then. You saw
how the women bump butts sometimes?”
“Yeah. They seem to get a kick out of that.”
“When they do that with another healthy woman, they smack with a
great deal of force. Good dancers can bang together quite fiercely and not
lose the beat. That’s when they get the most applause.
“They’re considerate, though. They never smack into someone they
might knock down, not without easing up so they don’t hurt the other. It’s
almost as important that the other person not lose the beat as not losing it
oneself.”
“So it’s not a competition?”
“No. And I saw that all the women were particularly careful to look like
they were bumping hard against the disabled woman, but they must have
been taking it easy. Any of them would have knocked her down, otherwise.”
Paul didn’t know what to say. He thought back to what he had seen.
“Surprising people, these Africans,” was all he could come up with.
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Lori frowned at him. “How so?”
“They care about each other more than I would expect.”
“More than you’re used to, perhaps? Maybe it’s America that’s strange,
where family and community have been shrunk to the nuclear family and a
couple of friends, if that. Here, people aren’t rich enough for the luxury of
individualism and separation. They have to help each other, or everyone
would die, eventually.”
They walked on in silence for a bit before Lori continued.
“It’s not that these people are any better than anyone else, it’s just that
they face problems more immediate than anyone else’s. They are poorer,
their healthcare is worse… and their governments have almost nothing to do
with or for the people.”
“That much, I’ve noticed.” Paul wondered where she was going with
this.
“But think about it, about government: If you pay attention to experts on
Africa politics, you’ll hear people say that the best thing Europe ever gave
Africa was its national boundaries.”
“So?” They had arrived at the compound. Lori unlocked her hut and
pulled out her two chairs, which she placed under an awning in her alcove
for the sun was still high.
“So, these borders, which everyone thinks so much of, are part of
Africa’s problems. They have nothing to do with ethnic divisions, and they
force Africans into entities totally alien to their cultures.”
“What do you mean?”
“Countries. Countries, in the European sense, don’t fit with Africa. So,
they become completely new entities, entirely outside traditional
governmental systems. To be effective, they have to be based on force.
Otherwise, they would be ignored.”
“Aren’t some of the traditional chiefs involved in some of the
governments? I know that in Nigeria…. ”
“Nigeria?” She cut him off. “Do you know how ridiculous it is to try to
call that mass a country? Do you have any idea how many people died just
to keep it one?”
“No, sorry. I don’t know what you are talking about. I don’t know that
much about Africa. I’m just trying to learn. Remember, it has just been not
even three weeks.”
“Sorry.” She lowered her voice. “Millions of Igbo died in a civil war not
all that long ago, but a war the world has forgotten. They tried to separate
from the rest of Nigeria, called their country ‘Biafra.’”
“Biafra. Yes, I have heard of that.”
“Anyway, the borders here, the very countries themselves, were created
for European colonial needs and through European colonial competitions.
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They have nothing, let me repeat, nothing, to do with African cultural
realities.”
“I never thought about that.”
“Sorry I’ve been going on about it, but it’s a passion of mine, and it
makes me sick.”
“Yeah, I can see that.”
Lori had told Marie they wouldn’t be there for dinner that evening and,
just as the sun was beginning to set, they walked to a place near the crossroad
where a man was grilling chicken for travelers and a woman was serving
rice and sauce. Lori ordered chicken for both of them and Paul managed to
get rice and sauce for himself, as well as a couple of bottles of beer. They
ate by the dim flames of the chicken cooker and the headlights of passing
trucks. Dark had fallen quickly, as is usual that close to the equator.
“Have you decided which way you are going to go?” Lori dipped her
fingers in a small bowl of water she had placed at her feet and flicked them
dry.
“I don’t know. It’s tempting to try to stay here. I mean, I’ve been having
the best time of my life, when I know I should be miserable. And, well, I
guess the real truth is that I don’t know if I can face life back home again.”
“Sounds like you’ve been bitten by the Africa bug—but I knew that as
soon as I first saw you—takes one to know one.
“Don’t worry. It happens all the time. But it’s an up-and-down thing.
You’ll go through periods where you regret even having heard the word
‘Africa.’ Then something will happen to make you love it again. It’s also a
hard thing. There will be times when you will be desperately miserable and
alone. But interspersed with real joy.”
“I know. I see it in Brian and Jerry, and even Eric. I saw it in Togo, in
the guy I told you about, the one who I met on the plane, though only hints
of the up side. But I don’t know, yet, if it’s for me.” He put down his empty
plate and took a drink directly from the beer bottle he had placed on the dirt
next to him. “Also, the thought of spending the next two weeks wandering
around Niger by myself makes me rather sad. It seems pointless. I’d be
lonely. And I would know I had turned my back on something I had only
tasted, but that had beckoned me.
“If I go that way, I’ll leave as quickly as I can, I think.”
“When I watched people leave, in stage, especially after the first month,
when those who got sick or couldn’t face it or were pulled away, I always
imagined it was me. I saw in their faces what I would feel, an incredible loss,
a realization that they would never drink deep from the well of Africa.
Leaving here can feel like real failure. I understand that. Though staying
isn’t always much better, at least it keeps the loss away.”
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Paul nodded. “If I go back, I think I will feel something of that loss,
which is one of the reasons I hestiate. Maybe not to the extent of someone
who had, after all, planned on coming for two years and was leaving early,
but loss, nonetheless.”
“Then you should stay.”
“If only it were that simple. What would I stay for? What would I be
trying to accomplish? What would I do for a living? Would teaching a class
or two be enough? And why should I stay? Is this vague wanting enough? I
won’t have a purpose or a plan, the things Peace Corps gives you. I won’t
have a community, just the people I meet. What would I be heading for?”
“I don’t know. Guess you’ll have to answer that yourself.” To emphasize
the dismissal, she got up, collected their dishes and empty bottles, and
returned them to the vendors, making clear to Paul that she was ready to
walk back to the house.
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Chapter Nine:
Clearing
That night, again sleeping chaste next to Lori, Paul awoke to an
incredible urgency in his bowels, and also in his stomach. He grabbed
something to wrap around him and ran to the latrine (“We call it a ‘vay-say’
here, coming from ‘water closet,’ shortened to wc, then into French as
‘doublevay-cey,’ then ‘vay-cey,’” Lori had explained). He barely made it,
diarrhea exploding from him as he whipped the wrap—a towel—away and
drew down his boxer shorts.
There was no seat, merely a hole in the cement slab under his feet.
The need forced him to stay crouched there until his legs started to ache,
his stomach churning all the while. Just as he finally was able to stand, dizzy,
the urge to puke that had been building as he squatted overwhelmed him.
Turning around, boxers still around his ankles, he let go into the hole,
involuntarily taking a deep breath through his nostrils immediately
afterwards—and catching full force the smell from below. That made him
puke again. And again, until his stomach was dry but still heaving. Panting,
he put his hand out against the wall by the door, shook his feet out of his
shorts, and leaned there, naked, the towel lost somewhere in the darkness of
the floor. He tried to breathe evenly and through his mouth, hoping and
praying that the simple act would allow his insides to be still.
No. As soon as his stomach quieted, his bowels demanded urgent
attention once more. He turned around and squatted—just averting a mess
down his legs. By the time he was done, he discovered that he was sweating
profusely yet was also quite cold. And panting again. And was so weak he
could hardly bring himself to stand.
Lori had a roll of toilet paper in there, he knew. Feeling around, he
finally located it, picked it up, and cleaned himself up as much as he could:
the mess, he could feel, was more extensive than he would have thought. He
picked up his boxers and dropped them again almost immediately. They
were no longer wearable, he could tell through nothing more than that quick
touch. He groped for the towel, found it, wrapped it around him, and
stumbled back into the main hut, knocking over a stool.
The noise woke Lori, who sat up in bed.
“Are you all right?”
“No. I, I’ve been throwing up, I’m chilled, I’ve diarrhea. Something’s
wrong.” Shaking, he righted the stool and sat on it, curling his head down
between his knees.
She pushed aside the mosquito net and reached for a blanket, which she
wrapped around him. “And you made it to the vay-cey? That’s not bad.” She
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chuckled, which bothered him. “It could be much worse. Here, lie down.
You probably just have a spot of food poisoning, maybe a bit of giardia.
Don’t worry, it’s probably not malaria.” She paused, then spoke in a nononsense tone. “But I want you to do two things.”
“Uh.” He curled up into a ball on the bed and drew the blanket around
him, shivering, not wanting to listen, not wanting to say anything more
himself. Wanting only to lie there and try to be still in the hopes that his
insides would be still, also.
“First, you’ve got to make sure you don’t get dehydrated. I’m going to
make up some rehydration formula for you. Sip it, even if it makes you feel
you are going to throw up again. Sip it very, very slowly, but do so. And
keep doing it, whether you want to or not.” She started moving around the
room, collecting what she needed. He couldn’t watch and kept his eyes
closed.
“Second,” she set a large metal bucket in the corner farthest from the
bed and put a roll of toilet paper next to it, “use this, for your bowels.” He
opened his eyes briefly and noted it. “And don’t be shy. The vay-cey is not
where you want to be when sick.” She gentled her tone. “I know, I’ve had
to use it.” She put a large bowl by the bed, making enough noise so that he
would know where it was. “And use, this, when you vomit. Things may be
bad for a few hours, but let’s try to keep my home at least reasonably clean.
“If it’s food poisoning, you’ll just have to let it work through. Same, if
it’s giardia. If you aren’t a little better, well, then we’ll see. But let’s make
sure you remain hydrated. That’s where the danger comes from,
dehydration. So drink.” She held out something to him.
Paul tried to nod, but suddenly felt needs again from his bowels. He
pushed away the bottle Lori was offering, flung the blanket off, and started
out the door but realized she was right, he wasn’t going to make it to the
vay-cay. He turned to the bucket, glad it was dark.
He was embarrassed, even through his sickness, by the sounds he was
almost instantly making—and not just the gaspings coming from his throat.
He cleaned himself once more, his hands shaking. Lori quickly picked up
the bucket as soon as he moved away from it and disappeared outside. As he
crawled back onto the bed, he heard water splashing someplace close by.
He must have slept for a moment, for the next thing he knew, Lori was
handing him that bottle again, one filled with a sweet and salty liquid. He
took it and tried to sit up but groaned and lay back down, pulling the blanket
around him as he started to shiver. He remembered what she had told him,
though, and sipped, trying to follow her instructions, though his stomach
was still close to rebelling.
He could hardly do more than wet his tongue, but he kept trying.
Lori lit a mosquito coil to mask the lingering smell in the room.
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“Well,” she said as she sat down in a chair near the bed, “I guess neither
one of us is going to get much sleep for the rest of the night.”
Paul nodded and sipped again, then put down the cup and puked into the
bowl.
“Don’t worry, just keep sipping. It may come up, but some will stay
down—or you’re going to get really sick.” She picked up the bowl and once
more disappeared through the door.
The entire night went like that, with a patient Lori emptying pail and
bowl and keeping Paul sipping at the rehydration formula. In a way, he
thought, in one of his more lucid moments, it was a good thing he was too
sick to, well, think. He tried to laugh; Lori looked at him strangely and forced
him to sip more of the rehydration formula.
He fell fully asleep, finally, just before dawn. Lori bathed his
unconscious form with a sponge, cleaned up, then pulled the blanket off of
him and replaced it with a sheet (it would be getting hot, soon) and crawled
in next to him, exhausted.
When he awoke, Paul felt weak and achy but his stomach seemed to
have settled a bit—he could move a little, at least, without needing to throw
up—and his bowels were relatively still, though he could feel that he would
need the bucket soon. He looked around: Lori wasn’t there, but the bottle of
rehydration fluid was. He reached for it and sipped, still cautious.
He felt a tremendous relief at the taste and the continuing stillness in his
stomach and as he realized that he wasn’t, after all, going to die, at least not
right then: he hadn’t known what was wrong with him, though Lori, he
remembered, had said it was probably just food poisoning though maybe it
could be giardia, whatever that might be.
For a time, he had been sure he had some dread African disease but was
too illiterate in African medicine to imagine what, but he had been sure it
was fatal. Now, he felt he just might survive, though he was shaky and
feeling weaker than he had ever felt in his adult life.
After pulling on a pair of clean shorts (while wondering what had
happened to the soiled ones he had left in the vay-cey), moving with some
difficulty and slowly to control the shaking that was still with him, he tried
to stand, but had to sit right down again, dizzy. He made it to a chair, though,
reaching for things to steady himself on, stumbling but managing to take the
bottle of liquid with him.
The door had been left open, he saw, and he found he could watch the
courtyard from his chair while he sipped some more.
Not much was happening outside, but he could see that a slight breeze
was rustling the leaves of the mango tree just beyond the compound wall.
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He realized he was still breathing hard, as though getting to the chair
had been a major athletic event. As he stared at the rippling depth of the
green outside, he continued to sip his drink. He wondered, as he had been,
day after day, just what he was doing there, endangering himself. In light of
the night he had just spent, he was thinking he was both stupid and scared,
out of his element and at risk. That he was a fool.
During the hour he sat looking out the doorway and sipping at his bottle
of rehydration fluid, he tried to order anew the experiences of the last couple
of weeks, to figure out just how he had come to be sitting here, sick in a mud
hut in the middle of nowhere. And, as far as he knew, with no medical care
available anywhere nearby.
He was an idiot. That much was clear. Still, there was a certain weird
logic to it, to this journey that had dropped him at this unknown crossroad.
Or so he decided in one of his few flashes of optimism. It was like he was
running away, but not just that, shedding things so he could become a new
person. And last night, he sure had shedded.
He laughed. Well, thought about laughing. His head still hurt too much
for the actual act. Instead, he almost threw up again.
But what new person was he likely to be, were this really some sort of
life change he was going through? Some sort of metamorphosis. What sort
of butterfly would he become? Butterfly? That’s a laugh. Kafka’s vermin,
more likely.
He could understand that he had to abandon his past—he hadn’t ever
been a happy person. He could see that, now, through the forced
introspection of the past weeks—but why abandon one thing if there’s no
better replacement around? Why not keep what you’ve got, at least until
something else comes along, something maybe a step up? He groaned. His
head was starting to pound, not just ache. Closing his eyes, he sipped again
from the bottle.
He was beginning to feel as though he were hung over, which didn’t
surprise him for he knew that many of the symptoms of that, too, were
caused by dehydration. He continued to try to sort himself out.
Maybe something else had, in fact, come along and he just didn’t yet
know what it was. Or maybe it was coming along tomorrow or the next day,
or even the day after that. If so, Paul wished he had at least an idea of what
it was—or would be. But he did not. He closed his eyes again and now tried
to sleep, there in the chair. Maybe, after all, what he needed was to just learn
to be patient like the Africans he had been meeting, patient enough to let
things come as they will and to endure them.
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Maybe he did sleep, but he awoke with the same thoughts. Yet none of
that changed the fact of the matter: the choice remained, asleep or awake.
Should he go back to the being he now knew he did not care to be, or could
he go forward to an existence of a sort he really had no picture of.
Take a risk, or accept his limitations?
Which way? He didn’t think he could know; he hadn’t had enough time
to know. This trip had been too fast, the experiences too new. His
understanding of himself, although growing, was still too limited.
He had to decide from a lack of knowledge, he knew, but decide he must.
There was no sitting here.
He remembered Yogi Berra’s ‘if you come to a fork in the road, take it.’
Should he just flip a coin?
He opened his eyes, realizing he was fully awake for the first time that
morning and with that thought ringing in his head along with an eased, but
still throbbing, ache.
Staring out over the mango tree, he realized that he was being stupid in
more ways than he had admitted. Hi decision had been made more than two
weeks earlier. He had just been putting off admitting it. The fork in the road
had already been taken. One way, here, would just be a detour, for his
destination was clear, either way. The same either way, just as Berra had
explained about his directions to his house.
Lori appeared outside the open door just as he was beginning to react to
this realization. She was carrying a large canvas bag.
“Ah, you live!” She gently spilled the contents of the bag onto the table
after lifting out four eggs wrapped in crumpled newspaper. “I almost thought
I was going to have to ship you to the states as baggage.”
“That’s what it felt like.”
“I know,” she said, “I heard you. You were pretty scared for a bit there.”
Paul winced at the thought of what he might have said during the night but
couldn’t now remember.
“Thanks, by the way. Thanks. I can imagine—though I don’t want to—
what you went through last night.”
She shrugged. “I’ve been on your side of it, and someone took care of
me. Just as you will take care of someone, one day.
“And I’ve been sick right here, with no one to take care of me besides
the Kiemas. Though I love them, they’re not the best nurses, and they don’t
provide the connection with home that another American can, connection
with home that, we all learn here, all of us strangers, can make the suffering
a little more bearable.” She did not look at him while she talked but busied
herself in the room.
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She took out a pan, turned the knob on the top of her gas bottle, and lit
a flame on her little stove. She put on the pan, poured in a little oil, and then
started washing and cutting up the onion, pepper, and tomato she had also
carried home. Then she cracked the eggs into a plastic bowl and mixed them.
“I’ll give you an omelet of sorts. I couldn’t think of anything that would
be better for you or that you might be able to eat.”
“Thanks.” He wasn’t sure that food was the right thing but, he decided,
he was willing to try. After all, she seemed to know what would work, what
was needed. He continued, weakly, “By the way, I think I’ve come to a
decision.”
“About what?” She poured the eggs into the pan. He knew she knew
what he meant but was just giving him an opportunity to say it his own way.
“About staying or going back home.”
“And?”
Her back was to him now, as she manipulated the vegetables into the
pan with a spatula and onto the eggs, which she folded around the
vegetables.
“And I’m going to stay.”
“Oh, I knew that the moment I met you.” She turned to him, spatula in
hand, and he saw that she was looking at him in a way he hadn’t before seen.
Her face looked sad. She reached her free hand around his head and kissed
him on the mouth.
“What was that for?”
“Mmm… because I knew you would stay, lost soul, and you have
confirmed my intuition. And that is very flattering.”
“That’s all?”
“Well, not quite.” She scooped half the food on a plate for him, half onto
one for herself and set them on the table, which she pushed close enough so
that he could reach his food. “I promised myself something when I first heard
you talk about staying.”
“What’s that?” He took a little bit of egg onto his fork and put it in his
mouth. It tasted awful and his stomach tightened, but he managed to swallow
it.
“That if you decided to stay, I would make you my lover, at least for one
night.” She dug her fork into her food and took a big mouthful, grinning
broadly. “And I knew you would like that.”
He took another small sip of his rehydration formula and, feeling too
sick to even think about sex, wondered just what sort of a world he had
gotten himself into.
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Chapter Ten:
Arriving
The first thing Paul bought for his new room was a lock. Eric had
suggested that when Paul first told him he’d found a room, and where.
“Near the Hotel Oubri?” They were sitting on Eric’s porch, slightly
shaded by a small pomegranate tree. “If you are going to live there, make
sure you don’t buy anything worth anything.”
“I like the Oubri, though. It’s a good place to meet people.”
“Sure. If you like Europeans traveling on the cheap and Peace Corps
Volunteers.”
“I like them well enough. And I don’t see you avoiding the place,
either.”
Eric laughed. “Yeah, I like it as well as anywhere, and I love the vendors
most people hate, those guys selling African crafts from table to table, the
Tuaregs with their bags and leather boxes. But you should watch yourself
around there. A lot of thieves work the quartier.”
Paul didn’t have much besides his clothes to begin with, so wasn’t too
worried about theft. He hadn’t even brought a camera. But he did want to
keep what he had. So, after leaving Eric’s rented house halfway between
downtown and the American embassy, he decided to walk down to the center
of town to look for a lock. The one he found didn’t look like it would stop
any determined thief, but it would send a ‘keep out, please’ message.
Over his first five days in Ouaga, Paul had managed to find out how to
get around fairly well. It wasn’t a city for walking, though, too hot and dusty,
so Paul was learning to do his errands early, then to stay put—for the most
part. However, he had wished to get the lock as quickly as he could—even
though it was nearly noon—for he wanted to move in that day.
He’d liked Ouaga from the moment he’d arrived. A flat, spread out city
whose buildings were, as he’d been told earlier, often of mud brick, Ouaga’s
broad streets, dirt for the most part, were filled with two-wheeled vehicles,
pedestrians, and donkey carts. Few of the buildings were more than one story
high and there was a surprising amount of open space. Only in the center of
town were the streets at all narrow or the buildings consistently of a
European fashion. Most of these, though, were old, some of them two-story
or even three, and they housed commercial establishments that Paul could
imagine having operated unchanged since the 1920’s. At their center was an
empty, open space that had once housed the city’s main market. Now, it
showed signs of construction—a new complex had been proposed—and the
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market had been temporarily moved to a field at the edge of town, a couple
of kilometers away.
Not far from the center of town, off the road to Eric’s house, a huge
construction project was going on. New streets had been laid out and were
being paved and streetlights had been installed. The skeletons of apartment
buildings were already appearing, replacements for the mud homes that had
been bulldozed.
“The thing is,” Eric had explained to him, “these new apartments aren’t
going to be too popular with the Burkinabe. These buildings are being paid
for by Czechoslovakia or someplace like that, after a design of their own.
It’s all designed for Eastern Europeans, not Africans, and was imported here
wholesale, unchanged for a different climate.”
That had been a couple of days earlier, while they had been walking to
Eric’s house after a tour of the neighborhood. “Look, you see how each is
going to have a small porch?”
“Yeah, I see that.” Paul followed Eric’s finger.
“That’s all the outside each family will get. This, for a culture where
most of life is lived outdoors, where all cooking is done outdoors. Where the
courtyard is the center of family life.”
“They’re not going to be happy, huh?”
“They probably won’t stay in them, but will build traditional compounds
again, if further out of town. These are a showcase, something to say to the
world, ‘Look, we’re as modern as anyone.’”
“Shouldn’t they get to be modern, if that’s what they want?”
“Sure, but it should be an African modernity. There are plenty of African
architects who could have designed buildings that would fit and reflect
African culture. But, no, they have to have things that look like those of
Europe.”
“Why is that?”
Eric looked at him like he was a fool. “Don’t you see? It’s the legacy of
colonialism. That which seems European is always better than that which
seems African. There are Africans who are actually ashamed of the
traditional compounds of their ancestors, who would rather suffer in a
building designed for another climate, just so they can imagine they are in
something somehow ‘European.’”
“So you like this thing called ‘Africanization’?”
“Not as much as you might think. That’s mainly a cover for thugs to
continue to rule in thuggish fashion. Mobutu in Zaire, Eyadama in Togo.
They take African names, after using European ones their whole lives, throw
on African robes, and pretend they are in some way ‘traditional.’ For the
most part, it’s a hoax, a belligerency telling the former colonial rulers to keep
their distance—while still providing money, of course.”
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“Huh. Well, I don’t know much of this.”
“Oh, you will, if you stay here long enough. You will.”
It was fine, staying at Eric’s, eating the food his cook prepared, sleeping
in a room with a fan, always having someone to drink with, even first thing
in the morning, but Paul was anxious, more and more as the days passed, to
be on his own, now that he had decided he was going to try to make a life
here. The room was his first step.
The second would be purchase of a Mobylette. Then he could join that
horde of two-wheeled traffic infesting Ouaga, where each major street
seemed a chaos of bicycles, Mobylettes, and motorcycles, with a few cars
and trucks thrown in just to make a further mess of things.
Oh, and the ox-carts, donkey-carts, whatever.
Until then, he would be walking, getting to one of the Lebanese shops
around the old marketplace just before they closed for siesta, and purchasing
his lock. With it in his hand, he walked back to Eric’s to pick up his pack,
and then on to the compound where he would now be living.
He smiled at his new place as he dropped his stuff and examined the
room. The bed was hand-made and rope strung, but it looked solid and the
mattress wasn’t as lumpy as some he had slept on recently. And there was a
chair and even a little table. The bare walls and floor were plain cement. Not
much, he told himself, but it was a start. He fit the lock through the hasp as
he left and snapped it shut. Looking down the row of cheap doors in the
cinderblock building, he saw that his lock was not alone. Though there was
a guardian for the compound, he was asleep in a low chair by the door to the
road, next to the single spigot that served to provide water for the compound.
This was going to be an experience, Paul told himself.
The idea made him quite happy.
Later that evening, Eric met him, and they walked back toward the
center of town to a bar that was quickly becoming Paul’s favorite during the
night, a dive called Don Camillo’s, a wide-open bistro that made no pretense
at being anything more than a venue for dancing and hard-core drinking. It
had no decorations on the walls and only the most rudimentary chairs and
tables. Even the bar, though long, contained little but coolers filled with
So.B.Bra and a shelf or two of cheap liquor.
On the bandstand, a trio worked through old rock songs and reggae. The
guitarist, a skinny little man with dreadlocks, attacked his instrument as
though thousands were watching at a grand rock festival and sang,
amazingly (to Paul, at least), with an English accent.
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Eventually, after a hair-raising version of “Hey, Joe” which had left Paul
wanting to stand up and shout, the band, clearly exhausted, took a break.
Eric signaled to the guitarist, who came over, pulled a chair around, and
joined them, wiping sweat from his brow onto his ragged jeans. Eric bought
him a beer and then introduced the two of them.
“Paul, this is Mousa. I’m not sure where he’s from, for he gives me
different answers different days, but it’s somewhere in Nigeria.”
“’Meetcha,” the guitarist stuck out his hand and snapped Paul’s finger
as the shake ended. “It’s Lagos, actually, that’s my home.”
“Right.” Eric laughed. “Never trust this guy. He plays guitar damned
well, but he smokes so much dope, he’s living in some other universe.”
The guitarist laughed and affected a Jamaican accent. “Yeah, mon. Want
kaya, you, talk wid me.” He got up and walked back to the bandstand where
he picked up his guitar, unplugged it, sat in a chair, and started playing for
himself, his back to the dancers now moving to a tape blaring from the
speakers surrounding the room.
Watching Mousa, Paul didn’t really notice the two women who had
replaced him at the other side of the table until one of them touched him on
the shoulder and said, “Buy me a drink.” She was small, with carefully
braided hair, and spoke English with a Ghanaian accent. Eric was already in
conversation with her companion, so Paul signaled for the waiter, who
brought her a concoction of some sort.
“My name is Fati. What’s your name?”
“Paul.”
“Paul.” She said it as though tasting it, drawing the name out. “And what
are you doing here, Paul?”
He shrugged. “I don’t know. I haven’t decided yet.”
“Are you here for long?”
“I might be.”
“You here on business?”
“No. To tell you the truth, I’m not sure why I’m here.”
“Well, you can dance with me anyway.” She grabbed his hand and
pulled him onto the dance floor.
She danced close to him, touching him lightly with her hands and her
body. Half drunk, he was entranced. From time to time, he tried to get her
off the dance floor, to talk, but she would only stop to quickly drink before
dragging him back out.
He noticed, during one break, that Eric was gone, as was Fati’s friend.
He decided it was time for him to leave, too.
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“You want I should go with you?” She picked up her bag, already having
decided the answer would be yes. He nodded, suddenly shy.
When she saw where Paul was living, Fati laughed.
“What’s so funny?”
“You are living like we do. I thought you had money.”
“Not much, no, not until I get a job.”
“But I will stay with you, anyway.” She pulled him inside as soon as he
had opened the lock.
In the morning, as she was leaving, Fati asked him if he could give her
some money.
“It doesn’t matter how much. I like you. But I have to pay for my room,
and I owe one of the other girls.”
Embarrassed, and kicking himself for not having enough sense to know
what was going on the night before, he gave her two thousand-franc notes.
She quickly secreted them away.
“I will see you again, I hope.” She waved as she stepped out into the
sunshine.
“I hope so, too,” he called after her, halfhearted and more than a little
disappointed in himself.
He did see Fati after that, for she lived not far away and frequented the
same bars. But she never came on to him again. She treated him, instead,
like an old friend. “You are my brother, now,” she told him as she pushed
him away the one time, some weeks later, when, a little too drunk, he made
a pass at her again.
“Come on, dance with me, though, just to dance.” She refused.
Some time later, however, it was she who continued what seemed to be
advances, surprising him. Maybe she was bored, he thought. Maybe there
was no potential john around. Maybe she did simply want to dance. Fati
grabbed his hand again, almost pulling him from the chair, startling him with
her strength, so small was she. So Paul got up, and moved back onto the
dance floor.
It was crowded, so they had to dance close to the tables. For African
dancers, the lack of space seemed fine, they could work with it; for Paul, it
made dancing almost impossible. He tried not to move, to imitate the
Africans, but was rather drunk, so quickly forgot himself and began to twirl
around a bit too much. He knocked into a table, spilling the beer upon it,
some of it running into the lap of a man sitting there.
Who stood up, cursing.
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Paul stopped, and tried to apologize, but his weak French wasn’t really
up to the task, and the man didn’t want to hear it. He yelled at Paul as Fati,
who had stopped dancing, too, tried to pull him away.
“Come,” she tugged on his arm, “we must go.”
Paul gave up trying to apologize and let her lead him away, angry words
from the wet man quickly fading into the music.
“You have a problem now,” Fati said, once they had regained their table,
“and must leave right away.”
“Why?”
“Those very bad men. They will look for you.”
“Why? Because of a little spilled beer.”
“They would kill you, those men.” He brushed that away. Hyperbole.
The music ended and the other couples in their party returned to the
table. Paul and Fati, as first back, were crowded back into a corner against
the walls. As Paul reached over for his bottle, he saw that the man he had
spilled beer on was approaching, backed by three or four others.
The man pointed to him and said something in an African language. One
of the other women at the table, one seated close to him, looked up at him
and said something sharp in return. The man laughed and turned away.
“What was that?” Paul asked Fati.
“You must leave now, but even now it will be dangerous. If they see
you, they will beat you.”
“But why? I don’t understand.”
“He thinks you make fun of him.”
“Should I tell him I don’t?”
“It’s too late. He thinks you bumped the table on purpose.”
“Oh.” Paul finished his beer and pondered that. He had no idea what to
do or how to make amends.
Instead of leaving, though, he ordered another beer.
By the time he was ready to go, Paul was quite drunk, something more
and more frequent since he had arrived in Ouaga. In Burkina Faso, for that
matter. Fati and her friends had remained with him, he noticed, none of them
going off with their partners, which surprised him. He got up, telling her it
was time for him to get home.
“Then we go now, too.”
He shrugged and moved from behind the table, stumbling a bit and
reaching out to the wall for support. All of the women got up and followed.
As he walked toward the door, they formed a circle around him.
He wondered what was going on but was too drunk to work it out.
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Outside, he saw that the man he’d spilled beer on was standing across
the street with his group of friends. Next to the door to Don Camillo’s,
someone else was trying to back a car into the road. The driver had let the
car drift forward, however, and one front wheel had dropped down into the
sewage channel that ran between the front of the building and the wall. No
matter how much the driver tried to gun the engine, the car refused to move.
Fati pulled on Paul’s sleeve, trying to get him to go with her to the left.
He shook her off and motioned for the driver of the car to wait. Then,
bending over, he grasped the bumper above the wheel in the channel and
lifted, shouting “Allez, go!” as the car’s corner rose. The driver responded,
and the car jerked back into the road.
It must have looked, from across the road, as though Paul were lifting
the whole car, rather than merely shifting its weight toward the rear using
the springs of the car itself to move it, for the men across the street quickly
turned and walked away.
“Oh,” Fati laughed. “They think, now, that you are a strong one. You
scare them, now. But, come. Come now, quickly.”
She took him back to his room, taking him down side streets to avoid
both the gang and the various gendarme stops, but she wouldn’t stay. “You
funny man, but you have no money.”
“But I paid you before.”
She shook her head. “I want more than that, don’t like doing that. I was
teacher, back in Ghana. Now, I just want rich man for always. Not one night
only. You, sorry, are not he.”
She walked back to the street and, Paul suspected, to another bar. He
turned to his room and fumbled to get his key into the lock.
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Chapter Eleven:
Masking
Making good, finally, on a promise he had made the first day they had
met, Eric introduced Paul to the mask-maker he had called the best in West
Africa, a man named Bakary Kabouré from Ouri, down in the southwest of
the country. Bakary’s family had been making masks for the Bobo people
for generations, had lived among them, worked with them, but had never
become a part of them, always keeping their own alien identify and
connection with family far away in Mali. Bakary was skilled far beyond just
working in wood: he was also a master of lost-wax casting in bronze and
was quite a good painter.
The artist was a slender man, a few good inches shorter than Paul, with
longer hair than most Africans and a love for wood that kept him talking and
stroking his creations as he pulled them out for Paul and Eric to look at. He
exhibited an intensity, a focus that put Paul off balance a bit, for he assumed
that others could follow his thoughts and assumptions as easily as he did.
For Paul, who was just beginning to be able to manage a conversation in
French, it was difficult for him to understand this man who hadn’t the
patience for either explanations or repetitions. He was always looking ahead,
to the place where his thoughts pointed, never pausing for the immediate
word.
Even though Bakary paid him scant attention, especially once he
realized Paul could hardly understand him, Paul was fascinated by him. The
man’s assurance, as he showed off his goods and answered Eric’s questions,
demonstrated a comfort and confidence in his work, confidence of a sort one
rarely sees anywhere. Lacking any similar sort of talent himself, Paul was
slightly in awe of it.
They were sitting on Eric’s verandah with Bakary, drinking beer, of
course, surrounded by more than a dozen masks and statues and the four
empty large gunny sacks Bakary had brought them in, strapped to the back
of his bicycle. Bakary was arguing with Eric over a point Paul couldn’t
understand. He showed Eric something on the mask he was holding and
compared it to one of the originals he had recently copied for the French
director of the National Museum. Nodding, Eric took it, and added it to the
two or three he had already put aside as those he wished to buy. Paul
watched, envious. Not only would he have liked the knowledge both showed
of the art, but he didn’t have the money for any such purchases. He shrugged
and sipped his beer: he had no place to keep them, anyway.
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Bakary had just picked up another item, this one a wooden statue of a
woman carrying a jug on her head, when a noise from outside, a motorcycle
engine, a banging at the gate, then a yelling voice, interrupted them.
“Eric!” It was Brian’s voice, coming from out on the street. “Open the
gate!”
“Over here. Open the gate yourself. It’s not locked.” All three waited,
not moving, as Brian twisted the latch then banged the gate with his front
moto wheel, thrusting the gate back until it banged back against the wall,
then wheeling inside and cutting the ignition. He jumped off the bike and
threw his yellow helmet from his head, letting it tumble on the pavement.
“Jerry’s had an accident.”
He didn’t wait for a reaction but, acting almost as though no one was
there and almost without thought, scooped up his helmet, put it on, and got
back on his bike. “They’re medivacing him this afternoon.” He was panting
so hard he could barely speak, so paused to take a breath, now a little more
conscious of what he was doing. “As soon as the plane gets down from
Geneva. If you want to see him, come now.” He looked at them as though
not understanding why they weren’t already on their bikes.
“Bad, then?” Eric had risen as soon as Brian had spoken, the blood
draining from his face, but he hadn’t moved further. Brian nodded rather
than trying to speak again. Paul got up, too. “Where is he?”
“Embassy medical unit.” He slurred the words, getting them out with
great difficulty as he prepared to kick-start the bike that he was already
wheeling around toward the gate.
“Let’s go, then.” Eric lifted the helmet off his own motorcycle, which
was parked by the verandah, and tossed a second one to Paul. “Bakary…. ”
He looked at the African, the question unsaid.
“Go.” Bakary, who understood just enough English to have followed the
conversation, waved him away, and started packing masks back in the bags.
“We can finish this another time. I will stop by.”
“Thank you, my friend.” He reached his hand out. Bakary took it.
Paul, who had been strapping the helmet to his head, hopped on the back
of Eric’s little Honda as soon as the engine roared. They followed closely
behind Brian, speeding through the Ouaga streets, dodging pedestrians and
bicycles.
It only took them a couple of minutes, the way the two were riding, to
reach the embassy. As they were chaining their bikes in front of the medical
unit, Brian gave them a brief description of what had happened.
“We were at Don Camillo’s last night, until pretty late. For some reason
we left separately. We’ve been staying at different places. Maybe that was
why. Anyway, when I went home, he was still there.
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“This morning, I rode out to find him, but he wasn’t where he was
supposed to be. No one where he was staying had seen him, but they weren’t
too concerned. There’s a lot of other places he could have slept, especially
after drinking. But we had a couple of things to do, today, so I was surprised.
I rode over to Peace Corps, but he wasn’t there. But a phone call came. He
was here.”
“Did they say what had happened?”
Brian shook his head. “They don’t know and, apparently, Jerry doesn’t
remember. They found him, unconscious, bleeding, at the base of the pillar
in the middle of that traffic circle by the RAN hotel.”
“Good thing,” Eric said, “that they didn’t take him to the Ouaga
hospital.”
“Yeah,” Brian opened the door. “He’d be dead by now.”
Jerry was tied to a gurney to be moved to the airport as soon as the jet
landed. He had been cleaned up and was bandaged, but he still looked awful.
His helmet had saved his life, but had split, and his face was bruised and cut.
The nurse said he probably had a concussion, but the worst damage was his
leg, which might be lost. He was awake, but drugged, and obviously
confused. His beard was matted, parts of it plastered flat to his face.
“Gimme cigarette.”
“Can’t, Jerry, they won’t let me, in here.”
“Gimme cigarette.” Eric looked at the nurse and raised his eyebrow. The
nurse shrugged and turned to leave the room. “Just open the door, so the
place will air out.”
Brian shook one out of his pack, lit it, and held it to Jerry’s lips.
“Thanks,” he inhaled. “Thanks.”
They waited with him, no one speaking much, until the vehicle arrived
to take him to the airport, keeping a cigarette constantly lit for him. The three
followed the embassy van on the two motorcycles.
The plane, a small hospital jet from a rescue organization out of
Switzerland known as SOS, landed quickly on the single runway, empty
except for an abandoned DC-3 off to the side of the main building, and
pulled as close to the terminal as it could. Paul, like the other two, had been
refused entry to the VIP waiting area where Jerry had been wheeled, so was
standing with them on the outside observation deck. There were no flights
scheduled until later that day; the place was empty.
A couple of people appeared below them, pushing the gurney with Jerry
on it, just as the door to the plane opened and the steps were let down.
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“That thing’s equipped with an operating room. He should be OK.” Eric
lit a cigarette. They watched as the people from the plane took over and lifted
the entire gurney into the plane.
Two minutes later, the jet had turned once more and, engines roaring,
was heading down the runway, its nose already in the air.
“I’m going to ride to Koupela,” Brian turned away. “Lori needs to
know.”
“I’ll go with you.” Eric turned and headed out to where they had parked
their bikes, Brian and Paul following.
Paul knew that it was useless, at that point, for him to say anything
further to the others about Jerry. He thought that their decision to go to
Koupela, though, was a good one. In fact, he was sure of that. It wasn’t
talking that they would need, not now, not yet. The enforced silence of the
noise on the road and the demands of riding would keep them focused and
away from the possibility and reality of a loss and a shock they could do
nothing about. Plus, on the road they could be together but wouldn’t be
forced to face that there was nothing to say, nothing to do. It was over: they
had lost their friend. At least until they, themselves, returned to the States.
Possibly forever.
And Lori, Paul knew from his own small experience, was the best person
any of them could turn to in a crisis.
They reached the motorcycles. Without a word to Paul, without a look
back, Brian and Eric roared off toward the highway heading east and Paul
walked back into town, Eric’s extra helmet dangling from his hand.
Though he understood that he could not be a part of what Brian and
Eric—and Lori—would be going through that evening, Paul now felt more
at a loss than he had since deciding to stay in Africa. It was a shock, what
had happened to Jerry, but it was not something that involved him a great
deal. He had met Jerry that day in Dapaong, but had seen him rarely since,
though he knew that Eric, who he saw regularly, considered Jerry and Brian
his best friends in the country, and that Brian and Jerry had been inseparable
in Peace Corps stage and had been together as often as possible, since.
Staring down at the helmet he was holding, he shrugged and decided to
do what he had earlier planned for the afternoon, even though he now felt
slightly guilty about it. Why not? He was now equipped.
After shopping around for the last few days, inspecting used Mobylettes
and other mopeds, Paul had decided that he had enough money to buy a new
Peugeot P-50, the smallest, cheapest model available. He had seen what sort
of shape the used mopeds for sale were in, and thought that, ultimately, they
would end up costing as much as a new P-50, given needed repairs.
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Though he was shaken by Jerry’s accident, he figured he might as well
go ahead and get the moped. Or at least look at it again. After all, it wasn’t
nearly as large or as fast as even the small Yamahas of the PCVs, so it
couldn’t be nearly so dangerous. He walked into town, past Don Camillo’s,
and into the showroom he had earlier visited.
Though he had now been in Africa only a couple of months, Paul’s
French had improved much more dramatically than he, himself, recognized.
There was nothing good about it, but he had found he could communicate
adequately for his needs in Ouagadougou—as long as the conversation was
slow and simple. He quickly concluded his discussion with the sales clerk,
laid out his money, and saw a new blue P-50 wheeled out of the back.
As he was leaving, thinking of Jerry and looking at the helmet in his
hand, he decided he should actually buy one of his own—and a lock and
chain. He selected an electric blue helmet, solid, though not full-faced like
those the PCVs wore. It would be protection of a sort without making him
feel he was in a cage, like the giant ones protecting yellow Peace Corps
helmets did.
He wheeled the moped out of the store, pulled it up onto its stand, got
on, pulled in the clutch, and pedaled. When he released the clutch lever, the
engine caught immediately. He disengaged the clutch once more, kicked the
bike forward and off its stand, his hands on the brake lever as he had been
taught, and then eased both out and accelerated onto the road.
The way back to his house took him across a wide, open space filled
mainly with pedestrians and two-wheeled vehicles. Paul realized, as he
approached it, that he hadn’t bothered to check the gas tank as he left the
dealer. He pulled over to one of the many small places with a pump out front,
one worked by hand through a handle at the side. After paying for almost a
full tank of the mixture of gas and oil his moped ran on, he once more
pedaled to start the engine and moved away slowly to rejoin the flow of
traffic.
Waiting for a break allowing him to make his way into the larger stream
of traffic, hardly moving yet, he saw a bicycle heading right for him. For a
second, he thought of speeding up to get out of the way, but the bicycle
started to swerve to pass in front of him. So he stopped and put his feet down,
giving the cyclist a clear path around him on either side.
One accident today, he thought, was enough. The cyclist, though, who
had decided to go one way, suddenly decided to swerve in the opposite
direction. He almost fell as he turned, but managed to straighten up and plow
straight into Paul and his moped, knocking them all to the ground.
“Ah, well,” Paul said, as he recounted the incident to one of the PCVs
he’d found congregated at the Oubri a little later, talking mainly about Jerry,
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moving to other things only when there seemed no more to say. “So now the
little Peugeot has been in its first accident. I won’t have to worry any longer
about that initial blemish, that first scratch.” Paul had received a few cuts on
one arm, and the cyclist was surely bruised, but neither had needed medical
attention. “I just wish Jerry could have been as lucky.”
“Where do you think they are by now?” The PCV hadn’t really been
listening. Jerry and Brian had been in his stage, had been his training mates.
Though he hadn’t seen them often since their swearing-in, the near-death of
one of his group had, of course, affected him deeply, and he was showing it.
“It’s been, what, five hours? Maybe over Italy. I don’t know.”
“I wonder if he will come back. I hope they let him come back.”
Paul studied him, a little surprised. He quickly recognized that the man
was hardly even aware of him, certainly not of his new moped and his small
accident. Again, he realized he was intruding on someone else’s pain,
something he seemed to have been doing way too often since his arrival in
Africa. He got up to leave.
“Let me know, if I can do anything.”
The PCV nodded but didn’t look up.
Once again forced into awareness of how much of an outsider he really
was, Paul wanted to do something that could take him away from that, to see
somebody not associated with Peace Corps and its rather closed
communities. He had intruded on them enough.
He decided, after a little thought, to try to find the son of the family Lori
lived with. He had promised, after all, to greet him for Lori and for his
family. Now that he had transportation, he could do that, for it was a long
way from the center of town to where he had been told Michel worked.
And he did find Michel. Finally, after a number of wrong turns, he
located him in a little hole-in-the-wall shop in a mud quartier out beyond
the university, itself beyond the presidential residence and the cluster of
embassies to the east of the city center. Trying to follow the directions Lori
had given him, Paul had wandered around for the better part of an hour,
retracing his path a number of times to a known landmark and trying again.
When he finally reached the right shop, he found a tall, slender Michel,
clearly his father’s son, an excitable young man who seemed absolutely
unable to keep a smile from his face. A willing man, looking to be friendly.
Good, Paul thought, he needed that. Another shy or withdrawn person
would only have depressed him even further. This fellow seemed to be the
right companion, right then, at least.
Paul had liked Jerry, but Jerry had never liked coming to Ouaga, so the
two had met rarely. Plus, Paul really hadn’t been around very long. So, the
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accident could never have had the impact on him that it had on Eric and on
Brian and the other PCVs. He also suspected that many of them were
beginning to secretly feel guilty about what had happened, or would soon,
though it had in no way been their fault. But not had been with him to protect
him. He couldn’t help them with that, unfortunately.
It was best to stay away. Let them deal with it their own ways, and on
their own. For his own sake, he couldn’t even be with them for very long in
a time like this. He had already found that out, and they probably would
resent it if he tried to intrude any further. He needed to respect their loss and
their privacy, though it kept him outside.
So, to keep away, he took Michel for dinner at a place nearby to his shop,
one called “The College Bar” that he had heard of, a dance establishment
across the street from one of the most impressive baobab trees Paul had yet
seen. They ordered rice and brochettes, and Paul decided to risk a salad.
They watched early dancers take to the floor as they ate and talked.
Michel, it turned out, lived not far from Paul’s own room. He took a Tata
bus back and forth each morning and evening and walked—it took him more
than an hour each way, in total—to get to the little shop where he worked.
He told Paul that he wanted to save enough money so that he could set up
his own place, which he would open closer to home, but it was difficult. The
family always needed money, even though having Peace Corps Volunteers
living there always helped, and he sent what he could. He also wanted to get
married, so needed to save even more.
He had finished secondary school, he told Paul, and had wanted to go to
the university for electrical engineering but hadn’t done well enough on the
competitive entrance and scholarship exam. Now, he recognized the irony
that he fixed tape players and the occasional television in a shop not far from
where he had wanted to study—learning by practice the trade he had wanted
to learn in the classroom.
“Does that bother you?” Paul was finding that he could understand
Michel’s French much more easily than he would have thought, certainly
more easily than he could Bakary’s. As a result, he also talked more fluidly,
surprising himself. Only rarely did they have to struggle over a sentence
before they agreed that both understood what one or the other was saying.
“No. I don’t mind. I rarely see the students.”
After dinner, Paul rode Michel back home, making him wear Eric’s
spare helmet which he still had with him. Michel objected at first, but Paul
had told him about Jerry’s accidence, so eventually he acquiesced, but didn’t
strap it tight, saying it choked him. As he dropped him off, Paul proposed
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that they meet again later that evening. Michel agreed and named a bar
nearby.
To some extent, Paul knew, he still would rather have seen the PCVs,
whoever might be in town, but, he now felt he had struck the wrong tone
that afternoon, had been a bit of a fool for not understanding the intrusion he
would represent and the triviality of the story of his own accident.
Scared it was becoming a habit, he didn’t want to barge in any longer on
someone else’s troubles. It was too bad, what had happened to Jerry, but it
would have little impact on Paul’s life—and everyone knew that. It would
be hypocritical, Paul felt, for him to join in the commiseration that had, most
certainly, already started. Besides, the two friends of Jerry’s that he knew
best had already left town.
It would be better to spend the evening with Michel who, though he had
met Jerry, knew him no better than Paul did.
Michel met Paul at a dolo bar about halfway between their homes. When
Paul, after a calabash, suggested that they go to Don Camillo’s, Michel
shook his head no. He said he would show Paul some better bars, places
where Burkinabe went, where they could be comfortable.
“That’s a place for foreigners,” he told Paul. “I can show you where the
Mossi go, where the real people are.”
Paul shrugged his shoulders and followed.
Later, though, after Michel told him he needed to go home and sleep,
Paul ended up back at Don Camillo’s, drinking So.B.Bra and listening to
Mousa’s plaintive guitar. No one else he knew was there, which suited him
just fine.
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Chapter Twelve:
Passing
Eric took Paul to meet the man who was running the American Cultural
Center as soon as the new semester started. He told him, when they arrived,
that Paul had been a teacher, conveniently ignoring that Paul had taught
science, not language. They desperately needed English teachers at the
Center, so the Director took an immediate interest in Paul, though he
recognized, after a few questions, that Paul’s training might not be all that
could be desired once he knew something of his background.
At least he was a native speaker.
The Director had been working in out-of-the-way places long enough to
recognize that you took what you could get.
“Give me a résumé. We need someone to take over two courses. Wife
of the motor-pool head decamped back to DC. If you get me something
today, or soon, and can start next week, we might be able to work something
out.”
“Thanks, and I will.” They shook hands and Paul and Eric walked back
out onto the street.
“That was quick.” Paul was a little bit shocked that he suddenly seemed
to have a job.
“Yeah. It’s generally in knowing when to appear. I’d heard they were
going to be in trouble, but they might have turned you down, hoping to work
something else out, had you come by earlier. And, by tomorrow, they might
have found someone else.” They were walking just a block from the old
central marketplace, the one now closed while a new building was
supposedly being constructed to replace it. But nothing had happened so far
except removal of what little had been there.
“Where,” Paul asked Eric as they headed back to where they had parked
their motos, “am I going to find a typewriter to do a résumé on?”
Eric laughed. “My house, of course. After all, I am an academic. No
word-processing computer, I doubt there’s one in the country, but I do have
a typewriter that should fit the bill.”
“Of course.” Paul laughed. “I should have known. Got any cold beer
there?”
“Of course.”
“Then, let’s go… I’ve got work to do!” He pointed over to where the
motos were and started to step into the street.
“Hold on.” Eric shouted and threw his arm out across Paul’s chest. A
light blue Peugeot 504 sped by them, just missing Paul. It careened on down
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the block, ignoring the single traffic light at the next intersection, the
pedestrians, bicycles, and other cars. The driver, a man whose light skin was
speckled with large dark splotches, seemed oblivious of everything and
everyone but of where he was going. People scrambled to get out of the way.
“Crazy… ” Paul started to raise his fist. Eric grabbed his arm and forced
it down.
“Don’t. You’re the one who’s crazy if you do anything. That was Pridi.
If you see him, keep out of the way. And never, ever get into an argument
with him.”
“Who’s Pridi?”
“Just Sankara’s assassin,” Eric hissed. “He was part of the revolution.
Without him, Sankara might not even be in power. No one knows how many
people he has killed, then or since, but he does what he likes, and there’s
nothing anyone can do about it, so don’t even think it. Watch for that car and
avoid it.”
“Damn.” Paul looked down the street where the car had disappeared.
“Sometimes this place is just too weird.”
“That’s not the whole of it, believe me.” Eric spoke louder now, with
the tone of resignation and frustration that, Paul was finding, marked the
expats who had been in Ouaga since before Sankara’s coup. They unlocked
their bikes. “There are things going on here, undercurrents that have nothing
to do with the people, things that are beyond belief but that are not worth
thinking about.”
“Like what?” asked Paul, but Eric had kick-started his moto and didn’t
hear him. Or chose not to.
Once they had arrived at Eric’s house and were opening bottles of beer,
Paul repeated his question.
“There are people this government is helping… ” He stopped, paused.
“Look, we’d better not even talk about it.”
“Why not?”
“Probably no reason, but I don’t want to be kicked out of the country,
and certainly don't want to be arrested here. There are certain things, like I
said that are just as well left alone. Hey, it’s not important, best just ignored.”
Paul looked at Eric, annoyed, but aware that he now knew the researcher
well enough to recognize the warning in his voice, the warning not to push
it. He told himself he needed to respect that: the man had done too much for
him, and continued to do so. And would continue to do so. Paul shrugged,
“Well, tell me next time we’re in Togo.”
“That I’ll do. The typewriter, by the way, is under that desk.” He
pointed.
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Paul pulled out the old Olympia portable he found there, reached for a
sheet of paper from a stack on a shelf right by, and typed up a simple résumé
while drinking more of Eric’s beer. Eric supplied him with a large envelope
for it and, next morning, he delivered it to the Director.
Though the other teachers at the Center weren’t happy when they
discovered that Paul had never taught English, their need, coupled with his
MS degree, confirmed his immediate hiring. The money wasn’t much, but it
would be enough to get him through the school year quite comfortably. He
had checked with the airline and found that his ticket would be good for at
least another twelve months, which would be quite long enough, he was sure.
He liked Ouaga, he had found, but he didn’t want to spend his life there,
didn’t want to live forever with the constant stops at gunpoint for paper
checks, the low level of fear that most people were living with, fear of
another coup d’état, or with the feeling that almost anything he might say
could be misconstrued by the authorities. Still, he hid the ticket away in a
locker at the Center (relieved not to have something so valuable in his room)
and forgot about going home. Or, he told himself, could now forget about it
for the coming year.
As soon as he had known for sure that he would get the job, he had
ridden out to Michel’s shop to tell him the news. Over the past weeks,
outside of Eric, Michel had become Paul’s best friend in Ouaga.
On those rare occasions when Paul found himself sick of the drinking
life, Michel proved a wonderful companion, showing him around the city,
introducing him to his own circle of friends, and getting him interested in
the local soccer matches that seemed to take place every day in a wide
number of locations.
“Hey, Michel! I got a job. Guess I’ll be staying around longer than you
thought.”
“Does that mean you’ll move into a bigger place?” Michel put down his
soldering iron and stepped out from behind the counter. Paul smiled but
shook his head. Everyone he knew, it seemed, thought he was demeaning
himself by living in a simple room in a compound. That wasn’t for someone
like him, that was for a student or someone with no money at all. But he was
getting to know the other people rooming in the long, low building and had
become comfortable there. “Michel, I like it there. I think I’ll stay.”
Michel shrugged. “But it really isn’t right for you. Still, I am glad you
have a job.”
Living arrangements and work established, the following months
blurred into what proved to be the memory of one long drunk for Paul,
broken only by mornings of an easy teaching load.
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Ouagadougou, at that time, was a wide-open city, not only because of
the recent revolution but it was filled with refugees from the new regime in
Ghana. Almost anything could happen, and often did, despite the CDR kids
forcing constant stops on the streets, occasional curfews, and a regime that
talked of a new dawn of socialism.
For all the faults of an ambiguous political situation, it was an exciting,
unknown city, especially for a certain kind of expat, the type of person who
wanted a cheap life, exotic and without the responsibilities of a stable,
known society.
For Paul, almost all of life there was accented, of course, by Mousa’s
blend of reggae and rock, played through blown amplifiers at Don Camillo’s
those nights when Mousa wasn’t resting in the Ouaga jail.
Paul felt that a lot of the craziness of Ouaga at that time had to come
from the Ghanaians, forced out of their own country by its own political
strife and the resultant economic downturn. They were now living in a
country of guns and political repression much worse, paradoxically, than the
home they could not go back to—but with a better economy, thanks to the
common francophone West Africa currency tied to the French franc. As a
result, there was a feeling among the Ghanaians of hopelessness with the
lack of restraint that almost naturally follows hopelessness. Unable to use
the skills they had developed at home in this new land where few of them
even spoke the languages, French and Moré, they saw no future for
themselves, so drank and debauched.
The Burkinabe, more terrorized than anyone else (certainly more than
the foreigners, including the Ghanaians) by the CDR cadres and the other
arms of the new and repressive Burkinabe government, tried to keep low
profiles, out of sight, unnoticed, waiting for the times to change. So, they did
little to try to control the growing wildness of the city. If anything, some of
them would join in, surreptitiously, when they could.
The Europeans who had decided to stay in Ouaga once the coup was
over tended to be people willing to brave the frequent stops and the kids
shoving guns in their faces—unless they were high enough placed in one
embassy or another to have the low-number CD plates that allowed one to
sail right on through. Some thought living in a country teetering on the edge
of mayhem made them tough; others just didn’t care.
The repression kept most other people away, and that, in the eyes of the
expats who remained, was good. Their own reputations, however, had gotten
worse as the year wore on, as did the craziness they were involved in.
What had been long considered a hardship post by the various foreign
services was on the verge of tipping into the chaos of actual, not just
perceived, hardship. And not simply because of the political situation.
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One story he heard became emblematic, for Paul, of the strangeness of
the time. He hadn’t known any of the principals but felt he could have.
A French expat, drunk, took home a Ghanaian prostitute. There, he
forced her, at gunpoint, to have sex with his dog. The prostitute went to the
police immediately after. They raided the man’s house, shot the dog, and
forced him on the first plane back to France. They then drove the prostitute
to the Ghana border and, basically, threw her across, telling the Ghanaians
why. Within a few hours, she had been killed, beaten to death by outraged
Ghanaian border guards.
The story didn’t surprise anyone in Ouaga. It was the type of thing that
was happening, that’s all.
As the school year progressed to its end and the drinking picked up its
pace (if that was possible), Paul began to face the fact that he had to decide
what he was going to do with himself at the end of the term. Stay in Ouaga?
Though he really did love it there, he, at least, had come to realize just how
bad a place it was for him.
Hell, for anyone. He couldn’t romanticize it the way some did,
imagining they were living dangerously.
Yet life, for an expat, was too easy, and he was too much the realist to
imagine that he wasn’t in a charmed position, even among the dangers. All
he had to do was teach a couple of classes a week and drink—and show his
American passport when he was stopped. Yet what he saw as his own future
in what was happening around him had become too crazy, even though the
craziness was partially his own doing and not just the country’s.
He was headed for personal disaster, he knew, if he kept on the way he
was going.
It was taking a toll on him. He could see that when he looked in a mirror.
Fifty pounds lighter than when he had arrived, he was now bearded, and his
shaggy hair ran, in strings, to his shoulders. He wore cast-off jeans bought
in the market, shirts of homespun African cloth and sunglasses bought off
street sellers for a few francs.
Besides, this certainly wasn’t what he had come to Africa for—rather,
this wasn’t what he had decided to stay in Africa for.
He had to leave the party, to stop pretending his life had nowhere to go
and that he was only along for the ride, anyhow.
Though he constantly told himself he would spend more time with the
Burkinabe themselves, the friends he was making in Ouaga continued to be
mostly expats; they had become the center of his supposed African life. Even
most of the Africans he had gotten to know were from other countries,
mainly from Ghana, but some from Côte d’Ivoire or Mali or Nigeria. By the
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end of the school year, the only Burkinabe he could really call friends were
Michel and the mask-maker Bakary, who had learned, at least, to put up with
his presence. Unlike the Ghanaians, who drank as much as the rest of the
expats, Michel and Bakary weren’t much interested in alcohol, so he found
he was spending less and less time even with them, though he made an effort
to see them more than just about anyone outside of his drinking buddies.
Bakary, Paul had eventually discovered, lived in a cinderblock
neighborhood on the road to Bobo, in a house filled with art he either made,
sold, or “antiqued.” Paul had developed a real fascination with him and with
what he could do.
“You mean, you see nothing wrong with making something look old,
even if it isn’t?” They were sitting in Bakary’s parlor on one of Paul’s less
and less frequent visits. Paul had just contracted for him to make a mask, a
copy of one that Paul had admired that hung in Bakary’s stall near the
American embassy, but Paul had insisted he wanted his copy to look new,
like the masks actually used in dancing—not antiqued, like the ones
normally for sale. His French, by now, was strong enough for him to
confidently hold a conversation, even with Bakary, something that made him
inordinately proud.
“Why not?” Bakary shrugged. “It’s what the collectors want. They don’t
want anything that looks new. It’s you who are the strange one.”
“But when you make the real things, you make wonderful stuff. Don’t
you wish you could just make that?”
“What makes it so wonderful? To the people who buy the other stuff,
it’s the look of age that’s wonderful. Many of them know that the stuff is
fake, but they just like the way it will look on their walls.” He paused. “You
know what’s funny, though: the ones who know my masks are fakes, they
want to believe that I don’t know that they know. That way, in the
bargaining, they feel that have an advantage over me, knowing that I am
lying to them. But, because I know they know I’m lying, it is I who has the
advantage!”
They both laughed—though Paul wasn’t completely sure what he was
laughing at. At people like himself probably, he finally figured.
Or, maybe, at all of them, European and American expats and African
ones, even at the Burkinabe themselves.
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Chapter Thirteen:
Learning
“You know, of course, that we have a training starting in three weeks,
with a large complement of teachers.” The Peace Corps Director, a friendly,
pudgy man with a high, squeaky voice who had once been a PCV himself—
in Senegal—laid down the papers he had finished flipping through, papers
Paul had given him.
“What you don’t know is that we’ve lost a couple of them in the last few
days, dropping out before they’ve even arrived. So, if your background
checks out, we’ll probably be able to take you as an on-site volunteer. I
mean, we do know you.” He smiled and looked out the window. “Though
you must understand that I can’t promise anything, of course.”
“Is there anything else? Anything I need to be concerned about?” It had
been almost nine months, now, that Paul had spent in Burkina Faso, and the
school year was fast coming to an end. Over that time, he had developed at
least a nodding acquaintance with many in the small American expat
community, especially those connected in some way with Peace Corps. He
had even been to dinner at the Director’s house and had shared drinks with
him a number of times in the better of the city’s bistros.
The Director looked down at his desk and twirled a pencil, slightly
embarrassed. He hesitated for a moment and then looked up at Paul. “My
only concern is, well, let me be blunt: One of the biggest problems we have
with our PCVs is alcohol. As you have seen, way too much drinking goes
on. Oh, I know, when people get into Ouaga, when they get together after
months in the remote villages, they like to party, but it leads to problems—
as you also well know.”
Paul nodded, thinking of Jerry and his accident the previous fall, and the
fact that everyone knew that alcohol had been involved. Certainly, the
Director did.
“Well, you’re getting a bit of a reputation around here yourself, as
something of a drinker. I want to make sure that, if you join us, that won’t
be your main occupation.”
Looking at him before responding, Paul wondered if the man had a
point. After all, he could hardly remember a day since he’d arrived in Africa
when he’d not had at least one drink. Most days he had three or four. Hell,
six or eight. But he wasn’t going to admit that to anyone. Certainly not here,
not to this man.
“One of the reasons I want to join Peace Corps is that I’ve felt I haven’t
enough to do, enough work. Sometimes, it’s too easy to just go off and drink.
That’s also why I wouldn’t want to be posted in Ouaga. It’s too easy here,
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too easy just to drink. If I do have a choice, I’d like to go to the north,
Moslem country, where the temptation won’t be there, where I’ll have to
concentrate on other things.”
“Do you think you have a drinking problem?”
“No, not really. I think I’ve been drifting, and so have allowed myself
the excuse for drinking too much. I’m tired of it, and am not going to keep
it up, one way or another. Again, that’s one of the reasons I want to join
Peace Corps.”
“I’m glad to hear that.” The Director picked up the pencil and deposited
it in a jar already holding a couple of pens. “Remember, though, that one of
the problems a lot of PCVs face is boredom, which can, as you have found
here, lead to too much drinking. If you do this, make sure you find ways of
keeping yourself busier than you’ve been this last year. Find secondary
projects, for example, that really push on your free time. If it comes to that,
on post, come down to Ouaga to see me if you feel things are getting out of
hand; we can help, but don’t want to need to. I think you have the possibility
of being a good PCV, but I do realize I am taking a chance on you.”
Paul stood up slowly. “Well, thank you. I think it’s what I really would
like to do, to join you. And I don’t think I would cause you any concern. I’m
ready to make a change in how I live. And joining Peace Corps would be a
big part of that.”
The Director stuck out his hand. “Well, good luck to you. All in all, I do
hope you’ll be joining us. As long as you keep yourself in check.” They
shook, and Paul walked downstairs to the Volunteer lounge, where Brian
and Lori, in town for physicals, were waiting for him.
“Well?”
“How’d it go?”
Paul shrugged. “I don’t know. He said he’d like to have me, if everything
checks out….”
“Great!”
“Though he did say he was concerned about what he’d heard about my
drinking. But, fuck it. Let’s have a beer. Celebrate.”
“Oubri?”
“Sure.”
Paul’s small Peugeot was chained up outside, as were the motos of the
two PCVs. He couldn’t keep up with them even on the city streets, though,
so found them with beers already in front of them, a third waiting for him,
as he pulled to a stop by their table on the dirt out in front of the hotel.
The usual sort of crowd had started to gather. Down at the end of the
row of tables sitting on the dirt at the edge of the street, a government worker
and his girlfriend huddled over their drinks, oblivious of everyone else. A
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trio of French aid workers sat hemmed in by their large motorcycles, blocked
from any contact with those who might have tried to seek them out. At
another table, an off-duty hostess slept, her head on her hands. A Tuareg
vendor was passing from table to table, showing off leather-covered boxes
for holding cassette tapes, and swords and daggers in leather sheaths,
supposedly like those worn in the desert.
As they drank, other people joined them, including Michel, to Paul’s
surprise, who came over once he had seen them. He had almost continued
by, walking the last bit of the way home from work, but had seen Paul as he
made his way down a cross street nearby.
“So you’ll be a PCV,” he said, appraising Paul. In the past, they had
talked over Paul’s future, and Michel had known that Paul was preparing an
application. He turned his attention to the beer he was pouring into a glass,
not expecting an answer or wanting one. He watched Paul for a while, not
joining in the conversation that was swirling around on trivial issues, even
though it had shifted into French for his benefit. Finally, in a pause, he spoke,
but quietly and just for his friend.
“I don’t think, as a PCV, you’ll be able to keep your Peugeot.”
“No. I will have to sell it.” Paul wondered, a little startled, why Michel
had brought that up.
“Sell it to me then.”
Paul looked at him, now completely surprised. “Can you afford it? It’s
less than a year old.”
“As you know, I have been saving since I came to Ouaga. Right now, I
think I could buy a new one, but I don’t want to spend that much.”
“Done, then. The day I start Peace Corps, you get the bike. If, of course,
you’ll meet my price.”
“How much do you want for it?” Michel’s eyes glittered, though he kept
a straight face. He knew he would get a good price out of Paul, after all, he
had watched him try to negotiate prices in the market, and had tried to teach
him to bargain a little more carefully and in the ways Burkinabe did it,
always making a show of it but never quite pushing the other too far. He was
willing to try Paul’s skills, but knew this would be little more than a game.
“Let’s see…. I paid…. “
They haggled for a little bit, each of them throwing up hands and
feigning withdrawal at least twice before coming came to an agreement.
“I see that at least a little bit of what I taught you has remained with
you,” said Michel.
It had been he, in fact, who had been the first to take Paul to the marché
on the outskirts of town, the temporary home for the vendors displaced as
the central market was rebuilt. “So, you will have to give me a gift when I
pay you.”
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Paul laughed. He knew, from Michel’s teaching and many hours of
watching others, that this sort of thing was often a merchant’s last attempt
to get something more from the buyer. Now, Michel was testing him once
more, but turning the tables.
“Of course, of course.” He laughed. “Anything to get you out of my
face.”
They went back to the business of drinking, Michel, though, only
drinking the one beer before heading on home.
After leaving the Oubri, Paul rode over to Eric’s. He wanted to tell him
what he had decided to do. Bakary was there, as he often was, these days,
and the three of them sat down to cold beer from Eric’s refrigerator.
“You sure about this? You know how Peace Corps is. Mama Peace
Corps, and all that. You’re going to lose a great deal of freedom.”
“Yeah, but it’s like Brian says, stay away from the office, get posted as
far away from it as possible, and you’ll be OK.”
“But you’re here already, and you have the freedom. Do you need Peace
Corps thinking it has to take care of you?”
“Maybe I do. I certainly haven’t accomplished much here, this past year.
All I’ve done is teach a couple of classes that any native speaker could
handle with their ears closed. That, and drink.”
“I suspect you’ve done a lot more than that.”
“Not really. Not like you. You’ve got a goal and a grant. A specific
interest. What have I? I’ve been here, why? Mainly because I couldn’t think
of any reason for going home. I mean, I really wasn’t happy with my life
back home, and didn’t want to go back to it. But, really, I was too
embarrassed to go home. I had come with such hopes, I felt almost obliged
to stay.
“But this,” he spread his arms, continuing, “even though I love it, is this
enough? If I felt I were heading toward something, maybe, but I’m not.”
“I think you do yourself a disservice.” They had been speaking in
English, which Bakary, though he didn’t speak much of it, could follow.
Now Eric switched into French. “You have learned to get by in a new
language. You have learned to deal with a new culture. That’s a lot, in less
than a year on one’s own.”
“But where does it lead? I look at some of the old expats, and certainly
I don’t want to end up like them. Somehow, I’ve got to jump-start my life,
and maybe I can use Peace Corps for that.”
“I don’t know,” Eric looked at him, thoughtfully. He was speaking
English once more. “It seems to me you could pick something a lot less
complicated than a two-year commitment to a paternalistic organization.”
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“Oh, come on, Eric. You know it isn’t that bad. And it could be
interesting.”
“Your funeral.” He got up. “I’ve got to go, though. Bakary and I are
going to visit a batik maker he told me about, a man named Lamourdia who
lives across from the Red Cross. Seems the guy is good, even made a special
one for that reggae singer, Jimmy Cliff when he performed here, and Cliff
liked it so much he commissioned a second. I hope he’s as good as Bakary
says, but I’m not sure I trust his judgment on art not his own.”
“Oh, he is good,” said Bakary, standing also, “though you might not be
able to tell.” Paul laughed and drained his beer. He got up while Eric spoke
to his house guardian, who was involved with some project of his own
around the side of the building.
The day that Michel would finally buy the moto proved to be closer than
expected, for Paul was quickly accepted into Peace Corps as an on-site
Volunteer, and was told he would, in fact, start with the group arriving in
just a few weeks. He arranged with Michel that they would ride together to
the airport, where Paul would join the incoming group as it arrived from the
States. Michel would pay him then.
As he had promised, Michel showed up early the appointed afternoon
with the money for the P-50. Some of the bills were old. All were carefully
sorted and stacked. He handed them to Paul and insisted that he count them
right there, so there could be no mistake.
“OK.” Paul finished, and put the money away. “But there’s one more
thing. I’m going to give you my helmet. You have to promise to wear it.”
Michel picked up the helmet, which was lying on the floor next to the
door. “Sure, I’ll wear it. You’ll see. I’ll drive up to Saria one time and pay
you a visit during training.”
“Now, that I’ll be looking forward to.”
Paul looked one last time around the room. Nothing of his remained in
the little room. He took the lock off the door and dropped it into a pocket of
his backpack. Beckoning for Michel to follow, he pushed the moped out of
the compound.
They rode out to the airport, Paul on the back with his pack on and an
old Peace Corps helmet on his head, Michel in the blue, though it was
unstrapped, Paul noticed.
The luggage rack was serving as the passenger seat. With the two of
them overloading it, the P-50 struggled, but it did manage to get them to the
airport. When Paul got off, Michel turned and shook his hand, telling him
they would get together soon, either at Saria or when Paul came back to
Ouaga for swearing-in. Paul insisted Michel connect the helmet strap. With
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a bit of a grimace, Michel complied, though he complained that it was
uncomfortable.
After watching Michel ride away, his blue helmet standing out against
the bare heads about him, Paul looked around for the group that would be
his training companions. They hadn’t arrived yet—he saw the members of
the local Peace Corps staff, including the Director, standing together near
the customs area, waiting for the plane to appear. He didn’t want to join them
yet, so he walked up to the observation deck to watch the plane land.
As he stood waiting, watching the sky for the jet to appear in the
distance, he realized he was more excited about the arriving change than he
had imagined that he would be. He hadn’t been lying to Eric: the months in
Ouaga, though he had enjoyed himself, had proved unsatisfying. He had
thought he could find community there among the expatriate community,
but the Europeans weren’t interested in getting to know footloose
Americans. Neither were most of the Americans, outside of Peace Corps.
Most of them were diplomats or connected to the embassy in some respect.
They stuck to themselves, dealing with Africans even more rarely than with
‘outsider’ Americans. Paul, slighted by them the few times he had ventured
into their insular world, had learned to ignore all of them except for a few of
the USAID workers, all of whom had been PCVs themselves, and the bunch
who worked for Peace Corps.
The Burkinabe, though perfectly welcoming for the most part, saw him
through the lenses of money, power and race. Few of them were really
willing to open up to him or welcome him into their lives. Some of them saw
him only as a ticket out of poverty, understandable, but not a strong basis for
a friendship. All of them saw him as a transient, someone who wasn’t
tethered to the Sahel and to one of the cultures within it, constrained by place
and lineage. He freedom, in their eyes, even made him unknowingly
dangerous, bound to mess something up the longer he was around.
Even the most welcoming of them kept him at a distance.
Though he never would have admitted it, Paul was lonely, and was
hoping to find the fellowship he had yearned for since first seeing that group
of PCVs down in Togo, the ones mourning their fallen comrade.
He hoped that, in this group of Volunteers, in these people he would live
with closely for the next twelve weeks of training, who would be his peers
for the next two years, he could find something of what he had seen in Lomé
and Lama-Kara. He had seen the camaraderie of Peace Corps in two
countries, now, and was jealous of it in both places, different though it was.
From here on, or so he hoped, he could be part of it.
He was earlier than he needed to have been, and he knew it, which is
one reason he had not immediately joined the group of Peace Corps officials
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preparing for the arrival. In fact, he had shown up ahead of time on purpose.
In a way, he had hoped to be earlier, even, than the Peace Corps staff that
would meet the group, get them through the formalities, take them all to a
hotel, then to the US ambassador’s residence for an introductory gala and,
next morning, on to Saria and stage, or training. He wanted a little time alone
to think about this one final time, which is also why he had come up to the
deck rather than joining the waiting group.
Unable to keep still, he wandered back and forth, his eyes constantly
turned to the sky. It was still too early, though. There was nothing to see.
Finally, he went back inside and bought an overpriced beer at the little
restaurant that served as the only watering hole at the airport.
These people who were about to arrive, what would they be like? Would
he fit in with them? Could he develop the kinds of relations with them he
had seen among other PCVs? Paul, again, knew he yearned to be a part of
something but he wondered if his outsider status was the result of something
in him not his situations, that he would find a way to remain the outsider,
even within this new group. Could he, with these others, really put in
constructive work to build the kind of community, the group strength that he
had seen in Togo, that Brian, Jerry, and Lori had here in Burkina Faso? He
didn’t know, of course, but nervously suspected he was going to be let down.
Or would let himself down.
After finishing the beer and wandering back up to the observation deck
to see if the plane had arrived—no—he did join the Peace Corps staff
members. He had nothing else to do. One of them told him he could drop his
bag off at the curb outside, in the truck brought for the purpose. He found it
parked next to a bus also waiting, door and windows open to try to keep it a
little cooler than an oven as the day progressed—a vain hope, he knew, and
likely to be a shock to the new arrivals. Paul handed over his bag to the man
watching the truck then walked back inside and up to the observation deck
once more, now accompanied by one of the Burkinabe staff members, for
the group had been told the plane would be landing soon.
It was in sight when they got up there. They watched as it touched
smoothly onto the shimmering runway, passed beyond them, turned by that
old abandoned DC-3, and came back slowly. A ground crew pushed the
moveable stair to the plane as it rolled to a stop.
Thirty-four people got off in one group, about equally men and women,
all but four white, the others African-American. They didn’t look as young
as Paul had expected, though a number had to be recent college graduates.
One or two must have been in their forties, a few more in their thirties. All
in all, from what Paul understood, they looked like a fairly typical group of
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new volunteers, not much different from any group of Americans. Paul and
the Peace Corps staffer walked down to customs, to await them.
The group had been together for three days already, in Philadelphia and
had started to divide into program teams, each member beginning to get to
know each other. The teachers-to-be, he knew, had been told about Paul, and
were curious to meet him. His year in Africa made him, in their eyes, and
old Africa hand and they looked to learn from him. To him, they appeared
fresh and innocent, so he figured he must appear a bit the opposite, worn,
perhaps, and a bit ragged. Still in his slightly depressed mood, he wondered
how long it would take for them to see through to the fraud of his image as
an experienced old-timer.
On the other hand, he suspected they would be too stunned by the alien
environment to really think much about him at all. He knew he had been
when he arrived. Thank god, he thought, that El had been there.
He stared at each one of them as they filed out of customs, wondering
about them trying to judge them, to get a handle on them. Who would he
like? Who might be a rival of some sort? Who an enemy? Who would be
posted close enough for visiting? Who would he get to know in stage and
then not see again until Close Of Service two years and three months from
arrival?
Paul joined the group with as little fanfare as he could, letting the
Director introduce him here and there as people collected their bags and
hauled them to the truck. On the bus, he shook hands with others, faces and
names, unfortunately, all a blur.
The bus took them to the Hotel Kilimanjaro, the biggest of Ouaga’s
second tier of accommodations. Paul found himself rooming with a man
named Jack Nagy, another teacher. A couple of years younger than Paul, he
had been teaching math in Louisiana since graduating from college, but
decided he wanted to do a bit more before settling into a career in the
classroom. He was taller than Paul, and a bit stooped, with brown hair and
cowboy boots.
“Got any tips for us new guys?” They had dropped off their bags and
were sitting in the lobby, waiting for the bus, again, for it would take them
to the ambassador’s and the welcoming dinner.
“Yeah, stay out of Ouaga.” Almost without thinking, he echoed the
advice he’d been given by Brian.
“Why? What’s wrong with Ouaga?”
“This is a crazy town, too loose, too free. To tell you the truth, I’m
looking forward to the strictures of training.”
“Strictures?”
“Haven’t they told you?”
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“Not much.”
“Well, I’ve heard it from the PCVs here now. There’s no English during
the day, and the only free time is in the evening. We aren’t allowed to leave
Saria without permission. We have to be at all of our classes, no excuses
except illness. We’ll be watched constantly and counseled if the staff thinks
things aren’t going well. Privacy will be gone.”
“Great,” said Jack, almost wistfully, “but it’s only twelve weeks.”
“Yeah. The thing I’m told is to not fight it, just get through it.”
“Well, I just hope I do. I don’t think I could face washing out.”
“Nor could I,” Paul responded. He sat thinking for a moment then
repeated softly, “nor could I.”
They got up, for the Peace Corps driver had appeared at the door. It was
beginning, Paul told himself as he stood; finally he was inside. Inside! He
liked the sound of that and smiled at Jack, who probably thought him crazy.
He walked out to the bus holding onto a sense of euphoria he hadn’t felt
in a year, a contrast to the slight, unfocused sense of despair he’d been
feeling ever since Michel had dropped him at the airport. He must be crazy,
he thought to himself.
That night, after the party at the ambassador’s and after all of the Peace
Corps staff had retreated to their homes, Paul took a small group of trainees
to Don Camillo’s, where Mousa was again playing. As a result, they all woke
up good and hung-over the next morning, but ready for the three-hour trip
to Saria. Also as a result, Paul also began to believe he might just fit in.
For the first time in over a year, people were looking to him for
something.
Their twelve weeks at the training center in that small town of Saria,
they soon discovered, would consist of a series of loosenings and tightenings
but not a lot of independence.
As the staff, mostly Africans, many of them graduates of the University
of Ouagadougou or students there, gained confidence that the stagieres
could negotiate African culture, they let them out into the village, more and
more often and with less and less supervision. On the other hand, the
demands of their classes got harsher the further along they got and the more
(or less) they progressed. Each stagiere had to reach a level of 2+ in French
on a Foreign Service language scale of 5, where 4 is the equivalent of a
native speaker. After reaching that, they had to continue with French, though
with fewer classes, and had to start learning the African language, generally
Moré (for the country was over half Mossi), spoken where they would be
posted.
Aside from bush taxi, the only way to leave town was on the daily train
to Ouaga, for Saria was on the country’s one train line, a track that had once
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been planned as a connection between Abidjan in the Ivory Coast and
Niamey in Niger, with major stops in Bobo-Diallasso and Ouagadougou.
Though the line had not extended much further than Ouaga (and though the
new regime claimed it was going to build the road to the Niger border, even
if it had to do so by hand), the railroad was still called “RAN,” “Railroad
Abidjan Niger.”
None of the stagieres was allowed to take the train, though, and certainly
not a bush taxi. Any transport, as yet, would be in Peace Corps vehicles.
Their first French test occurred only hours after the group’s arrival at
Saria. Almost immediately afterward, they were divided into classes,
generally consisting of two or three others at each one’s own level. Among
the group of new trainees, one person managed a 3 and three got 2+. These
were immediately started on Moré as well as French. Six, including Paul,
managed a 2, and were divided into two classes that combined to meet as
one on occasion. Of the other fifteen, only three started at 0. These would
have the most work of anyone over the coming three months.
Soon, the drinkers among them, including Paul, discovered a bar down
the road from the training site. A simple place where the beer was rarely
cold, it had a large paiotte out front with a thatched top, making for a cooler
place to sit, even in the evenings, than most they found. Paul, who had more
cash than he knew what to do with (for the moment) since selling his moped,
spent a great deal of his time there. Too much, really… and even he knew it.
At first, he tried to limit the amount he drank but, as time went on and
he grew more confident in his place within Peace Corps, the drinking got
heavier and heavier.
A group of them generally met together under the paiotte after their last
class of the day during the hour before dinner. Paul, Jack, a forestry
Volunteer named Gillian Riddle, a man named Stuart Eisen who would be
working with a wild animal project in a game park called Nazinga, and Sy
Campbell, another teacher, were the mainstays. Others came and went.
These five, bonded by their drinking, became good friends.
Because they would not be issued motorcycles, only Mobylettes which
did not, it had been decided, require special training, the teachers had one
fewer class than the other groups. This didn’t result in free time, however,
but in an additional class training them for secondary projects. They learned
to make mud stoves that were more fuel efficient than the three rocks used
in most compounds, some basic gardening techniques, and how to care for
tree seedlings.
Though the official test would come only at the end of training, they
were all tested in French along the way until they could move into classes in
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the appropriate local languages. Over half of their time was spent in
language classes, and all of their other classes were held in French.
Their exposure to the nearby village of Saria was gradual, starting with
a Saturday afternoon visit to the market, each three stagieres walking into
town accompanied by a teacher. As time passed, they were allowed out more
and more, initially always accompanied, later given permission to venture
out alone. It was felt that the trainees needed gradual introduction to Africa,
that life there was too different from what they were used to in America for
complete immersion.
The stagieres training to be teachers envied the other groups, for they
got out more, of necessity, for their training. Once basic motorcycle skills
were mastered, those groups spent an hour or two each day on the roads and
paths in the surrounding area, learning to ride through sand, mud, hills, and
rocks, learning how to avoid animals and children, and how to keep
themselves alive.
Mail call, some of the most important events of the week, happening
whenever someone drove up from Ouaga after a diplomatic pouch had
arrived at the embassy. Paul, who had maintained very little contact with
anyone back in the States, got little. Some would receive stacks of letters
from lovers left behind, reminding Paul of the many he had sent, just a little
less than a year before, vainly hoping to rescue his own dead relationship.
Now, he also saw what had happened to them, the initial tears and rereadings, and the gradual embarrassment at the continued flood of letters
that soon started to be abandoned, unread.
They showered out of buckets and used buckets and brushes for washing
their underclothes (their shirts and pants were washed by staff). The food
they ate turned more and more African as time passed.
As their shared rooms lacked shutters that closed completely, there was
little chance for romance to blossom, but it did, to a small degree. Tentative
relationships began, then diminished, or grew stronger through the shared
experience. By the end of stage, there were four rather solid pairings.
They lost only seven in training. Two through experiences with
dysentery that left them dreading further disease. The others each felt too
strong a pull from family or love in the states, or perhaps felt overwhelmed
by the relentlessness of the training.
About halfway through their stage, just a week or so before their “liveins” when they would stay alone with Burkinabe families, their assignments
were given to them. Paul had asked to be as far away from Ouaga as possible,
wanting, as he had told Eric, a different experience, wanting to stay away
from the temptations of the city. To his relief, his assignment was in Djibo,
up in the north of the country, near the Sahara. Not the most absolutely
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remote site, but near enough. It would likely take him two days, at best, to
get to Ouaga, so he felt he would find it easy to stay away. And it was almost
all Moslem up there, of course, so little drinking. So, he relaxed—and drank
even more for the rest of stage.
A constant stream of PCVs made its way through Saria during training.
Most of the older Volunteers itched to see who the new Volunteers would
be, so found any excuse they could to stop by, though some actually came
for work, to help train the stagieres. Lori and Brian both visited briefly, in
the weeks before their own Close Of Service and return home. Paul would
have liked to have spent more time with them than he did, but there was little
enough free time in stage, and the two had also come to say goodbye to
people who had been their teachers, two years before. They had a few good
drinks, though, and Brian told him that Jerry’s rehabilitation was now almost
complete, and that he probably wouldn’t show any signs of permanent
damage. Still, he said, Jerry wouldn’t be back.
Eric, too, came through in his truck for an afternoon, with Bakary along,
stopping on his way to Bobo on one of his trips through the country to find
and watch people creating art. There were only a few months left to go
before he, too, would be leaving the country, and he was trying to get in as
much research in the countryside as he possibly could.
Michel, as he had promised, visited the week before live-in, that week
each trainee spent living with a Burkinabe family, puttering up on the P-50,
helmet on but, as Paul noted loudly, not strapped.
“I didn’t sell you that thing for you to die on it.”
“Michel laughed, took off the helmet, shook Paul’s hand, and said, “It’s
good to see you, too.”
They walked over to the paiotte bar where Paul bought them beer and
Michel caught him up on happenings in Ouaga. Life at stage was isolating,
and Paul was anxious to learn about people he had gotten to know back in
the city.
“So when will you be getting back?” Michel had told him what he could,
had finished his beer, and had refused another while Paul ordered one for
himself.
“Not until swearing-in. The only time I’ll be out of here is a week in
Djibo, to introduce me to the place.”
“Djibo? You’ll be posted to Djibo? Poor guy.” Michel knew quite a bit
about Peace Corps and how the organization worked. He had spent a good
deal of time with the two PCVs who had preceded Lori before leaving home
himself. He knew very well about “live-ins” and “postings” and had even
visited Saria before.
“Yeah. I need to keep out of Ouaga.”
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“That’s only because you like this too much.” He touched his glass,
paused and looked directly at Paul. “Well, then maybe it’s right for you to
go up there. With all the Muslims in Djibo, you won’t be able to drink much,
anyway.”
“Yeah, Michel. I’ve thought about that. Believe me, I’ve thought about
that.”
Michel left the next morning, and Paul concentrated on his French. He
wanted to have his 2+ before leaving for Djibo and the live-in but had been
having trouble with it. He made it, but just barely, passing the test the day
before leaving for the north in the Peace Corps vehicle that would drop him
off at the home of the family he would be staying with. He was looking
forward to the experience, especially now that the language pressure was
off.
Though he was excited to be on live-in, there was something insulting,
he thought as he walked through Djibo sands a few hours after being dropped
off, about being left in the care of a ten-year-old. The family he was staying
with, clearly, had in mind only the money Peace Corps was paying them and
no interest in Paul as a person, so he had found himself pretty much ignored.
Instructions were, he knew, that he eat and stay with the family, with the
expectation that he would be welcomed and shown something about the
family’s life. He had, in fact, been deposited at their compound, but he had
been escorted away from it as soon as the Peace Corps driver had
disappeared, to a room behind a bar in the middle of town.
This kid had unlocked the door, waited for Paul to deposit his bag,
locked the door, and motioned for Paul to follow him.
Paul stood still instead. The kid stopped, turned, and looked at him. Paul
held out his hand, palm up. After a few seconds hesitation, the kid placed
the key into Paul’s hand, his training to obey adults defeating his instructions
to play nursemaid to the white man.
He was to eat, Paul discovered, not with the family but in a little
courtyard restaurant the kid led him to and not with the family. As Paul sat
down to a plate of rice and sauce, the kid said he would be back later, if Paul
needed anything. Paul told him not to bother.
He spent the evening in what passed for a bar, a hole-in-the-wall with a
couple of warm bottles of beer on hand, glad to be out of the clutches of
Peace Corps for a day or two, at least, even in a place as desolate as this
sandy, spare town.
It actually proved to be a good and relaxing evening for him, surprising
him, even though it was a little lonely after the closeness of stage. He didn’t
even mind that the family was running something of a scam on Peace Corps,
getting paid for doing almost nothing.
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In the morning, feeling surprisingly relaxed and happy to be on his own
once more, he wandered down to the animal market, hoping to see a camel
up close for the first time.
Sure enough, there were a couple of them there, among the sheep, the
goats, the occasional horse, and the cattle. They were smelly, though, and
dirty—and, to Paul’s mind, ill-behaved. One actually jerked towards him, as
though wanting to bite.
Disappointed, he turned away and started to walk back up the low hill
to the center of town.
He saw that a new Toyota LandCruiser had parked at the edge of the
market. He stopped to see what it was there for.
A white man was standing on the running board, almost inside the open
door, pulling a child’s bicycle from the top while a woman and a kid
watched.
“Are you sure you don’t need any help?” The woman called up to the
man in English.
“No, I’ve got it.” He stepped back and to the ground, the bike in his
hands above his head. He lowered it to the ground. The kid ran over and took
it from him.
“Thanks, Dad.” He rode down the hill, circling to the left of the market.
Unable to resist such a typically American scene in such an atypical
spot—for Americans, at least—Paul walked over and introduced himself.
“Hi,” he reached his hand out to the man. “My name’s Paul Cassamude.
I’m in Peace Corps. Going to be stationed here.”
“Al Simson.” The man accepted Paul’s grip. He pointed to the woman.
“This is my wife Jean and,” he pointed to the rapidly dwindling kid on the
bike, “that’s Noah.”
“Do you live around here?” Their vehicle was empty of luggage and
they seemed perfectly at home, so Paul couldn’t imagine them as tourists.
“Yes. We’re Lutheran missionaries. We live about halfway between
here and Ouahigouya.”
“Been here long?”
“About ten years.”
“Wow.” That impressed Paul. He was about to say more when a
motorcycle roared up and pulled to a stop beside them. The rider, Paul saw,
once his helmet was off, was a teenage boy.
“And this is our other son, Josh.”
The youth stuck out a gloved hand. Paul took it.
“Paul here is a Peace Corps Volunteer who is going to be posted in
Djibo.”
“Great. What are you going to do?”
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“Teach science.”
“Any botany, biology?”
“No, physics and chemistry.”
“Oh.” Josh looked disappointed.
“Josh is our tree fanatic,” his mother explained. “He’s going off to Duke
in another year, into their forestry program.
“I delayed admission. Got things to finish up here, first.”
“What sort of things?” Paul looked at him, interested.
“I have my own tree nursery, had it for years. Now, I have been granted
three plots for reforestation. I want to see them through their first year.”
“Sounds great. I hope you’ll show them to me, sometime.”
“Sure,” Josh put his helmet back on. “Gotta go, though. Nice meeting
you.” He roared away. Paul chatted for a moment more with his parents then
continued his walk back up to town.
Paul hoped he would see the Simsons again during his live-in. He
wanted to find out more about Josh’s trees, for reforestation was one of the
secondary-project possibilities they were training for in Saria. But he saw no
more of them. He saw little of anyone, in fact, including that family he was
supposedly staying with. He went by the school where he’d be teaching a
couple of times, to introduce himself and look around, but no one there
seemed to have much time for him, or interest. For the most part, then, he
spent the week of his live-in sitting in the bar near his room, drinking and
reading the novels he’d had the foresight to bring.
All in all, he decided as he left, it hadn’t been a very illuminating week.
Back in Saria, Paul found it difficult to concentrate on his work. His
disappointment with Djibo began to weigh on him, but he wasn’t about to
ask for another assignment. He had lobbied for Djibo, after all, wanting to
be as remote as he could be. The town, though, had nothing. The thought of
spending two years there was beginning to scare him.
It was also just then that they lost the largest group of ETs, of earlyterminating trainees, people who had held on through live-in, then had
decided that Peace Corps just wasn’t the right place for them. No matter
what, Paul told himself, he wasn’t going to do that. He had to see this
through.
Besides, what else would he do?
Four slow weeks later, as he looked around him, at the stagieres
repeating their oath at the swearing-in ceremony at the Peace Corps
Director’s residence in Ouaga, Paul told himself for perhaps the tenth time
that day, and with a sadness that had been growing all day, that he hadn’t
really found, in the training, in this group of people, the kind of community
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he had been seeking. Nothing like the community he had seen in Togo or
that he had seen among the Burkina PCVs of a year ago.
Paul felt disappointed, had for some time.
He felt increasingly lonely, though he was still giddy at the thought of
getting out of training and into life as a full-fledged PCV. Win some, lose
some, he thought as the crowd clapped at the finish of their swearing-in and
the group turned to itself with smiles. He, too, clapped and smiled.
Though he now knew each of the twenty-seven others in his stage
intimately, he felt close to none but, perhaps, the four who had become his
constant drinking companions, Jack, Sy, Gilly, and Stu, all of whom were
soon jostling with him toward the bar at the post-swearing-in party. He knew
he would be able to relax with any of the others, could drop in on them at
any time, but he suspected he would find no reason to. This evening, he
would celebrate with them, for it would be one of the last times they would
all be together, but soon they would all be at their posts, their new lives
beginning, talking them each in separate directions.
How did it happen, he wondered, that some groups could cohere, while
others remained gatherings of individuals? It saddened him that he continued
only as an individual. Maybe, he thought, he was someone never destined to
find identity in a group. Too bad, he thought, but merely shrugged and found
another drink.
He went out with the group, of course, and celebrated with them for a
time after the party at the Director’s, but he had little heart for it. Instead, as
soon as it was decently possible, he wandered off and found one of his old
haunts, the Hotel Oubri, where he chatted with the waitresses, drank beer,
and felt sorry for himself.
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Chapter Fourteen:
Exploding
Tombouctou’s large central well, dug in sand, lacks straight walls. It is
so wide as a result of the sand that people have to walk down into it to use
it, circling along its gently sloping sides. As he passed by, looking curiously
at the women carrying vessels of water on their heads up from the bottom of
the well, Paul also watched for vehicles with European plates. He was
planning on asking any he saw for a ride to Mopti—but he had yet to see but
one or two and they did not like possibilities.
Not many vehicles at all made it into the desert.
Though he had planned on staying a little longer, on stretching his
vacation by a week, Paul had ultimately decided that he should try to get
back to post, to Djibo on schedule. Even if none of the other teachers at the
little school ever showed up in time for the start of the term, that was no
reason why he should be late, too. But his new resolve would mean nothing
if he didn’t find a ride.
The first people he asked were a group of Brits working their way to
South Africa who had wandered away from their large, open-sided truck.
They didn’t think so, they said. Their guide, their group leader, didn’t like
anything out of the ordinary. But, they said, Paul could ask him.
When Paul finally found their vehicle and leader, the man looked him
over, thought for a moment, then told him no, they already were filled to
capacity. But, he continued, each one of the others, after all, was paying for
the ride.
Paul ignored the hint.
“This is a tour of sorts, then?” Paul also felt a little embarrassed, as
though he didn’t quite measure up financially—which was the truth.
“Sure is. I do this once a year. Sell the truck in South Africa, fly back to
London, and start advertising for the next one.”
“Neat.”
“Beats working. Good luck.” The man went back to his task, adjusting
something or other under the truck’s hood. Paul walked back toward the
market, for some reason feeling a little better but still not happy that the man
hadn’t been willing to give him a ride, even if only as far as Mopti.
A little later, while wandering aimlessly once more past Tombouctou’s
anemic market, Paul ran across a Belgian photographer in a new pickup with
a huge dog. He had met the man the day before, at the ancient library, one
of the town’s most famous landmarks, but had been told he had already left
town when he had looked for him earlier in the day at the spot where he’d
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been camping. Now, luckily running across him again but not expecting
much, he asked for a ride.
“Sure, I’ll drop you in Mopti. Planning on camping tonight near
Goundam, so you’ll have to be ready to leave, soon.”
“All I have is this,” Paul patted the Tuareg-style leather bag he was
traveling with.
“Toss it in, then. Get something to eat and drink, and we’re off.” Paul
walked to a nearby stall and bought himself a liter bottle of water and a hunk
of the wagashi cheese the Fulani make. The photographer started the truck
as Paul returned and climbed in next to the dog.
“How’d you end up in Tombouctou without transport?” They were
already bouncing across the desert, avoiding the scrub trees that grew
through it even this far north.
“I took the river boat from Gao, but wanted to stay longer in
Tombouctou, so didn’t get back on.”
“Could’ve waited for the next.”
“Didn’t feel like it. A day or two in Tombouctou, it turns out, is enough.”
And that certainly was true, Paul thought.
Though he had been excited by the idea of Tombouctou, the reality
proved a little less enticing. Certainly, the doors of some of the buildings
were marvels, and the fact that the library had existed since the fourteenth
century was astonishing, but there really wasn’t all that much to see, and
even less to do, especially once the day was done.
If one wanted to eat meat, he had found, it had to be ordered the day
before. There were no bars and little beer. The only place of any evening
action was the modern French hotel just south of town, a shocking anomaly,
this modern building with its own electric generator at the edge of a town
that had changed little over hundreds of years. Paul had stepped into it once,
then quickly out. It wasn’t for him, he’d decided. Most certainly. Even less
than the town itself.
“Better than Gao, though.” The Belgian laughed when Paul said this.
He, too, had spent a couple of days there and knew exactly what Paul meant.
Gao had been the center of food aid activity during the drought that had
ended so recently. The focus of a huge international aid effort, including the
Live Aid concerts, it had attracted foreigners of all sorts, and Africans. The
foreigners had been trying to help and to further their own careers. The
Africans trying merely to survive. Not only could food be found there, they
quickly discovered, but money and even a chance to do more than merely
eke out a base existence.
Throughout the height of foreign aid, Gao had been a boom town.
Shipments of food and supplies had come in from all over the world and
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were distributed over Mali, Niger, and even northern Burkina Faso. Not only
was it close to the Niger River but its airport was large and serviceable.
Now, however, the foreigners had left, gone home or to other disasters.
All that remained were Africans, many more than the town could handle. No
longer was there money flowing around, money that could end up in the
hands of the enterprising man or woman willing to cater to the needs of the
foreigners. No longer were there the loads of goods stacked in the cavernous
new airport building. Now, it stood empty, all but one small corner used
when the lonely daily flight came in from Niamey.
Remembering how good it had been, the young Malians, the ones who
had worked small jobs or had been hangers-on to the aid projects, still looked
to whatever foreigners they could find to bring it once more, waiting for any
stranger passing through for largesse.
If it wasn’t forthcoming, anger was.
Foreigners who refused to hire guides, for example, were now routinely
stoned by frustrated former guides. Not badly, not constantly, but enough to
hurt, to drive them out of town or to force them to find and pay a protector.
It had become a business: make the visitors miserable enough to pay to keep
the annoyance at bay.
Once a sleepy and friendly town, Gao had become a home to resentment.
Most travelers ended up staying close to their rooms until they could leave.
Paul had, the Belgian, too. They traded memories of it as they bumped over
the desert heading southeast.
Near Goundam, close to dusk, the Belgian chose a spot he thought
looked good for camping and stopped. He pitched a small tent, then went off
to photograph the sunset, accompanied by his dog. Paul propped his bag
against a wheel of the truck on the shady side and dozed until he got back.
While the Belgian fed his dog and fixed himself something of a sandwich,
Paul got out the cheese he had bought.
“What’s that?” The Belgium pointed at the cheese that Paul was
preparing to cut.
“I’m not exactly sure, but it looks almost exactly like the Fulani cheese
called wagashi. I hope that’s what it is, anyway.” He took a bite from the
slice he’d cut off, chewing the rubbery substance for a moment. “Yeah,
that’s what it is. Great stuff, but a little tough. Only cheese I’ve ever seen
that doesn’t melt in the heat, by the way.”
“Can I try some?”
“Trade for a bit of that bread?”
“Sure.” They swapped food and continued with their simple meals,
talking until the sun completely disappeared.
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There was room in the tent he set up only for the Belgian and the dog,
so Paul arranged things in the bed of the pick-up and slept there, looking up
at the incredible number of stars in the African sky above him, well away
from any ground lighting. The sky must have always looked like this, he
thought to himself and not for the first time, not by far, before human light
began to compete.
This was what night should be, not what we have made it. He stared
upward and waited to fall into sleep.
He had loved looking at this dying sky, had done it often, the past year
in Djibo. It was one of the only things that had made life there passable. His
house had a flat roof. He would take a few bottles of beer up there after dark
and watch the stars. At first, he had decided to learn the constellations, to
imagine the sky the Greeks had seen, thousands of years before. Later, he
just stared, especially at the Milky Way.
It was his one escape from what had become a self-imposed prison.
Certainly, it hadn’t been a good year. A sad disappointment for a man
who had faced the prospect with such enthusiasm.
First of all, there was the loneliness. Though he had wanted a remote
post, Paul hadn’t been ready for the isolation he would feel, cut off from
most contact with his fellow Americans. He had believed that he would
make local friends, that the other teachers, also strangers to the town (though
themselves Burkinabe), would include them in their community—that Djibo
residents would welcome him to their homes. But, no. They were friendly
enough but saw no reason to bring him into their lives. He was as alien to
them as they to him.
At the beginning, he had tried to stay away from Ouahigouya, the big
Mossi town to the southwest, as much as he could, for it could take half a
day or more to get there by bush taxi and, often, there would be no other
PCVs there anyway. But he found himself spending more and more
weekends there. The Mossi were more welcoming and more like the people
he had known in Ouagadougou. Plus, there was more electricity there, and
more foreigners.
The people of Ouahigouya, Moslems for the most part, like the residents
of Djibo, showed more interest in getting to know him, and he began to
develop a few friendships there. Back in Djibo, the only people who
accepted him at all were those few fellow teachers, all from other parts of
the country, and all as lonely and miserable as he. And all of them also spent
as much time away from Djibo as possible.
School, after all, seemed canceled more days than it was in session. Any
Moslem or Christian holiday was reason enough for a day off, as was the
long list of national holidays, a list constantly growing with
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institutionalization of the new regime. Plus, there were all of the French
holidays that continued to be celebrated long after independence and, just to
keep things interesting, the national holidays of whatever other nation
happened to be in favor at the moment.
Paul’s classes, when they did meet, were all scheduled in the morning.
In the afternoon, he was expected to work on curriculum development with
other teachers, but—more often than not—no one else showed up.
So, he found he had way too much time on his hands, and that had
worried him. Too much time had led him to too much drinking, to say the
least, back in Ouaga.
It was one of the reasons he had felt he had to leave.
His house sat alone atop a small hill on the south side of town. It was
new and cheaply built of cinderblock in the center of a cinderblock square
of wall and was unbearably hot in the middle of the day. Paul had an awning
of thatch built in the front courtyard as soon as he arrived and set a table and
chair under it. He faced them so that he could see out of the compound’s
entrance as he read. The gate was wide enough to admit a car. When open,
it allowed him to see something other than the bare compound walls.
The only problem with the open gate was that, at first, neighborhood
kids would stand in the gateway, sometimes for hours, just watching him. It
unnerved him. He tried talking to them, shooing them away, and asking their
parents to keep them home. Nothing worked, so he decided he would just
have to live with their eyes on him.
Almost immediately after he decided that, their numbers started to
diminish. Paul chalked that up to just another of Africa’s ironies.
In one of his rare spurts of real activity, Paul decided to develop a
science lab at the school. He asked for, and was granted use of, a small room,
little more than a closet, where he could put together material for a variety
of experiments. For a couple of weeks, he wandered around the town,
picking up whatever he could find that might be used in some sort of
demonstrative project. He saved plastic bags from his own purchases when
in Ouahigouya and just about anything else he came across.
Finally, he was ready to show his colleagues what could be done. This,
he was sure, would interest them. He asked each one specifically to show up
to a demonstration.
It was a disaster. As he was starting, one of the other teachers interrupted
him.
“Do you use these things,” he pointed to the stacks of material Paul had
collected, “in your schools back in America?”
“Well, no.”
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“Then why do you expect us to use it here?”
“Because the resources of America aren’t here. We need to work with
what we have.”
“Why aren’t those resources here? Why don’t you send an oscilloscope
here? We aren’t good enough to use one?”
“It’s not that.” Paul paused, confused, uncertain how to proceed. “We
don’t even have electricity in the school. How could we use those things?”
“And why don’t we have electricity, when your country is so rich?”
Paul couldn’t answer that. Another teacher started arguing with the first,
but the topic soon changed, and everyone was yelling at someone else, a
variety of arguments going all at once.
The meeting disbanded in chaos. Paul went home and got drunk.
It was after that when Paul started going to Ouahigouya more often. It
was also when he started ordering cases of beer from the bar, to be delivered
up to his house.
Ouahigouya, however, was a better place for drinking. The PCVs of the
region, though they were rarely there, paid rent together for the little maison
de passage, and for a guardian would also do chores as they were needed
and would sleep in the maison if no one else was around. His name was
Yusef Sawadogo and his family lived in a compound on the other side of
town. He had started working for the PCVs just a few months before Paul
arrived at post. Though Yusef didn’t drink much, he was always a willing
companion when Paul came to town.
The Sawadogo’s had converted to Islam when Yusef’s grandfather was
young, though Yusef, when Paul asked him, wasn’t really clear on why. The
grandfather, though, had been quite a successful farmer and landowner, and
had even gone on the hadj to Mecca. Under his constant watch, his sons had
grown up quite devote, but now the old one was dead, and Yusef’s
generation found it could take more liberty. A couple of Yusef’s uncles still
prayed five times a day, but even some of them had slid toward the more
laissé-faire attitude the Mossi generally take toward religion.
Once he had moved the family into town, the grandfather had gotten
involved in a number of businesses. The surviving ones, like the restaurant
at the side of the family compound, were still run by his sons. Recent times
hadn’t been that good, though, so much of the family moved back to farming.
The grandfather’s pride and joy had been a Mercedes Benz he managed
to buy sometime in the 1950’s, toward the end of his life. After he died, the
sons couldn’t decide who should get it. Each wanted it, but each also
recognized that he couldn’t afford it. Eventually, they decided together to
keep it, to cover it and leave it at the compound in town.
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Paul was fascinated by the old car, but Yusef didn’t dare ask any of his
uncles (his own father had died soon after the death of the el hadji) if they
could try to get it running again. That was a can of worms he had no interest
in opening.
Having found a place with his new friend and his family, Paul found
himself spending more and more time in Ouahigouya, getting to know the
various Sawadogos and drinking with whatever other PCV happened to be
in town, if any.
Sometimes, when he wanted to get his life on a more sober track, he
would drop in on the Simsons, where he could generally wrangle an invite
for a meal, though the Spartan, Christian life of the family seemed somewhat
oppressive to him. Still, he had gotten to know Josh Simson a little, and like
to accompany him as he went around to his reforestation sites on his
motorcycle.
As his interest in teaching in the Djibo school waned, his friendship with
the kid Josh and his enthusiasm for reforestation increased. Josh had
introduced him to a Mossi man, one of the few living near Djibo, who shared
Josh’s own passion for plants and trees. The man had planted windbreaks
along all of the paths around his home and to his fields, and had trees almost
completely surrounding his compound. His place looked like an oasis from
the distance, so green and lush was it in contrast to the dusty, bare laterite
and sand around it.
This man, Adam, had two grandsons who, he had told Paul, were also
interested in trees. Paul had asked to meet them and, with their help, had
started a tree nursery, a pepiniere of his own, near their village, readying
trees for transplanting as soon as the rains started. Because of this project,
he had delayed his vacation into August, just so he could see all of the trees
planted and growing.
Most of what they had decided on were neem seedlings, which were
nitrogen-fixing, good for the depleted soil, as well as fast-growing
eucalyptus and a few other varieties. Paul liked to sit and watch the seedlings
in their bag-like pots and talk to Adam or to his grandsons.
That little pepiniere, which had become Paul’s secondary project, had
also become the main thing that kept him going, now that it was clear that
the school was little more than a warehouse for kids and even the teachers.
He loved the transplanting that came a little later and hoped to get back to
see rows of small trees—if, of course, the grandsons had continued to tend
them while Paul was vacationing.
Knowing the grandfather and his interests, Paul believed they would.
As they sat eating, in the dark of the desert near Goundam, Paul related
all of this to the Belgian, who nodded, paying only polite attention. The dog
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wandered around the perimeter of their camp coming back in every few
minutes to check on his master.
They went to sleep early, rising next morning while dawn was yet but
an eastern promise, quickly up and heading, once more, southwest by south.
They overtook the truck of Brits at Niafonké, the truck that had refused
Paul a ride, where both vehicles stopped to take advantage of the marché.
Paul wandered through the booths that were selling cloth while the Belgian
sought out food.
Paul noticed the cloth was quite different from what he was used to.
Among the wares in most of the booths, and dominating everything, were
long strips of synthetic material in black or white. He asked what they were
for.
“Those are turbans.” The vendor sized up Paul and smiled. “Look, buy
one, and I’ll show you how to wrap it.”
“How much?”
The vendor—he told Paul as they bargained that he was a Tamachek, a
type of Tuareg, but that he had been forced to leave the nomadic life—
mentioned a price. Paul made a counter-offer of about one-third of what the
man had proposed. They haggled as they talked, neither one seeming to be
in any hurry, and finally settled.
Paul then held the slick material in his hands and waited.
“Put the cloth around your neck, with it hanging to your waist on your
left side.” The rest of the cloth pooled to the floor on Paul’s right side. “Now,
bring the right side around your neck. That’s right…. ” He continued to
direct until the black cloth had been twirled into a neat wrapping around
Paul’s head. He kept it on, unsure that he would be able to recreate it later.
Paul walked back to the pick-up, feeling a little silly, but also tickled to
be in a turban. The Belgian, he saw, had walked, with his dog running loose
at his side, over to the Brit’s truck.
A couple of sheep were being herded down to the river by a child a little
further on. The dog noticed them. Without a word, it charged toward them.
A couple of the women on the truck started to shriek. The Belgian whistled
for the dog, but it didn’t stop. Instead, it launched itself onto the back of a
sheep, killing it in a matter of seconds. The Belgian whistled again. The dog
bounded back to him as he turned and left the vicinity of the Brits, followed
by shouts of outrage. He strode quickly back to the truck.
“Get in. We’re going.”
The dog jumped into the back. The Belgian started the engine and thrust
it into gear.
“You don’t want to pay for the sheep?”
“Why?”
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Paul didn’t say anything. It really wasn’t his place, he told himself,
feeling guilty anyhow. After all, he was this man’s guest and didn’t want to
jeopardize his ride. Still, when they arrived in Mopti, he left the Belgian with
as few words as possible, just a quick thanks.
He didn’t want to see the man again and was also feeling somewhat
angry at himself for his own lack of backbone. He could have paid for the
sheep himself.
When he arrived back in Ouahigouya, where he had headed almost
immediately, sick of traveling, skipping a planned visit to Dogon country,
wanting to get back home even to desolate Djibo, Paul discovered that, in
his absence, there had been another coup attempt down in Ouaga.
All around him, once he had made it back over the border, the country,
the men with the guns, at least, was tense. Peace Corps had sent cars out to
check on each PCV. One of these was in Ouahiagouya and would be leaving
for Djibo in the morning on the way to Dori, Gillian’s post, taking along her
sister, who had come for a visit. Paul asked the APCD who was making the
rounds if he could be dropped off.
They got to Djibo in faster time that Paul ever had before. The car had
diplomatic plates and an Associate Peace Corps Director in it, so they didn’t
expect trouble. By diplomatic protocol, they could pass all stops without
even slowing.
In principle.
As they went by a stop on the edge of Djibo, though, they heard a loud
ping, like a rock hitting the side of the car. They didn’t stop, however, until
they had reached Paul’s compound a few minutes later. He got out and
grabbed his bag from the back. The driver, obviously upset by that earlier
sound, went around to look at the side of the car. Squatting and searching,
after a brief moment he found a hole in it, just behind the rear seat.
Metal bent in, paint scraped off, round, it looked like a bullet hole. But,
though they searched for over an hour, even taking the seat out, they were
unable to the bullet.
The car went on, leaving Paul who, though glad to be back on familiar
ground, looked forward only glumly to the new school year and his second
in Peace Corps. He unlocked the door to his compound and then his house,
throwing both wide open and doing the same to the windows. Everything
inside, even though it had been closed up and only for a couple of weeks,
was covered with the dust that enveloped everything south of the Sahara.
With a sigh, Paul found a few rags and started cleaning off his belongings,
beginning with the few books he had collected and that he would be using
to prepare classes for the coming term.
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Months later, when Gillian happened through Djibo, Paul found out
what happened to the bullet.
“You were in the car that day, with my sister, when it was shot at?”
“Yeah. Weird. We never did find the bullet.”
“We did. After the car had left. Susie had a book with her, in a looseknit carry bag. She pulled it out one day and screamed.”
“Huh?”
“The bullet had lodged in the book. Just inches behind where she had
been sitting.”
“What did she do with it?”
Gillian shrugged. “Took it home with her. A souvenir.”
In the meantime, Paul had returned to teaching, this time with a little
better idea of what he was getting into and, as a result, a little more
successfully. He also had gotten back to his pepiniere, now turned to
vegetables, for he and Adam’s grandsons had time for them before starting
on a new round of trees.
The trees they had planted the season before had disappointed him, for
the rains had been weak again that year, but Josh told him to be patient. Now
it was up to the rains and the ground. There was nothing else Paul could do,
he said, but wait and watch. And keep on going.
Josh continued to instruct him, showing him, among other things, how
to use neem seeds to create a pesticide to protect the vegetables, and gave
him a great deal of other advice as he got ready to leave for the States and
college.
What Paul really wanted to do, but couldn’t, was to spend some time
riding Josh’s moto off road. It was, to his eyes, a beautiful bike, and he lusted
after it. But riding it, if he were caught, could have gotten him kicked out of
Peace Corps, so he kept his yearning to himself. All he could do was accept
rides on the back.
“What I’ll miss most are the baobabs.” They had ridden on Josh’s moto
to a small village not too far from the Simson’s house, passing a magnificent
example of the tree on their way to the marketplace, sparking Josh’s
comment. They had gone out for one last time, a tour of the small villages
where it was market day. “I’m going to climb as many as I can before I leave.
I want to remember them, each one, to take the feel of their bark with me,
the smell of them, their berries.”
“You do that, then. I’ll watch or drink dolo.”
Josh laughed. “You sure you wouldn’t mind if I left you for a bit?
There’s a tree back there I want to try.” They were now walking through the
marché.
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“No,” Paul waved his hand, “go ahead.”
“Well, I’ll see you in a little while, then.” He hesitated. “It seems silly,
I know, but I’m going to miss this place. We’ve been back to the States a
lot, but this has been home for a long time. And I do love these trees.” Josh
got up and walked back the way they had come. Paul into the next dolo stall,
where he sat on the rough bench seat and accepted a full calabash from the
woman serving there.
Maybe half an hour later, He heard yelling in the distance, then saw
people running. Curious, he got up, too. He could hear bits of shouted
conversations, including words like “fall,” “bees,” and “tree.”
“Uh, oh.” Thinking back to what Josh had said, he was quickly scared.
He bent over for a second, almost throwing up the dolo he had just downed.
He ran, following the others, ran toward the very baobab tree that Josh had
said he was going to climb.
A thick crowd had gathered around it, but well back. A fire of twigs
blazed up suddenly, with a few men hurriedly piling more wood on it, others
fanning it with blankets forcing the smoke towards a black mass on the
ground, a black moving mass, just beyond it. Paul pushed his way through,
but someone held him back, telling him not to get too close to the bees.
He knew it was Josh, there, under the bees, the thousands to bees, and
his mind comprehended what the fire and smoke were for, but he couldn’t
stand there, so struggled to move forward. But the man held him.
The bees, bothered by the smoke, started to move away. People shoved
shirts hastily ripped off to a couple of youths who pulled them over their
arms and were covering their heads with them as best they could. A couple
of them moved closer to Josh and fanned him with smaller pieces of cloth
while another pulled him closer to the fire, directly into the smoke. Paul
broke free and ran to them.
Josh was conscious but breathing in gasps. His face was starting to puff
up and turn red. Paul bent to him, reached into his pocket, but immediately
pulled his hand back. A bee had been in the pocket, and it stung him. He
grimaced, reached in again, and pulled out Josh’s keys.
“Josh, listen to me. Hold on. I’m going to ride to your house, get your
parents. We’ll be with you soon.” Josh’s eyes found his face. Paul imagined
that he nodded.
He got up and yelled that he was going for help.
Sprinting to the motorcycle, he jumped on it, kick-started it and swung
a helmet onto his head. He hadn’t ridden a motorcycle since leaving El’s
house two years ago and hoped he could remember how. He pushed the
shifter down into first, twisted the accelerator and eased out the clutch. The
rear wheel slid as he turned the bike around, but he managed to stay upright
and speed off.
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Fortunately, the village they were in was fairly close to the Simson’s
house. He squealed the brakes as he stopped, and ran into the compound,
calling out.
Both Jean and Art were in the yard. As soon as they saw Paul, they stood.
They realized in looking at Paul on Josh’s bike that something had happened,
probably something bad. As he explained, still out of breath, Jean was
already on the radio to their mission in Lomé while Art looked for the keys
to his truck and a medical kit.
“He’s allergic, you know. Come with me. We have to get him back
here.”
They bounced over the dirt road with no concern for the pick-up’s
suspension, sliding to a stop at the edge of the crowd that still surrounded
the tree.
Someone had wrapped Josh in a blanket, but he was beginning to turn
white, and the puffing had continued, his eyes almost forced shut. Art, who
spoke Moré much better than Paul, asked people to throw blankets in the
back of the pickup. He opened the medical bag, pulled out a needle from a
small kit, and injected Josh. Then, with Paul and two of the villagers, he
lifted him up and carried him over and laid him on the blankets.
“You drive. I’m going to stay in the back with him.” He threw his keys
at Paul, then took a deep breath. “But drive gently. I don’t think time is going
to matter.”
Paul stared at him, thunderstruck.
“Just drive.” He looked at Paul, his face as composed as his eyes now
were clearly in torment. “We might not get him home alive, but I don’t want
to add to his agony.” He climbed into the bed of the truck and cradled his
son’s head in his lap, stroking his hair.
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Chapter Fifteen:
Bouncing
Paul was the only member of his stage who COS’d exactly on the day
that had been planned two years before. Some of the other teachers had left
earlier, for the school year had been over for a month and they’d gotten
permission to move up their dates for Close Of Service. The agriculture
volunteers, for the most part, had extended for a month or two, to get through
the wet season and the harvest. The rest had finished their paperwork over
the last week, with a few weeks still to go before they would be OK’d for
leaving.
Just out of curiosity, Paul asked how many, out of the 28 who had sworn
in, had made it to COS. The secretary in the office told him that there were
sixteen of them, just two more than half. Paul tried to count up and identify
the twelve who hadn’t made it. Most hadn’t been teachers, but then, teachers
had the easiest life in Peace Corps.
None of them had died—thank goodness for that—no murders, like that
poor woman in Togo. Half, Paul counted as he went over the list, of those
who had terminate early had left on purpose, six of them being people who
had decided they just couldn’t stay in Burkina Faso for two full years. One
of those had left when his parents died but the others had all finally just
chucked it in from weariness. The other six had left due to illness or accident.
Two motorcycle accidents, the others finally just too sick to stay.
As soon as he had his final paperwork done, Paul walked over to the
AfroProg office, where he had applied for a short-term job setting up a
reforestation project in the southwest. They hadn’t told him for sure if he
had the job, but he was pretty confident he would get it. His secondary
project, documented for Peace Corps and copied to AfroProg, had impressed
them with the extent of its success so close to the desert. He hadn’t told them
that what he had managed was mainly the responsibility of old Adam and
his grandsons but had simply given statistics and shown pictures.
He told the secretary at the office that he was going to take a little
vacation but would be back in a week to see if they wanted him for the
project. Next, he walked to the Lutheran mission house, where the Simsons
had promised to leave Josh’s moto for him.
One of the last things he had done at post was to pay them a visit. He
had seen them often over the weeks immediately following Josh’s death, but
more and more rarely as time went on. They had little in common with him,
and treated him, he thought, as a youngster, a peer of Josh’s, not of theirs.
Always amicable, they listened to his stories but, when he tried to draw them
out, they would generally turn the topic to religion. Paul couldn’t blame
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them. Their faith had always been strong and now, with this loss, it was more
important to them than ever.
During that last visit, they had asked him his plans, and he had told them
he wanted to stay in the country for a time. He had told them that he might
have a contract with AfroProg but wasn’t sure when it would start. So, in the
meantime, he was going to look into buying a moto and travel around for a
bit.
“If you want a moto, why not buy Josh’s?”
Art spoke so matter-of-factly that Paul was taken aback for a moment.
“Wouldn’t you want it here? What about for Noah?”
“We’ve decided to send Noah to a boarding school in the States,” said
Jean. “Josh’s death was more of a blow to him than anyone. We think he
needs to be away from here, and with American kids of his own age.”
“If you want the moto,” said Art, “we will sell it to you for a good price.
Frankly, I don’t want to have to worry about selling it.”
“Let me think about it. I would have to come back up here after COS to
get it.”
“Oh, we could take it to Ouaga for you. We’re driving down next week
and could leave it for you.”
“Wow, well, I know it’s a good bike.… “
“We’ll leave it at the mission.”
Paul, finally, had nodded.
The Yamaha DT-250 was just the sort of moto he wanted, after all. And
they were offering a fair deal on it. But he still had felt slightly guilty, guilty,
in part, because he had always wanted that moto, and had even spent a great
deal of time with Josh working on it, keeping it in peak condition. Though
he had only ridden it that one, tragic time, it was exactly the bike he had
imagined owning and riding now that he would be free to do so.
Now, it was there at the mission, waiting for him. Someone had washed
it and, Paul found, had even cleaned the spark plug. The Simsons had left
Josh’s toolkit strapped to the rack. The woman in the office took the
envelope Paul had prepared and promised to give it to the Simsons when
they returned from Lomé where they had gone for a meeting of their
organization She gave Paul the key and papers for the moto in return.
Though he tried to think a bit of Josh as he started the moto, giving a
silent salute to his unfortunate young friend when he headed out onto the
road on it, Paul found himself, instead, simply exhilarated by the feel of the
moto and wanting to be out in the country on it. He had already planned
where he would first go: back to Togo, to the first places he had seen in
Africa.
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He turned the bike around and headed to his hotel to pick up his bag. If
he left soon, he could get to Koupela before dark. Michel, after all, had given
him an open invitation to stay with his parents who, he knew, no longer had
a PCV living in the compound so would have room for him.
First, he rode over to Michel’s shop to tell him where he was heading
and to make sure it would be OK. Michel came out onto the street as soon
as he realized who it was who had stopped out front.
“A motorcycle now, nice.” He ran his hand over the gas tank. “You will
have to sell me this one, too, when you are done with it. These are nice.”
“Yeah. But I got it today, and don’t think I’ll sell it soon.”
“But it must be to me, when you do.”
“Sure. I promise, I won’t sell it to anyone else as long as you want it.”
They sat on a bench in the shade in front of the shop and Paul told Michel
where he was going.
“If you are going to Koupela, you must take some things for me, for the
family.” Surprised, Paul agreed. Michel disappeared inside and soon came
back out with a package.
“I always have something to send, whenever I find someone going that
way,” he explained. Paul took the packaged and strapped it on the rack, on
top of his pack.
As he headed out of town, he passed the newest of the developments the
government was building on top of the mud quartiers it bulldozed. This one,
he noticed, showed progress. It didn’t look at all like streets of European
apartment blocks that so many of the others did but was built of reddish brick
with lots of round, small buildings, and even courtyards. The streets curved
and wandered. Though he still did not like the destruction of the African
neighborhoods, this, at least, seemed more in keeping with Mossi culture.
The ride to Koupela, though it took only a couple of hours, was Paul’s
first and, thus, most vivid ride over a reasonably long distance on pavement.
He loved the feel of it and, as there was hardly any traffic on the road, wove
back and forth, leaning with the bike as someone had once explained to him,
countersteering down the road.
By the time he arrived, he felt he had always been on that bike, that it
was meant for him.
By the time he reached the Kiema’s, his palms were tingling, but he felt
more energetic than he had in a long time and as content as he had been at
any time since arriving in Africa.
Happy for the first time, perhaps, since arriving in Africa, he felt he was
approaching something beyond even that, some sort of start. Something like
this had come over him when he had joined Peace Corps but this was even
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more powerful—and freeing. Yes, he had shed something that had been
weighing him down.
What?
Simple.
He had accomplished something, over the past two years, had shown
that he could commit to a difficult situation and persevere. Though the
teaching had proven less than ideal, he had even managed to make his second
year at the school, at least, into a success at school, leaving behind the base
for continuing improvement. Not only that, but Peace Corps training had
focused his attention on Africa in ways that his previous months had not,
and he was now confident that he knew how to negotiate at least this corner
of the continent as well as any other American—except, perhaps,
missionaries who had been there for decades.
What had started as a desperate thrashing about, he now believed, had
ended with direction, knowledge, and confidence.
He had never told himself anything like that before. It made him want
to should.
He thought back to the mess he had been the first time he had visited
Koupela, the emotional wreck who was trying to use Africa as a means of
dealing with a crushing rejection.
Though, as he knew, he still drank way more than he should, he felt he
had straightened out his life thanks, in large part, to Peace Corps. Now,
having come through it successfully, he had knowledge, money in his pocket
(Peace Corps had given him some six thousand dollars as a readjustment
allowance), and much more self-assurance.
What had started out as a personal disaster had ending up a triumph. He
felt he had shown himself he wasn’t really the loser he had been so recently.
He prided himself, for the first time in years, for who he was and his
prospects.
He clapped twice in greeting at the entrance to the Kiema compound,
Michel’s package under his arm and smiled as the family came out to greet
him.
The next day, he got back on the bike, making it to Dapaong before
noon—the border guards hadn’t cared much about a motorcycle—and to
Lama-Kara by dark, even though he’d stopped at a number of Dapaong’s
bars.
Though he had seen no animals in the park to the south, he didn’t even
mind that. On a two-wheeled vehicle, he didn’t have to obey the speed limit
that kept the cars and trucks from killing too many animals, so wove around
the traffic, exulting in the feel of the moto, as he had the day before, though
his muscles, not used to such riding, were already complaining.
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It had been three years since Paul had been in Togo. In Peace Corps
terms, that was more than a generation. Even the people who had been in
training when Paul had been there and had extended for an extra year would
have been gone by the time of his return. So Paul didn’t expect to find
anything of any of the PCVs he had met on that first trip up country.
The cheap hotel he found in Kara had a bar on the street, so Paul spent
the evening drinking and talking to the barman. The next day, he toured the
area, to see what he could remember, and what had changed. He thought, for
a time, of stopping by Massiga, but decided not to. He hadn’t gotten to know
anyone there, not really, and all he would be doing was looking for the ghost
of El, who he hadn’t heard from, now, since soon after he’d joined Peace
Corps himself.
He did ride to some of the places El had taken him, though, just to see
how they jibed with his memory. He even went to the town where Joan
Rodham had been posted. Her house—El had reluctantly pointed it out to
him, one time when they had passed by—was in ruins.
That evening, he stopped at the Mango Bar, hoping to run into some of
the local PCVs, but no one appeared. Maybe it was no longer the hangout it
had been. Seeing it made him sad; seeing the whole region did. No longer
did it look new and fresh to him, open and inviting. Now, it looked
depressingly familiar. Greener than what he had become used to, yes, but
basically the same.
As he drove back to the small hotel he had chosen, he decided that he
shouldn’t have come. Too much time had passed, and he had changed too
much. That evening, he wandered around the town, ordering a beer in each
bar he came to and drinking it, looking for some sign of what he had seen
there, those years before.
In the morning, he checked out of the hotel, stopped at a small roadside
shack for a beer, and started back north, wanting to get home to Ouaga rather
than heading down to the ocean.
“Home.”
That’s a thought, he realized, he hadn’t had in a long time. He had
planned on going on down to Lomé to continue his nostalgic voyage, but
decided that morning that it wasn’t worth the ride, not in the mood he was
in, certainly.
Burkina Faso had become his country. Maybe it was, in fact, his home.
He liked that idea, and it made him want to get back there as quickly as
possible.
Except for this trip and his one into Mali, he realized, he hadn’t been out
of the country in three years. He hadn’t even really wanted to, so why was
he leaving now?
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In Dapaong, he stopped for a draft beer at the campement there, but soon
decided to go on, to spend the night at the Kiema’s again. This place was
merely a memory to him now, and he wanted to keep it that way. Besides,
there was no one he knew around to drink with.
By the time he got back to Ouaga the next day, Paul found he was as
thoroughly depressed as he had been elated on leaving, just a few days
earlier.
What was the matter with him? Couldn’t he get himself on an even keel,
even now? He looked for companions in the bars, but no one he knew well
was there. Michel, one of his housemates said when Paul dropped by, must
have passed Paul going the other way, for he had left that day to spend a
week at home. Bakary was back in Ouri, his family home. A last group of
Paul’s stage mates was waiting at the Kilimanjaro for a flight to Paris on Le
Point, a neo-charter airline that ran one flight a week. But they were light
drinkers, therefore among those PCVs Paul had known the least.
Still, he spent the evening with them and then decided he would go to
the airport the next day to see them off.
There didn’t seem to be anything else to do. AfroProg had told him they
would leave a message for him at Peace Corps if he had the job, so he didn’t
even think he could bother them. Not so soon, at least. After all, he had told
them he would be gone for at least a week and was back in four days.
The only think he was really happy with was the motorcycle, which he
had gotten comfortable on, those long kilometers to Togo and back. He spent
the hours before going to the airport cleaning it, adjusting chain and spokes,
and checking out every part of it he could. By the time he got on it to head
to the airport, it sparkled as it must have when new.
There was a crowd milling around in confusion when he got to the
airport. He cut his engine and coasted to a stop. A kid offered to guard the
bike for him. He nodded as he removed his helmet and walked inside.
“What’s going on?” He asked one of the three who were leaving, who
were standing in the middle of the lobby, disgusted looks on their faces, their
bags all around them.
“Can you believe it? I just can’t believe it.” The woman who spoke was
so angry she could hardly get any words out. She couldn’t continue; all she
could do was sputter.
“Le Point sent the plane to Paris yesterday,” another of the three told
Paul.
“What?” Paul wanted to laugh but didn’t dare. He had never heard of
such a thing. Neither, clearly, had the others.
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“When we reconfirmed three days ago, they said the plane would leave
on time. It turns out, the day before yesterday, they started telling
reconfirmations to come yesterday. But they didn’t tell us.”
“What did they say? What are you going to do?”
“They say we have to wait until next week. And, no, they aren’t going
to refund our tickets.”
“Gonna wait, then?”
“Do we have a choice? And, God, I hate Ouaga.”
“Well, I guess I won’t say goodbye yet.” Paul left them loading their
bags into a taxi to take them back to the Kilimanjaro.
He walked over to his bike, mounted and stomped the kickstarter.
“Yeah, see you around,” one of them shouted after him. They sounded
resigned and unhappy, but Paul could do nothing about that.
Still, what had happened to them made him feel a little bit better. He
wasn’t the only one, at least, with stupid troubles.
Paul looped around on the paved road back toward the Oubri, where he
hoped, without really believing it, that someone he knew might come by.
After a few beers, he rode his bike back to his hotel and walked to an outdoor
bar down the street.
The next day, and the next, passed in pretty much the same way. At some
time during each late afternoon, Paul would stop by the Peace Corps office
to see if there were any messages for him, from AfroProg or anywhere else,
and to check out if anyone he knew were around. A few PCVs were in town,
but all were from later stages and Paul had never gotten to know them.
He had, Paul remembered, so much wanted to get back to Ouaga when
he had been traveling in Togo that he had cut his trip short. Now that he was
back, though, all he wanted to do was leave. The city didn’t seem the same
as it had been. It no longer felt comfortable to him.
What was wrong with him, he asked himself. Why couldn’t he be
satisfied with anything any longer? He thought fleetingly back to his
euphoria at Koupela.
Maybe, he thought, he needed to get back en brousse. He hoped the
Diabagou job would come through, and soon.
He needed it, he realized. He had to have something to focus on,
something to do, something keeping him on a road to someplace.
In the meantime, though, he would have to make do with beer.
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Chapter Sixteen:
Building
The AfroProg administrator shrugged. “You’ll have to work with what
you can find. But you should be good at that, after Peace Corps.
“You shouldn’t need anyone to hold your hand.” His expression
softened. “Look, a reforestation after-project was written into the initial
grant. Unfortunately, after your salary, and a little bit for a local aide, there’s
almost nothing left for anything else.”
Paul stared at him, wondering if he’d been given the job merely so that
the money could be accounted for in an annual report, so that the project
could be wrapped up and forgotten. No one here in the Ouaga office, so far,
seemed to care about it or to be interested either in oversight or planning.
Even the message he had found waiting for him at the Peace Corps office
had been lackadaisical.
“Well, do we at least have an inventory of what’s there?”
“The lease on the house, of course, will be up in six months. You can
live there if you want to or keep it up for the office and the storage facilities.
There’s an Isuzu Trooper that you can use—it runs OK—and the guardian
at the house has the keys.”
“What’s in the storerooms?”
“Not much, mainly some things left by the man who set up the project.
You’re lucky, though: he did some of his purchasing with the reforestation
phase in mind. If I remember correctly, there are thousands of those plasticbag pots there, as well as dozens of picks and spades.”
“That’s good. At least I’ll have something to work with.” Paul didn’t
bother to keep the sarcasm he felt out of his voice. He wanted this job, but
he also wanted the administrator to understand that he knew exactly what
was going on here, that he was just being used for bookkeeping purposes,
allowing a project to be tidily wrapped up so that a final, positive report
could be sent to the home office, all requirements checked off, completed.
“You should be fine.” The administrator sighed. He had known Paul
would realize what was going on. “Oh, and there’s a desk and typewriter in
the office.”
“That should help when it comes to writing my report.”
The administrator gave him a sharp look and stifled a laugh but stood
and shoved out his hand. “Fine, then. We’ll be looking for the report in six
months.” He would not admit that he shared Paul’s not very subtle cynicism.
Paul shook with him and left. He had a good thing in this job and didn’t
really want to spoil it.
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The administrator knew exactly what he needed and expected Paul to
give it. He was done with this project, personally, and wanted to turn to other
things. If Paul proved to be taking up too much of his time, he would simply
give him the boot and hire someone else who would allow the project to end
without involving the office.
Paul had planned on spending the next few days in Ouaga, expecting
that the AfroProg people would demand a series of meetings and
discussions, that there would be a façade, at least, of sincere interest in what
he would be doing. Instead, he had been handed a contract, had signed, and
had been dismissed with only that little conversation with the administrator.
He could have left immediately after, which surprised him for he had
expected at least a little bit of guidance from the organization. Now, he felt
a little bit at loose ends, finding himself suddenly complete master of his
time and activity over the next few days and for, it looked like, the next six
months.
The only people he was interested in seeing in Ouaga were Bakary and
Michel, and Bakary, he had heard, wasn’t coming back soon from Ouri. He
was working there for a month or two, replenishing his stock of masks with
the help of the many members of his extended family. And Michel had gone
to Koupela when Paul was returning from Togo—they had probably passed
each other on the road, he reminded himself—and had yet to come back.
Other than the lack of interest in his project, the only surprise during his
visit to the office had been the Isuzu. That would make his work a lot easier.
If it would run, that is. It had been months since the pumps group, the main
one of the project, had wrapped up. The little jeep might have been stripped
in the meantime. It depended on the guardian.
Thinking about that, and worried that all he would do in Ouaga was
drink, he decided it would be best all around if he got to to Diabagou as soon
as possible. Now, at least, he had assets there, and he wanted to examine
them and protect them. The house, the contents of the shed, the Isuzu, all
were suddenly his, or his responsibility, and he had already started to worry
about them.
He kick-started the moto, shifted it into gear, and rode back to his hotel.
If he left before lunch, he figured, he would get there at dark.
Fortunately, as had become habitual, he didn’t have much to pack.
Most of the ride was an easy one, on the paved road to Bobo. It gave
Paul a chance to wonder, once more, if he were doing the right thing. Not by
taking this job, but in general. Could he really make a life and a career for
himself here in Africa? In Peace Corps, he had been able to put off the
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question. But it had been three years, now, since he’d arrived in West Africa.
He had enjoyed himself, had learned a great deal, but had he accomplished
anything? He didn’t think so. Could he? He doubted even that. This wasn’t
his world; always, he would be alien within it; never could he change it.
His aborted trip down to Togo had made him contemplate those years
more honestly than he had before. He wasn’t pleased with what he had
discovered, which was one of the reasons he had turned around and had
come back north.
West Africa was a hard place, sure, but hard for whom? For the Africans,
but not for the expats who could coast along, doing the bare minimum and
dressing it up in reports—as Paul would be doing himself for AfroProg.
Was it worthwhile, he asked himself, a life like that? Could he actually
accomplish anything here? Could he make a plan and actually see it through?
How much of a hypocrite, he had to decide, was he willing to be?
On the other hand, maybe that was why he wanted to stay—because he
had failed to do what he had planned so far, planned, at least, once he was
in Peace Corps. To this point, his stay on the continent had been a narcissistic
exercise only, a far different vision of it, he admitted to himself, than he had
had that day in Koupela.
Not much that he had done had helped Africa, he now decided, or even
improved himself, not even in Peace Corps. Even his teaching had been
pretty close to useless. And the great part of his experience had produced—
what? Was he, at least, any better than he had been? Did he really know
more than he had? Could he produce more?
Nah. Not even his small bit for reforestation would make much
difference; any change would come from the Adams of the world, not the
Pauls.
But what did he have to go back to the States for? No more than he had
had three years before.
Might as well stay here, if that were the only other option.
No sense worrying about it, he told himself after screwing his mind
around as he rode. As telling himself this and its opposite over and over,
going through this same round of thought again and again as his two wheels
spun below him. At least he liked it here, knew how to get around here.
Maybe it wasn’t so challenging, this life, but it sure could be interesting.
He laughed out loud at that thought. Except while stuck in Djibo, he certainly
had not been bored.
He got to the turn-off to Diabagou with about an hour remaining before
dusk. Just enough time to get there, if he rode like crazy over the dirt road,
to hell with the washboard, the puddles, the sand. He stood on the pegs,
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motocross style, and accelerated, enjoying the feel of the bike under him as
it squirmed, trying to slide out from under his control.
He was learning to love this sort of riding, though he had done little
enough of it, and he still wished he’d been able to take the moto course in
stage in Peace Corps. Like all the teachers, he’d felt like a second-class
citizen every time he’d seen the other PCVs roaring by on their Yamahas.
Maybe, he thought, and thought it again, not for even the third or fourth
time, this was why he was staying, for experiences like this ride.
Suddenly, he slowed, stopped, and sat for a moment, looking out over
the fields waiting for the first rains for planting, at the mango trees, the
baobabs, the thatched tops above a banco wall in the distance.
It didn’t matter, he realized, if he arrived after dark. He knew the way.
And he loved this land, he told himself, had never felt such a connection
with any other, even if this one would never accept him.
He would just have to get used to that.
He started moving again, shifting up to speed. A rise coming, he
downshifted and accelerated, and then stood on the pegs again, taking the
hill with a roar. The bike became airborne, though just for a second, before
klunking into the laterite on the other side, spraying dirt and bucking as
though it wanted to unseat him. Paul pushed the accelerator again to
straighten him up and take him on down the road, a cloud of dust rising
behind him.
Yes.
Clearly, this was the place to be for someone like him. He had never
belonged anywhere, so being where he could never belong was, perhaps,
best. Here, he didn’t have to worry about what people thought of him—not
many, at least.
Change that, he thought. He didn’t have to worry about what Americans
thought of him. Maybe he didn’t even want the kind of life that was expected
of him back home. Maybe he had different goals.
Here, he could follow his own.
If he could make himself do it.
If he could really give up his home culture.
That had been the problem, so far, hadn’t it? Most of what he actually
did, if he were going to be honest with himself, was drink. And drink with
Americans.
He sped up once again. No need to think about that. The drinking life
was going to take a new turn.
Paul had visited Diabagou only once before, soon after his swearing-in,
to attend the wedding of an earlier PCV who had helped out with his stage
and who was marrying a Ghanaian woman. That had also been the last time
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he’d seen Eric and his red truck. The Fulbright researcher had finished up
his studies and was heading down to the coast through Ghana, a trip, Paul
later learned, that had proved too much for the truck, which came to a rest
somewhere just below Kumasi.
He couldn’t remember much of that earlier visit to Diabagou, for the
wedding had proved one long drunk. But he had liked the town, and had
been tickled when, two years later, he found out that he might be able to get
a contract job there.
He had been given general directions to the AfroProg house in town,
mainly that he should look for the sign that should be hanging over the door
in the compound wall, even though no one but the guardian had been there
for months. It wasn’t too difficult to find: most of the houses in Diabagou
were banco, mud brick. All he had to do was look for cinderblock walls, and
eventually he would find the right one.
Sure enough, even though it was now nearly dark, after a couple of turns
through the town, he found it.
He had a few minutes of worry. When he clapped, announcing himself,
no one responded. Eventually, however, the guardian, dressed in ragged
shorts and an AfroProg tee-shirt, came around to let him in. Somehow, he
already knew who Paul was. Had been expecting him, he said, but not for
the next day or so.
The gas generator that had once supplied electricity to the house didn’t
look like it could possibly work, but the guardian, sent out with a few
thousand francs, managed to buy a couple of cheap lanterns and kerosene.
Paul sent him on another mission as soon as he had a little light, for beer. He
wanted something to drink as he explored the house.
There was still a bed. The net over it, though it had a few holes, looked
reparable. The bureau look serviceable and there was a small table with three
chairs in the dining room, as well as two couches in the living room. The
kitchen was completely bare, but the office did contain the promised desk
and typewriter. The Isuzu sat next to the house. But looking at that, and at
the outbuildings, would have to wait until morning.
All in all, Paul thought, it would do. Not much different from the houses
PCVs ended up in, when posted to towns.
He could be comfortable there, he knew, having slept in identical
surroundings during trips to visit other PCVs. Opening a beer, he plopped
down on one of the couches, putting his feet up on the other. And he would
be rich, here. The value of his contract for six months was greater than his
stipend as a PCV for the entire two years—by three or four times. Plus, he
had his readjustment allowance though, even without it, he could spend like
a king and still save money.
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In the morning, he got the guardian, whose name was Moussa, to get the
local mechanic to come by with a battery and some gasoline, for he had
quickly determined that the Isuzu’s battery was dead and that the gas tank
was most certainly empty, as well. Other than that, it looked OK.
Surprisingly, not only were the tires all still there, but none was completely
flat.
The mechanic arrived on a donkey cart, with a tire pump and tools. He
examined the Isuzu for a few minutes, poured in some gas, hooked his own
battery up with jumper cables, and turned the Isuzu’s key. The engine
coughed a couple of times, then caught. The mechanic smiled and spread his
hands: “see.” Paul laughed and paid him what he asked.
Though two of the outbuildings were completely empty, the third
contained, just as the AfroProg administrator had promised, enough tools
and pots for Paul to supply at least a dozen pepinieres. Maybe, he thought,
this was going to work better than he had imagined it would. If only he could
transplant Adam and his grandsons, he might even make something of a
success here. Have to find someone, at least, someone to help him who was,
he hoped, as interested as Adam in trees.
He had been given the name, in Ouaga, of a man who had worked for
AfroProg before, and who would probably be available to help Paul, for a
small salary. With directions from Moussa, Paul drove the Isuzu to the man’s
compound, which was a kilometer or so away.
The man, his name was Marcel, ran out from his house when he drove
up, having recognized the Isuzu. Yes, he would certainly be available for the
work. Yes, he could start right away.
“Well then, hop in.”
Marcel pulled himself into the passenger seat.
“I want to do a tour,” Paul told him, “I want to see where the pumps are,
so we can identify vacant land by them, for pepinieres.”
“Oh, no. That won’t work.” Marcel shook his head.
“Why not?”
“Let us go around, and you will see.”
The idea, when the project had been funded, was that pepinieres could
be established around the town, near the twelve pumps that AfroProg and
USAID had installed the year before. Land near each had been set aside, or
so Paul had been told. The trees could then be used to start a larger
reforestation program in the region, another benefit from the new pumps.
But it wasn’t working that way, Marcel’s concern indicated. Paul said
nothing, just followed Marcel’s directions, waiting to see for himself.
First of all, he saw, there was no longer open space anywhere near the
first of the pumps. From what he could make out, Paul was reasonably
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certain there would be none around any of the others, either. In the two years
since it had been drilled, people from surrounding villages had moved into
town, to take advantage of the new, clean water. They had encroached on
the reserved land, little by little, until now it was all covered with houses of
fresh banco brick. Though land had been promised for the project, Paul
knew that he would never be able to get the people there to move away.
So, strike building pepinieres near any easy water sources.
Still, he wanted to see all of the pumps, so asked Marcel to point him to
the next.
“It will be the same, you will see.”
“Yeah, I know,” said Paul, a bit disgusted with the poor planning that
had preceded him, “but I want to see them all, anyway.”
“OK, but it’s all the same, and two of them aren’t working, anyway.”
“Aren’t working?” They bumped over the unpaved road, Paul driving
slowly, waiting for Marcel’s direction.
“Yes, two are broken.”
“I guess we’ll have to see about that, too. Are there spare parts around?”
Marcel didn’t answer. Paul glanced at him sharply.
After they had looked at all twelve of the pumps, Paul bought Marcel
lunch, and told him that they would have to survey further out, to see if there
was any land free around any of the older pumps and wells in the area. That
shouldn’t be a problem, Marcel said, as everyone was moving into town,
though some of the older pumps were now pulling dry. “Oh, the land is there,
but… ”
“But what?”
Marcel shrugged. “I think you had better see for yourself. You wanted
to see the pumps, you had better see this.”
The wells, he saw as he looked at each of them, were all close to dry.
That perplexed him, but he figured that there was so much more water use
in town, now, that the water table was actually going down, affecting the
outlying wells. And resulting, he was sure, in even more people moving into
town.
So there was land available around them, but hardly usable now, and
probably completely unusable soon.
“Well, we’ll do what we can. First, however, let’s see to the broken
pumps.” Paul and Marcel went back to the compound where Paul hoped to
find information about the pumps among the papers that remained in the
desk. He searched through them but found nothing.
“Was anyone trained in maintaining the pumps? Is there a parts storage
anywhere?” He looked at Marcel, who shrugged.
“Not that I know of. They said these should last for years.”
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Knowing it was futile, Paul looked at the two broken pumps. But he
could see little that he could do with them. These were much fancier than
the bulky, India designed but locally manufactured pumps he had seen so
often in Togo, pumps decorated with large bolts almost begging anyone with
the appropriate wrench to take them apart and put them together again.
These, unfortunately, were relatively seamless, and Paul had no idea even
how to open them up, let alone fix them.
Paul did what he could, anyway, forgetting the pumps and turning his
attention to reforestation, starting off a week later by hiring school kids to
make banco bricks for him and cajoling people into helping him build the
waist-high walls that would keep goats and sheep from getting into the
pepinieres and eating the small trees. He offered the tools from the shed to
the people who were using them, as an incentive to get them to help him:
they could keep them, and use them on other projects, too, if they worked
with the trees. He carefully supervised the planting of the seeds and the
watering.
The rains hadn’t quite begun: when they came, they wouldn’t have to
take such care of the seedlings. Until then, though, each would need lots of
water, and probably would need some, even after. At least, they would have
to be checked upon, and the walls maintained.
Everything seemed fine, except that his workers complained that the
wells were drying up, just as Paul had thought they might. It was getting
harder and harder to get enough water from them, always something of a
potential problem if the rains came late, but much more of one now. Paul
began to worry that the rains wouldn’t come quite soon enough.
The seedlings drooped. They watered as much as they could, but it
wasn’t really enough. With little else to do, Paul spent most of his time
sitting in the house, brooding and drinking, and hoping for rain.
The people in town quickly realized, of course, that Paul was connected
with the project that had brought in the pumps. After all, the AfroProg
banner still graced the compound. So, when another one of them broke, just
a few days after he had planted his last seeds, they came to him and asked
him to see to fixing it.
“But I know nothing about pumps.” The visitor was one of the local
chiefs. Behind him stood a small retinue, respectfully waiting. Paul had
invited them all in and offered them glasses of beer, the chief first, of course.
The two of them sat on his two facing couches, the others standing a little
uncomfortably, their beer glasses awkwardly in hand.
“Couldn’t you just look? We don’t know what might be wrong.” The
chief was clearly worried. He, at least, could see the disaster looming, if
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there were no way to fix the pumps. And this broken pump was in front of
his house, was the one his family had used.
Paul didn’t know what to do. He had no tools for that kind of work and
no idea how the pumps operated. Still, he was the only contact in town with
the project that had installed them. He wished futilely that AfroProg had
taken the time to train him a bit regarding them—but they hadn’t, of course.
Still, he had to try something; he couldn’t just refuse flatly. He told the chief
that he would see what he could do.
He asked the mechanic who had aided him with the Isuzu to come with
him, to help him take the pump apart. It took them a couple of days, for they
had no idea what they were doing, and automotive tools were an
approximation of what was needed, at best. The mechanic, fortunately,
proved to have a flexible, mechanical mind, and he creatively made do, so
they eventually got the thing apart, when they found they had a further
problem.
One part had broken, and a ring had worn out.
“Can you repair it? You or one of the welders? And can we find some
other sort of ring that will work?”
“No, we can’t weld this. I know a guy who could try, but it looks like it
is meant to take a lot of stress, so would probably break again in a day or
two. It doesn’t matter, though: we can’t repair that ring, and don’t have a
replacement.”
“What should we do, then?”
The mechanic shrugged. “They should have put in pumps we can work
on and that are made in Africa, not France. It’s easy to get parts for those,
and easy to work on them. I don’t know why they chose these.”
Me neither, Paul thought.
Finally, after staring at them for a while, Paul decided to take the pieces
up to Ouaga himself, on his moto. If he could get the right replacement parts,
he figured he and the mechanic could fix this and the other two broken
pumps.
Before he left, they took apart the other two, the work going much more
easily, now that they had figured out how to do it. The problems were
similar, but Paul still ended up with a nice little bundle of broken pieces on
the back of his bike when he finally took off for Ouaga.
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Chapter Seventeen:
Breaking
None of the supply stores in Ouaga had seen anything like the parts Paul
presented to them. One, finally found a diagram matching one of the pieces
in a supply book and said he could order it from France, though it would be
expensive, and would take several months. It wasn’t from the pump
manufacturer, however, and might not even work.
Appalled, Paul rode back over to the AfroProg building. Earlier, he had
visited there, to ask if there were a supply of spare parts around anywhere,
but no one who had been connected with the project was still around to tell
him anything.
No one who was there knew anything about the project, and no one
cared. They had given Diabagou the wells. Now, responsibility rested with
the local people. When a project is finished, they told Paul, it is best that the
aid organization move on. Otherwise, dependency can result.
On walking back into the office, he asked if he could rummage through
their storage sheds, to see if something had been left over and forgotten. The
administrator told him to help himself, but he doubted he would find
anything. When he returned to the office several hours later, empty handed,
he asked if there were any possibility that AfroProg could pay for the needed
parts or, even better, could find a way to expedite their delivery.
No. That part of the project was over. It was up to the people of
Diabagou. The administrator spread his hands. There was nothing he could
do. In fact, he said, Paul shouldn’t even be concerning himself with the
pumps.
Paul, wanting to explode, closed his mouth, turned, and left. It wouldn’t
do him or anyone any good for him to get into a fight with AfroProg. After
all, he was still dependent on the NGO’s money.
Because it was nearby and he needed the release of a drink, he drove
over to the Oubri and ordered a beer, flipping bottle tops at the road the way
El had taught him so long before. No one he knew was there. At least, no
one joined him or recognized him.
Not even the waitresses were the same. He tried to ask about some of
the ones he had known, but the new ones just shook their heads. Instead of
making himself feel better, he now started to get depressed as well as angry.
There weren’t even the European tourists, he noticed, who once had
populated the bar, swapping stories about trips across the desert, relaxing
before heading south, or getting ready for the crossing north once more.
They might have been vain and obnoxious, but they had certainly kept the
place interesting.
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He left, too depressed to stay there, and decided he would give Don
Camillo’s a try. He couldn’t do anything more about the pumps that day, that
was for sure. Probably couldn’t do anything at all. So he might as well get
drunk, try to find some people someplace that he knew and see if they
couldn’t tie one on together.
When he pulled to a stop where Don Camillo’s had stood, he saw only
a hole in the ground, and a sign telling him that a new building of some sort
would soon arise on the spot. Stunned, he stared at it for a moment. He
couldn’t imagine where the clientele would go.
Without Don Camillo’s, Ouaga just wouldn’t be the same. Not in his
eyes, at least. He rode on, looking about more carefully and trying to figure
out what had happened to the town.
He hadn’t really been paying attention, the last few times through.
It had been two years, really, since he had spent a great deal of time in
Ouaga. As he rode around, just looking at the places he had once frequented,
he saw that a lot more of Ouaga than he had known had been torn down, to
make way, he assumed, for more of the new quartiers like those he had seen
on the road to Koupela. Most were of the cement the regime preferred to the
traditional banco brick and mud. An entire sector near the airport, once a
vibrant community, was now merely a clear space over rubble still
crisscrossed by the streets that had once served the neighborhood. Riding
through, Paul wondered how he had missed it last time going by; it gave him
a chill.
He quickly moved on to places where buildings still stood. There was a
good bar/restaurant, he remembered, down the road from the airport, near
where one turned to go to the American embassy.
He ordered and sat at one of the two tables in the little courtyard by the
street, hoping to see someone he knew go by. But no one familiar appeared
along the road, and the food didn’t seem quite as good as he remembered it.
He ate, drank a beer or two, and got up to go.
But where? Though he had visited Ouaga every few months while in
Peace Corps, and had been there just a few weeks ago, he no longer knew it
the way he had when he had lived there. The hangouts, obviously, had
changed, as had the people.
The people, at least, who he had known.
Now more than a little depressed, Paul decided to find Michel and see
how he was doing. He drove out to the shop, hoping to take him out for a
drink. It was just about time for him to be getting off of work, after all.
But another man was there, older. Paul had never seen him before,
though he had been to the shop often.
“Hello.” The man looked up from his work adjusting the belts of a
cassette player. “Is Michel around?”
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The man put down his tool and stared at him, then slowly shook his
head, saying nothing.
“Will he be back soon?”
The man shook his head again.
“Has he quit? Did he finally open his own shop?” Paul couldn’t figure
out what was going on. Was the man being hostile? Had Michel done
something wrong and gotten himself fired?
Again the man shook his head. But this time he looked directly at Paul
and spoke. “Il est mort. He is dead.”
Paul arched his neck forward and stared at him. This wasn’t possible.
It took him a moment to speak, for his breath seemed to have died.
“Michel?” The man nodded, his own eyes staring sad with the news he had
imparted. “How? How could he possibly be dead?”
The man, compassionate though distant to this nasara, this foreigner,
walked from behind the counter and motioned for Paul to go out front, where
he could sit on the bench for a moment. The man sat next to him.
After a few minutes, he told Paul what had happened.
“He was stopped at an intersection in town, one with a light, on his way
to work. A couple of weeks ago. A truck going too fast, came around the
corner and into his lane. Gave him no warning. Hit him. Smashed right into
him. Threw him into the air. He came down on his head.”
“He wasn’t wearing his helmet?”
“Oh yes, he was.” The man nodded vigorously. “But it flew off.”
As usual, Paul thought to himself, sickened, Michel had left the chin
strap undone.
He put his elbows on his knees and his head in his hands. After a few
minutes, the man got up and went back inside to his work. Paul didn’t even
notice.
Not quite knowing where he was going, Paul later rode back to the Peace
Corps office. When he saw where he was, he shrugged, parked his bike, and
walked to the small bar across the street, really just a hut with a bench out
front. He ordered a beer and tried to think.
As he was brooding, missing Michel, wondering why so many people
had to die such stupid deaths, he saw one of the APCD’s, a man named
Walter, walk from the Peace Corps compound, which should have been
closing for the night right about then. He looked uncertain, baffled. He
started to unlock his car, fumbled with the key, dropped it, picked it up, then
spotted Paul sitting across the street and walked over.
“You heard?”
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“About Michel?” Paul was perplexed. He didn’t think Walter knew
Michel at all, though he probably had met the Kiema’s, having been Lori’s
APCD.
“Michel?” Now Walter was confused. “No, who’s Michel?”
“He’s… never mind. Just someone I knew who died.”
“Oh.” Walter stared at him for a moment, then sat down and indicated
to the barman that he wanted a beer. “I’m sorry about that. That’s not what
I meant, though. No, I was talking about Peace Corps.”
“Why? What’s happened to Peace Corps?”
“We’re kicked out. We’ve been told to leave Burkina Faso. The
stagieres waiting in Philadelphia to fly here will all be reassigned.”
“Jesus.” That woke Paul from his shock about Michel and started the
world to reel in another sickening fashion. This was too much for one day.
“And the people already here?” he’d heard about cases of Peace Corps being
kicked out before. Often, all the PCVs were forced to leave immediately.
“They can stay, but no extensions. We will be gone in less than a year.”
“They give a reason?” Why would a poor country give up free teachers,
free forestry workers, and more? It didn’t make any sense.
“Spying, of course. We’re only here to spy on them.”
“Right.”
On second thought, when had anything this regime had done make any
sense at all?
He sat with Walter for an hour or two, joined by others who straggled
from the building. They held an impromptu wake for Peace Corps, with Paul
holding a private one for Michel, too.
He would have to drive out to Koupela, he knew. He would have to see
the Kiema’s. The only son they had left, now, was the deaf boy. He hoped
they weren’t so traditional that they could no see the value of their daughters,
for it was with them that their future now rested. He got up and slipped away,
riding straight east through the dusk and enveloping night to Michel’s
family.
The trip out to Koupela, though, was a disaster. Paul should have known
it would be.
The Kiema’s might have been interested in seeing Paul soon after
Michel’s death, but it had been weeks now.
It was rainy season and there was work to do.
Yes, there would be a funeral at the end of the year, but it wouldn’t be
much. Michel had been young, after all, and had no children.
It was the children who made a funeral feast, anyway, not the parents.
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The stoicism of Michel’s family shocked Paul. He had planned on
staying the night but decided to drive back to Ouaga in the dark.
He would, he also decided, leave Ouaga the next day, to get back to
Diabagou. All anyone he might know now in Ouaga would want to talk
about was Peace Corps leaving. Paul didn’t want to think about that, let alone
discuss it. It was just too absurd.
All he wanted was to talk about Michel.
By the time he returned to Diabagou, three more pumps had broken
down. The chief came to his house, this time alone, as soon as he heard that
Paul had returned, asking if he had been able to find the parts. When Paul
told him that he had had no luck, the man just shook his head.
The chief was facing a disaster now, for Diabagou no longer had the
water to support its overgrown population. If Paul couldn’t help him, he said,
he had no idea what he was going to do.
Paul didn’t either. It would be useless to turn to the government. It hadn’t
been their project and didn’t care about a village in the middle of nowhere,
anyhow. And who else was there? None of the other aid organizations would
be willing to come in. To do so would be for them to admit that AfroProg
had made a mistake, that USAID had, too.
“We’ll just have to try to dig more wells, and deepen the ones we have,”
the chief told Paul, as he left. “There’s not much else we can do.”
“Let me know if I can help.” Paul didn’t know what else to say.
“No, but thank you. I think it is time for us to try to take care of
ourselves.” The man walked away without looking back. Paul stepped into
his house, feeling guilty and cursing himself as a failure, though he knew
there was nothing he could have done to change things.
Paul’s contract would be up in another two-and-a-half months, so he
decided just to wait it out, even if there wasn’t much good he could do, now.
The rains had begun and his seedlings were finally looking better. If he
were lucky, there would be enough rain so that he wouldn’t need water from
the wells. However, he didn’t think, given what had happened, that he would
be willing to use well water at all for his trees. That would just seem too
much like he was robbing the villagers.
Though it might lack clean water, Diabagou still had plenty of bars, and
plenty of beer. Paul spent more and more of his time in them.
There was, he kept telling himself, little remaining that he could do on
his project. Nothing he could do about the pumps, which continued to break
down. Soon, only two remained working; it would only be a matter of time
until there were none.
His seedlings would soon need transplanting, if any survived. After that,
he could write his report and wash his hands of this whole dirty mess.
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While he wasn’t drinking, Paul spent his time riding his Yamaha and
learning more about motorcycle mechanics from Abel, the mechanic who
had helped him with the Isuzu and the well. They became pretty good
friends, Paul’s only friend in Diabagou.
Paul would generally ride over to his stall in the morning and complete
a new maintenance project on the bike. He learned to take off the head and
replace the piston, to change the chain and sprockets, to adjust or replace
brakes.
The work fascinated him and kept him from thinking about the failures
surrounding him, or the failure now growing within him.
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Chapter Eighteen:
Losing
“So you’re not worried by riding on the back with me driving?” Paul
attached a camera bag containing two cameras and accessories he had
recently bought from a COSing PCV to his backpack and handed it all to
Gillian, who was arranging bags on the rack over the rear wheel of Paul’s
Yamaha. “I mean, I never had all that moto training you non-teachers got.”
“I think I’ll chance it.” She started wrapping a large sheet of plastic over
both of their packs, preparing to strap them down with bungee cords.
“Besides, you can’t be that bad at this point.”
“Think we’ll get wet?” Paul looked at the plastic as he opened his tool
kit, extracted a wrench, and went to work taking out the spark plug. “At least
wait to tighten all that down. Leave space for the tools.”
Gilly stopped what she was doing, sat down, and watched as Paul
cleaned the plug. “You haven’t been down there, haven’t seen what it’s like.
I have. We have paved road nearly to Ghana, but just piste as we head west
after that. And the last piste, when we turn south again, is pretty bad. If it
rains, we’re gonna be stuck—that dirt road turns into a river—and it’s gonna
rain unless we make extraordinarily good time.”
“Want to wait ‘til tomorrow, leave earlier, before noon?” The rains, they
both knew, generally came in the later part of the day. Paul replaced the plug,
tightened it, re-attached the wire, and ran a small metal bar over the spokes,
listening for ones whose tings would be too low, showing they had become
too loose.
“Naw, Stu’s expecting me, so we might as well go on. Plus, what’s to
do around here?”
“Not much, anymore.”
Paul, his contract up, had riden back to Ouaga just a couple of days
before.
The city he had returned to oppressed him, as it had the last time he’d
been there. Now, instead of dying, it seemed dead to him.
Wandering about, depressed, he had run into Gilly, who was finishing a
third-year extension of her Peace Corps service and who was looking to get
south to visit Stu, who now had a contract at the Nazinga game park,
collecting and analyzing elephant dung.
“You just remember to drive carefully.”
“I will, but I shouldn’t have to. Especially since I got my gris-gris.” He
grinned as he stood up and brushed off his pants.
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“Your gris-gris?” She turned and looked at him and laughed. “You have
some sort of motorcycle gris-gris?”
“Yeah.” Paul touched his left front pocket but made no move to remove
anything from it. “Actually, it’s a hunter’s gris-gris, one meant for keeping
the hunter out of reach of charging animals. Turns the hunter into a bat, I
think.” He stooped down to check the tension of the chain and look at the
oil.
“Why the hell did you get that?”
“Down in Diabagou, you know, there really wasn’t much to do, not once
I realized that the project was going to be a washout. So, I spent my time
learning moto mechanics and talking to people, looking into things I’d
ignored, like gris-gris. Things I had never bothered to find out about before.”
“Tell me: how exactly do you ‘look into’ gris-gris?”
“I asked the local gris-griseur to tell me about what he did. He showed
me some of his charms and explained how he came to be doing it—he almost
died of a fever when he was a kid. When he recovered, people decided he
was a gris-griseur—and he asked me what I needed. I couldn’t think of
anything in particular but liked the idea of getting a charm made for me, so
settled on something to protect me on the moto. The guy thought for a
moment, then said the hunter’s protection should work.”
“What did he do? How did he make it?”
“He wouldn’t show me everything, but I had to give him a white chicken
and a little bit of money. I’m not supposed to show anyone the charm, but
it’s in my pocket.”
“I noticed.” Gilly looked at the sky. “Drive safely anyway, OK?”
Paul grinned as he closed his toolbox, straightened up, and placed it
under the plastic that Gilly then secured with the bungee cords. They both
grabbed up Peace Corps issue yellow, full-faced helmets and put them on.
Gilly waited as Paul got on the bike and kick-started it. She climbed on
behind; he shifted down into first and eased out the clutch, aiming them
toward the east and out of town.
Gilly proved to be a better passenger than anyone Paul had ridden with
before. She should be, he told himself, after he accidentally rode off the
pavement, onto the shoulder, and back up again and she didn’t flinch. She
had been the only member of their stage who had prior motorcycle
experience, both as driver and passenger. He remembered vaguely her
saying that she had had a motorcycle nut for a boyfriend at one time or
another. He turned the throttle and accelerated down the paved road, staying
a little further from the edge of the pavement.
They made good time, a little way east and then south all the way to the
turnoff close to the Ghana border. Paul, as they pulled to a stop to get
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something to drink, said that he thought they might actually get there before
it rained. Gilly laughed at him as she dismounted and walked with him to
the roadside bar a few feet away.
“You haven’t seen the road yet. Just you wait.”
“There are lots of bad roads up north. I doubt this can be much worse.”
He followed her and sat down next to her. They ordered their drinks.
“Washboard, sand… I’ve seen it all.”
Gilly laughed again as she poured a little bit of beer into her glass and
sloshed it around, washing it out. “You ain’t seen nothing yet, my friend.”
Paul rinsed his own glass, filled it, and looked out over the road. “OK,
OK… but you don’t mind if I reserve judgment, do you?”
“Be my guest.”
The dirt road they next took was wide and clear and recently graded, so
there wasn’t even much washboard yet upon it. So easy was it that Paul paid
little attention to where he was going, and only a nudge from Gilly alerted
him to the small road he’d been told to look for, little more than a path,
leading off to the left.
It took them on a slightly uphill grade, and Paul could see constant signs
of recent rains on it, a tremendous number of washouts and gullies. At some
point, it had been dug out from the land around, or a large number of trucks
had used it, for it was lower than the surrounding land. Also, it hadn’t been
graded, so its center was often higher than its edges.
Paul was beginning to understand what Gilly had been talking about. He
sped up, determined to get over as much of this as possible before the rains
came.
And they were coming. He could see the clouds in front of him to the
southwest, boiling, moving their way. In a while, he knew, the cool winds
would come and swirl around them, raising dust and pulling up anything not
tied down. The rains would follow about fifteen minutes later.
In Ouaga and north, the rain, though monumental while it was falling,
was generally over in less than half an hour. They were further south, though,
and the downpours could last much longer.
Though he tried, Paul found he didn’t have the strength or the skill to
keep up the speed he was going, not with a passenger. The erratic surface
was pushing him this way and that, and he was finding he frequently had to
use his feet to keep them upright, something he was not willing to do at much
greater than jogging speed.
They were still more than twenty kilometers from Nazinga, the wind
blowing gusts of dust over them, when Gilly reached past him and pointed.
Yes, there was the rain, now only a few minutes away. Paul could also see
the wind blowing the grasses around them but, with boots, gloves, jean
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jacket, scarf, full-face helmet and goggles on, he couldn’t really feel much
of it, though he could tell that he wasn’t sweating as much as usual.
The storm, when it reached them, didn’t slam into them the way Paul
was expecting, though it did come down fast. The drops seemed huge to him,
but they were falling straight, with little wind, which also surprised him,
given the swirling gusts a few minutes earlier. Almost immediately,
however, the piste became a stream and he couldn’t tell where the gullies
were, so had to slow down even more, to little above a walk, using his feet
more and more often to right them when the rear wheel started to slide.
He flipped on the headlight; the rain had brought darkness with it.
They plodded on, Paul struggling with the bike, Gilly sitting still, never
saying a word.
Once, they ended up in water to their waists, which stalled the moto.
They walked for a while, with Paul pushing the bike, neither taking off their
helmets, for the rain still fell fast and the helmets were the only things
keeping any part of them dry. Every few minutes, they would stop, and Paul
would try the kick-starter again.
About twenty minutes later, the moto started. They got back on and
moved again, though not much faster than when they’d walked.
All in all, those last twenty kilometers took them well more than two
hours.
By the time they arrived at the game park the rain was stopping and it
was completely dark. Gilly pointed Paul toward the road to Stu’s house,
which was just barely visible, a hundred or so meters away. They pulled
under the awning where Stu’s moto rested, got off, released the bungee
cords, and carried their stuff onto Stu’s porch.
The glow of a hurricane lamp had told them that someone was at home.
They didn’t bother to knock but, after dropping their bags, just opened the
door and walked in. Why not?
Stu had been one of their stage mates. The lack of privacy during their
training had carried over into service and beyond.
“Hullo.” Stu put down a book and stood. “Didn’t expect you folk, not
right now!”
“Bit of rain stop us?” Gilly took off her helmet and shook her head to
loosen her hair.
“Hope you’re not too surprised.” Paul took off his helmet, too, then
rolled his jean jacket, completely soaked, from his back and arms. “And
hope you’ve got a beer. That was hard.” He collapsed, still soggy, into a
chair by Stu’s hand-made table.
“Uh, I hope you guys don’t mind, but could you get out of those clothes?
You’re dripping on my stuff.”
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“Oh, sure.” Paul got up again, though his stressed back suddenly hurt,
and grabbed their packs. “Damn. I can feel that ride.” Stu threw them a
couple of towels and then fished up two bottles of So.B.Bra from the waterfilled earthen jug next to the table. While they changed, he opened the bottles
and asked for news.
“It looks like we’re the only ones left in country from our stage,” Gilly
told him, as she toweled herself. “Jack’s in Ghana, and Syl’s back in
Washington.”
“Too bad.” Stu got up and handed her a bottle as soon as she’d shrugged
on a tee shirt.
“The whole country is changing anyway. It’s not the place it was when
we came.” Paul sat down again, as did Stu—after dropping a bottle on the
small table beside Paul.
“Yeah, I know. Last time I was in Ouaga, I just hated it.”
“I did love what it was. Though it was a crazy town.”
“The Burkinabe don’t smile as much as they used to,” Gilly said, pulling
another chair to the table. “It makes me sad.”
They drank in silence for a moment, all three lost in thought. As Paul
and Gilly were feeling the strain of those last twenty kilometers, little
conversation ensued even as they finished their bottles. They all went to
sleep quite soon, the visitors tired, Stu used to getting up well before sunrise.
Paul woke, as usual, at six o'clock. It is hard to sleep late in Africa, where
activity begins with the sun and its heat soon makes repose impossible. Stu
had been up for some time and was already preparing coffee under the
canvas awning that served as a porch for his tiny house. Somehow, he’d
gotten hold of a number of fairly fresh bagettes. He was cutting them as Paul
walked out to join him.
“Here,” he handed Paul a piece of the bread and pointed to a jar of
raspberry jam, open and with a knife in it, on the table. “Gillian still asleep?”
“Yeah.” Paul started spreading jam on the bread, hoping that the water
for coffee would be hot soon.
“I’ll try to keep the noise down, then.” Stu took the kettle off the burner
and poured steaming water into two cups with coffee crystals at the bottom,
passing one to Paul. “But I’ve got to be out of here in a few minutes, gotta
talk to the boss before a staff meeting at seven.”
“I’m sure she’ll appreciate that. She never was an early riser.”
“Yeah, I remember.” Stu laughed. “We had an early Moré class together
in stage. I don’t think she made breakfast before it even once.”
“She’ll be up soon. But you get going.”
Stu nodded. “As soon as I finish my coffee.”
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Paul sipped from his own cup, his back, palms and forearms still
remembering the shaking of the night before. “I think I’ll take a walk, once
you are gone, before she gets up. Any elephants around? Anything I should
particularly want to see?”
“Haven’t seen many elephants the last few days. There were about sixty
close by last week, but they moved on. Keep your eyes open, though. You
might see one.”
“I’ll take my cameras,” Paul pointed to the bag he kept them in, which
still sat where he had dropped in last night with some of his other stuff, too
tired to bring it all on inside. “You never know.”
“Got a telephoto lens?”
“Naw, just stuff I picked up from Phil as he was leaving, an old Leica
M3 with a moldy 50 millimeter and a Yashica D twin lens.”
“Nice cameras, but they aren’t going to do you much good around here.
You won’t get close enough to capture anything but gray lumps.”
“Well, I’ll do what I can.”
Stu got up, ready to leave for his meeting. Paul finished his coffee and
picked up the rest of his bread, planning on eating it as he walked.
“See ya later, then.” Stu walked down the steps to where the motos sat.
Out of consideration for the sleeping Gilly, he pushed his bike ten meters or
so before starting it. Paul grabbed his camera bag and strolled in the opposite
direction.
It was one of those beautiful, rainy-season mornings, so refreshing after
torrential downpours like that of the night before. The leaves of the trees and
plants still had water on them, and the ground remained quite moist. The air
was cool and smelled of soil and growth. Paul breathed it in deeply as he
walked, munching his bread and casually looking around for elephants.
He walked down a path by a small lake, one side of which was forested,
the other fronting an open area and the road they had come in on the night
before. Figuring he would never see anything in the woods, Paul headed for
the field, walking toward a small rise he’d spotted about half a kilometer
away.
He finished his bread and then pulled the cameras out of the bag, making
sure they were loaded with film, and looped their straps about his neck.
Rummaging around in the bag, he found the light meter Phil had taught him
how to use, stopped for a moment, and determined what he thought would
be the best general setting for the morning light. Because the ground was so
soft, he had to follow a meandering path, one he had stumbled across, but it
did seem to be taking him closer to the rise.
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He was paying more attention to the cameras, readying them, than he
was to where he was going, but a movement off to the side of the little hill
did catch his attention.
Ha! So Stu was wrong. There was at least one elephant still around.
He scurried to the top of the hill, which rose about three meters above
the field, high enough, he hoped, to keep the elephant, which appeared to be
heading just to the other side, from charging him.
He knew, from talking with Stu and others who had experience with
elephants, that, most often, they merely shooed humans away by flapping
their ears and raising their trunks. Scaring them, not chasing them. So, he
wasn’t particularly frightened, just excited, as he stood atop the rise, trying
to frame the moving animal in his viewfinder.
He clicked a picture with the Leica, then opened the top of the Yashica
and looked down into it. By now, the elephant was quite close, nearly filling
the frosted glass. He clicked, shut the top, and looked over at the elephant.
And turned and fled.
Without warning, the elephant had veered toward him and was now
charging—straight up the little hill.
It moved quickly, much more so than he would have believed possible.
The soil beneath him shook as it gathered speed, its steps roaring over him
from behind. He lost his sandals as he dashed down the other side of the hill
and turned to sprint into the part of the field the elephant had come from,
cameras and bag flapping from their straps, elephant right behind.
Someone had told him that circling, rather than running straight, was
best when an elephant was after one. He considered screaming, decided not,
then decided in favor of it. It came out an odd, loud, scary moan and he
clipped it off. Hearing it made it just too clear just how bad this situation
was; it made him shudder even as he ran.
Once ten meters or so into the field, he tried to make a further quick turn
to get around behind the elephant and back up the hill, but he slipped on the
moist earth and fell.
Fell flat.
He felt hopeless, so very much more helpless than ever before he’d felt.
As he went down, he twisted to look at the elephant and wondered what its
feet were going to feel like, coming down on his head. He wondered if he
would survive and doubted he would.
Looking back at the gray agent—of what? He thought of pain, not
destruction—seemed preferable to him, now, certainly better than the terror
of running. He felt less panic as he fell and twisted around, for he finally
could see what had been behind him. Before, as he’d been running, he’d had
no idea how close it was, no idea if it were about to catch him, to crush him
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right then, or if he might have some slight moment more before the strike,
the pain, and whatever might follow that.
The elephant, he saw as he slipped, was slowing. It was no longer
running. It knew he was trapped.
As he went down, he decided to stay down. Scrambling about in a panic
wasn't going to do him any good. Stay still, he told himself, face it. This may
be very painful, but there's nothing at all you can do. Maybe the mud, he
reasoned idiotically, would cushion the blows.
The elephant, even though just walking now, would be on top of him in
seconds.
And it could have been.
But it decided, for some reason, not to be.
The elephant halted about five meters from him. It looked at him, first
out of its right eye. Then it swung its head and looked at him from its left.
He stared at its trunk, at the massive furrows between its eyes. It moved its
head back and looked at him once more out of the right eye. He saw that its
tusks, both short, were of different lengths.
The elephant's ears, he noticed as he lay there in the mud, as they slowly
flapped, providing the only real and constant motion in the absurd tableau,
had a series of healed gashes along their edges and holes torn clear through
in places. Perhaps this elephant was old. But why, then, were its tusks so
short? It swung its head again, for the other eye, and then back again. He
stared at its skin, rough and dirty, wrinkled and gray, with occasional thick
hairs upon it.
‘It's your move, elephant,’ he thought to it as it regarded him, as he stared
back, ‘for I'm at your mercy. But please make it soon, whatever you do, for
this lying here waiting is giving me too much time to think. I don’t want to
imagine, anymore, what it might feel like if you decide to do me in. And I
do not even like these thoughts.’
The elephant did nothing. It merely swung its head, looking at him from
one eye and then the other.
He hadn't moved, hadn't done anything but look back at the elephant for
the minute or so since he'd fallen. Now, slowly, shrugging mentally, his
brain racing, figuring he might as well, that he had nothing else to do and,
certainly, nothing to lose, he slid the straps attached to his cameras and bag
from around his neck. If the elephant gave him the chance, he decided, he
would run once more. This time unencumbered.
By watching him and not attacking, the elephant was giving him hope.
He wasn't going to let that die. If it only wanted to crush him, it would have
already done so. There must be something else, something else it wanted.
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The elephant continued its contemplation of him for the eternity of a
moment more, then turned slowly to its left, to face the hill instead of him
though turning its head back to watch him, still. It had its tail, now, toward
the pond he had walked around earlier.
‘If what you're doing is offering me a chance, elephant,’ he thought to
it, ‘I'm certainly going to take it.’
So, scrambling, he was up, dashing madly toward the pond. He stopped
when he reached the side of it and almost collapsed. He turned to look for
the elephant, out of breath, unable to run further and curious as to why it had
let him go, as he was curious as to why it had chased him in the first place.
He didn’t feel scared any longer, but he realized he was shaking.
It had turned back to where he’d lain, had stepped over to the equipment
he'd abandoned. One piece at a time, it brought the cameras to its mouth with
its trunk, tasting and dropping each in its turn. Then it took the camera bag
by its strap and, lifting it high over its head, twirled the bag through the air.
Film canisters, filters, and odds-and-ends of paper flew from it before the
elephant let go, sending the bag on an arcing course out over the field.
The elephant turned away from him, walked a few meters on, and then
looked back. Slowly, it reached down with its trunk and snatched up some
grass from the edge of the field. Unconcerned, it ate the grass. Finally, it
headed back toward the woods.
After a few minutes just standing there dazed and looking after the
elephant, Paul returned to where his gear lay and gathered up as many of his
things as he could and slowly carried them back to Stu’s house. As far as he
could tell, none of his cameras was broken—the ground, after all, was soft—
but he didn't have the heart to check carefully.
At the house, he examined himself in Stu’s small mirror, finding he was
bleeding from a couple of scrapes on his face. He didn't remember getting
them. His right side was a solid streak of mud, down arm, trunk and leg.
The clock by Stu’s bed said it was now a couple of minutes before seven.
He didn’t bother to change clothes but walked outside to the porch, heated
the water back up and, hardly knowing what he was doing, mixed more
coffee, sat down, picked up Stu’s transistor radio, adjusted the dial to the
BBC for the hourly news, and tried to prepare once more to watch the day
begin.
Irrationally, right then, he desperately wanted to hear about things
happening elsewhere. He didn't want to have to think, certainly not about
what had happened to him. That made no sense. The world, anyway, was
more important than what had happened to him, to one single person in
southern Burkina Faso.
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His hands didn't shake, not then. Not any longer. It now seemed as if the
chase and fall had been merely a dream, or as though they could be of no
importance, no impact. It was over, after all; he was safe, though the world
seemed somehow out of kilter, as if everything were running on a twosecond delay.
His hands shook again later, though, after Gilly awoke and saw him
sitting there, still bleeding, still covered in mud. She shrieked and demanded
an explanation. He told her, she looking at him, unbelieving, though
believing the evidence at the same time, the look of him, the muddy cameras
and bag now sitting on the table. When he was done telling her about it, she
said nothing, simply fetching a bucket of water for him to wash with. Still
in a dream state, he bathed and put on dry clothes. He felt cold, but his denim
jacket was soaked from the night before. Gilly rummaged around and found
a thin blanket which he wrapped around him.
It was then that his hands started shaking again, his teeth chattering.
“That gris-gris was with you, wasn’t it?” She spoke gently. He reached
for the pants he had taken off and felt the pocket. It was. He nodded. She did
too, but slowly, neither quite sure what to make of it.
They sat quietly after that, just looking out at the woods beyond Stu’s
house, They sat for more than an hour. Paul was trying, finally, to sort
through what had happened to him, and Gilly, with the empathy that had
always been her strong point, was simply waiting. If he wanted to talk more,
he would. If, that is, he could sort it out enough to put it into more words.
Stu returned soon after, as pale, Gilly later said, as Paul had been, and
neither was a pale man. He sat down and, before either of the others could
speak, started talking, urgently.
“You’re not going to believe this.” He shook his head. “I can’t really
believe it.”
“What?” Paul didn’t even look up. He was feeling tired, almost as
though he wouldn’t be able to keep is eyes open much longer.
“Something happened to Paul that you won’t believe, either.” Gilly
spoke urgently, too, but Stu didn’t seem to care.
“It’ll wait.” He brushed her words aside. “We got a call from Ouaga
while I was in the office. There's been a coup.”
“What?” Paul looked up, jerked out of his lethargy, and spoke almost at
the same time as Gilly.
“They’ve killed Sankara. Blaise Compaoré’s men went to the
presidential residence. Sankara saw them and, according to what we were
told, walked up to them, saying ‘I’m the one you want. Don’t hurt anyone
else.’” He stopped for a moment. “And they shot him.”
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They stared at him.
“Now,” Stu looked back at the shocked expressions on the faces of the
two of them, triumphant, “what’s your story?”
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Chapter Nineteen:
Moving
“I don’t mean to be nosy, but if I don’t look American, well, to be frank,
you certainly don’t look like someone who travels by bush taxi.” Sam and
Paul were still sitting on the bench in the taxi gare and Paul had leaned even
further back to take as much advantage as he could of the now-meager shade.
He tried to keep his tone as light as possible. He wanted to get the other man
to talk, wanted to put him at ease, to restore a little of his confidence. The
only way he would be able to help him was to get him to trust him, and they
were a long way from that.
“I didn’t mean to, didn’t even know what they were, damn it, until two
days ago.” Sam’s eyes were following the vehicles, the small station
wagons, the vans, the pick-ups that were pulling into spots in various parts
of the yard or, newly loaded, were heading away. One group of passengers
had been shooed out of the seats, and its members were now pushing the
minivan to get it started. It roared to life and pulled ahead of them. The driver
pushed in the clutch pedal and pumped the gas as the battered Toyota drifted
to a stop. The passengers clambered back inside.
“Then what are you doing here? I mean, how did you get here?”
“I’m a reporter, sort of. I write things, travel pieces, for airline
magazines, mainly. On the Grand Canyon, places like that, normally.” He
paused, trying to sort through his own feelings and to decide what was worth
telling this stranger.
Paul watched him carefully as he collected his thoughts, wondering how
much energy for what might be coming that the man would have.
Eventually, Sam continued. “I wanted to do something overseas, for I
had never been out of the country, except to Jamaica and Mexico. Besides,
I had always wanted to see Africa. I chose Mali; I liked the name
‘Timbuktu.’ So I booked a flight and came.”
“Just like that?” Paul had heard of bizarre reasons for getting to Africa,
his own included, and some much, much wilder than this, but most travelers
spent a little time, at least, in learning something about where they were
going, in preparing. It looked and sounded like this guy had just hopped on
a plane. Crazy.
“Yeah. I didn’t think it would be such a problem.”
“No?”
Sam shrugged. “At first it didn’t seem so difficult. At my hotel in
Bamako, they helped me hire a car and driver to get me here, so I could take
the riverboat up to Timbuktu. No problem.”
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Sam paused, looked at the sky and took a breath, then rattled on quickly,
wanting to get a story he’d gone over too many times in his mind told and
out of the way. “But the boat stopped running because of the war threat, and
then someone picked my pocket, taking almost all my money—thank
goodness, they just got my wallet, not my passport and a bit of reserve cash
nor the one credit card I’d kept aside—and the police won’t even let me call
the embassy. ‘Everything is closed down until the border situation eases,’
they say. So I am pretty much stuck at the hotel, which accepts my card,
unlike most anyplace else. They tell me to wait, or the few who speak
English do, but I can’t. I really have to get out of here. It’s too much. It has
turned into a trap.”
Sam slumped back against the cinderblock, into that last bit of shade
where Paul already rested. “That’s what happened to me. What’s happening
to me,” he said, almost in a whisper, then paused once more and looked at
Paul. It was a few minutes before he spoke again.
“Tell me, do you think I can get out of here? I’ve been trying for days….
I don’t think I can take much more of this. And I really do have to get out.
My plane leaves from Abidjan in five days and I’m beginning to think I’ll
go crazy if I stay here any longer.
“I mean, I haven’t even had anyone to talk to for a week, it seems. The
ones who speak English only seem after my money, and I don’t even have
much more of that, not available. So I really must get out.”
“You can do it.” Paul was pretty sure Sam could get to the capital if he
needed to. There were taxis leaving, after all. “Take a distance taxi to
Bamako. Or to San, and then Bamako. I doubt they’ve really closed the
airport or canceled anything other than the flights to Ouagadougou. Then
you’ll have four days to relax by the coast.”
“They have closed it, I’m told. They’ve shut down all international
communications. At least I have my ticket from Abidjan and my passport.”
He laughed. “But I’ve heard that it generally takes three days to get there
from here, by taxi and train. And I’ve yet to be able to leave, as you can see.”
“It does and I can,” said Paul. “Generally. But you are lucky you have
five days. No one knows when the border might open, but these things don’t
generally last long.”
“Well, I certainly don’t know. I’ve never experienced anything so….”
“That part,” Paul interrupted and laughed, “is normal.”
They sat in silence for a moment, each watching the activity of the taxi
yard.
Paul debated how much he could really offer this man. Given the current
situation, he’d be lucky, he figured, to get himself out of the country, let
alone help someone else.
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No, he certainly wasn’t sure he could really help Sam; the alternative to
the Bobo taxi was a rather difficult trip, Mopti to Bankass, then across the
border illegally to Ouahigouya. Then he’d have to put Sam on a bush taxi
alone to Bobo through Dédougou—another rough trip on unpaved roads—
while he retrieved his motorcycle and took that down to Boromo where it
had been promised. It would be a scary trip for a newcomer, even without
the border problems, and he certainly didn’t want to propose something that
would prove to be more than the man could accept.
But he wasn’t going to wait all that much longer than noon himself, not
for the Bobo taxi which might not leave for a week. And he wouldn’t feel
comfortable just leaving Sam to wait for the border to the south to open. Not
now.
“So, it sounds like you really have been stuck.” Paul prompted Sam to
go on while he continued to think the situation over.
“I have obligations, commitments. I have stayed longer than I can afford,
in terms of time, at least. Besides, my ticket is one of those that can’t be
changed, though I guess I could pay for another, if it came to that, but I have
to get out. I can’t take much more of this, this being trapped. Really, I….”
He hesitated.
This time, Paul cut him off before he could speak again.
“Tell you what.” Paul had reached his decision. “Look, I’m heading that
way myself, to Abidjan and then across and into Ghana. If you would like,
you could tag along—but it might be difficult—if the Bobo taxis doesn’t
leave soon. We’d have to split up for part of the trip, but I could make sure
you got on the right vehicle across the border and meet up with you again in
Bobo.”
Paul doubted that Sam knew what was being offered, either positive or
negative, but he didn’t feel he could comfortably leave him in Mopti without
at least suggesting an alternative.
Sam turned his head to follow the course of a departing taxi, a pick-up
so heavily loaded on the rack above the passengers shoved in the back that
it looked like it was in danger of tipping onto its side. He wasn’t sure what
Paul was offering, and he really didn’t want charity from this man, this
extremely… well, untidy man. It wasn’t that he didn’t look very competent
or at all trustworthy but… well, he didn’t look either competent or
trustworthy. “Look, I think I can take care of myself and somehow get south
in time. And how could you get us out when the border is closed? Besides,
I can’t put you out. You don’t know me, and I…. ”
Paul interrupted again.
“As I said, I am going that way anyway. Or almost. Also, I know this
part of the world and can get around in it, so can get you there. I even know
how to get across the border at a place where it’s certainly not closed, or not
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completely. If you want to get there within five days, you’ll tag along. Let
me warn you again, though: it won’t be an easy trip.”
“How?” Sam looked at him like he wasn’t making sense. “I mean, it
looks to me like you are waiting for the taxi, too. So how are you thinking
of getting across? And why won’t it be easy?”
“Earlier, I decided I would wait until noon, then take a bachet to
Bankass. I already checked. They are running.” Yesterday, Paul certainly
hadn’t been inclined to go that way. He had wanted to go south as quickly
as possible, not get back to Burkina Faso. He was done with his life there
and didn’t even want new memories—certainly not a trip back that close to
Djibo.
That’s why he had been willing to abandon his commitment about the
motorcycle. He’d never need it again. But he had promised it to a former
Peace Corps Volunteer in Boromo, on the road from Ouagadougou to Bobo,
and felt guilty that the guy would now have to make an extra trip north to
get it.
Now, though, the bike might prove to really be the only feasible route—
if he didn’t want to risk embarrassment by staying in Mopti.
“Bachet?”
“Covered pick-up like the ones over there. Named for the tarp over the
back. It’s market day in Bankass, so lots of them will be going. Tomorrow,
we could make it across to Ouahigouya. That border crossing is rarely
closed; even when it seems to be, you can get across.
At Ouahigouya, we’ll get you on a taxi to Bobo and I’ll pick up my
motorcycle and head down. From Bobo, the train to Abidjan, and you’re
where you want to be.”
Sam looked pained. “Are you sure that would work?” This sounded
hare-brained, but he could think of no alternative.
“I’m sure.” Paul spoke softly, though he wasn’t sure, not really. After a
moment, he qualified his statement. “Or, at least, I think I am. Look. I want
to get out of here, too. The difference is, I can do it.
“If you would like, you can tag along. Thing is, it probably won’t be
easy.”
“OK. Sorry.” Sam had slumped further against the wall, if that was
possible, looking like he had no clue as to what he would do, but it took him
only a few minutes to make up his mind.
“OK, I’ll go with you, if it comes to that.”
Though no possibility seemed particularly appealing, he had decided to
go with Paul for one simple reason: this was the choice that would be the
most active. He had been stewing in Mopti long enough. He couldn’t face
more of it.
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“I’ll go with you, if you will have me,” he repeated. He hoped that the
trip wouldn’t really be a long one, or a difficult one, as Paul seemed to think,
but figured he could survive that more easily than he could get through more
of that pacing back and forth in the lobby of the Mopti hotel where he was
prisoner to his credit card.
Besides, what choice did he really have? When the known was driving
you crazy, he told himself, the unknown became the only option.
Anyway, there was no one to talk to, nothing to do in Mopti. He didn’t
even have a radio to listen to. And he certainly was not sanguine about what
might happen there over the next few days.
Besides, he told himself, sometimes one just has to accept help from
strangers. And to trust people, even scruffy kids like the one next to him.
At least Paul seemed to know something about Africa, which was more
than Sam could say for himself.
Watching him out of the corner of his eye, aware of the type of thinking
running through his brain, Paul merely nodded to himself.
As noon approached, as they sat and waited, Sam gradually became
more animated, seeming a bit more relaxed, paradoxically. Maybe it was
simply that he had made a decision. Perhaps he was successfully managing
to keep his thoughts away from where he was.
Paul doubted that. Or it could be that he was feeling he somehow had to
prove he wasn’t just an incompetent relying on that kindness of a stranger.
Whatever the reason, he was feeling a little better, and he started telling
Paul a few things about his past.
At first, he hesitated, as though he weren’t sure what he wanted to share
with Paul, but he was also feeling a bit guilty, still holding his reservations
about the guy who was now his guide, disreputable looking or not. Slowly,
he told about the career that had paid for the raising of his children. About
selling both the business and his house and finding himself with enough
money to live anywhere he wanted to live—he chose Oregon—and never to
work again, if he didn’t wish to. His wife, though, had soon gotten sick of
having him around the house. She had pushed him into taking trips, then into
writing about them. A new career and a certain, small success.
Paul listened but didn’t feel like telling Sam much about himself in
return. He knew he’d only be trying to counter that negative first impression
and didn’t really want to bother. Instead, at one good breaking point, he got
up, walked to the beverage vendor, and brought back a soda for Sam, another
beer for himself, and some beignets. Sam refused the beignets but gulped
the soda.
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As he drank, Paul turned to see what was happening with the taxi. It was
now, he knew, after eleven. He hoped that the car would be going soon, that
the paved highway would be open to traffic through the border so that he
wouldn’t have to take this man into Burkina Faso by back roads.
He felt more and more anxious about, almost regretting, what he might
be getting Sam into; he was starting to feel more than a little bit guilty about
having offered to take him along but he didn’t think he could back out now.
Nothing was happening around the taxi, though. Nothing.
“How did you get here?” Sam, having finished his own story, was now
seeking something to keep the conversation going. “You aren’t here just on
vacation. Do you work here, or what?”
“Right now, I’m just traveling.” Paul really didn’t want to think about
himself or his own past few years, not right then, at least. Leave that for
another time, when they could be a little more relaxed, a little safer. “I’m
doing a loop before heading down to the coast.”
“A loop? From where?”
“Well,” he sighed, knowing this was going to sound a little ridiculous,
“I had planned on going to Niamey, then flying to Gao and taking the
riverboat down here to Mopti. I’ve done something like that before and had
enjoyed the trip. But, when I was up in the north of Burkina Faso this time,
I ran into someone, a crazy bird watcher, who was going to drive directly up
to Gao through the desert from a town called Dori."
“Bird watching?”
“Believe it or not, some of the best bird watching in Africa is up there,
near a place called Gorum-Gorum. It’s one of the sites where birds water
after crossing the desert during migration down from Europe. Anyway, I
acted on impulse: I stupidly left my motorcycle, which I had sold, with
friends to be picked up by the guy who had bought it, and went with him.
The guy who’s buying the bike won’t be happy when he finds he has to go
up there to get it, which is why I’ve been feeling guilty about leaving it there.
“Anyway, I hadn’t planned on going back into Burkina Faso once I
managed to get on the boat—the last one, by the way, before they shut it
down—except for passing through Bobo, but I also don’t like leaving loose
ends. So our trip will clean things up, if we go that way.
“Last I heard, the man buying the bike is in Ghana, not to be back for a
month, so I’m sure the moto is where I left it.”
Paul studied Sam as he spoke. Maybe it was his own imaginings, grown
from his own doubts about taking him with him, a man who could be nothing
more than a burden if things got difficult, but Sam seemed less comfortable
with his decision, now, than he had a few minutes before.
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Whatever. Maybe he thought Paul was irresponsible. That’s to be
expected, and was true, to a degree. Paul, anyway, had done as much as he
dared to convince him. The rest was up to Sam. After all, if he backed out,
things would be easier on Paul.
He turned away and sipped his beer. Sam just stared at the ground.
They sat that way, silent, for fifteen minutes or so. Sam, having talked
more than he had in days, had closed his eyes again and tried once more to
blank his mind, to center himself. Paul watched the activity in the yard,
keeping an eye on the Bobo taxi.
Eventually, just as noon came, he got up. Leaving his bag in Sam’s care,
he visited the latrine again, and then bought himself another beer and a few
more cigarettes, He walked over to where the patron of the Bobo taxi was
dozing; nothing at all was going on nearby. Across the way, though, taxis
and bachets were arriving and leaving, loading and unloading.
After sitting down again and watching them for a while and finishing
the beer, he turned back to Sam, who had closed his eyes, his head back
against the cinderblock wall.
“Let’s go. Let’s get out of here now. Nothing’s happening over here.
That taxi,” he pointed to a bachet loading across the yard, “is for
Bandjiagara. Let’s take it.”
Sam opened his eyes and looked at him, suddenly embarrassed, and
spread his hands under a weak smile.
“Uh, I’m not sure I have even enough for a ticket. Spent almost all I had
on the Bobo one.”
Paul smiled, suppressing a laugh. “Sorry, I forgot. Look, I’ll spot you
ten thousand francs. That should do it until you get to a bank in Bobo.”
“You think that will be enough? It’s only about, what, thirty dollars?”
“About that.” This time he really did laugh. He got up, shouldered his
pack, and headed for the loading taxi, suddenly feeling much better about
things.
Sam followed, just a few steps behind.
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Chapter Twenty:
Moving
When Paul and Sam reached the bachet, an apprentice approached,
hands out. He looked at the tickets Paul had bought for them, took their packs
and threw them up to another young man standing on the rack above the
pick-up’s bed. He motioned for them to get in by the driver, but Paul shook
his head and climbed into the back, taking a seat on the wooden bench
directly behind the cab.
“Why not sit inside?” Sam had crawled in after him.
“Nah. One of the first things you learn. Those are dangerous seats. A
little more comfortable, yeah, but you’ll be the first to die.” He paused.
“These things have lots of accidents. Besides, sitting here, you can’t see
what’s coming. That can be a comfort on the roads we’ll be on.”
He could have kicked himself for saying that, even as he laughed, but
the words had slipped out before he’d thought.
He was sure he had scared the man; he didn’t want that.
“Why, what are they like? The roads, I mean.” Sam hesitated as he
turned, crouched over, to take his place. He looked at Paul.
“Nothing but dirt and sand, washed out in places. Rubbed into
washboard in others—we’ll be shaken about quite a bit this afternoon—
curvy, and hardly wide enough for two vehicles to pass. Believe me, you
don’t want to watch.” He cursed himself silently again for slipping once
more into this additional bit of prideful fearmongering.
Sam, now on the bench, started to speak, but stopped, closed his eyes,
and put his fingers to his temples. Finally, he sighed and said, “Maybe this
isn’t such a good idea.”
“It’s a bit risky, yes, but you can always stay here.” After hesitating a
second, Paul decided to play a gentle devil’s advocate. “You can always get
off and wait for the border to open. If you want, you can mail me the tenthousand francs later, or leave it in Abidjan, when you get there. I’ll tell you
where.”
Sam didn’t move. Paul, about to say more, decided it would be best to
ignore him, for now, at least. The man would need a good deal of time for
his own thoughts, plus Paul felt he was on the verge of making a fool of
himself, bragging, really.
Let the guy be, he repeated to himself. He shouldn’t be trying to
influence him one way or another, anyway. It was Sam’s choice if he came
along.
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After a few minutes Sam’s body next to him started to seem a little less
rigid and still, and Paul realized the man had finally begun to look around
him as others climbed in and settled onto the benches.
Maybe he’ll be OK. Most people are. Human beings are remarkably
resilient. Paul turned his thoughts to other topics and worries, glad to take
his mind off of Sam.
“Do you really know what risk is?” Sam asked, surprising Paul, who
hardly remembered what he had said to prompt that.
Paul hesitated, went back over his words, then spoke carefully. “Yes,
after my years here, I think I do. And I do not think I’m foolish.”
Sam shook his head. “No, that’s not what I mean. I’m not insulting you,
but I think you are confusing risk with a lack of caution. No, I mean a
situation where you have to put something very dear to you, something
you’d die for, perhaps, on the line, in hopes that something even more
important can be obtained, and where the likelihood of loss is very real and
present.
“Have you ever been in a situation like that?”
Paul looked at him, surprised. “I don’t know,” he said, finally.
“I don’t think I’ve had anything that dear to me in a long time.” He
couldn’t imagine why Sam had asked that question and did not really want
to think about answering it. He turned away, pretending to have found
interest of his own in the activities he could barely see outside the pickup.
They watched in silence as two trussed and bleating goats were handed
to the top of the bachet. A woman then got in, with a sleeping baby strapped
to her back. Another, climbing over the tailgate after her, had a couple of
chickens tied together by the legs; they squawked complaints as she kicked
them under her seat. A young man in pressed and worn, slacks and shirt,
carrying a book, crawled back and sat down next to them. He smiled at Paul
and Sam and said hello. Paul nodded to him. Others got in, pushing onto the
benches, squeezing them against the back of the cab.
“You’d better get off, if you want to, if you don’t think this is something
you want to try. We’ll be leaving in a moment.” Paul had noticed that the
apprentices were completing final preparations for departure, tying down the
tarp over the luggage above them.
He wanted to make sure that Sam thought his decision entirely his own;
he wanted neither blame nor guilt.
Sam looked around him again, pulled out a handkerchief, and wiped his
brow. He took his time before speaking, seeming to Paul once again to weigh
his options. “I guess I’ll stay—or, rather, I’ll ride,” he finally said.
After all, he thought, I don’t really have much choice.
The two apprentices appeared at the back gate, counting the passengers,
including those now sitting on the tire in the center of the bed. They
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motioned for people to squeeze closer and helped two more in. A final man
crawled onto the bed and joined the others already in the middle. The
apprentices closed the gate, latched it, and called something to the driver. A
number of people joined them as they pushed the taxi forward. The driver
popped the clutch and the engine roared to life. The apprentices swung
themselves onto the sides and climbed up top.
Sam, Paul saw, was counting. “Let’s see,” he shouted over the engine
noise, “with two on top and three in front, there are twenty-one people on
this thing, and one baby.”
“Not bad. The most I’ve seen is twenty-five.”
If Sam could remain calm and interested enough to count the people in
the taxi, he probably wouldn’t panic, Paul decided, at least, not soon.
He hadn’t really been sure what Sam would do when they finally and
actually started out. When the decision to put himself in Paul’s hands would
become final.
Sitting in Mopti over the last few days must have been difficult,
especially with no one to talk to, no other native English speakers around.
If he were in Sam’s place, Paul realized, he would have left the first way
possible, too.
Gears shifted, and they roared out of the yard and into Mopti itself,
swinging past the mosque and quickly turning onto the road to Severé, onto
the first leg of the trip to Bandjiagara where, Paul told Sam, they would catch
another bush taxi to Bankass.
Almost immediately, however, they pulled to a stop at a barrier where a
number of armed men in uniform stood.
“Gendarmes,” whispered Paul. “Get out your passport and health card.”
“OK, but….”
“Just be quiet, and smile—you are going to have to play the innocent,
do the talking for both of us. Tell them we’re going to Dogon country, for
tourism because we can’t leave. I’ll tell you why later.” Paul took his own
passport and card and slipped them underneath Sam’s as men, AK-47’s held
loosely at their sides, circled the taxi, peering in, staring into one face or
another. “When they ask, just hand them the documents.”
Sam looked at him, perplexed, but said nothing.
“Votre carte.” A gendarme, larger than the others, in dark sunglasses,
appeared at the back of the pick-up. People started shoving identity cards at
him. He pushed most of them away, picking the one of the man seated closest
to him, staring at it, then at the man, then handing it back. He worked his
way around the bench, finally reaching the two Americans. Sam bent
forward, reaching with the documents over the men on the tire. The
gendarme flipped pages in Sam’s passport until locating the visa stamps. He
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glanced quickly at Paul’s passport but didn’t open it more than to look at the
photo page, then at the health cards.
“Ou allez vous? Where are you going?”
“I’m sorry, I don’t speak French.”
“Where are you going?” The man spoke in precise and careful English,
as though his tongue were unsure of the strange words.
“Bankass.”
“Why?”
“To look at Dogon country.”
“This is bad time to go there.” He addressed this to Paul.
“Yes,” Sam answered. “We had wanted to be on our way to Abidjan but
can’t cross into Burkina Faso right now.”
“Your friend can’t speak?”
“I am showing him around.” Sam couldn’t think of anything else to say,
but this did seem to satisfy the man.
“When will you return to Mopti?”
“In two or three days.” That, it seemed to Sam, had to be an innocuous
enough number.
The gendarme grunted, pushed the documents back toward Sam, then
grabbed the card of the next person. Paul, who had been hardly able to
breathe, slowly exhaled. His passport contained a much used, multi-entry
resident visa for Burkina Faso, something that (he had only realized as they
pulled to the stop) could conceivably cause him a great deal of trouble here,
in a country that might be on the verge of war with the Burkinabe. Sam’s
new, hardly used passport, fortunately, had successfully shielded his.
“What was that all about? Why did you make me do the talking? I
thought for a moment that he was going to make us stay in Mopti. At this
point, I think I would have died if we couldn’t leave.”
Paul looked at him strangely when he heard those words, but he didn’t
say anything, not for a few minutes, at least. They were moving again, over
the long, straight dike across the Niger River floodplain to Severé. “No,” he
finally responded, “we’re out of there, won’t be going back, no matter what
happens. Telling him we were going to Dogon country as tourists makes us
innocents. Your new passport made us not worth looking into. Besides,
tourism is important around here, so he didn’t want to disturb us too much.”
“But what was going on? Why didn’t you want to talk to him?”
“Well… as I said, I wanted us to appear innocent.” Paul regretted even
having told Sam he would tell him about it. “You, never having been here
before, knowing little about what goes on, can play that part much better
than I can. Besides, we’re trying to get someplace they don’t want anyone
to go, right now. So we want to appear clueless.”
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Sam looked at him for a moment, perplexed, but didn’t push further for
any further explanation. Paul certainly didn’t want to say anything about the
night before or that he couldn’t remember much but thought the police had
involved. Instead, he bent his head so he could see a little more of the
countryside out of the back of the truck. He couldn’t see much but the road
behind them. Still, watching back was an excuse to stop talking.
A while later, just a little past Severé, they bumped off the paved road
leading south and headed east, toward Bankass and Burkina Faso, on the
dirt. Paul took a long, thin synthetic cloth from a pocket, draped it over his
shoulders then up over his head, where he wrapped it and tucked,
transforming it into a turban. Sam watched, curious.
“The dust is growing,” Paul explained. “I can even pull this over my
mouth. Learned it from a Tamachek near Tombouctou a couple of years
ago.”
Sam wiped dust from his own face and grimaced. “Why don’t the others
have them?” Most of the women wore pagna cloth over their heads, but the
men had nothing.
“Different peoples. These aren’t desert folk, and they wouldn’t want to
dress like them. A couple may be Dogon, but I couldn’t tell you which. Some
may be Mossi—the guy next to you has a scar on his cheek in Mossi
fashion—but these are not nomadic people, and it’s the nomads who wear
turbans.”
“Well, I do wish I had one.”
“Yeah, you ought to see yourself.” Though they hadn’t been on the dirt
very long, Sam’s hair was already several shades lighter, his face, too, thanks
to the dust. The shoulders of his shirt were also covered with it. The clean,
spring look of that morning was gone for good. Well, gone, at least, until
they reached Bobo and someone who could provide a good laundry.
They spoke little after that, settling into the ennui of the ride, the bumps,
the shakings, and even the dust. It was broken only by the occasional slow
lurch to one side or the other, the truck leaning over far enough so that all of
the passengers reached for something to hold onto.
Fleetingly, Sam wished he could see more than the swirling dust over
the bit of road just passed over out of the back of the bachet, but a couple
more of the of slow, sickening tilts convinced him that he should be glad he
could not. He closed his eyes and concentrated on his breathing, shutting out
as much of the outside as he could.
Though he was still more than a little concerned about what this trip,
this spur-of-the-moment decision, would bring, Sam was also feeling
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relieved. Considerably relieved, and almost relaxed now that he finally was
heading somewhere. Mopti, he told himself for the hundredth time, had
come to seem a jail to him, as he had seen it then saw it now, and he felt as
though he had just made a break and was on the run.
Sure, the sheriff might be after him, but at least he was free for now, and
moving. That was important: Moving. The very thought gave him a brief
feeling of elation. Yes: no matter what might happen, at least he was out of
there. He relaxed his back against the metal shell of the cab and let himself
be bounced to the rhythm of the road.
He would never go back there, he told himself. Never.
It wasn’t his world.
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Chapter Twenty-One:
Resting
Bankass, Sam saw as the second of their taxis finally pulled into town
after five stomach-churning hours of rocking and bumping—and several
more of sitting at stops while papers were checked to no purpose he could
discern aside from emphasizing just who had the power—had no formal taxi
gare, nothing like Mopti’s, at least and even less than Bandjiagara.
On reaching the town, the bachet quickly turned left into a wide space
between a row of zinc-roofed cinderblock buildings containing a couple of
shops selling packaged items next to a restaurant of sorts and, on the other
side, the town’s marketplace, a series of low, rickety wood-and-thatch
structures packed with goods and people. As they climbed out, Paul shooed
away a couple of beggar children—they were on the edge of a tourist area,
the Dogon heights, and many there had learned to beg for change—and led
Sam over to the restaurant and a table under its porch roof.
“You ought to see yourself,” he laughed as he sat, motioning Sam into
the chair opposite, “you’re turning into a real bush traveler.”
Sam started to dust himself off a bit then looked at his hand, which was
caked with dirt, and gave up. “I don’t think I’ve ever been so jolted about,
so rattled like some sort of marble in a can. I can still feel it.”
“You will, for a while. You’ll be happy to know that the road turns
almost to sand from here on, so no more rattling, but, unhappily, if we are to
get across the border, we will have to be up and out of here very early
tomorrow. So don’t get too comfortable.” He motioned for the waiter, who
was hovering close by. “What would you like?”
“Something wet. What are you having?”
“A beer. Want one?”
“No, just get me a lot of something. But tell me how you know we have
to be up and out of here early tomorrow.”
“How about a lemonade? They probably have bottled lemonade. It’s
bubbly, not like American, but it goes down, even warm.
“And you’ll just have to trust me about knowing. Remember, I’ve been
here before.”
“Sure.” Sam really wanted only the moisture and didn’t feel like arguing
or fishing for information. He looked at his hands and wished he could wash
them.
When the bottles and glasses came, and the waiter had opened the
drinks, leaving the caps loosely sitting on them, Paul rinsed each glass with
splashes from the bottles, then poured their drinks, placed cardboard coasters
over each glass, and replaced the caps on the bottles.
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“Why did you do all that?”
“Makes sure they are reasonably clean. And keeps the flies out.” Paul
removed the coaster and drank his whole glass.
Before Sam was halfway through his lemonade, Paul had finished the
rest of his bottle. He stood.
“Look, I have to find us a place to stay. The campement here is going to
be too expensive. I’d better do it alone, though. If I take you along, they will
charge us way too much. I mean, they’ll think I’m trying to get a room for a
rich tourist. You OK to sit here a bit?”
Instead of answering, Sam shifted and stared over at the marketplace.
Filled with stalls of onions, tomatoes, a wide variety of cloth, and a myriad
of items he could make no sense of, it looked completely alien and
impenetrable. Its gnarled posts holding simple thatch coverings even seemed
a little threatening. More than a little, actually. He stared down the dusty
road where a couple of taxis were parked, apparently at random, loading or
unloading; at the people, many barefoot, strolling about, talking and arguing
or laughing; at the strange small shops with their piles of Omo brand soap,
plastic buckets, rope, and condensed milk. He hesitated. This was no place
for him, certainly no place for him to be alone.
He didn’t want Paul to leave but knew that was irrational. So he said
nothing.
“Look,” Paul had an idea of what he was thinking, and tried to reassure
him, “just stay here. Order another lemonade, if you want to—all you need
to do is point to the bottle when you catch the waiter’s eye—and try to relax,
to get over the shaking of the ride. There’s not much that can happen to you
here.”
“All right.” Sam returned his gaze to the table and the simple items upon
it, doubting the truth of Paul’s words, but knowing that any argument would
sound silly.
He nodded, but without looking at Paul. “You go, find us rooms. I’m
just tired. It’s been a rough couple of days.”
So, Paul left him sitting there, hunched over his drink, shooing away
flies and looking worried, his pack wedged between his feet. As long as he
just stayed right there, Paul assured himself again, nothing much could
happen to him.
A series of questions quickly led Paul around a couple of corners to a
compound where, for a few hundred francs, he secured a room with two mats
for the night. He dropped his pack inside and walked back to the marketplace
to fetch Sam.
It was getting on to dusk, and he wanted to get Sam installed and back
out for dinner before he had to discover new places in the town by the light
of hurricane lanterns, for there was little electric light, here.
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“Uh-oh.” He had rounded the last corner to the restaurant.
Sam was still there, but perhaps twenty children surrounded him, all
with hands stretched toward him, all pleading. The waiter, lounging in the
doorway, was making no move to help him. The expression on Sam’s face
was one of bewilderment, almost of fright. Paul ran the last few meters to
him and the children, seeing him, ran away, laughing. He turned to the waiter
and berated him for not protecting his customer. The man, looking not the
least bit upset, shrugged and disappeared inside.
Sam, when Paul looked at him once again, turned his hands out in a
surrender position. “I just gave one a small coin, and then this.” Sweat was
creating runnels down the dust that was still caked on his face.
“My fault. Look,” Paul sat down and the waiter apologetically brought
him a beer, “you stand out here; you’re different. Hell, I stand out, and,
compared to you, I’m part of the scenery.” He paused. “I’ll tell you
something that might help, an example.” Paul took a long drink from his
beer, directly from the bottle this time. “Imagine that, I don’t know, some
famous movie star, or the President of the United States, moves in right next
door to you and then starts lolling around in the front yard. What do you
think would happen?”
“A crowd would gather, you mean?”
“Exactly. So, here, you are the movie star, and you have to take
precautions. Otherwise you’re going to be inundated with people asking for
things, offering services, pestering you.” Paul looked about them, trying to
see as Sam did, trying to remember how impermeable this scene would have
once seemed to him. Those children, in their rags, their filth, the piteous
looks on their faces, would have destroyed his equilibrium too, or nearly.
At least they would have also brought him close to tears. Now, he knew
more about them, knew that their situations, while often bleak, were rarely
as horrific as they made them seem. The looks were tailored for white
tourists, not from reality. Life was hard, for the people whose homes and
families were here, but it wasn’t as completely desolate as it could be in
some other places.
Four years he had now spent in Africa, much of it within a few hundred
kilometers of where they sat. Four years of learning. Looking around, now,
he could accurately tell, almost, what each person he saw did for a living.
He could determine whether they were farmers (as most everyone was: even
those with another career had a field or two) or carpenters, merchants,
mechanics or teachers. He could see the drunks and the ne’er-do-wells, the
students and the strivers.
This was a world he had learned to negotiate, if not to understand—that,
he knew, would take decades. Still, it was easy to forget just how much he
had learned, how far someone else might have to go. He looked at Sam more
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compassionately than he had before. He took another drink and then told
Sam about the place they would be staying.
“Let’s go and drop off your bag when I’ve finished this beer. Our
lodgings aren’t exactly stellar, but the room is relatively clean and there is
running water at the end of the building, so the shower buckets can be filled
easily. We’ll come back in a bit and eat, but you need a chance to shower,
to clean up a bit first.”
“Sure.” To Sam, the table itself had now become a bit of a haven, a
strange idea but nonetheless true. Since Paul had returned, at least. But,
relieved at the idea that he might soon be able to clean up, he stood and
followed Paul who, draining the bottle, had stood himself and now looked
down, waiting for him.
Sam followed close to his side until they arrived at the entrance to the
compound where they would stay. Paul ushered him into the courtyard and
took him around to their room, where Sam looked skeptically at the two mats
lying half-unrolled on the floor. At least, as Paul had promised, it wasn’t
filthy.
The “shower” Paul next showed him was also much less than he had
expected and looked forward to, being merely a large earthen urn with a
wooden cover and a calabash dipper. A number of galvanized buckets for
refilling it sat in a corner. The shower room itself was set within a high
brown banco brick circular wall with an open doorway cut into its most
discrete facing. There was no roof. At least there was water, and Sam had
soap and a towel in his pack.
Paul led Sam back to the room and left him seated on one of the mats
with the door closed while he went back out and showered himself.
Afterwards, while Sam was showering, Paul sat on a bench in the compound
yard, drinking a beer he’d sent a kid to fetch and smoking cigarettes, waiting
while watching dusk approach and gently enfold the town.
“Dust, dust gets into everything.” Sam came out of the stall just as dark
became dominate, reasonably scrubbed, but still trying to get remains of road
dust off of the ‘clean’ shirt he had pulled from his bag. “I can’t understand
how it penetrated so far into my pack.” Paul laughed, studying him,
satisfying himself that the shower had indeed added a little life to this man
he now thought of as his charge.
“As I said, you won’t get away from it for days. Dust is, well, ubiquitous
around here.” Paul stood up. “Come on. You need to eat.”
The sky, as they walked back to the restaurant, showed no moon, just a
deep blue-black behind a showing of stars more magnificent than any Sam
had seen—ever. He stopped for a moment just for the wonder of it, almost
forgetting where he was. Then, when his neck forced him to bring his head
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back into position, he looked around at the town, now dotted with stars itself,
kerosene lanterns, some manufactured in China, others locally made from a
can and a strip of cloth. He caught his breath as he looked up again and saw,
for the first time in his life, the real strength of the Milky Way as seen from
an earth darkened to night just as it had been before electricity’s now eternal
shine.
“Have you ever seen anything like it?” Paul had followed Sam’s gaze.
Sam shook his head.
“We’re seeing the sky, here, the way mankind saw it always, until just a
century ago, until Edison changed the sky forever by changing the night.
We’re seeing something special that once was commonplace even in
America, something vanishing. Even in Africa.” He paused for a moment,
continuing softly after they both had stared up for a moment longer in
silence, “It’s one of the reasons I haven’t gone back home.”
Sam nodded. This, as he looked around at the flickering lights under the
trees and the bright, authoritative tableau above, this he could understand. It
made him feel comfortable for the first time since he had found himself stuck
in Mopti; it made him feel safe, though clearly, as he could not forget, still
the alien in someone else’s land. He stared straight up again.
As Sam reluctantly lowered his sight and followed Paul again, he
realized that Paul had started explaining something, telling him what he
could expect to eat safely, and how, no matter what he did, he could get
dysentery.
He listened, then more and more carefully. “E-coli can be carried by the
very air you breathe.”
“So, you are saying, I am going to get sick?” Sam forgot the stars.
“No, if you take care, you likely will not. If you were staying longer,
you certainly would, at some point or another.
“The chances for getting dysentery are always around. So be as careful
as you can.” They were finally in sight of the restaurant, now (like all of the
little shops) lighted by hurricane lanterns. “Once I realized I would be
staying here for years, I decided to make myself get used to the food and
water as fast as I could. I’ve had every sort of dysentery you can imagine,
many of them a number of times. I would not suggest that, though, not for a
short-term visitor.” He laughed.
“Thanks.” Sam almost looked more amused than worried, Paul noted
with relief as he stepped onto the porch and into the seat he had occupied
before.
There were no other customers. The waiter reappeared, a beer and a
lemonade in his hands. When Paul asked him if he had any meat dishes, the
waiter replied that the beef was finished, but that there was a chicken. Paul
ordered it, along with green beans and a salad.
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“You’d best not eat any of the salad, but the green beans will be fine, as
will the chicken,” he explained after he had translated the transaction. Sam
nodded, though not paying close attention any longer; evidently, Paul
thought, he had decided, some time since the kids had surrounded him, just
to do what he was told, for the moment, at least.
“We’ll buy some bottled water in one of the Lebanese shops before we
leave in the morning, to make sure you have something to drink in the taxi
to Ouahiagouya—me, too.” He drained his glass and refilled it from the
bottle. Sam watched him, sipping at lemonade he had poured in a glass he
had rinsed in the manner Paul had shown him. And from under the coaster
he had set on its top.
Paul was in no hurry to leave the restaurant after they had eaten, though
he had finished off another beer and was now spinning across the table the
coaster he’d been using to protect his drink from flies.
Sam had merely picked at his beans and chicken while Paul had wolfed
his food. There was still plenty in front of him, but it was clear it wasn’t
going to be eaten—not at the table, at least.
The beer was reasonably cold, though, and Paul could think of nothing
else that he’d rather do than continue to drink it, so he raised his hand for the
waiter and ordered another. Having no choice, Sam stayed with him,
fingering his glass of lemonade and staring at the plate in front of him as he
watched Paul make his way through that bottle and then another still.
After a while, still curious as to why Paul had made him deal with the
gendarmes, Sam shook himself awake and asked about it. Paul, after all, had
said he would explain further. What he had said earlier, hurriedly, just didn’t
make that much sense.
“Oh, it’s not really important and I was probably over-reacting,” Paul
responded to the question while wiping foam from the hair on his upper lip.
“As I said, I wanted them to think of us as tourists, keeping us away from
problems.”
“What sort? Could it cause us any problems to not be here as tourists?”
Paul laughed. “I hope not. Look, it really doesn’t matter what it was.
Like I said, I was probably being a little over-cautious back there.”
“Well… ” Sam looked over at Paul for a moment, considered, and
decided not to pursue it. They sat in silence, both feeling a little awkward.
Paul, finally, relented. “Understand: if they had thought we were trying
to get into Burkina Faso, they would have stopped us from getting here,
would probably have taken us off the taxi and forced us to remain in Mopti.
Look, I didn’t tell you this, but what we are doing is extremely irregular.”
“Well, I had had it with Mopti. You could have told me earlier, if this is
risky. I would have come anyway. Probably.”
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Paul nodded and reached for his beer. Sam turned his eyes back to the
sky, studying the stars once more.
“What are you doing here, anyway?” he asked Paul after a few minutes,
not looking down. He was starting to get bored, and wanted to get Paul
talking about something, anything. The silence, from the town and at the
table, was just too deep. And there was no one else around, of course, he
could easily communicate with.
“I don’t really know.” Paul took another drink from his bottle before
continuing, speaking slowly. “I came over four years ago to visit a girlfriend
in Peace Corps and just stayed.”
“You must have some reason, something you are doing? Otherwise, you
would have gone home. What is your work?”
“I pick up things here and there. Occasional contracts with aid
organizations. It doesn’t take much to get by here.”
“And that’s enough? There’s nothing you are trying to do, are aiming
for?”
“Just this.” Paul tapped the side of his now-empty bottle. He motioned
to the waiter for a full one. “And more of it. Beer is my avocation.”
He laughed and changed the subject.
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Chapter Twenty-Two:
Crossing
Sam woke sharply to morning sounds from outside the room and in the
courtyard, noises alien to him, certainly, but common to this West Africa he
was, sadly (that was an odd thought, he realized—and unexpected—but
maybe even slightly true), trying his best to leave. He identified the shuffle
of bare feet on packed earth, a rooster’s crow, the murmur of voices in a
language he could not comprehend, quiet laughter that he could, the bleat of
a goat or sheep, a tin knocking against a jar, and the sizzling of food thrown
into hot oil.
For a moment his emotions, which had risen with the return of
consciousness, plummeted; he felt a deep gloom, almost fear, but he let it
pass through him, with a concentrated sigh even willing it through him.
There was nothing he could do about anything right now; he had to trust.
He knew that. He had, after all, built his life on trust, on faith. He wasn’t
going to change that now, not in the face of a little bit of fear. Or, he thought
wryly, even a lot of fear.
He looked over at Paul, just able to see him in the still-murky room,
wondering if he should wake him, thinking, once again though he tried to
push it away, that it had been a mistake, perhaps, to place confidence in this
strange, skinny man.
Hadn’t Paul said, after all, that they needed to start early, were they to
catch the truck? He decided to get dressed, postponing waking Paul for a bit.
Somehow, he didn’t feel that taking initiative away from Paul, even in
waking him, would be appropriate, not yet, at least. Maybe Paul would be
up, anyway, by the time Sam was ready to go.
After making his way to the shower for a splash and back, Sam sat for a
time on the cement step to the room, watching the day continue its struggle
to begin as light exposed it more and more sharply, watching others in the
courtyard come and go from the pit latrine hidden behind a mud wall and
from the shower. Outside the compound entranceway, but still visible, a
woman had begun serving plates full of rice and beans in exchange for small
coins. The beans, he noticed, were what he knew as black-eyed peas.
Paul still had not risen. In addition to everything else, Sam reminded
himself that he really did not want to seem too anxious to Paul, or pushy. Or
bossy. He needed his good will, after all, but he finally decided he ought to
wake him.
“Paul, I don’t know what time we have to be going, but it is light out,
and people are moving.” Paul muttered something and tried to turn away.
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“Please, Paul, I think you need to get up. Didn’t you tell me the truck would
leave early?”
“Damn!” Paul sat up, suddenly awake. He grabbed the sides of his head.
“What time is it?”
“About seven.”
“We’ve got to be out of here.” He jumped from the mat he had slept on
and shrugged on the clothes he had worn for at least two days now. Pack
slung onto his back, he stepped outside. “God!” The light hit his eyes. He
squinted and grimaced, but walked, almost stumbling, down the steps. “Got
your stuff?”
“Right here.” Sam followed him, scared again by Paul’s clear concern,
hoping they weren’t too late for whatever it was they were now rushing
toward.
Feeling as though his head were about to explode, Paul nearly broke into
a run, his pack slapping against his back, Sam right behind. He managed to
get them to the taxi gare barely ten minutes from the time he had been
woken. He even thought to stop at a just-opening shop long enough to
purchase two bottles of water for the trip, as he had said he would the night
before.
Were a taxi to actually try to get across the border to Ouahigouya, he
knew, it would leave early, and would leave even if not full. Bankass
depended on the nearby city in Burkina Faso, Ouahigouya, for things such
as bottled beer, frowned upon in the predominately Moslem Mali and so
somewhat rare there. Also, it was of higher quality in Burkina Faso.
If anything were to get them across the border, Paul had recognized even
before leaving Mopti, it would be demand for better beer. Well, he admitted,
that’s what he had heard, at least.
A couple of questions had confirmed for him during his search for a
room the night before that a truck would likely be going. People felt that war
was surely to come, and the non-Moslems among them did not want to be
caught in it without something good to drink. Some of the Moslems, too,
when it comes right down to it.
They did manage to arrive before the taxi’s rather clandestine departure,
but the tarp around the sides of the bachet’s back was already down. Most
of the bed was stacked with cases of empty bottles, and these had best not
be seen. Once Sam and Paul, after Paul had handed over a rather exorbitant
fare, along with two young men in faded jeans and rubber sandals, had
climbed into the back, the rear tarp was dropped, leaving them in near
darkness.
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The truck moved smoothly and silently at first, pushed by unseen hands
behind the bed. Then they felt the clutch pop and heard the engine catch.
Soon, they were swaying down the track to the border, the truck drifting
from side to side over the road, swerving to keep the sand from building in
front of the wheels and to keep the ruts created by the front wheels from
sinking the rear ones. The canvas flaps bulged like bellows as the truck softly
bounced. Sand occasionally geysered up from between the truck’s sides and
the tarp, some of it spraying over them and the cases of empties.
The ride didn’t take very long, just a few hours, though by the end they
were sweaty, tired, and covered with sand and as ready for it to be over as
they had been at the end of the longer ride the day before.
No one, on the Malian side of the border, had looked into the back of
the pick-up, though a number of additional cases of empties were tossed in
during a short stop. The only way they knew for sure that they had passed
out of Mali was a comment and gesture by one of their companions who had
peeked out, pushing aside the tarp down the back: “La frontiere.”
On the Burkina side the situation was quite a bit more formal and
regularized. It was the Malians, after all, who had closed the border. The
Burkinabe seemed determined to keep up the pretense that all was as it
should be.
When they stopped for the second time, Paul and Sam were told to get
out of the truck and walk to a small building that served as a border control
where a solitary man sat at a folding table with a stamp and an ink pad on it.
He examined their passports and only asked why they didn’t have exit
stamps from Mali.
“Perhaps they forgot.” Paul shrugged and dropped a thousand-franc note
on the table. The man laughed and stamped their entries. They turned and
walked back out to the truck, where the tarp was being rolled up while the
driver, smoking a cigarette, watched. It was well after ten. Day was no longer
starting. It had begun.
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Chapter Twenty-Three:
Assessing
Ouahigouya, a quiet town, spread-out and dusty, almost a small city,
seemed, to Sam’s eye, just another in that series of the barren and bleak
decaying universes he had been thrown through the past days. Bankass writ
large, he thought as he looked around, trying to get some purchase, trying to
keep something familiar in view.
Standing beside the pick-up on the edge of town, he thought in a
scrambled way that he was now in another unknown country, after all. One
even more alien, if possible, than Mali. He knew that, until a few years
before, this “Burkina Faso” had been called “Upper Volta,” a name that
sounded like it belonged somewhere in Russia. The country, he had heard
back in the hotel in Mopti where people talked of the troubles between the
two countries, was still in the grip of a “revolution,” one that had spawned
cadres that roamed the countryside looking for anyone who stepped out of
line. He had a visa for it, for his trip south would have taken him through it
one way or another, but he had not planned on spending any time here.
Few of the buildings he could see as he looked down the road were more
than one story high. Most were of mud brick, with thatched or zinc roofs.
The streets were wider than those of Mopti and the light traffic upon them
flowed smoothly. The garbage he had begun to think ubiquitous to African
cities (from his exposure to Bamako and Mopti) was unseen. A couple of
vultures, gigantic birds he had never encountered before coming to Africa
and was having a hard time getting used to, picked over the meager trash.
Still, it was a serene place. Despite his own tamped down feelings of
anxiety, this was clearly a spot assured and peaceful in its rhythms. He
breathed deeply, hoping to take some of its tranquility into him. They were
across the border, after all, safe and able to move.
Nothing here spoke of war.
Still, quiet or no, he was even more at sea and alone here than he had in
Mopti.
The knowledge of that interrupted his thinking and ruined any chance of
really relaxing.
Here, he certainly was in the middle of nowhere; not only that, but he
was now completely dependent on a ragged, often drunken stranger. The
very idea replaced any chance of capturing the local calm; a deeper chill
freezing it.
Damn.
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He turned his head back so that his eyes could capture the wide, flat vista
behind him, and took in what seemed, once again, little more than
desolation.
He knew, he told himself for the umpteenth time, that he had made the
right choice in coming here—he was out of Mali, now, and might just make
his flight down in Abidjan—but there is always risk in choice, and he had
no idea what this risk might prove to entail.
At least he knew that much, he congratulated himself with a little irony,
enough to be nervous.
He couldn’t quite catch the situation swirling around him, moving him.
This place, this trip he was on, had now slid well beyond his comprehension.
But he was only now realizing just how much he didn’t know. And that lack
of understanding depressed him.
Again, he struggled for a metaphor: he was alone on a strange sea,
currents taking him, oars long gone.
Paul, on the other hand, seemed quite excited by their arrival. He had
become positively loquacious, oblivious of his audience’s lack of interest in
the wonders he kept pointing out.
“Look at the trees here, and you will see what the vast majority of this
world once was, before desertification.” He spread his arms, embracing the
town on one side of them, the countryside on the other. They were standing
by a low dam at the edge of town, Paul having jumped from the bachet and
unloaded their bags before Sam had slowly climbed down.
Sam looked where Paul pointed, but little more than he had seen before
registered. It all seemed the same, brown and a bit of green. “This, much
more than Mopti or Bankass, is the savanna, the vast plains that stretches
across Africa under the desert. There are baobabs here, lots of them, even in
the compounds. See? That large, gnarled tree, almost a symbol of the
continent. And teak, and those are eucalyptus, those neem.”
“Is it like where you were posted in Peace Corps?” Knowing he should,
Sam forced himself to say something, anything, though he didn’t care and
though he was aware that he had barely caught the thread of Paul’s
comments.
During the trip that morning, Paul had mentioned his Peace Corps
experience more than once, so the question seemed natural. Probably it had
even been expected. Paul didn’t seem surprised by it, at least.
“Djibo? Naw. Djibo’s not far from here, but it’s really a rather desolate
place. Closer to the desert. Sand, and more sand. Fewer trees. Too few trees.”
Paul was so absorbed in what he was seeing that he still failed to notice
Sam’s anxiety and inattention. He felt at home here, clearly, and safe. That,
in contrast, depressed Sam further.
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Paul grabbed his pack and led Sam down a small lane toward, he said,
the compound of the family of a friend, the place where he had left his
motorcycle. He continued to talk excitedly all the while they walked,
babbling, really, Sam thought.
“I haven’t been here in a month, though it seems longer, but I love this
place, love the people, love the land. If I were to live in Africa, it would be
here. There’s a spirit, here, a gentleness that is uniquely African, and a quiet,
unlike anything I’ve found elsewhere. The people don’t seem to get tied into
anxiety, dealing with what comes—I know, sounds naïve, even
condescending, but there’s something different here.
“I used to come down here from Djibo as often as I could. It’s only three
hours or so by Mobylette, if you’re lucky. This was the big town, and so lush
after all the sand, the barren expanses. Plus, this is where the PCVs—the
Peace Corps Volunteers—of the region would congregate. We had a little
maison de passage, a couple of rooms in a compound, really, where we
would stay. And we all made friends with people here.
“Once I met Yusef, for example, I started staying at his place rather than
at the maison. I like his family and it’s quieter there. Come. It’s not far. We’ll
be welcome there and can relax and clean up. Might even find something to
eat. Eggs? Coffee? Sound good? The family has a little restaurant off to the
side of the compound.”
None of the men of the Sawadogo family was at home when they
arrived. In fact, no one seemed to be.
Though Sam didn’t really know it, not having anything to compare it to,
the compound he and Paul were walking into was a standard one of
traditional style, set behind the cinderblock restaurant Paul had told him the
family owned and one of his friend’s uncles operated. At the center of the
central open space, a fire normally burned under a large black pot held up
by three rocks while a number of smaller pots simmered in the coals at the
edges—though there was only cold ash, now. At the side of the compound’s
entrance a tarp covered the distinctive shape of an old Mercedes Benz. A
Mobylette was chained to a tree growing beside, and almost into, one of the
banco walls.
As he looked around, Sam saw a couple of small children peeking
around the curtain hanging in a doorway, staring at them. They disappeared
as Paul clapped his hands twice, announcing their presence.
A young woman ran out of another thatch-roofed building, wiping her
hands on a small towel, and met them with a slight bow.
“Ne zabre.” She spoke to Paul in what Sam would soon learn was Moré,
the dominant language of Burkina Faso, the language of the Mossi people,
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the ethnic group more than half of the Burkinabe belonged to. “Good
afternoon.”
“Ne zabre lafi.” Paul responded. “Is Yusef around?”
“He’s gone into town but he should be back soon.” She gestured toward
the compound behind her. “Would you come in and sit down? Would you
like something to drink?”
“Thank you. Yes, we would.”
Two of the children appeared and dragged chairs from one of the rooms,
placing them in the shade. Another brought a low table and set it between
the chairs. Finally, a large bottle of orange soda appeared, along with two
glasses. Paul poured for both of them, again carefully rinsing the glasses
with a little soda that he then poured out. They drank.
“Yusef will arrange a room for us here, probably the one I used to rent.
I’ve got to do a little servicing on the motorcycle before I leave, and there
probably won’t be a taxi leaving for Bobo, or even Dédougou, until the
morning, so we won’t try to go anywhere tonight. Anyhow, it would be rude
to move on so soon. We have to accept some hospitality. Tomorrow, I will
put you on a taxi and meet you again in Bobo after I drop of the bike in
Boromo. Then I’ll get you situated so you can head to Abidjan.”
Though he was desperate to get going south, this was fine with Sam.
Anything would have been, as long as it included progress toward the
coast.
He felt exhausted; all he wanted for the moment (if they weren’t going
on directly) was to withdraw for a little while, to find someplace, something
with walls, even of mud, a place that would allow him to retreat a little from
this world that, he told himself, was getting to be too much, too foreign, too
large.
Furthermore, Paul’s enthusiasm for this alien world depressed him, for
reasons he couldn’t verbalize at all, couldn’t order, even in his own calmest
thoughts. Perhaps it was just seeing the other so enthusiastic, so confident,
but he thought not—it couldn’t be so simple. Perhaps Paul seeming so at
home reminded him of how far he was from his own, but he suspected it was
more than even that.
He sipped at his soda, though it was warm and way too sweet, hardly
looking around, trying once more to center himself. Paul, oblivious to his
needs, leaned back in his chair and chatted with the women who came and
went through the compound, catching up on family news and neighbors.
Just as the young woman had said, Paul’s friend Yusef soon appeared,
slowing from a run and walking into the courtyard with a wide smile as he
saw Paul. He was a tall, slender young man, muscular in faded jeans and an
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armless tee-shirt, out of breath and sweating. Paul stood up as he
approached, and Sam followed his example.
“They told me you were here, a couple of the kids came running.” He
caught his breath quickly, clearly not put out by the exercise. “Got back as
fast as I could.” He spoke in French.
“Thanks.” Paul shook his hand. “But you didn’t need to run. Yusef, this
is Sam. He’s traveling with me down to Abidjan.” He translated what each
had said into English for Sam.
Yusef shook Sam’s hand, greeting him, then spoke again to Paul. “Here
for your moto?”
“Yes.”
“It’s chained in one of the sheds. Should be OK. No one has touched it.”
“Thanks.”
“But I did not expect you back. When you said goodbye, we thought it
was for good, and that Bob Marlin would pick up the moto.”
“Yusef, you know how hard it was for me to leave.” He paused and
looked around. “I didn’t expect to be back again, and I wanted my goodbyes to be strong and final.”
“Yes, but people do understand. They know that the real good-byes are
done, even if someone comes back shortly after, for a day. Don’t worry. You
don’t have to see anyone.”
“Thank you, Yusef, for understanding.”
One of the children dragged out a third chair and a glass, and Yusef sat
down with them, pouring himself some soda. He said something to another
child, who disappeared for a moment, coming back with a cloth that Yusef
then used to wipe away the sweat on his face and neck.
“It’s not good here, right now, you know.” Yusef had drained half of his
glass before speaking again. “I’m glad to see you, of course, but I don’t think
you should stay here.”
“Yes, we know. We came from Mopti. The real reason we came this
way is that the border on the paved road to Bobo is closed.”
Yusef nodded. “I wondered if you had gotten through before that. I
suspected that you might end up coming this way, if you got across the
border at all, so I am not really surprised that you are here, and I am pleased
to see you, though I know that the visit must be short.”
“Thank you. And I am pleased to be here. Again, I only wish we could
stay longer, but I think we should leave tomorrow.”
“You are probably right.” Yusef looked at Paul, relieved that the visitor
didn’t plan on staying long, no matter how he might like him. There were
enough problems right now with the heightened tension.
“My friend in the military says they are on high alert. It may be that war
will come, and soon.”
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“I doubt it. This is just another of those things.”
Yusef shook his head. “I don’t know. This doesn’t feel like other times.
People aren’t crossing back and forth on the pistes like they usually do even
when the governments are at odds with each other.”
Paul realized that he’d forgotten to continue to include Sam, who had
been looking to and fro between them; he couldn’t follow any of this. Paul
turned to him and translated the gist of their conversation into English.
“So you think it might really be more dangerous?” Sam asked, once Paul
had finished. “I mean, have we gotten into a situation we shouldn’t have?
Would it have been smarter to stay and suffer in Mopti?”
“I don’t know. I wouldn’t have thought so. But I haven’t been in
anything like this before, have never heard such talk. Generally, these things
blow over.
“Neither of these countries can afford a war, so it’s probably all bluff.
Still, we had better pay attention of what Yusef says—he generally knows
what he is talking about. We need to get out of here as soon as we can.”
Sam shuddered and lowered the glass he had just picked up. “So, when
do we leave? Shouldn’t we be trying to go, now? I know what you said,
but…. ”
“Like I said, as soon as we can. Which will be tomorrow morning, if all
goes well.”
“Why so long? If there’s going to be a war, shouldn’t we be trying to get
as far away from the border as possible?”
“Yes we should. But there are three reasons why we can’t, at least, not
this evening. First, the motorcycle has been sitting for more than a month,
and hadn’t had much maintenance for a good period before that. If I want to
get anywhere, I have to take care of it before we go, change the oil, regulate
the chain, clean the plug. Second, and probably most important, two whites
on a motorcycle at night, if things really are that tense, are just asking for
trouble, asking to be stopped and held. At best, we’d be simply sent back
into town, at best—as I said. Shot, at worst. Third, if I put you on a taxi
tonight, you’d get no further than Dédougou, and would have to stay there
until morning. I’d have to meet you there, or you would have to find a room
on your own. And there’s even a fourth reason: in terms of safety, we might
as well be here, where we have a bit of safe haven.”
“So,” Sam said, thinking a little more clearly and finding, on reflection,
that he was content to stay in the courtyard, a place seeming more and more
comforting with its walls and doors, “we wait until morning.”
“That’s right, we wait until our chances of leaving in safety are greatest.
That should be just after sunrise.” All three leaned back in their chairs, now
silent.
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A woman entered to courtyard from one of the buildings and started
building a charcoal fire in the three-rock stove.
That night, Paul and Sam ate with the family rather than in the
restaurant/bar the family owned, Paul telling Sam that the food would be
fine, although a little spicy. Sam, though, once more hardly touched what he
was given.
Afterwards, by lantern-light, Paul worked on the motorcycle, using a
small took-kit strapped onto the rack welded to the back of the bike. He
bought gas and oil at the BP station down the street, pumped up the tires,
sanded the plug, oiled the chain and adjusted the spokes and brakes while
talking to Yusef and drinking beer. Sam, quiet, spent most of his time
looking at it, at this machine that would be Paul’s transportation the next
day, glad he was going by bush taxi instead, however rickety.
The motorcycle’s white plastic fenders rode well above the wheels; the
whole thing, in fact, sat higher than any of the bikes he was used to, for it
was clearly built for traveling off-road. The small, red gas tank had an
elephant painted on it in profile, its trunk raised. Along the side of the long
red seat was the word “Yamaha” in large white letters. The metal rack with
the toolkit was made of rebar and had been welded on behind the seat,
sticking out beyond the rear fender.
Though it had obviously seen a lot of use, the bike was clean and
certainly well cared-for.
Sam remained on his stool in the corner and soon stopped even watching
and trying to listen, lost once more in his own rather morose thoughts, unable
to follow either the French or the Moré of the discussions around him.
It didn’t bother him, not this time. He had plenty to think of on his own.
As soon as he thought he decently could, he excused himself, walked
into the hut he and Paul were sharing, pulled the curtain, lay down, and tried
to sleep.
Instead, when he closed his eyes, he was overcome by visions of himself
forever stranded, wasting away or, worse, arrested by the military in this
forsaken place and left to rot. He found that he wanted to curl up into a ball,
especially when he heard occasional laughter from out in the compound.
Let them have this world. Please, get me back to my own. Give me what
I know….
He knew his emotions were regressing, but he couldn’t help it, couldn’t
bring himself back to center.
No. He sat up and took a deep breath.
He couldn’t allow himself to feel that way. In the system of being he had
developed for himself over the years, he had learned not to ask for things,
but to accept things as they are. That way, he had managed to live and thrive
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in a society that had tried to keep him, a black American, as the constant
outsider, never admitting him to the center.
Instead of expecting, he took what he found as unchanging, and worked
through it, with it. The question, he had learned, never rested in the external,
but in his reaction to it. The inside: that’s what counted. That’s always been
where, he reminded himself, success and well-being begin, and where they
end.
He lay down again, steeled his thoughts and, this time, managed to fall
asleep.
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Chapter Twenty-Four:
Realizing
Shortly after dawn, Paul and Sam, who now was somewhat recovered
from his fears of the night before or, at least, was now a little more
confident—though the rock-like feeling that had settled in his stomach
remained—strolled to the center of Ouahigouya. Sam had finished both of
the liter bottles of water they had carried from Bankass and Paul wanted to
get him more before he put him on a taxi alone. It would also be worth
getting him something he could carry with him to eat. Some Vache Qui Rit
cheese and perhaps a packet of crackers.
Paul seemed strangely elated as they walked, at least Sam thought so,
laughing and pointing things out along the way. Perhaps it was the millet
beer made by Yusef’s mother that he’d consumed at breakfast. Maybe he
really did love this place as much as he claimed, though that, to Sam, seemed
absurd, more like an excuse not to face life back home.
Still, Paul certainly appeared to have forgotten any troubles. Sam
wondered if he really didn’t see any problems ahead.
Perhaps they had, by crossing the border, gotten over the hump.
Maybe the rest would be easy. He didn’t know. He wished he had a
better idea of where they were and what was going on around them.
Instead of bliss, he decided, ignorance is anxiety.
“We’ll get you out of here, don’t worry. Cheer up. Enjoy yourself.” Paul,
having noticed that Sam’s mood wasn’t quite the equal of his own, spread
his arms, embracing the street. “We’ll be leaving, but you’ll probably never,
ever see another place like this.”
Sam nodded, and hoped, vaguely, that indeed he never would. He almost
said something to that effect but thought better of it. Though he didn’t look
forward to another bush taxi ride on unpaved roads and alone, this time, that,
at least, would be progress of a sort, for he would be moving, would be going
somewhere. Someplace that wasn’t Mopti. Looking back, now, he really
hated Mopti.
But he also wanted to be someplace that wasn’t, well, here.
So, as long as he was heading south, he told himself, he would be okay.
That was the direction he had to go. Each step, each kilometer, and he would
be closer to safety and away from this crazy border.
Also, he recognized that, the nearer the coast, the more avenues that
would open up, allowing him options, reducing his reliance on Paul, who he
still did not really trust.
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Even this delay for water and the food Paul insisted he have was making
him nervous. He wished they could just get going—quite the opposite of his
feelings during the night, when he had wanted nothing more than to be able
to not go anyplace at all.
Now, the more quickly they got on their way, the better.
Though it was barely seven in the morning, the marché was bustling.
While Paul stepped into a Lebanese shop for the water, cheese and crackers,
Sam stood nervously outside and once more stared wonderingly at an alien
marché. Here, he impatiently looked over low tables laid out with strange
cuts of meat abuzz with flies, tables with peanuts, vegetables or spices
covering them, and others packed with items he could not identify at all.
He again felt an almost overwhelming desire to flee and asked himself
for the millionth time if he ever would escape back to a land he knew.
He hadn’t eaten well that morning, or the day before, and was feeling
weak; the early heat made him light-headed. He rubbed his hands over his
face and turned back to watch for Paul, wishing he could better control the
anxieties he was feeling, emotions that carried with them a sort of dread that,
just weeks before, he hadn’t even realized was able to be found in him.
Paul reappeared with the water and a couple of packets just as Sam was
thinking that, laughing about something someone had said in the shop.
“Come on,” he handed the goods to Sam, “we have to get one more thing
for you, some sort of scarf you can use to keep dust off your face. Then we’ll
get you going.” He stopped for a moment, looked at Sam, and glimpsed his
distress.
When he spoke again, his voice was lower, and he tried to sound more
comforting. “Look, I know you want to get out of here. It appears to be a
good day for travel, a good day for seeing something of the countryside, if
you can stand that. But we have to prepare you, to make sure you go
carefully, or you will never get anywhere at all—and that means making sure
you set out with everything you need.”
Though he saw the reasoning and even agreed, Sam just grunted, turned,
and followed without any other sign of consent.
He did know he would be losing something by not paying attention to
this place, so different from anyplace he had ever seen, by focusing so much
on getting south but, the sooner they were on the road, he knew, the better.
Again, getting out was most important. He knew that deep inside, and
nothing around him would change that. Yes, this was country he had wanted
to see since dreaming of Africa as a kid, but his jaw hurt from clenching his
teeth.
He would gladly sacrifice the tourism for a little comfort and security.
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They walked to an area of the market dominated by stalls filled with
used clothing. Paul quickly found a vendor selling bandanas. After looking
at several, Sam shrugged and just grabbed one. Paul let him pay for it out of
the remains of the ten-thousand francs he had lent him.
“With that you won’t end up looking quite as dusty as you did the other
day.” They had turned around and were walking out of the marketplace.
“You can even use it to make a mask covering your mouth, if you find it gets
difficult breathing in the dust.”
Sam nodded. He told himself again that he understood why Paul wanted
him to have these things, but he continued to be more worried simply about
getting out of town. And it still seemed to him like they could have chanced
the trip without the scarf. Without the water, even.
The important thing was to get going, not to get going comfortably.
What it the early taxi left without him? “Couldn’t I have picked stuff up on
the way?”
“No, I don’t think you could get anything at all before Tougan, and
dehydration could be a real problem for you. You aren’t acclimated. Believe
me, you can get very sick through dehydration. We can’t risk that.”
“What about for you? Don’t you need to get anything for your trip?”
Paul shrugged. “I’ll drink whatever is around, given certain constraints.
Most of it, if I’m careful, won’t make me sick anymore. And, if it does, I’m
used to it.”
As they turned down the broad avenue leading back the way they had
come, with Paul again pointing things out to an inattentive Sam, they heard
and explosion from far behind them and a sharp clap from above them—
something like a jet breaking the sound barrier. Looking up, sure enough,
they saw a jet disappearing almost straight up into the sky.
"Hey, Burkina Faso doesn’t have any jets like that." Paul had stopped
on looking up. He spoke jovially, remarking an oddity. After a few seconds,
he started walking again.
"Probably got it from Libya," Sam said, dredging up something he had
read about relations between Sankara and Gaddafi, though he didn’t really
care. “I hear the two countries are allied.” He too started walking once more.
Neither of them had paid much attention to the explosion that had
preceded the plane.
They moved on quickly, Sam setting the pace now, for Paul had already
pointed out the taxi gare to him and he was heading there on a beeline.
As they walked, men in uniform passed by, hurrying, first in ones and
twos, then in groups, then in helmeted groups.
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Paul mentioned to an inattentive Sam that he had never before seen
Burkinabe soldiers with helmets on.
“I didn’t even know they had them,” he continued, “the military here is
not exactly well equipped.”
Still, they didn’t get it.
Paul did notice that, strangely, there was suddenly no other traffic on the
road, but he decided not to mention that. It was, he saw, just the military and
the two of them.
They were about to pass the gendarme station close to the gare. In front
sat three or four gendarmes, one staring at them in a way Sam found
disturbing, though Paul paid no attention at all. A couple of the others were
intent on tying ammunition clips together so that, once spent, the clips could
be flipped and the opposite one inserted into their AK-47s. A fast, simple
way to reload. Sam had read about that somewhere, too.
"Halt!" The staring gendarme rose, brandishing his gun. They obeyed.
Both of them looking at him, perplexed. Paul was used to being told to stop,
but this man was shouting and obviously frightened. “Halt!” he repeated,
“Don’t move, don’t come any closer.”
Neither of them had moved. Sam only understood one word of what he
had said, but the intent was clear.
"Go back to your hotel," the man yelled. “Get out of here. You are in the
way and it is dangerous here.”
"Why? What's wrong with going on? We’re only heading to the taxi
gare to get to Tougan, then Dédougou and Bobo.” Paul pointed to the south,
moving slowly, keeping his hands clearly in front of him. “We don’t want
anything but to get on a taxi and get where we are going.”
"Are you crazy? Don't you know what's happening?" The gendarme was
shouting now. He shot into the air for emphasis, a startling burst of sound.
“Go back to town, go to the hotel. Stay there.”
Paul froze. This had never happened before. Nothing even remotely like
this had ever happened before. He stared at the gun, then at the gendarme.
Slowly, he turned around.
Sam watched as Paul turned toward him, seeing the stunned look on his
face, his fixed expression. Without another word, Paul started walking back
the way they had come, Sam reluectantly following, completely confused as
well as frightened and deafened by the gunfire, so close.
The day, which had started out bad enough for Sam, now seemed about
to turn incalculably worse.
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Chapter Twenty-Five:
Turning
Turning back, they saw that the bustle of Ouahigouya had disappeared.
Even the hurrying soldiers were gone. The shops, so recently so busy, were
shuttered, the marché vacant. On the wide, empty streets no youths peddled
cigarettes or lounged in the doorways, no women sold soap from their little
hand-made stands in front of family compounds. No children peeped out
from entranceways—their disappearance an eerie cause for comment.
Or would be, were this not part of a larger, even stranger pattern.
As they walked, neither speaking, spooked by the emptiness, especially
as they both knew that the spaces behind the walls had to be crammed with
people, the apparently empty roadside became more and more repellant to
each of them. They angled toward the middle of the street as, by unspoken
agreement, they headed straight back toward the compound where they had
last felt any sense of safety, hurrying, but trying to look unconcerned to the
unseen eyes that they knew had to be watching them.
As far as either of them could tell, the only other things moving in
Ouahigouya were the vultures circling quietly against the pale blue sky
overhead, their wings beating only occasionally and ever so slowly.
After a few minutes in the center of the road, the bleakness above pushed
them back toward the walls where they could walk under the trees lining the
street, feeling a little less vulnerable beneath the protective branches.
Paul led them away from the main street as quickly as he could, taking
them first down the centers of broad, silent avenues lined with banco
buildings, then threading them through narrower streets toward the
Sawadogo family’s home where they had slept the night before, walking
quickly, ever close to the buildings now, hesitating at every vacant corner,
as though expecting to come upon some sort of silent mayhem. He said
nothing to Sam, motioning for him to shut up the few times it looked as
though he were about to question him.
Following Paul through the twists and turns, growing more anxious and
lost, Sam finally recognized the Sawadogo restaurant before them, orienting
himself for the first time since the gendarmes had told them they couldn’t
leave town. They had rounded the last of what had seemed to him to be
interminable corners, moving as fast as they could, still in the shadow of the
trees and the banco walls.
The restaurant building was shuttered and as barren as was everything
they had passed, but at least it was familiar. The silence they were fleeing
had transformed it from a piece of alien landscape into a warm and
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beckoning haven. He stared at it with longing and picked up his pace,
hurrying after Paul, who was already rounding the corner toward the
compound’s entrance on the street behind the restaurant.
No one came out when Paul clapped softly. They waited, unsure what
to do, looking around for signs of life. People had to be there.
They stepped toward the open-air stove, moving a little off to the side to
reduce their visibility from the road. Finally, across from them, the cloth
hanging over a doorway at the back of the restaurant moved aside and a hand
and a face appeared.
“Venez.” Come. Almost silent, more motion than words. An older man,
one of Yusef’s uncles, ushered them into the dark room shrouded by the
curtain. “Come in. Quickly. It is not safe to be out there.” He sounded almost
angry but was clearly relieved when he was able to let the cloth back down.
“Yusef is not here.”
Immediately after he had ducked through the curtain, Paul, in a low
voice, asked the uncle what was going on. As he did, both Americans quickly
shrugged off their packs and sat, along with the uncle, on low stools while
they waited for him to compose an answer.
The uncle looked away, the deepening lines on his face reminding Sam
of a slowly deflating balloon. He remained silent for more than a minute.
Finally, he spoke, keeping his words simple, low, without emphasis or, or so
it seemed, judgment.
"La guerre. War." Reluctant, expressionless. His eyes stayed averted,
but they seemed somehow accusing by looking away. "Weren't you in town?
Thought I saw you walk that way. You should know, if anybody does. Mali
bombed us. Hit the cattle marché. Killed some children." He stood and
walked deeper into the darkness of the restaurant before returning to them
empty-handed and sitting once more.
Paul looked at Sam and paused before translating. He had known, of
course, that war was a possibility, but had never really believed it would
come. It never had before, after all, not while he had been in this part of
Africa, at least, and that had been for some years. Certainly, there had been
chances. Certainly, there was strife, and conflict, but all-out war took money,
and few of these countries had enough of that to waste shooting at each other.
War, he had felt, also required either desperation or greed, and he had
never believed that any of the countries around had reached the required
pitch of either.
There had been conflicts—still were. The Tuaregs in Mali and Niger
were armed and sometimes fought the governments, as did a variety of other
groups. The various coups—including the recent ones here in Burkina
Faso—could be bloody.
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But the worst of the quarrels, the Biafran War, that Nigerian civil war,
had ended over a decade earlier.
Paul hadn’t believed that the days of warfare would start again. There
was too little to fight over, too little to gain.
He didn’t know how to react to the obvious reality of what he was
hearing—or even if the uncle knew what he was talking about.
He didn’t know what to believe. But something had happened,
something bad enough to bring an entire city to ground.
So, Paul stalled, again looking at the uncle before translating for Sam.
Somehow, he sensed at some level, putting this into English was going to
make it too real.
Watching Sam’s reaction was going to force him to consider that their
situation might really be desperate now—and that it was he, himself, who
had put them in danger.
He’d rather put that off.
"Do you have any other news? Who attacked first? Where do things
stand now? Anything? Have you heard anything?"
"No."
"Is there fighting around here? Were other places bombed? How serious
do you think it is?"
"I don't know."
"Well, what do you know? Tell me."
Not much, it turned out. He had seen little more than Paul and Sam.
He had been trying to open the restaurant when soldiers came by, yelling
at everyone to get off the streets, that the country was at war. So, he had
pulled the shutters to, and had waited in the dark, since, one of the women
telling him she had heard, over the compound wall, someone say that a bomb
had been dropped over where cattle were sold and traded.
When Paul finally turned to Sam and spoke, he starting out by telling
him that they would still try to leave town as soon as possible.
He said they would continue on their way south as quickly as they could.
If they had to, though, they would sleep there in the Sawadogo compound
once more and leave in the morning.
Things should be quieter by then, he was sure, but he doubted there
would be any bush taxis going. So Sam was going to have to travel with him,
riding on the back of the motorcycle.
And yes, he said, it was war, speaking as quietly as he could, perhaps
hoping to lessen the impact of his words with lack of volume. “And we may
be right in the middle of it. But discomfort is going to be the least of it and
worth it, as long as we can get out of here.”
Sam stared at him; the confusion Paul was feeling was reflected in his
eyes.
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“I’m sorry,” Paul continued, now unable to stop talking thought not
wanting to say anything significant, “I should have told you to stay in Mopti.
Nothing would happen to you there.”
Sam continued looking at Paul, but he leaned forward, his eyes now
further shaded by the room’s gloom, so much so that Paul couldn’t see them.
“Look, it’s not your fault,” Sam said, finally. “I’m the one who decided to
go with you. And I couldn’t stay there, anyway.” Sam, in crisis, was finding
a calm that surprised him.
“But you shouldn’t have to face this.”
“None of us should. But, look, I do understand the choice I made. Even
this is better than that sitting in Mopti waiting. At least I know I’ve tried
something, that I’m not just a sitting duck, a victim.” Sam now looked over
Paul’s head at the vague shapes in the darkened restaurant. He was scared,
of course but, as he had meant to imply, he had been scared before, and had
learned that fear, by itself, holds little of the real threat to anyone.
Strangely, Sam realized, he was also feeling a sort of relief. It didn’t
really matter where he was; he didn’t have control of this situation. He hadn’t
had any at all, not until latching onto Paul and escaping—he really did feel
it was that—Mopti. Much less experienced with Africa, the best he could do
was rely on the others. Beyond that, he wasn’t responsible. His own and only
decision had been made, back there in the Mopti taxi gare.
Now, he simply had to accept the results of the choice he had made. His
worries of just an hour ago now seemed trivial.
He wasn’t willing to blame Paul for getting him into the war. At least,
he shouldn’t be. He told himself once more that he had made the choice to
accompany him rather than continuing to wait for someone else to get him
out of Mopti, where he’d been stranded by language barriers, bureaucratic
errors, and antagonistic police. He had an ally here, at least, something he
had lacked back in Mali, where there had been no one he could really talk to
or plan with, not at the hotel, not anywhere in town.
Almost all Europeans had left at the first sign of trouble, at the first hint
of border conflict, stranding him, a lone alien among the locals. Paul had
been the only person he had seen for days who was not Malian. Who he
could talk to and who could respond in the comfortable language of home.
And, though he looked like a bum, Paul knew a lot more than Sam did about
Africa.
No, it was better to have left with him than to sit, unknowing and
inactive, in Mopti. He nodded and closed his eyes. Paul turned away from
him and pumped the uncle once more for information.
Though Yusef’s uncle refused to speculate about the events of the
morning, both Paul and Sam willingly did, especially once they had been
sitting in the darkened restaurant for an hour or so and were starting to feel
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really starved for information. At more than one point, the uncle had gotten
up and had disappeared into the dark, leaving them alone anyhow.
Speculation broke the tension and passed the time as they waited,
wondering if and when they could leave—and how. They planned. They
tried to decide what they should do if they were even able to get out of the
compound.
Paul argued that it just did not make sense to stay in a war zone any
longer than necessary. As soon as they had some idea of what was going on,
he said, they would leave. Neither country could possibly be equipped for a
war reaching much beyond the common border. He was sure of that. Paul
explained that it shouldn't take long to get out of the problem area, especially
on a motorcycle like his Yamaha. A good, strong dirt bike, 250cc, it could
take them across the countryside off-road, if need be.
Sam at first argued that they should wait, at least a little while, but he
did not argue passionately. He knew he really had to let Paul make the
decisions—or so he kept telling himself.
The uncle, on one of his short stints back sitting with them, agreed (Paul
translating) that they should wait, but he didn’t make the case loudly or
firmly either. The natural inclination to hole up until he could make sense of
things propelled Sam’s thinking, but the idea of staying in such an alien and
dangerous place also repelled him, as it had in Mopti, and it eventually
weakened the little enthusiasm he had for staying put.
Paul couldn’t tell why the uncle agreed that they should stay; he assumed
that the family realized it would probably be better off with the Americans
gone. His own point, that they had to move simply because they were only
a few kilometers from the border, finally did convince both of the others:
being close to the action could get them into trouble, even just by sitting.
Paul and Sam were strangers, after all, though Paul had spent much time in
the region, making them immediately suspect to any scared soldier or
gendarme who might come across them.
And, no matter what they did, someone would soon point them out. And
someone would come for them. They were too different, too clearly foreign.
They weren’t wanted here and would be taken away if they did not leave.
Shortly after dusk, after a long day of waiting, eating only cold food,
and venturing no further than the compound entrance, Yusef himself finally
appeared, sneaking into the courtyard over the wall from next door. He told
them he had spent the day at the house of another uncle, until finally deciding
it was dark enough to make his way home, avoiding the streets as much as
he could. He had seen nothing on the way, no soldiers, no one. Everything
was quiet.
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Maybe, he said, the one bombing was all that would happen.
Paul wanted cigarettes, and Yusef knew one of the youths across the
street who usually sold them. They pushed through the curtain and walked
quietly over to the compound entranceway and peeked out. Two children,
the first people they’d seen on the street since the bombing, saw them and
ran up to them. They silently held out pieces of twisted metal, bits of the
bomb that had fallen that morning, or so they said, speaking in hardly more
than a whisper. Would the nasara like to buy them?
“No.” Both Yusef and Paul shook their heads quickly. "No." They
retreated into the compound, deciding to forget the cigarettes and stay put
for the night.
It was still an odd feeling, next morning, looking around at emptiness
where normally life should thrive. They peeked into the street where, every
day of any other year, vehicles—cars, trucks, bicycles, mopeds, donkey
carts—were constantly passing, where people sat in doorways watching and
waiting, others walking through selling fruits and vegetables, and even
chickens.
Not even the dust, so normal in Burkina Faso, hovered in the air.
Everything had settled; all was still.
After a little hesitation, Yusef and Paul walked slowly across the street
and into that compound opposite to find the kid who could sell Paul a pack
of cigarettes, a chill seeming to shiver the heat around them as they moved.
The purchase quickly, quietly and furtively made, they hurried back to the
Sawadogo compound.
They had spent most of the previous evening with Yusef’s uncle and
Sam, just the four of them in the shuttered restaurant, Paul doing most of the
talking and drinking, buying beer from the uncle (though neither Sam nor
the uncle drank any), the doors and windows pulled tight around them, a
hurricane lamp turned low their only light. At one point, perhaps midnight,
they had stepped outside, just to look about. The town was black. Silent.
They hurried back inside, Paul to another beer.
Instead of making their way out to the rooms where they had slept
before, they tried to sleep in the restaurant on cushions Yusef had dragged
from somewhere, though the stillness kept them all awake. All four wanted
company, as much company as they could find.
As Paul and Yusef crossed back to the Sawadogo’s, they saw that a few
window shutters had been thrown back and, here and there, drying laundry
fluttered. Paul wondered at the incongruity: who would have gotten up to
wash clothes at a time like this?
Given the apparent calm, Paul and Yusef pushed open the restaurant’s
front door and stood on the verandah that served, normally, as the main
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dining room. They looked up and down the street, hoping they could see
something, anything that might tell them a little of what was going on.
They turned back inside, leaving the door open to throw a little light on
the stacked tables and chairs against the walls. Sam, who had been sitting on
the steps back beyond the curtained doorway looking into the compound,
came and joined them.
The three of them talked over their situation, Paul translating, all
keeping their voices low, oppressed by the general quiet. They decided that
it would be best for the Americans to try to leave as soon as possible, perhaps
pushing the motorcycle until they were out of town to keep notice of them
to a minimum. Yusef said that the soldiers were sure to be jumpy. Sam
nodded, agreeing to the plan, though the idea of riding behind Paul into whoknows-where still did bother him, and more than slightly.
Paul, strangely enough, now didn’t seem quite so sure that this was the
best course of action. Staying in the known might be better than making Sam
face something all the more uncertain.
Yusef, though, pushed for leaving. The military was scared and itchy,
he said. He had seen that as he made his way home. And so were the cadres
of the Committee for the Defense of the Revolution, the CDR, those kids
with automatic rifles. Paul and Sam, he argued, did not want to deal with
them in a situation so uncertain.
And, Paul was sure, Yusef was worried that having two strangers around
was endangering the Sawadogo family, whose members, except for Yusef
and his uncle, Paul had discovered, had been spirited off to places of safety
away from the Americans.
He couldn’t blame him for that.
Heeding Yusef, Paul and Sam finally hauled out their packs and tied
them to the moto’s rebar rack in front of the tool kit and directly behind the
seat. Yusef came up with a second helmet, an old Peace Corps one, and even
goggles and gloves and a jean jacket. After thanking Yusef for all his help
and advice, Paul, began pushing the bike to the entranceway. He looked
around for the uncle, but the man seemed to have disappeared.
A pop. It could be barely heard, but all three noticed it. They looked up.
A burst of black opened above them. More pops, a little louder. More black
clouds. Then the scream of a jet, and an explosion, loud, close enough to
shake the ground under them, the walls near them. Without thinking, Paul
quickly wheeled the moto back into the compound. Yusef and Sam ran
before him into the restaurant, Sam pushing himself as far into the darkness
as possible, into a chair among the stacked tables, Paul and Yusef following
close behind.
Silence. After a moment, Yusef and Paul crept to the still-open doorway,
stopping on opposite sides of it. Both moved their heads slowly, hoping to
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peek out. But small-arms fire erupted, the first they had heard. They scurried
back and sat with Sam, who had not moved.
It wasn’t worth drawing any attention to themselves right then, not even
by pulling the door closed. The three of them waited in silence as the noise
of the shooting continued, gunshots occasionally dying down, leaving quiet
around them for a moment or two, then picking up again.
Eventually the shooting subsided for longer periods, then stopped
altogether. After about an hour it had faded away completely.
Soon thereafter, as though on an unheard command, people were
suddenly running past the restaurant, filling the empty street, silent but
panicked and clearly intent on getting as far away from town as possible.
There were more and more of them.
Surreal.
But gunfire began again, clearing the streets once more.
Other lulls followed, each culminating in a rush of people, each ending
in renewed shooting. From where they sat, the three could see just a slice of
the street, but they watched it intently, their longing for a sense of safety
frustrating their desire to learn what was going on around them.
Once, after another hour or so of this, they had gained a little confidence.
One or the other of the three would creep over to the doorway and look out—
only to scurry back when the shooting once more got too close or too
frequent.
Yusef’s uncle eventually rejoined them, arriving from somewhere
without being seen until he was sitting there with them. After a time,
astonishingly, he asked them if they would like something to eat.
Paul stared at him. He said he had a fire going, so why not? When Paul
translated, Sam, to Paul’s additional surprise, nodded, and asked him to get
him something. The uncle disappeared, returning some minutes later with a
tray with bread, coffee, and eggs on it. Paul and Yusef watched, amazed, as
Sam made himself a sandwich, cutting bread with a fat Swiss army knife.
Shrugging, the others eventually did the same. As they ate, they
continued to watch the activity outside, sometimes now even daring to stand
in the doorway, ducking again back, as was becoming habit, when the
shooting started to get loud and too close.
They didn’t talk much, but each had certainly noticed that time was
allowing their fears to be transformed. No longer did they want to burrow
and hide, though none seemed quite ready to venture into the street. Still,
they had become more bold with the passage of time.
The uncle had again disappeared, but they didn’t worry. They didn’t
think he would have attempted to leave the compound any more than any of
them would have.
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It was Yusef who made the first joke. Paul ducked his head to laugh as
Yusef giggled. He wasn’t sure he should translate it for Sam, but decided he
had to.
“Yusef says he’s just learned the new Burkina national anthem. He
hopes he doesn’t have to start on the Malian one now.”
Sam looked at them both for a moment, then laughed, too, setting the
others off again. It was a stupid joke, yes, but…. They started telling other
jokes, all as bad as the first, but they laughed anyway. Quietly.
Every once in a while something would happen to sober them up again,
usually gunfire unusually close. A couple of times it was the sound of jets
again, though no more explosions followed.
Yusef’s uncle appeared once more. He watched with them for a while
as people continued to race down the street during the lulls. When firing had
died down for a longer period, twenty minutes or so, and the numbers fleeing
had been reduced to little more than a trickle, he announced he would ride
his Mobylette the short distance down to where he had heard the bomb had
fallen—when they went to the door and craned to the left, they could see the
black smoke of fires it had started—and find out what had happened, how
many had been hurt, or killed.
Part of his wife’s family lived down there, he explained. He had to go;
she would have demanded it, were she here. If he did not, he would suffer
for it.
When he came back, peddling the Moby rather than using the motor, he
told them that at least nine were dead, many more hurt, most missing limbs.
From the description, Sam told them that it must have been some sort of antipersonnel bomb that had fallen. Its fragments had torn through the mud walls
of the compounds.
He had only been allowed in the area, the uncle said, because he was
known to the military who were taking care of first aid and transportation of
the wounded to the nearby hospital.
Most of the injured and all of the dead were either very old or very
young.
And by the way, he said, there are no Malian troops around. They were
safely on the other side of the border.
Though the stutter of AK-47’s still recurred, it now rarely sounded close
enough to startle them unduly. Some nervous soldier, they told each other,
accidentally firing off a few rounds, that’s all. Others would hear, though,
and start shooting, too. It continued around the town, rising in one place and
eventually dying out somewhere far away. Sometime later, it would start
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again, from someplace else, and circle around the town again. But it was
nothing like it had been.
Though the number of people running had died down for a time, now
more people seemed to be taking the chance to run toward the bush, to
escape town, the gunfire, and the chance of more bombs. In these relatively
longer silences, the street was now packed with men, women, and children,
all scurrying from town, on foot, on bicycle, and, occasionally on moped or
motorcycle, in car, on truck. More, and then many more. More than Sam
thought could have possibly lived in the town.
Most carried hurriedly packed parcels. All were so silent, so intent that
it was almost a shock when a motorized vehicle moved among them,
scattering them. Some lugged chickens or other valuable household items.
Many pulled children after them or carried them. As before, as soon as firing
started, they would disappear—all except the vehicles, which would then
speed up, rocketing around corners and away as fast as they could—leaving
Sam again wondering where so many could have gone so quickly, until the
road filled once more as guns went silent.
Far down the street, just in sight as they stood on the restaurant’s porch
in one of the lulls, cars and trucks had started lining up—back around the
block and out of sight—waiting for gas from the BP station just barely in
sight. Every five minutes or so, some armed official vehicle or other would
roar past those waiting and toward the station, certain to demand its
prerogative, leaving the people in the waiting vehicles, Paul imagined, angry
but necessarily silent. Most, when the line moved, pushed their cars forward,
rather than starting them and wasting gas.
Though the crowds leaving town were huge, a surprising number were
staying, and many were doing nothing but watching like the trio in the
restaurant, heads popping from windows and around doors. Paul, Sam and
Yusef could see them up and down the street.
A few others now came into the restaurant or onto the verandah,
purchasing cups of coffee from Yusef’s uncle who seemed happy for the
business. By now, gunfire had stopped for quite some time, and one or two
men were sitting on the curb in front of the restaurant. Paul, Yusef, and Sam
joined them, sitting with their own plastic cups in hand.
A little later, in a thunder of starters and accelerators, the vehicles
waiting for fuel raced and roared away, speeding in every possible direction,
each driver seeking to beat the others to some place where fuel could be
found at whatever price asked—for the BP station, evidently, had run out of
gas.
“Have you ever experienced anything like this before?” Sam was
clutching his coffee cup and staring down the road, which was quiet for the
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moment. No one had told a joke for some time, or had talked at all. Watching
the intensity, the single-mindedness, on the faces of those fleeing down the
road in front of them had taken the last remnants of that away. It would have
seemed like laughing at a funeral procession.
“No. The worst I have been through was a coup attempt. That was crazy,
and pretty scary, but it was nothing like this.” That one had merely been
military trucks roaring up and down Ouagadougou streets. No shooting
where he was, no flight.
“Doesn’t it bother you? I mean, you just seem to keep on like you were
before.”
“Nothing else to do, I suppose. I mean, what can we do? But, yes, it
bothers me. I guess you just get to a point, around here, where you are well
beyond surprise.”
Sam set down his cup and walked back into the restaurant.
The flight finally seemed over. Yusef and Paul guessed the streets were
now safe enough and clear enough for the Americans to follow. They pushed
the moto onto the street. Paul, now astride the bike, having decided that
noise, at this point, wasn’t going to matter, jumped and came down on the
kick-starter, the roar of the engine breaking the silence once again
dominating the neighborhood. He motioned for Sam to get on behind him,
gunning the engine a bit to smooth the idle. Over the roar, Sam asked if the
Sawadogos were all staying. Paul answered that most of the family had
already left town. Those staying remained only because they had been
delegated to protect family property.
“Did they volunteer to stay?”
“I doubt it. I’m sure Yusef’s oldest uncle had made the decision. Now,
put on your helmet. We really do have to get out of here.”
They waved back at Yusef. He stared after them, not moving.
After the first turn, they were immediately stopped by a group from the
CDR, not one of them more than twelve, all armed with automatic rifles.
Paul slowed as they came running out of a building, forming a cordon across
the street, guns pointed at the Americans. Carefully, he pulled to a stop in
front of them. They asked who they were and what they were doing, shouting
in high, belligerent voices. Paul and Sam held their passports out to them.
Normally, CDR kids were swanky, proud of their status and their guns.
These were scared. They wanted to get back inside, where they might be
safe from the Malians, more than they wanted to deal with Paul and Sam.
They spent little time over the papers before scurrying back to the safety
of their comic books.
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After that, it didn’t take long for Paul and Sam to catch up with the
crowd heading south. First, they passed ones and twos, then larger groups,
then found themselves riding at the side of a gigantic, slow-moving worm
of people.
Paul took the motorcycle off the road, for they could move faster over
the fields, though the going was bumpy. They were far enough out from
town, now, to be away from the buildings that would make such
maneuvering difficult. Paul kept them close to the road, though; a
motorcycle racing off-road in the middle of a war might prove too tempting
a target for a skittish gunman. Still, with the weight of another person behind
him, plus bags and a tool kit, the motorcycle was extremely difficult to
manipulate at slow speeds. So Paul found what paths he could, but close to
the road, never straying too far from sight of it.
Most of the column of refugees ignored them as they passed, zigging
closer for a stretch and then zagging away again.
The sun glared; Paul stopped for a moment and put his feet down so that
he could fit his sunglasses behind his goggles. His hands were already
shaking and numb from the work of keeping the moto up and on track and
sweat was dripping down his arms and into his gloves. Sam, fortunately, was
doing what he had been told, staying still on back of the bike,
uncomplaining. Thank goodness, Paul thought, for small miracles.
Aside from the noises of the engines straining to take people away from
town, Paul realized, the day was still and quiet.
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Chapter Twenty-Six:
Crawling
They rode on slowly, still at the side of the growing crowd of refugees,
Paul using his feet, one and then the other, to keep them upright, Sam sitting
as quietly as he could, watching the people as they went by. He was amazed
at the variety, the diversity.
A tailor walked along as he might have for work, his sewing machine
on his head. Another man had motorcycle tires slung over both shoulders,
and was followed by two boys, each laden with bicycle tires. A third had
strapped a pile of books together with a belt and carried them on his back.
Another pushed a bicycle loaded with suitcases as though it were a cart. Most
of the women carried children on their backs, as did the girls. Even one as
young as seven or eight could carry a baby, and often, Sam saw, they did.
They passed a family of five, with luggage, chugging along on a moped
that could hardly pull the father; passed women trudging with bundles on
their heads larger than they were; passed people hanging off the sides of
trucks and clinging to the roofs of buses. Every vehicle they overtook held
more than any on them likely would have believed possible. Some were so
burdened they could hardly move and had to be pushed every little while.
The refugees were no longer silent, as they had been in town. Everyone
slogging on foot begged to be allowed on each vehicle that passed them by,
no matter how loaded it already was. Under each tree sat people whose legs
had too quickly given out, or whose packages had fallen apart. Some slept;
others attempted to rearrange their belongings, to get back on the road.
Others ate or drank whatever liquids they had managed to carry with them.
Those still moving ignored the ones they passed.
Just a little way outside of town, Paul and Sam came to a control post, a
little hut set back from the road along with a moveable barrier across the
road. It was down, but most traffic was simply flowing around it. Only the
larger vehicles were stopped by it, forced to pull off the road by the hut, the
drivers (under the watchful eyes of uniformed men with guns at the ready)
taking their documents to the table set up outside. Normally, Paul knew (for
he had traveled this road to Tougan a number of times before), this gendarme
station, responsible for checking those leaving and entering Ouahigouya by
this minor dirt road, had little business. Maybe it would be staffed by two
sleepy people, or three. Now, there were dozens of gendarmes around, hot
and scared, many of them arguing with one another or with civilian drivers.
The gendarmes were, Paul suspected, on the verge of collapsing as an
operating organization. At least, those at this post were. Most were sweating
profusely, their eyes darting here and there, making it obvious to him that
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they were ready to run if things got any more confused than they already
were. Many of them had probably, Paul suspected, arrived there as they had
tried to leave town themselves and had been forced to stay by the officer
who was standing behind the little table with his sidearm drawn.
Dozens of people—no, many more than that, Paul saw when he looked
more carefully—sat huddled on the ground under the trees nearby, their
belongings scattered around them, watching everything that went on with
forlorn expressions. What they were doing there he could not tell.
Paul slowed, moved as close as he could to the hut, and put down his
feet as he brought the motorcycle to a stop. The bike rocked gently as Sam
put his down, too. Paul turned off the engine, pulling his helmet from his
head and told Sam to do the same.
As foreigners who, in the eyes of the officials, had no real business being
there in the first place, he could not afford to take them around the stop with
the other small vehicles. They had to be careful, he knew, respectful and
polite. Paul didn’t want one of these scared and itchy men to start shooting
but he believed, after all of the gunfire he had heard that day, that they easily
could.
As they waited in the line before the table, it dawned on Paul why the
gendarmes were requiring only the larger vehicles to stop. They were asking
the drivers of each vehicle to take on a couple more people, intimating that
they would not be allowed to leave, otherwise. They would point to one or
two of those sitting under the trees, who, suddenly brightening as they saw
they were chosen, would rush to the vehicle and climb on, pushing people
aside to find a place and a grip. These were probably, Paul figured, the
friends and families of the gendarmes, as desperate as anyone to be able to
get out of town but lacking the means. They had done the best they could,
following their son or brother or father to this stop, hoping escape could be
commandeered.
Sometimes others were forced to get off and wait when there wasn’t
room and were given promises that they would be put on another vehicle
later. This scared Paul: the armed men likely resented even the space on the
road the two foreigners were taking up. They were as afraid as the refugees,
as much as Paul was, as Sam was.
It was possible that they would decide that the motorcycle itself should
be commandeered, to be made use of by more important people. Paul made
sure that he had the key securely in his pocket.
Paul knew that it was extremely important that he act calmly. He had to
approach the gendarmes with confidence, with a little humility but also with
a little arrogance and nonchalance (he didn’t want them to think him weak),
but his hands were shaking from the strain of controlling the motorcycle. He
quietly handed another key to Sam and asked him to unlock the chain
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wrapped around the bike’s handlebars, take it off, and wrap it through the
chassis and back wheel and lock it. A couple of the gendarmes were already
looking at the moto too keenly. He did not want to tempt them. Sam nodded
and quietly did as he had been told.
The line of waiting motorists moved forward slowly. A couple of places
ahead of him were two tall, blonde men who, Paul was sure, had pulled up
in the small white pick-up resting near the motorcycle and with an “NL”
sticker on the back—for these two could be nothing but Dutch. When their
turn came, Paul heard them arguing a bit as the gendarme insisted that they,
too, take on a couple of additional riders. Their truck was already packed
with a number of crates and people on top of them but, somehow, two more
squeezed on the back even while the men argued that they could take no
more.
They moved off to the side and tried to argue with the standing officer,
the one with only a pistol.
A few minutes later, Paul finally found himself up to the table, where he
and Sam, who had returned from his task, were scrutinized by that man who
had continued the discussion with the Dutchmen, the man who seemed to be
in charge. The gendarme sitting at the table reached out his hand; they
presented their passports and Paul gave him the papers for the motorcycle.
He glanced at them briefly and said something to the man behind him who
was ignoring the still-talking Dutch. That man grimaced, retorted harshly to
the first, then spoke to another man. That one, in turn, motioned with his
AK-47 for them to move, to follow him.
He led them over to the side of the hut, then barked his own orders at a
group of three gendarmes standing a little further from the road in the shade
of a large bush. Those men, though they moved over to him at his command,
started arguing with him, shaking their heads, refusing some order or other.
Paul tried to follow the conversation, but the men weren’t Mossi and he
didn’t know their language.
Finally, the commander back behind the table yelled at some of the other
men to join the one escorting Paul and Sam. They did, lining up behind him,
facing the three defiant ones.
After a moment of glowering back and forth, the three refusers lowered
their heads. The commander walked over and barked some orders at them,
they nodded.
“You will go with them.” He turned and spoke to Sam and Paul, in
French, and pointed toward the bush. He turned and stalked back toward the
little table outside the hut, where the seated gendarme was still checking the
papers of other drivers and the two Dutchmen waited.
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Paul and Sam glanced at each other, neither liking what they saw or
thought, neither willing to speak. Their world suddenly moved in slow
motion T
They had no choice but to obey. Slowly, they started to move in the
direction the commander had pointed, the reluctant three men spreading
themselves out behind them. Metallic clunks told them that the men now had
their guns raised and ready.
For what, they could not, would not imagine. They looked at the ground
and walked, one foot in front of the other, each knowing instinctively that
the other was as frightened as he was.
Each wondered where the path before them, just a small trail into the
bush, would take them.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven:
Flowing
Paul and Sam walked in the direction they had been pointed by the three
men with guns who now walked behind them. The ground was nearly bare
and the growth too sparse to impede them, but each step was taking them
further out of sight—out of sound—of the crowd. Each step, as a result of
the growing distance, seemed more difficult than the last.
They wanted to move back to the protection of the noise, the people, but
had no way of doing so. The silence grew as they moved away from the road
and all its traffic, and Paul was sure he could feel the barrels of the guns
pointed at him just inches from the back of his neck, though the gendarmes,
he could tell by their sounds, were further away than that, several meters
behind them.
Sam, incredulous at the injustice of the situation, wondered once more
just how he had gotten into this mess, what had brought him to this absurd
pass. The choices he had made still seemed right, but the result?
He had faced death before: if this were the end, so be it, but it would be
a ridiculous end. Yet there was nothing he could do about it now but hope it
wasn’t to be so. To that end, all he could do was keep walking. Anything
else, the guns had made clear, would be as stupid as everything else he had
done since meeting the incompetent man walking next to him… no: he
forced himself to stop that line of thought. It had not been stupid, and Paul
was not incompetent.
Walking, imagining the sound and impact of the bullets from behind
them. Realizing that they were probably over-reacting, that this would
probably lead to nothing, that there was a rational explanation for leading
them off into the bush at gunpoint, even during a war.
Each imagined a dozen scenarios, and could almost feel each coming to
pass, wondering if they would know anything of whatever happened at all,
bullets cutting them down with sudden finality. Each did keep his feet
moving, though lifting them was a greater and greater chore, heavier and
heavier weights attached at every step.
They walked more slowly and more slowly, prolonging the time until
the bullets might come at them.
Every few steps of this, their captors roughly ordered them to move on
more quickly. They would try to do as they were commanded, but soon
slowed down again.
They couldn’t help it.
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After ten minutes or so, their guards ordered them to bear to the left.
They did so, looking around to see where they were headed, but they saw
nothing, just more of the scrub. Paul wondered if it wouldn’t be better to just
stop, to refuse to go on, but the fact that it now appeared that they had a
destination was starting to give him a little fresh hope.
Maybe his fears were overblown and there was a reason they were being
led away, led away to something. On the other hand, as he still feared, maybe
the gendarmes were simply trying to get them a certain distance away, so
that the refugees wouldn’t be disturbed, before shooting them and ridding
their commander of an irritation.
But, if so, why not continue just straight on from the road? And why
take them, and not the arguing Dutchmen?
That was ridiculous, he told himself, the idea that they would need to
get far away to shoot. What would a few more shots mean, anyway?
He kept walking, but questions wouldn’t go away. His mind just kept
conjuring worst-case scenarios.
What was going on? Where were they taking them, and why? He
couldn’t answer but couldn’t banish the questions. There appeared to be
nothing in front of them. Nothing but brush.
The day had heated up to its highest pitch. In the distance, the air
shimmered. Sam squinted, almost closing his eyes to order his thoughts, to
narrow his concentration. He stumbled, but kept his footing, his eyes
opening wide again.
One of the gendarmes muttered something. Another laughed, though it
sounded more like a bark.
Sam looked at the ground and concentrated on his steps. He wanted to
make the small things important, keeping the large and unanswerable at bay.
This probably wasn’t anything nearly as bad as he was imagining. The
problem was, he just didn’t know.
A few meters further on, the gendarmes ordered them to turn again, this
time to the right, onto a faint, wide piste, or track. Paul, irrationally, had
started to worry about his motorcycle and their bags. The sight of the piste,
however, relieved him. It signaled clearly for the first time that they could
be going somewhere other than merely to execution. It probably led back to
the paved road, the stop, and the moto. He could follow it, if need be, if ever
set free by the men behind them.
Sam, too, had recognized the significance of the path. To him, though,
it wasn’t a connection back, but a route forward, to something. As long as
there was a direction, a possibility, the future, wasn’t cut off. He now walked
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with a little more confidence, chiding himself for imagining only the worst
that could happen.
Both of them picked up their pace. Both of them, though not yet in any
position of safety, began to feel privately embarrassed by their overwrought
imaginings of just a moment before.
After walking another five minutes, they discovered, as the piste twisted
around one more stand of trees, that they were being escorted to a group of
official-looking buildings set alone in the bush on the edges of a turnaround
marked with whitewashed stones, a flagpole at its center, the red and green
Burkina flag with its central yellow star drooping inert from it. A number of
soldiers sat in the shade of the scattered trees. Almost all ignored them,
napping or cleaning their weapons. One or two of them glanced up,
uninterested, as they passed through the circle.
Their guards motioned for them to wait outside the largest of the
buildings. One disappeared inside. The others leaned against the wall into a
little bit of shade, leaving Paul and Sam standing in the sun. Their guns were
now slung harmlessly over their shoulders. There was no possibility of
danger, here, not from these two befuddled foreigners, at least. They chatted
and laughed, much more relaxed than they had been back there by the
roadside.
After a few minutes, the third gendarme came back out, accompanied
by a man in a military, not gendarme, uniform. The new man examined Paul
and Sam for a moment, then dismissed their guards, who immediately
headed back the way they had come.
The military officer told them to sit under a tree he pointed to by the
building, and to wait; the person who had to clear them would arrive there
soon. He walked away.
No one else seemed to want to deal with them. The soldiers, still
incurious, continued with whatever they had been doing, sleeping, talking
low, or working on weaponry. Paul and Sam did what they had been told
and sat under the tree, Sam with his back to the trunk, legs stretched out,
Paul with his knees up, elbows resting on them as he looked around, trying
to figure out just what the purpose of bringing them here had been.
He saw little and figured nothing out. Everyone continued to ignore
them. He turned and tried to talk to Sam, but Sam, deep in his own thoughts,
wasn’t interested in conversation.
Paul lapsed into silence.
They had been sitting there for about fifteen minutes when firing started
again. It was as heavy as it had back in town, and again there were black
puffs in the sky and pops from anti-aircraft fire. They once more heard a
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plane in the sky and an explosion. And more anti-aircraft and small-arms
fire. Most of the soldiers disappeared immediately, a couple running into
one or another of the open doorways, the others into the bush. Paul and Sam
just watched, unwilling to leave their assigned spot, as safe there, they
thought, as they would be anywhere.
A strange rustling came once and came again through the leaves in the
tree above them. After a few confused thoughts, Paul realized that bullets
were causing the noise. From somewhere, Burkinabe soldiers, he guessed,
were firing in their direction or at random.
Sam was also looking up, with the same thoughts. They got up at once
and scrambled away from the tree towards the most solid looking object they
could see, the wall of the closest building. They dove against its bottom edge,
lying like two logs against the angle where it met the ground.
They stayed there, pressed against the cinderblock, for the next twenty
minutes, hardly daring to move.
As they lay there, they watched the one soldier they could still see. He
fired bursts from his Chinese-made automatic rifle into the sky, looking
around above him between each burst, though there was now nothing up
there but a circling vulture or two. Tensing, crouching, then firing again, he
could never have hit a MiG, not even by chance. But he was sweating,
glistening enough for them to see it from twenty meters away, and serious
and…. Intent, concentrating, he kept up his firing for as long as he heard
gunfire elsewhere.
They stayed prone even after firing had ceased completely and the skykilling soldier had disappeared. They only rose as the other soldiers began
returning from the bush and noticed them lying there, pointing them out to
each other, and laughing. Paul and Sam got up, feeling as though their
dignity, whatever there was of it in the first place, was now in shreds. They
dusted themselves off and returned to sit under the tree as they had been told.
Soon, an officer appeared. It was not the same one who had spoken to
them earlier. He motioned for them to follow him into the building. They
did. He looked at their papers, asked them a few perfunctory questions, and
then dismissed them with a wave.
They walked back to the road on the trail they had taken the last part of
the walk to the base.
Even if they hadn’t known the way, they would have found the road. A
large column of dust was rising above the apparently endless column of
refugees. All they had to do was walk toward it.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight:
Retreating
The piste brought them into sight of the road perhaps half a kilometer
down from the gendarme post where they had left the motorcycle. The
number of refugees had swollen dramatically since they had last seen the
larger road. Rather than resting to the side of the flowing mass, the post was
now near the middle of it, gendarmes valiantly trying to get the larger
vehicles to pull to a stop in what little open space they were able to maintain.
Most, though, were passing right by.
Paul glimpsed the yellow of one of their helmets, a relief. If they could
make their way to it through the crowd, the bike should still be there,
amazingly enough. Maybe their packs would even be on it. After all, most
attention was on other things and it was in the middle of a crowd of armed
men.
As they neared, they saw that almost all of the vehicles that had been
there when they left were right where they had been. Probably they had not
been allowed to move because of the new bombing and subsequent
shooting—and they were probably the only vehicles the gendarmes could
still control. Certainly, the Dutchmen hadn’t been allowed to leave, even
though they had accepted a couple of extra riders, overloading their pick-up
whose leaf springs had already been bent straight. One of them was sitting
in the cab while the other paced back and forth behind the bed of the truck,
gesticulating as he tried to explain something or other to the officer who had
sent Sam and Paul off into the to bush all those weeks—or was it minutes—
ago.
The new attack, in that respect, had changed little, though it had
amplified everything flowing around them.
Those fleeing were so intent on getting away from Ouahigouya that they
simply went around Paul and Sam also as they made their way across and
against the flow to the post. The faces of those fleeing, it seemed to Paul,
were even more determined and focused than they had been earlier—and
were covered, now, almost always in the dust that feet and tires were stirring
from the road and its sides, creating that cloud hanging over them all.
Looking at them, Paul still couldn’t imagine that things were worse now,
back in Ouahigouya, than they had been earlier. Another bombing could
have killed a few more, yes, but he doubted that Malian soldiers had
appeared. Had they, those faces would wear expressions of panic and not
simply determination and concern—and the gendarmes would not be still
trying to maintain order.
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The man who had sent them off into the bush glanced over at them as
they neared, but turned his attention back to the Dutchman who, having
paused when he saw the officer look away, had dropped his arms and
lowered his shoulders in exasperation. Paul and Sam walked up to the bike
without a word, each glancing to make sure his pack was still attached to the
rack. They put on helmets, gloves and goggles. Paul undid the chain and
wrapped it back around the handlebars. He straddled the motorcycle,
inserted and turned the key and flipped out the kick-starter. His foot on it, he
prepared to bear down and start the bike when he caught some of the words
the officer and the Dutchman were exchanging. He stopped for a second to
listen.
“C’est impossible. It’s impossible. I can’t put more people on the truck,
and I cannot leave these crates behind.”
“Pourquoi pas? Why not? What’s so important?”
The white man struggled to speak slowly and clearly, his Dutchaccented French nearly failing him. Obviously he had been through this
before, but with no success; clearly the two were going around in circles.
“That these trunks aren’t ours, and neither is this truck. Both belong to the
doctor, the Dutch doctor at the hospital in Ouahigouya. In the trunks are his
medical records, things that need to be kept safe for all the patients he has
been seeing since arriving here more than two years ago. People’s lives can
be lost if these records are lost.”
The officer was unimpressed. “I cannot let you leave unless you find a
way of taking two more people.” He gestured at the masses flowing around
the vehicles and the little station. “Look at them! Even two is nothing. I
should force you to empty the truck.”
“But there is no room, not even for two!”
“Then leave some of the crates.”
“What are they saying?” Sam, standing by the bike waiting for Paul to
start it so that he could climb on behind, was wondering what could be
delaying Paul. They needed to get going, to say the very least, and Sam saw
no value in staying and listening to another’s conversation.
“Guy won’t let them leave unless they dump off some of those metal
boxes in back and take more people. They say the boxes contain critical
medical records and can’t be abandoned. Interesting dilemma.”
“Maybe to you, but we’ve got to get out of here, don’t we?”
Paul looked at Sam. “Yeah, I suppose so.” He started the bike. The roar
kept him from hearing what the arguers were saying now, but something
seemed resolved. Sam climbed on back and Paul pushed down into first and
prepared to ease out the hand clutch. The Dutchmen and two others were
squeezing into the cab while two new passengers, young men, climbed onto
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the hood, one leaning against the passenger side of the windshield and the
other sitting between his legs.
As no one had descended from the over-packed back and there was
absolutely no extra space there, the truck could now leave. Paul waited for
it to start moving forward and then eased the clutch out slowly to follow in
its wake. That way he wouldn’t have to try to push through the crowd.
No one seemed to care about them. The gendarmes had other business.
As soon as he could, Paul angled the motorcycle out from behind the
truck and to the side of the stream of refugees once more, taking them over
to the edges of the empty fields near the scrub woods. He had to go slowly
again, for he could not stand on the pegs to maneuver, not with a passenger
and bags on back. Instead, he moved along the edges of fields filled with the
remains of millet and sorghum, using his feet to steady them, accelerating
only when he had to, speeding up to keep them from falling. Sam,
fortunately, continued to be a good passenger, his hands gripped firmly on
the rack behind him and around their packs.
They could have stayed closer to the road. Certainly, they weren’t
moving much faster over the uneven ground at the edge of the fields. In fact,
they could still see, to their left, the Dutchmen’s white pick-up, though its
color was now closer to that of the road than its paint job. It rarely fell behind
them, no matter how much Paul tried to pass the moving throng.
The only advantage they were finding from travel at the edge of the
scrub was that they were away from the center of the dust, so did not always
need to keep their bandanas over their mouths. That, and they didn’t have to
worry about colliding with the rest of the traffic, especially the pedestrians.
At one point, they stopped so that Paul could shake out his hands, stiff
and a little sore from pressing against the grips. “Should we just walk the
bike for a while?” Sam asked him. “I could use the break.”
“If there were a path, maybe. But pushing this over uneven fields is
going to be difficult. We can try for a bit, but I think we’ll find it easier to
ride.”
“OK. I just need something instead of sitting there, bouncing, wondering
if we’re going to fall.”
Paul didn’t want to slow them down, but they weren’t moving too fast,
anyhow. So push he did, on a small path he found that seemed to run
approximately parallel to the road, now several hundred meters off.
After ten minutes or so, though, he decided he had had enough. “Let’s
get back on. We’ve got to try to find a way of making a bit better time.” Sam
nodded. Once Paul had re-started the motorcycle, he climbed on once again
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and they started down the path, moving sometimes a little farther away from
the road, sometimes a little nearer.
Off in the distance, amid the walkers, the bicyclists, the moped riders,
the occasional motorcycles, the cars and the trucks, they could still see that
Dutch pick-up, now only a little ahead of where they were.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine:
Pushing
After an hour on the exhausting path, Paul decided to take them back to
the road. They had passed the mass of the fleeing crowd, thought here were
still plenty around them. The motorcycle had bounced over enough ditches,
washboard, sand patches and dry puddles, and the pitch of Paul’s small twocycle engine had begun to numb them. Now, its hum rose and fell as he
guided the bike off the crowded way when there was no option, taking them
back into the brush and then, later, back to the road.
They were making progress, though, now nearing Tougan the next real
town south of Ouahigouya.
Sometimes as they progressed, now that they were further away from
the action of the war, Paul would feel safe enough to take them off the road
and out of its sight completely for a few kilometers and through the scrub,
going where the off-road bike dared and most of the rest of the traffic, even
the foot traffic, did not. He was hoping to find a better route. The road itself,
really just a lane, had never handled the volume on it that had coalesced into
twin streams of people walking at its sides, bicycles and mopeds pushing
them into the fields when a car or truck came slowly by, which was relatively
often. He wanted to avoid it completely if he could.
With the added weight still behind him, of course, Paul couldn’t stand
on the pegs to gain slow-speed maneuverability, so he continued to kick out
with his feet to keep the bike upright and moving, a tiring and more
dangerous practice, and one reason he was happy to have his boots on. He
wanted to get them at least to Dedougou that day, preferably all the way to
Boromo where he could drop off the moto at Bob’s house and where they
could probably get on a bus or taxi on the Ouaga/Bobo road quickly. So he
pushed for as much speed as he dared.
As much as he could and he had more confidence in where they were,
as the kilometers passed, he kept even further away from the road, to keep
away from the traffic, and to avoid the delays that military and gendarme
control stops could possibly mean—though he imagined that most of them
were probably as overwhelmed as the one where they’d been stopped..
One other disadvantage to riding slowly was the heat. When they were
moving quickly, they created a breeze. When slowed by traffic, by people,
by sand, by ditches, of course, they created none. Both of them sweated, and
they stopped frequently to take small drinks from their diminishing bottles
of water.
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Paul had found riding in or near the press of traffic exhausting from other
causes. The road was uneven, at best, and the bike, overloaded, was topheavy. For this reason, too, when he could go fast enough to counteract their
weight, he would.
His thighs and calves started to ache as he constantly pushed with his
legs to keep them upright. He wondered at Sam, at how he could manage to
sit on the back, so still, his gloved hands continuing to grasp the outside bars
of the rack behind him, for he knew that was tiring as well, but he was
grateful he could hold on so quietly. Otherwise, he would have been forced
frequently to stop and walk the bike again, having both of them get off until
they got to a smoother patch.
Paul’s own hands, in fraying work gloves, grasped the handlebars as
though ratcheted to them, two fingers from each hand stretched forward, the
left pair over the clutch handle, the right two over the front brake handle.
His right wrist moved slightly as he accelerated or slowed, the extended
fingers working in concert with the tips of his boots, shifter, like clutch, on
the left side, and the rear brake, like the front, on the right. When he had to
brake sharply, he would quickly shift down through the gears to first then
slip his legs from the pegs, ready to steady the bike if need be.
The people they passed by, those walking along the road, seemed less
panicked than earlier, and moved along with a fortitude that surprised Paul.
The children didn’t cry; the adults never complained, though the sun shone
powerfully and dust enveloped them. Everyone moved as quickly as
possible, all with solid determination.
Those lucky enough to ride on vehicles kept their eyes away from those
on foot, as though they felt their luck unwarranted. The drivers never
honked, but waited patiently for people to get out of the way. Because the
road was so crowded, most of those with bicycles, and some with mopeds,
now walked them. Most of the rest of the mopeds and the few motorcycles
moved mainly in the wakes of slow cars and trucks, idling along at low
speed.
Cars and trucks that broke down or ran out of gas were pushed from the
road by their erstwhile passengers, assisted by those walking by and by
passengers in vehicles that would otherwise be blocked. The ex-passengers,
without complaint, then began to trek along the others they had before
passed so easily. Three or four times, Paul and Sam noticed men who had
chosen to stay with their cars, sitting inside them with all doors open to keep
them a little cooler, feet hanging outside. Once or twice, they even passed
abandoned cars that they recognized from the line at the BP station that
morning.
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Paul had told Sam, when they had first mounted the bike in Ouahigouya,
to pretend he was a sack of potatoes, to keep his feet on the pegs and his
hands gripping the bike. Paul didn’t want Sam holding on to him, for he
expected he would need all the flexibility he could get as they moved south;
he did think they would see some bumpy off-road terrain, and he was being
proven right, over and over again. With someone holding him, he had
explained, he would have to fight them as well as the bike and the ground.
Sam had been more than willing. Now, what he wanted most was to
close his eyes, be still—and let all this crazy day go by and away. Still, as
long as they were making progress, as long as they were moving south, he
told himself, he really shouldn’t care, not any longer. Within himself, he had
struggled to find the strength to sit still, to have confidence that this would
somehow end, to not worry how it would end, just to know that it would.
Now, he had managed that.
He was glad, though that he could not see much around Paul’s helmet
and in front of them. The views off to the side, too often, were scary enough.
Sam reminded himself that he was no longer an actor in this drama, at
least not one who could have an impact on the scene. At least, that was what
he needed to believe. He was now only a prop, he told himself, baggage for
what was really Paul’s story.
All he could be was the best passenger, the best sack of potatoes, he
could be. If he wanted to help them get out of this, he had to simply tag along
quietly. He just had to keep faith in Paul—no matter what Paul may be. Were
he on a 747 and it got into trouble, he told himself, he would have to maintain
confidence in the captain. There would be nothing he could do to help; his
panic would do nothing to save the plane. It would help no more, here. So,
he sat as he had been told, and prayed for time to pass.
They kept going, Paul in front, fighting to keep the bike on course, sweat
now seeping through the back of his jean jacket. A couple of times, Sam
thought Paul was going to stop, to take a break, but he would suddenly
accelerate again, forcing them through whatever ditch or sand patch they
were struggling against. The only time they did stop was when the going
was easy, and then just for another quick sip or two of water, the men passing
the lone remaining bottle back and forth.
The bike, of course, wasn’t really meant for the weight of the two of
them plus their packs and Paul’s tools on the rack. But Paul had been riding
it daily for more than a year and understood what could be asked of it. He
had paid attention to it, getting to know its limits and vagaries. Now, he knew
how much to push it, knew when to cut back, to let the strain off. Also, there
was a new piston as well as another sparkplug among his tools, so he could
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repair almost any damage he might do to the engine, if it did come to that—
though he doubted it would and hoped it would not.
There were times, though, when Paul thought they would stall or fall, or
both. Sam, to his relief, continued to remain still and silent on the back,
especially when the ground was rough or the road crowded or difficult to
negotiate.
So it was as they continued, and the trip continued, though sometimes it
seemed that the only thing that was passing was time, for the people they
drove by seemed the same as the people they’d seen before, the countryside
they passed identical to that gone by.
All Sam had to do was keep still; all Paul had to do was keep them
pointed south, he knew, and eventually they would come upon the paved
road from Ouagadougou to Bobo.
But the riding continued to be the tough and tiring, the same as they’d
been experiencing since Ouahigouya, and though the road seemed
monotonous, just more of the same after more of the same, Paul knew that
trouble ahead could become trouble now, each kilometer they progressed.
He wished that he could stop somewhere for a beer or two but knew that
was ridiculous. He didn’t want to go into any town if he didn’t have to, so
he just pushed on, and on, eventually passing most of the others fleeing
Ouahigouya, finally coming to stretches of road where he could open up the
throttle and move them quickly and with a little more ease and confidence.
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Chapter Thirty:
Stopping
They made it past Tougon, finally, without problem. Though exhausted
from so much piste riding, Paul took them off the road again as they neared
the town, slipping around so they could continue on to Dedougou without
braving any stops.… CDR, gendarmes, military, Paul had had enough of all
of them, and he was sure that Sam, too, could do without any more guns in
his face.
Past town there were no more crowds. The road seemed normal and they
were able to cruise without more than the usual problems of riding on dirt.
At Gassan, they slowed. Paul needed a break, and there was a bar that
would have cooled beer, or used to—and he knew he was in need of gas and,
probably, oil.
Paul watched, as they entered the village, seeking the lone Marlboro
umbrella he remembered from an earlier trip, Paul slowed further, then
shifted to neutral and coasted almost to the roadside table under it, put down
his feet, switched off the motor, and waited for Sam to dismount behind him.
He pulled his goggles up onto his helmet, undid the strap and freed his head,
draping the helmet atop one of his mirrors. Still straddling the bike, he pulled
off his gloves and laid them over the gas tank. Pulling up the bandana that
hung loose around his neck, he tried to wipe some of the dust from his face.
Sam, too, now standing by the bike, was ridding himself of helmet and
gloves, and trying to clear away the worst of the dust. Paul took the helmet
from him and put it over the other mirror before kicking down the stand and
swinging his leg over to dismount. He flexed his fingers; they felt fixed into
grip position around the handles, those two fingers on each hand still
stretched out for clutch and brake. Only with difficulty did he get all four on
each hand to move in concert. Undoing the bandana, he slipped it into a
jacket pocket as he shrugged that off and laid it across the moto’s seat. Sam
tossed his jacket atop it and followed Paul to a seat under the umbrella.
A barman came out and Paul ordered a beer for himself and, after a quick
question and a surprising answer from his companion, another for Sam. He
asked if any food were available and was told there were a couple of steaks
remaining and, of course, some green beans. Again after consultation with
Sam, he ordered servings for both of them.
“When we’re done,” he told Sam, “we’ll ask the barman to find us some
gas, liter bottles of it, probably, for I doubt there’s a pump around. And some
oil.”
“Are we clear now? Are we safe?”
“Dunno. At least things seem somewhat normal around here.”
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“No one seems particularly scared. No more people fleeing.” In fact,
there seemed very few people around at all, and no sign of any sort of the
conflict.
“Yeah. There’s that, at least.” The barman, having brought their bottles
of beer, was now sitting on a bench, his back to a post, eyes closed. Across
the street, a young man in a bright white shirt was standing in the door of a
small shop. A woman was walking in front of him, on the other side of the
narrow open sewer, a full bucket of water on her head. Further along, two
children were playing in the dirt with toys crafted from tin cans. It was quiet,
now, a different world from the one they had left so recently. The contrast
was jarring.
No cars or trucks went by while they ate, just a couple of bicycles and a
Mobylette. However, as Paul was filling his tank from bottles brought by a
couple of kids, that Dutch pickup they had seen back near Ouahigouya came
by, now with only three people on back—the others, apparently, had jumped
off, having decided they were far enough from the fighting as they entered
town or even back in Tougan. The two Dutchmen, looking exhausted, gave
short waves as they went by. Paul and Sam returned them.
Neither Paul nor Sam, as they donned jackets, bandannas, gloves, and
helmets once more, felt much like getting back on the bike. Reluctantly, Paul
shifted the Yamaha slightly forward, allowing the kickstand to fly up. He
got on, checked that the bike was in neutral, pulled in the clutch anyway,
turned out the kick-starter, and stomped down, turning the gas handle as the
engine started to catch. It roared, and he signaled for Sam to climb on behind
him. Quickly, much more quickly than either wanted, they were back on the
road.
The first official stop, one outside of Dedougou was upon them before
Paul was aware of how close they were to the town. It was a CDR stop, and
the Dutch truck was already there, only the two men any longer with it, along
with their precious cargo of metal chests, all of which now rested on the
ground behind the pick-up’s lowered rear gate. A few were open, young
cadres rummaging through while an older man watched them from a few
meters away.
Paul had slowed, cursing, when he’d seen the armed youth standing in
the middle of the road, motioning him to the side by the truck. Sam, peeking
around Paul’s helmet and seeing why, didn’t say anything. Paul killed the
engine and, as soon as Sam hopped off, slapped down the kickstand and
pocketed the key. With Sam behind him, he walked over to the table where
the most important looking member of the group sat, an inkpad and stamp
before him. Not wanting to get involved with whatever problem the
Dutchmen were having, Paul walked by without acknowledging them, but
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watched them out of the corner of his eye as he handed his and Sam’s
passports to the seated man.
The Dutchmen, he had seen, were now arguing with a couple of young
CDR cadres about two of the trunks, both locked.
“These contain medical records. The doctor in Ouahigouya entrusted
them to us. They will be needed after the war.”
“Show us.”
“We can’t. They are locked. And we don’t want to damage them.”
“Break the locks.”
“Why? The doctor is saving Burkinabe lives, even now, right now.
Please respect his work.”
“Break the locks.”
“We can’t. We don’t have anything to break them with.”
The younger of the armed boys placed the end of his barrel against the
lock and said, “I’ll just shoot it.”
“No.” The older one put his hand on his shoulder. “Don’t.” He turned to
the Dutchmen. “Give me your tire iron.”
One of the Dutchmen, finally realizing this was a battle he wasn’t going
to win, pulled a toolkit out of the cab and rummaged around for the tire iron.
“He handed it to the Burkinabe, who inserted it between the hasp and the
trunk and pulled, quickly and hard. The hasp snapped off. He stepped over
to the second trunk and did the same.
“Now open them for us.”
The defeated Dutchmen shrugged and threw open the lids.
Inside, instead of medical files, were layer after layer of home-recorded
videocassettes. The two Burkinabe immediately raised their guns, pointing
them at the Dutchmen, who were staring at the tapes, confounded.
“Medical files?” Even in the middle of nowhere, VCR tapes were
recognized for what they were. Plus, the names of the movies were written
on them in marker—and the older of the Burkinabe could clearly read.
“We… we…. ” The Dutchman stuttered, clearly confused and suddenly
a little frightened. “We were told they were medical records.”
The man at the table pushed the passports back at Paul and laughed. “Let
them go.” He raised his voice so that the two gunmen could hear him.
As Paul and Sam remounted the bike roared away towards the town of
Dedougou, the two Dutchmen, glum faced, where hoisting the trunks back
onto the bed of the pick-up.
A day of threats unrealized, Paul thought as he slowed for the town itself.
He hoped the near misses would continue. That they could get themselves
safely, now, at least to Boromo. And that the Dutchmen would get to
wherever they were heading also without further incident.
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Chapter Thirty-One:
Continuing
Paul and Sam reached the paved road at Boromo as afternoon slipped
away toward dusk. Needing gas and oil once again and much more tired,
thirsty, and hungry even than they had been at Gassan. Paul thought about
stopping for more than another beer and a quick meal—after all, this was
near where the artist Bakary’s family lived and he had visited there a couple
of times—giving them a real break, but decided against it; the sense of relief
that had begun to mount as he first spied the blacktop in the distance was
tempered with an understanding that the military presence would be stronger
now that day was ending.
This was also the town where Bob Marlin lived, where he was supposed
to leave the bike, but now he didn’t want to, wanting instead to get on to
Bobo, to get Sam deposited somewhere safe and himself even farther from
the events that morning. Bob, he knew, would be passing through there on
his way back from Ghana, so getting the bike in Bobo wouldn’t be a problem
for him.
So, instead of stopping, Paul grunted something back to Sam and took
them down the road about thirty kilometers towards Bobo-Diallasso, to
Hounde, glad to have the chance to clear out the engine, to rev it, to treat it
a little better, glad to be where he didn’t have to continue the careful slow
riding ever necessary on the unpaved roads en brousse. Glad that there was
no more washboard to rattle their teeth, that they were back to what he hoped
might prove to be, like the straight, paved road, a more rational world.
Maybe they had left the crazies behind. At least, the crazies who shot
off guns.
The further they got from them, the better.
As they rode easily down the tarmac on the empty road, the tensions in
both of them started to ebb, if for no other reasons than that the road was
smooth and the engine was finally blowing out the collected soot. To boot,
they were both too tired, now, to be feeling any emotion other than
increasing sleepiness.
The guilt that had been building in Paul as he thought back about what
they’d just been through, about the danger he had put Sam through had also
begun to ease. In its place, and in response to the wind in his face, he felt
what almost amounted to lightheadedness, and he turned the throttle a little
more, the air now blasting into his face around his goggles, blowing away a
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little of the dust of the earlier kilometers. Paul, irrationally, found he wanted
to sing, but didn’t think Sam would understand.
They had made it out, though, or seemed to have, and Paul was suddenly
happy, and happy to be able to feel something besides exhaustion.
For the moment, at least.
If he had learned nothing else during his years in West Africa it was that
one takes what little pleasures one finds and cherishes them while one can.
They might disappear in an instance.
The pleasure of the road, after the agonies earlier in the day, were
certainly worth cherishing.
On the back, Sam, too, was finding he could finally relax a bit,
surprisingly, though their increased speed did keep him a little on edge. The
fact of having reached the pavement meant that Paul, indeed, had known
where he was going. At least, Paul had told him they would reach the road,
and they had.
It also brought an end to the jolting, dipping, careening, dusty ride, an
end to perhaps the most exhausting hours that Sam had spent since his
youthful years in the military. He tried, now, to clear his mind, to center
himself as he had taught himself since those early years of his adult life.
He tried to get beyond the exhaustion and really feel the relief that he
should, relief that this trial was almost over.
After a few minutes, Sam realized, to his surprise, that he really did feel
calm, much calmer, certainly, than he had felt since, oh, since arriving in
Mopti.
He had to shake his head, afraid he might be falling asleep, as absurd as
he thought that might be, given the day they had just come through. Given
the continuing risks they surely faced.
After half an hour or so, twin rows of kapok trees along the road showed
Paul they were coming into a town. He slowed down, looking for someplace
to buy gas and oil, for he was down almost to reserve on the gas, and to get
some food. He could not continue much further without it, and he suspected
Sam needed a break, too.
The buildings they drove by were all set a little back from the road, and
widely spaced. Though there was still a hint of blue in the sky above, the
shade from the trees was strong enough so that the vendors of peanuts,
oranges, cigarettes and other goods had lit the hurricane lanterns on their low
tables to highlight their wares. Paul pulled to a stop in front of a place with
a couple of benches out front, a grill with chicken cooking on it, and a row
of greenish bottles capped with rolled paper off to one side. These last, he
explained to Sam as he removed his helmet and stretched his aching legs,
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were more of the same that they had bought from in Gassan, also containing
gasoline. It was probably the only way they would find gas anywhere
around, or oil—which was in a grouping of smaller bottles. Though there
were stations along the paved road, they were likely closed or, given the war,
out of gas and out of oil.
Paul led Sam to the benches in front of the whitewashed building as he
explained.
“That’s harder than those bush taxis we took from Mopti, even.” Sam
collapsed onto one of the benches out front even before removing his helmet.
“I have never gotten so tired just by sitting.” Slowly, he undid his chin strap
and lifted the helmet, goggles and all, from his head. “How much further do
we have to go?”
“Well, I took us this way to get rid of the bike, to deliver to the guy I’ve
sold it to, actually. But there’s no traffic on the road, no busses, no taxis, and
I want to get to Bobo so, if it’s OK with you, I’d like to try to get there
tonight. The guy can pick up the moto there. It will be easier for him, at least,
then getting it from Ouahigouya.
“And I don’t want to stop.”
Sam winced. “How long do you think it will take to get there?”
“A couple of hours.” He paused and looked at Sam. “Yeah. And I know:
it’s almost harder sitting on the back. Driving, well, I have to pay so much
attention that I almost don’t notice how tiring it is… until now, of course.
“God, I hope the beer here is cold!”
He realized that he was close to babbling so dropped his helmet next to
Sam and walked over to the man tending chickens on the grill and ordered
two quarters. He looked around for a bit before spotting the barman, who he
asked to fetch a beer and a soda.
While they waited for the chicken to finish cooking, Paul found the boy
selling the gasoline and bought several bottles and some oil, allowing the
kid to fill the motorcycle’s small tank and oil reservoir.
“You’ve done a lot of that? Riding like that?” Paul had grabbed the
plates of chicken and was offering one to Sam. Sam took his and put it on
his lap as he asked the question.
“With someone on the back? No. But I have traveled by moto quite a bit
since Peace Corps. It gives me more flexibility and bush taxi is often the
only other option, anyway, and you can’t really rely on it if you are trying to
keep to a schedule.”
“Yeah, I seem to have found that out.”
Sam didn’t say anything more, but sat eating with his back to the
building, his eyes on the bottle of orange soda now in front of him. Strangely
enough, neither one of them wanted to talk about the events of the day.
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Neither one of them wanted to talk much at all, they each discovered as they
sat there.
Perhaps it was memory of the earlier embarrassment each still privately
felt, embarrassment at having feared they were going to be shot as they were
escorted from the road by those three gendarmes, that held them back. On
the other hand, perhaps it was simply the unreality of what they had been
through that day.
Yes, they separately concluded. It was probably that.
Paul motioned for another beer to go with the remains of his chicken.
They ate in silence, the feel of the road still so strong in Paul’s palms that it
forced him to concentrate hard on even the simple act of holding a
overcooked piece of meat on a bone. Over a third beer, Paul sanded the
sparkplug of the moto as he had so long ago (was it only that morning?),
checked the chain, and adjusted the front fork, which was way out of
alignment thanks to the bumping ride they’d been through.
By the time they were ready to get moving again, it had been completely
dark for some time.
Sam, as Paul drank and worked on the bike, dropped back into a state
close to a meditative trance. When Paul touched his shoulder and told him it
was time to get going, he had to shake himself awake and then had to pull
himself to the roadside among the aches he now felt in his thighs and back
resulting from strain on muscles never used for that peculiar type of sitting
and riding he’d been through all day.
He swayed a bit, not anxious to get back on the bike, but happy to
imagine that their flight was almost over.
Except for their headlight, the road, so smooth and uneventful compared
to the earlier unpaved roads and the bush by their sides, was dark. Except
for their engine, the land was quiet. The roar was even, now, soothing, again
unlike the up and down accelerations and complaints of the earlier parts of
their journey.
Paul expected they would encounter a few stops, gendarme or military
or CDR, but there were none until they were almost in Bobo just about two
hours later. Their papers were examined only cursorily there, much to Paul’s
surprise. They were told there was a blackout, and that the moto light must
go off, too, before they would be allowed to enter the city.
They went on into town, riding slowly in the darkness, following the
road that, eventually, wound them around the main marketplace. It was eerie
there in the blackness, the town little more than darker and lighter shades of
black and gray.
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Unlike Ouahigouya’s sprawling outdoor market, the marché in Bobo
was enclosed in a fortress-like building, an open courtyard unseen from the
road outside hosting most of it. That night, without lights, it seemed a
dangerous, prison-like place as they rounded it, their engine’s noise echoing
off of it.
Beyond it lay an area of mid-priced hotels, and Paul aimed them there.
He would have preferred something cheaper but, as he told Sam, these would
have electricity, running water and, possibly, hot water and air conditioning.
“Almost like home.” He laughed and stopped the bike in front of the
first one they came to. He chained the moto to a post at the side of the small
courtyard and unstrapped everything from the back of the bike, handing Sam
his pack. Sam shouldered it and, seeing that Paul had retained his own
helmet, kept hold of his as he followed him into the building.
Inside, no one was expecting guests, certainly not in the blackout, and
no lights were on. Sam clapped his hands twice, but still no one appeared.
After a bit, with no response, he hulloed a couple of times, eventually
rousing a youngish man who clearly had been asleep off somewhere beyond
the small reception desk.
He appeared with a flashlight, aimed carefully down and away from the
windows. He shrugged when Paul asked for a room and simply handed over
a key before leading them down a corridor where he lifted the beam of his
light to a door. Paul unlocked it, and the man disappeared down the hall.
Inside, Paul hesitated before turning on a light, but eventually did, seeing
with relief that the one small window had been covered by an improvised
blackout curtain.
They dropped their bags on the one low table in the room and each
collapsed onto a bed, both needing a few minutes rest, at least, before even
attempting anything else at all. Each needing a little silence, wishing, even,
that the other weren’t there. Both needing time alone.
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Chapter Thirty-Two:
Considering
Though he ached through his legs and forearms and was beginning to
stiffen, Paul forced himself up from the bed and jumped in the shower before
Sam could, then quickly dressed and stepped out across the darkened road
to the bar across the street, shouting to Sam, who was now in the shower,
where he would be as he closed the door to the room.
The water was cold, but he expected Sam would want to take his time
getting clean even so. He didn’t want to wait that long before having another
beer. More accurately, he also wanted some time away from Sam, and to
give Sam some time away from him. And he knew that Sam was not going
to venture out alone.
Now that he’d gotten him to Bobo, Paul felt that his responsibility to
Sam was quite diminished and he wanted it to be over. The burden that had
been close to overwhelming him ever since that first bomb fell, and he had
started imagining that he had been leading Sam to destruction rather than
salvation, was finally lifting. All he now owed him was to make sure that he
got to Abidjan. An easy task, considering where they finally were and
compared to what they had been through.
The bar, a place Paul had been to before, of course, during one of his
trips to Bobo, was almost as dark as the street, but business was still going
on, with a man at the door keeping his eye out for passing patrols. A couple
of customers sat inside, sipping beer and chatting quietly while the barman
wiped off glasses he had just rinsed in a pot on the floor. A candle stub, well
away from the door, provided the only light.
Paul pulled a low, backless stool to a table and ordered a beer.
He hadn’t had much of a chance to reflect on what had happened that
day, of course, when the necessity had been of moving, not thinking.
And, now, when he had the leisure, he stared into his glass, suddenly
frustrated.
He found he couldn’t put it together into any sort of coherent framework.
Couldn’t make sense of what had happened, what he had been through that
day, hell the day before or even the day before that. Perhaps, he told himself,
he was just too tired. His body ached more and more as he sat, and his hands
felt as though they had turned permanently into claws.
What had happened? What kind of craziness had they just come
through? He thought back over it but realized he didn’t really know anything
at all about their past fifteen hours. He had experienced them, yes, but all he
had were images, and most of them lacked cohesion.
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Oh, and his aches. He sure had those, but they told him little. How much
danger had they been in? He couldn’t tell. Maybe they had been close to
death. He sure had imagined they were. Or, maybe it all had been an idiot
comedy and there never had been any threat to them, not in any real sense.
Either way, it was too much to think about right now. He drained his
beer and ordered another.
More than anything else, he didn’t want to think about the things that
could have happened to Sam, things that would have been his fault. But he
couldn’t let that go. After all, he was the one who had suggested Sam tag
along. He had nearly failed in the responsibility he had taken on, failed due
to his own arrogance and ignorance. Failed even if the dangers they had
sensed had been imagined. That much he was sure of.
Paul wasn’t certain he should have tried to handle any sort of disaster
for the other man, even getting him out of Mopti.
Just the thought of what he’d done, what he shouldn’t have done, made
him shudder. What a mistake; what arrogance to believe he could handle
responsibility for the life of another when he couldn’t even handle his own.
Stupidly, he hadn’t thought about the implications of what he was doing
when he had asked Sam along. It had simply flattered his ego to know that
he could help someone as obviously moneyed and successful as Sam. What
a fool.
Not Sam. Him.
Well, they had made it, but no thanks to Paul. He shook his head over
his beer. Dumb luck, that was all. And soon he would be rid of Sam, one
way or another. Luck again.
He sipped his beer, glad it was cold.
He had told Sam he would get him to Abidjan. He wouldn’t back out on
that. It would be a quick goodbye, though. It was time, and it had been too
much responsibility.
But he couldn’t let go of it. He swallowed another mouthful of beer.
Sometimes, he told himself, he just didn’t think. In dangerous situations,
take care of yourself. Don’t think you can help others, especially when you
don’t really know what’s going on at all.
After his second beer, however, Paul was feeling guilty about something
else—this time, though, simply for leaving Sam alone in the room for so
long.
He cursed his own weakness, stood up, and went back to the room for
him.
“Come on. Let’s go across the street for a bit, where I’ve been. Relax a
bit.”
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Sam, who had showered and was now resting, meditating, shrugged, and
followed Paul back to the bar.
Sam saw Paul through the third beer, then excused himself and walked
back to the room. He had said hardly a word while sitting in the bar. He had
seemed, to Paul, subdued, withdrawn.
Paul shrugged and ordered another drink. Let Sam think what he would,
Paul thought, transferring a bit of his anger at himself to the other man. It
was Paul, after all, who had gotten him through, gotten him out of Mali in
one piece, he thought, contradicting his earlier self-castigation.
He could be what he wanted; Paul thought, he had proven himself. He
didn’t have to worry about what anyone else thought, least of all someone
he’d helped as much as he’d helped Sam.
But, he asked himself again, after the other left, not wanting to share the
question with him, not even silently, what had really happened? Stand back
from it: people of two of the poorest countries in the world fighting each
other. Killing. He shuddered, bringing it back to the personal, maybe even
killing him. And what for? Why were people dying?
Stupid questions? Well, yeah. Hell, why were people living? Why was
he living?
What nonsense. maybe these questions could be useful for another type
of person.
Not for him, though, not for him. He drank some more and tried to think
about other things.
He wondered about Sam, about his reaction to it all. What was the man
thinking about now, back in the room? Was he asking these same sorts of
questions? Did he realize what a spot they had been in? Did he understand
that Paul had come close, perhaps, to getting them killed? Did he have any
idea what they’d just gone through? Did he know what he had been saved
from?
Had he been saved from anything, anyhow?
Probably not, Paul thought.
After all, Paul wasn’t sure about anything in his own mind, so what
could he expect from Sam?
Paul began to resent Sam and his ignorance once more. The man knew
neither his danger nor his salvation. Now more than a little drunk—after all,
these were liter bottles—his thinking was getting even more than a little
confused, more addled than it had been earlier—and that, he knew, was
saying a lot.
Wouldn’t that have been ironic, though, Paul asked himself even while
realizing he was in no shape to be thinking about any of this at all, if he had
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gotten Sam killed while trying to save him? How would he have explained
it? Could he have claimed he was only trying to help?
He would be seen, by anyone with any sense, as the idiot he obviously
was.
It was time to go. Time to stop. His stool crashed over backwards as
Paul rose. He righted it and apologized to the barman, who had stopped his
perpetual washing to watch.
Outside, he stared at the vast, silent darkness that Bobo-Diallasso had
become. He felt, for a moment, like he should go back inside and have
another drink. He wasn’t drunk enough, he told himself, not enough to be
able to handle all this darkness. But, after a slight hesitation, almost even
turning back for another beer, he started walking toward the hotel.
As he crossed the street, a police patrol stopped him, telling him to raise
his hands, pointing guns at him. He did as he was told.
“Votre carte.”
This was too much. He was too tired; he’d been through more that day
than… well, he didn’t want to go through any more. He sighed, too drunk
and tired to be scared again, only annoyed, but almost to the point of tears
of exhaustion.
“My passport is in my shirt pocket,” he said in French.” I can’t get it
with my hands in the air. So, look, I am going to lower my right hand. Look,
I am lowering my right hand. Now, I’m going to reach into my pocket. Look,
I’m reaching into my pocket. Now, I’m going to pull out my passport. Look,
I’m pulling out my passport.” He felt frustrated and heard the tremor, almost
tearful, in his voice. This was too much, way too much.
The three policemen kept their guns on him, one reaching a hand over
for the passport. He flicked his gun barrel. Paul understood, and raised his
right hand once again over his head.
They kept him standing there like that for a couple of minutes while the
one flipped through the pages of the passport. He closed it.
“You may go.” The men lowered their guns.
Suddenly feeling deflated and defeated, Paul accepted his passport and
turned to walk up to the room.
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Chapter Thirty-Three:
Slowing
He didn’t remember getting to bed, didn’t remember anything after the
police gave him his passport back, but at least he did wake up in the hotel
room. Surprisingly, he didn’t feel hung over. He sat up and looked around
him.
Sam was already out of bed. He had pulled off the blackout curtain—
really just a piece of cloth that had been pinned over the window—and had
showered. The night before, while Paul was drinking, he had washed most
of his clothing using a bar of bath soap and had hung everything out to dry
in the parched air. Now, dressed in dust-free clothing for the first time in
days, he was folding and repacking. His belongings were laid out neatly on
his bed. He had even scrubbed his pack.
“Good morning.” He folded a shirt and carefully laid it on top of another.
“I didn’t know how late you would want to sleep.”
Paul looked at his watch. Early yet. “Let me get us some coffee, then
take care of the moto and walk to the train station. We’ll get our tickets.
Leave this evening.”
Sam nodded, but didn’t say anything in response. He just went back to
arranging his stuff.
Something had changed in his attitude toward Paul, but Paul wasn’t
certain what it was, though he suspected he could guess why. Their
relationship, now that safety had been reached, could safely return to what
it first was. Distance.
Watching Sam pack so carefully, Paul decided he’d also make himself
at least a little bit more presentable. Another shower, he told himself,
wouldn’t hurt, and maybe he should trim his beard. He rummaged through
his own pack for a pair of scissors, grabbed a cake of soap, and headed into
the bathroom.
Half an hour later, dressed in reasonably clean jeans and African shirt,
Paul led Sam to a street breakfast stand where an old man in a white brimless
cap fried eggs, slapped margarine on bread, and served instant coffee thick
with lait sucre, sweetened condensed milk. As usual, Sam hesitated, not sure
he could safely eat the food, but Paul assured him that the water for the
coffee had been long aboil and that the eggs would be cooked as well as he
could want.
Paul was certain that Sam could hear the impatience in his voice, so he
tried to talk of other things as quickly as he could. He asked Sam if he still
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thought he would write something about Africa, or if he would go back to
the things he had been doing before.
“I don’t know. I’m not really a writer, just a describer. I’ve always kept
my own thoughts to myself, never feeling the need to share them.”
The cook brought over their eggs and coffee. They wiped off their forks
with the paper napkins the cook had also put down and began to eat.
“Hmm.” It was true, Paul thought: he really had heard little from Sam
about his own beliefs, ideas, or reactions. He had put it down to fear and a
response to an alien land. Maybe it was more than that.
He doubted it, though. This was a rich man, not a thinker, and Paul had
little respect for even the well-to-do.
“If I thought we had seen things that I could share with others, so they
could either see them, too, or imagine them, seeing them through my eyes,
so to speak, I would still write something. But I don’t think the stuff we went
through is anything I really want to share on a casual basis.” He didn’t look
at Paul as he spoke, and the words felt as cold to him as he was sure they did
to Paul.
No,” Paul agreed, “I suppose not.” He didn’t feel there was much else
he could say.
Their food had been served on plastic plates, their coffee in plastic mugs.
The plates, now empty, were whisked into a cleaning pot by the cook. Coffee
mugs in hand, they leaned back against the wall of the compound the stand
rested against along the side of the dirt road, sitting on a long low bench with
a number of others, though there was more space empty than filled, a table,
scarcely higher than the bench, before them.
Scant traffic passed; people here, it seemed, were waiting out the war
indoors.
“What do you think about Africa now, though, after having seen some
of its seedier sides?” Paul again felt that he was losing Sam, that their
relationship, or whatever it was, fast disappearing.
“It’s a sad place, and I wish I hadn’t come, wish I had kept my illusions.
I really don’t know what to think about it, and don’t think I ever will.”
“What will you tell people back home?” Paul tried again to dig for an
opinion, but none was forthcoming.
He didn’t try to argue, though, to convince Sam that Africa was every
bit as grand as he had imagined. He wasn’t sure he believed it himself.
“What can you tell?” Sam turned and looked Paul in the face for the first
time that morning. “I mean, it doesn’t make any sense, none of it. I think I’ll
say very little, and just attempt to get on with things.”
As they continued to sip their coffee, Paul persisted in trying to get Sam
to talk more, about anything. He had little luck, though, and ended up doing
most of the talking—or just letting out words, it felt to him—himself.
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Eventually, they stood up and walked back to the bike.
Paul had decided to deliver his motorcycle to the house of another
former PCV, where Bob Marlin, the long-suffering man (in Paul’s
imagination) from Boromo, would be able to retrieve it. After all, he had
always wanted to take the RAN train to Abidjan, a city he had never seen,
and wanted to spend time along the Ghana coast, visiting Dix Cove and the
other tourist sites. Then he would make his way to Accra, where he would
search for another short-term contract.
He didn’t admit it to himself, but he also wanted to make sure that Sam
got safely all the way to Abidjan. After, in his mind, disgracefully
endangering him, he felt he owed it to him to make sure he finished his
journey safely.
The ex-PCV was out when they arrived at the house, so Paul chained the
bike in her courtyard and slipped the keys under the door along with a note.
He gave a last fond look at the motorcycle as he and Sam turned to walk
back toward the center of town and the train station, where they would buy
their tickets.
While they were walking to the station, Paul once more tried to cheer up
Sam, pointing out things to him as they passed them by, commenting on
Africa and on what they had been through, but Sam continued to keep quiet,
though he was clearly attentive, nodding slightly when that seemed called
for.
Something new seemed to be preoccupying him, or something old.
Paul thought, once or twice, that Sam was about to speak, to change
monologue to conversation. Each time, though, the moment passed with
Sam saying nothing.
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Chapter Thirty-Four:
Talking
War or not, the train would leave for Abidjan sometime in the late
afternoon. Or so they were informed once they arrived at the station. At least,
it would leave Ouagadougou at two.
That much was certain, the agent assured them, but he refused to give a
firm time of arrival. When pressed, all he would do was point to the
schedule. But that, as Paul explained to Sam, was to be expected. Though
they had tickets in hand with a time stamped on them, one couldn’t really be
as sure about what time the train would get to Bobo, let alone leave. Paul
handed one of the tickets to Sam and led him back outside.
It was a clear day, and quiet. No dust in the air, nothing overhead but
blue. Across the plaza trucks, busses, cars, and motos whizzed by, but the
sound was far away. As they stood there, outside the train station, itself a
low, long building facing that wide, empty plaza, Sam, who had been staring
at the ticket, his face grave, suddenly turned to Paul, facing him squarely.
“Look, Paul, I have to say this, but it isn’t easy. I understand quite well
what you’ve done for me these last days. They haven’t been easy, and I’ve
had a lot of second thoughts, but you got us here.
“Thank you, Paul, thank you.” Tears were in his eyes, Paul noticed, and
upon his cheeks.
Paul wanted to turn away; anything but this.
Besides, he really felt that Sam should be angry with him, not thankful.
All he had done was put the man in danger unnecessarily and through his
own arrogance. He winced at Sam’s words and tears, not wanting to listen,
but unable to turn away, not there in the middle of that open plaza.
“I really didn’t know what would happen…. That waiting in Mopti, I
could hardly have stood another day of it, and I didn’t know if I would ever
get out. Then, I thought I was going to die yesterday, though I had been
scared I might in Mopti, too.
“Without you, I don’t know what would have happened to me. Thank
you.” The man stared at him, pain in his expression and confusion, for he
could clearly see Paul’s aversion, his embarrassment at the confession.
Even so, for a moment, Paul thought he was going to hug him, right
there in the middle of the plaza.
“That’s OK.” Paul still didn’t know how to react to this, so different
from his own take on what had gone on these past few days. He hadn’t
helped that much, he had decided, and had led Sam into even greater trouble
than he had been in before, no matter how Sam might see it.
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He knew that part of what Sam said was true, they had come close to
being killed… or so they had thought. And that did weigh on him. No one,
certainly, should thank him for that.
He was still extremely embarrassed by the memory of his own arrogance
in Mopti and was only happy that matters hadn’t ended up worse.
“But you would have survived without me. I did no more than anyone
should, perhaps trying to do too much.”
“No, Paul, most people wouldn’t. Most people let others go on their own
way. They rarely take the sort or responsibility I now know you took for
me.”
Now he knew, Paul though, what all the silence that morning had been
about. How ironic: he had thought Sam was finally recognizing the needless
danger Paul had put him through.
But he couldn’t let this go on.
“Look, let’s get our bags and come back here and eat. There’s a nice
restaurant with air conditioning close. We’ll go there.”
“You didn’t really have to do what you did, to take me. I must have
made things difficult.” Sam persisted. He really seemed to want to offer
some sort of recognition, but Paul didn’t feel he could accept it, so adamantly
shook it off.
“Not really. Come on. Let’s go.”
Sam looked at him, a little confused, but followed quietly when Paul
started to walk back to the hotel.
A little later, they made their way to the restaurant Paul had mentioned,
carrying their bags.
The heat of the day now lay heavily on the town. The restaurant’s airconditioning chilled the sweat on their shirts, shivering both of them as they
entered.
This was, Paul realized, the first western-style restaurant they had been
in since they had met. Ever since Mopti, Paul had been worried that Sam
hadn’t been eating much. Now, he hoped that the familiar-style surroundings
would bring his appetite back.
It did. Though he couldn’t read the menu for himself—it was in
French—Sam ordered a full meal and attacked each plate as it came,
finishing off everything, even ordering more. Paul ate, too, but much less.
He’d ordered a beer, of course, with his meal, while Sam made do with
bottled water.
“Look, I wish I could make you understand what I mean, why what you
did is so important.” Sam had finished his meal and had even managed to
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order a cup of coffee on his own. “Not everyone would be willing to take on
the welfare of another so easily.”
“I think I do understand, but it’s just the sort of responsibility one has to
accept. My problem is that I placed you in more danger instead of getting
you out of it. What also makes me feel guilty is that I did for you what I
probably would not have done for any random other person.”
“But there were no other stranded strangers there, just me.”
“I know that, but you’re an American, like me. Would I have helped
you, were you French? Or African? I don’t know.”
“The point is, you did help.”
“I suppose you are right, in a way, but you’ve made me think of
something else. Of something a friend of mine, a Fulbright scholar named
Eric, once told me.”
“And what was that?”
“His house in Ouaga was always open to Americans passing through.
At first, his cook, who had always worked for French families, resented these
visitors. Suddenly, his attitude changed, and he was more open toward them.
Eric asked him why. ‘I didn’t understand,’ the cook told him, ‘that these
people are like your family. Like family, you have to take care of them.’
“What bothers me is that I have been treating you like family, in that
cook’s sense, but ignoring everyone else—as I ignored your own best
interest, really—but I know you disagree, so we won’t get into that.
“Anyway, did I worry about the Sawadogos in Ouahigouya? They were
in danger as much as we. But, no, I concerned myself with getting you out
of town, maybe even using that to mask my own fear, wanting to flee
myself.”
“But you can’t help everyone in the world. You have to do merely what
you can. And I suspect there was nothing you could do for them, anyhow.”
“What can I do, though? I have been living, for four years, in a land of
death and tragedy, thinking only of myself and occasionally of others the
Africans consider my ‘family.’ My main preoccupation has been this.” He
drank from his glass of beer.
Since Sam’s tears earlier, Paul was finding it much easier to tell him
things that he rarely had ever mentioned to anyone. Certainly not since his
time with El, four years earlier.
“I’ve noticed that.” Sam seemed about to say something more but sipped
his coffee instead and looked out the window.
They stayed in the restaurant through much of the early afternoon, real
conversation diminishing, chatting only occasionally and about nothing,
basically. Paul drank pretty steadily. Sam mostly stared at the life of Bobo
going by outside the window of the restaurant.
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Each, of course, spent much of that time continually wondering about
the other. Neither felt like pursuing their earlier conversation, though.
Each felt they had overstepped boundaries; each needed to pull back a
bit.
Eventually, they headed back into the station to await the train, that
perpetually late train.
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Chapter Thirty-Five
Advancing
The train pulled slowly into the station just after seven, almost exactly
at dusk, hours late, but no more than expected, given the attitudes Paul and
Sam saw in the faces of the others on the platform. Stiff, still, from the ride
the day before as well as from sitting on the hard benches in the station for
several hours, Paul and Sam picked up their packs and headed onto the
platform’s edge, looking for the car corresponding to their tickets.
Paul had bought them a small compartment, for they would be traveling
through the night and he didn’t think either of them wanted to sit upright in
a coach car for all that time. After the day before, he assumed that both of
them wanted a little more comfort than that.
The compartment wasn’t much, and would hold two more, should the
train fill, and it was filthy. Paul couldn’t help but noticing that Sam, as with
so much he’d seen, was a little put off by it. But he had gotten used to him,
at least a little bit, so didn’t say anything when Sam grabbed some paper off
the toilet-paper roll Paul had had the foresight to buy and bring along and
started wiping down the surfaces of the room.
Also in keeping with their past, Paul, without a word to Sam and as soon
as the train started pulling out of the station, walked up to the bar car and
brought back a couple of bottles of beer. As an afterthought, suddenly feeling
that he might be seen as rude, he had purchased a bottle of soda for Sam.
After he had finished about half of his first bottle, Paul wanted to talk
some more. He had a feeling that Sam, though grateful to him, really had
little respect for him, somehow. That, protestations aside, he knew at some
level how much Paul had put him in danger. Foolishly. Now, he urgently
wanted to show him that he wasn’t just a sloppy fool, and that when he had
talked about how little he had done in Africa, he wasn’t really telling the
whole story.
“Before you came, Sam, did you do any reading about development?
About Americans in Africa? Or about the history of Africa?”
“No.” Sam, for his part, really was tiring of Paul, and was now a little
embarrassed by his emotional outburst earlier. And Paul was right: he did,
in fact, see him as worthy of little respect, even given what he had done for
him.
Right then, on the last leg of their journey together and when, for the
first time in days, he really was no longer dependent upon him, he didn’t
want to listen to him, especially as Paul was starting to get a little drunk
again. So, he tried to deflect Paul’s overtures, though as gently as he could.
He had slept well the night before, but he was still exhausted from the chaos
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of the last few days and the emotional upheaval of the morning. He now
knew that he could make it to Abidjan and safety, and really wanted to be
alone.
The more he thought of it, the more he felt that he was no longer obliged
to listen to Paul.
“It’s interesting, and tragic.” Paul though, now that he had started,
wasn’t going to be deterred. So Sam listened, not really paying attention, as
Sam rambled, talking about development in the third world, about African
cultures, about anything that came into his mind and, in his view, made him
look like something more than the idiot Sam must see across from him.
Sam owed him something, after all, so he thought, generating a little bit
of anger, even while realizing the thought was stupid. Sam could damned
well be an audience, at least.
“Those of us who are here now, from the West, I mean, who want to
work with the Africans on developing Africa, can do our best by doing close
to nothing at all. We need to let the Africans do things for themselves.
“They can, you know, they surely can.”
“Then why are you here?” Sam had been trying to doze by this point.
His eyes had been closed, but he couldn’t resist the question.
“Because I love it here, because the people here do help each other.
Well, sometimes, and if the other is from their ethnic group. Otherwise, not
as much. There’s harshness here, and beauty…. ” Paul went on like that,
sometimes contradicting himself, sometimes not. Talking but not thinking.
As he listened halfheartedly, Sam began to think back on his first
impression of Paul. It certainly hadn’t been a good one, he remembered, and
it had gone up and down since. Now, though he felt grateful to Paul, he
realized that his earliest impression of Sam was probably his most accurate:
the man, for all his ability to negotiate this strange land, for all he had learned
during his years in Africa, had created a disaster within himself. He was
alcoholic and alone, running from himself in a land not his own.
Thinking that, Sam wanted to pull away, but he had nowhere to go. Not
wanting to insult Paul, he continued to listen and said as little as possible as
Paul continued to prattle.
Paul’s words made him feel sadder, perhaps, than he had in a long, long
time, and Sam was wishing he could make himself more remote.
“There’s also a closeness with the land, here, a seeing of things as they
really are.… ”
Sam sighed, low so Paul wouldn’t hear. That was a good one, ‘seeing
things as they really are.’ This man, this guide who had helped him, who
really did know something about this area of the world, saw so little, so little
of himself.
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How could he think he could possibly see anything else clearly?
Did he have any idea of what he was? Of what he had become? Sam
wondered. He doubted it.
Paul probably imagined himself, when he was feeling positive, as a
romantic character, someone free in an alien world, knowledgeable of it, but
not part of it. An outsider, but one with real understanding of the inside.
But the inside of himself? Sam suspected Paul hadn’t looked there for a
long time and wondered if he even could.
“There’s something I’ve been meaning to ask you,” Sam said, breaking
a period of silence. “The other day, when we met…”
“Yes?”
“I was pretty frantic, ready to take anything that would get me out of
there.” He hesitated. “But you, you didn’t have to hurry.”
“So?”
“Well, you were anxious to get out of there too. I’ve been wondering
why.”
Paul didn’t answer for once but stared out the window at the darkened
sky. He had thought about that, too. Something certainly had happened in
Mopti, something rather grim.
But he couldn’t, for the life of him, remember what it was.
Their train swayed continually toward the south, through the border to
Côte d’Ivoire, stopping where crowds of women and young men with trays
of oranges or peanuts on their heads, or selling bags of chilled water for a
couple of francs, surrounded it. At each station, Paul would lean out the
window, talk and negotiate, and come back with fruit or sweets or nuts. He
always offered to share what he had bought with Sam, but Sam shook his
head each time, now wanting to share as little as possible with Paul, as
though his disease, somehow, would rub off.
Now, also, wanting to keep his stomach free of the various diseases he
had heard about, especially since he was so near flying home.
The two men continued to talk between stops, or Paul did, mostly,
though he never did answer Sam’s one question. Sam closed his eyes again
and pretended to sleep, but Paul, having made two or three more trips to the
bar car, didn’t seem to notice. He talked on, his words slurring more and
more, making less and less sense.
At times, now dead tired, Sam wanted to open his eyes and yell at Paul,
to tell him to shut up and stop trying to convince someone else of what he
could not convince himself. But he restrained himself. There was nothing he
could do for Paul. That would have to come from Paul himself. All he could
do was get away from him as quickly as possible and keep his feelings as
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grateful as possible. So, he kept his eyes shut and tried to urge the train on
to Abidjan.
He wondered if Paul really realized, as he did, that something in their
relationship had changed. Although that could be why he was talking so
much. As the night wore on Sam grew more and more tired, more distant,
more and more looking forward to Abidjan, that nice hotel where he
expected to stay, and an easy flight home. He would be glad, so glad, when
he reached the hotel.
He had learned enough about Africa, however, to only hope he still had
a reservation.
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Chapter Thirty-Six:
Gaining
As dawn came, urban, almost European Abidjan rose ahead of them,
showing off its multi-story buildings, highways, modern stores, banks, and
hotels. So distinct from Bobo, or Ouahigouya, or Mopti, all essentially still
African cities.
Paul, still half drunk and completely exhausted, and having slept for a
couple of hours only, looked at it with trepidation. This was his first trip to
the coast in four years, his first view of an essentially modern city since he
had left Lomé so long before.
He didn’t want to be there, he realized. As soon as he could, he would
have to find transport to Ghana. It didn’t matter where. He just had to get
out of Abidjan. It wasn’t a town for him.
He recognized that a different Africa was now facing them, one far more
like home, for Sam, and a sure sign to him that he was returning to a world
he had once thought he understood or, at least, knew.
Unlike Paul, who was reacting so negatively, though Sam didn’t notice
it, Sam felt relief at the sight of the tall buildings, though he now had a
contrasting view of the world clarifying them in a manner distinct from
anything in his past experiences. To him, on the one hand the buildings
meant a world of regulation and regularity, where one could expect certain
things to happen, and they would. A world where there was always someone
who could be of assistance, if one were willing to pay, where things could
be made to happen, where systems worked or were worked around.
On the other hand, it was now clear to him that it was an incomplete
world, only half of a picture of a world that contained poverty and strife of
a sort unimagined even in the violence of his own early childhood in south
central Los Angeles.
The two did not talk as the train entered the city, only looked out the
window at the city as it grew around them. Any camaraderie they may have
established seemed to evaporate as the urban environment began to tower
over them. They gathered their belongings separately, readying to leave the
train.
When the train pulled into the station, they did discuss what each should
do, but dispassionately, as though analyzing sheets of data. If he could have,
Paul would have liked to put Sam into a taxi and simply send him off to his
hotel and be done with him. Sam would have liked the same thing.
The problem was that Sam’s ten-thousand francs from Paul were gone,
so Paul would have had to give him more money to pay for the taxi.
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And then there was the question of repayment of that ten thousand. Sam
could get money now, he was sure, but not at the train station. He would
have to go to the hotel, or to a bank.
Plus, unstated but in Paul’s mind, was the idea that, having promised to
get Sam here safely, he had to go the final step with him, like it or not.
So, though neither wanted it, each felt forced to agree to go to the hotel
together. Beyond their growing wariness of each other, Sam, with his long
experience of fine hotels, knew he would be judged by the hotel staff the
minute he arrived, and that he would be judged poorly just for bringing in
Paul in the door. And Paul, who had stepped into a fancy hotel only once or
twice over the past four years, had absolutely no interest in invading that
environment, one where, he knew, he wasn’t really welcome. But he needed
the money Sam owed him and felt he had to finish the job, so he decided to
go.
The Abidjan they rode through as they left the station and headed for the
hotel was even less African, Paul noticed as he stared out at the streets, than
Lomé had been when he arrived there four years before and had taken that
taxi into town with El. In the area they passed through there were none of
the crowds, none of the over-loaded shops. More of the people were white,
and many more of the cars were in good repair. In all, it was quieter and, to
Paul, disappointing. As he watched, he realized that, even more than earlier,
that he just wanted to get his money and get going. Not just to be away from
Sam, but from Abidjan itself—from the modern urbanity it represented.
From the world that he had, he told himself, left behind.
The hotel was one of the fanciest of the city, an imposing affair of an
international French chain. Paul didn’t walk to the desk with Sam, but
loitered by the door, not wanting to impose further, and recognizing that he
would be no help to Sam, certainly not looking as he did, in this
environment. If he could have, he would have stayed outside, but he would
have been even more conspicuous there, standing alone except for the
doormen.
Sam, relieved, left him and walked up to the desk clerk.
“Do you speak English.”
“Yes, sir, I do.”
“I believe I have a reservation for one night. Tonight. My name’s Sam
Boudy. I’m flying out tomorrow, so will also need transport to the airport.”
“Yes, sir, Mr. Boudy. We did have a reservation for you, for last night
and tonight. You had indicated that you would be coming from Mali, so we
held it for you, even though you weren’t here, given the war.”
Sam didn’t believe that but supposed they must have lots of empty
rooms and wanted to impress him. He was back in a world he understood,
one where he could see behind the words.
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“How will you be paying for the room?”
Sam slid over his passport and a credit card. “I also need to get a cash
advance. Can you arrange that for me?"
“Certainly, sir. How much will you need?”
“Why don’t you give me the equivalent of two-hundred dollars, in local
currency.”
“Yes, sir. Franc CFA. Will you want that money now?”
“Please.”
Sam felt both relief and satisfaction as the clerk deftly manipulated his
credit-card machine, handed him a receipt to sign, and slid the money over
to him before turning to call a bellhop to show him up to his room.
“Wait just a moment, please.” He handed his pack to the bellhop and
walked over to where Paul was waiting.
“Look, Paul, I don’t know how to thank you adequately. But, if you need
anything, any time you are back in the States, look me up.” He handed Paul
his business card, cash for the taxi, and a ten-thousand franc note.
To Paul, this was a new Sam, someone in command, comfortable and in
control of his environment. He felt what almost amounted to a pang of
jealousy.
“I know you aren’t likely to be there soon, but keep the offer in mind,
just in case you ever need it.” Sam also was seeing a new Paul, or an old
one, the man he had first seen sitting with a beer in his hand that morning in
Mopti, that disreputable outcast. He felt that he needed to get over this
goodbye quickly, to get to his room, a hot bath, and bed. But he had an
obligation to Paul and wanted to make sure he acted correctly toward him.
“Thanks, and you’re welcome.” Paul thrust the money into the pocket
of his jeans but held the business card in the palm of his left hand. “Look,
it’s time I get going. And I am sure you are tired. Anyhow, we got through
it.” He held out his hand.
Sam took it, and shook it briefly, then turned and walked away, followed
by the bellhop.
As he reached the door, Paul looked over at the newsstand. The headline
on the papers all trumpeted a ceasefire between Mali and Burkina Faso. He
shrugged; it didn’t matter anymore. Not to him, at least, and it certainly
wouldn’t matter to Sam.
Their paths would contain no further convergence, no matter what the
future might bring.
Paul turned and watched Sam’s back as he disappeared into the elevator,
wondering why he was hesitating. He turned, then, and walked out of the
hotel to the taxi stand, dropping Sam’s business card into a trash can by the
door.
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“Take me,” he told the driver, “to somewhere I can get a bus or a taxi
going to Ghana.” The driver, who had examined him carefully, nodded. The
destination made sense for someone looking like Paul.
Paul did not look back as they pulled away from the hotel.
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As he got out of the taxi and walked over to where the driver had told
him he could find a bus to Ghana, Paul wondered just why it was he suddenly
felt such a sense of loss, felt that something was wrong, that he, somehow,
had made some sort of mistake there in the hotel where he had left Sam. But
what else could he have done? Sam wasn’t his responsibility, his business,
anyway. Not anymore.
All he had done, or had tried to do, at any rate, was commit a good deed.
He had rescued that man, after all, had saved him from a great deal of
trouble. Even if, for a while, it looked like one of the stupidest things he’d
ever done. And Sam had been grateful in Bobo; Paul remembered his tears.
There at the hotel, however, all Sam had wanted to do was to get rid of
Paul. Thant rankled a bit.
Paul looked around at the bedraggled Abidjan quartier where he now
stood, trying to think of something else instead of himself, drinking in the
real African environment now surrounding him, far from the hotel and its
sense of being in Europe or America.
This was his world, however different he might be from an African, this
here, he told himself, and not the world of the rich. Again: this was his world,
even if it were Africa and he a foreigner. That much, he told himself, was
clear.
But something had changed. Something in him. That truth didn’t ring
clear any more.
Sam was going back to things he cared about, Paul knew, things he really
understood, a place where he belonged. To his wife, his little articles for
airline magazines, his children and, Paul expected, even grandchildren. To a
life that, somehow, satisfied him in ways that Paul was sure he had never
even wanted to fathom.
But Sam’s world, he repeated silently, was not his own. Paul insisted it
not be.
But what about Paul? Did he have a world?
He walked slowly down the street.
What was he going to? What did he care about? Was there anything he
held dear?
He had spent four years, now, in Africa, working and studying, or so he
told himself, but for what? So he could be embarrassed by an American
tourist?
He suddenly realized that he had turned away from the open-air bus
station and was stepping into a street bar to get a beer.
“Look at yourself,” he demanded into a dirty mirror as he waited for his
drink, “and ask what another sees, what Sam sees.
“What do they see that I don’t? And why can’t I see it?
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“What do they care about in life? What do they love that I am missing?”
He didn’t want to answer that, so got up and shouldered his pack.
“Forget the beer,” he shouted to the barman who hadn’t yet returned from
the back.
He wanted the drink, badly wanted it but, again, something was wrong.
It was something he couldn’t even identify.
Even without knowing what it was, he realized that something had
changed in him.
He was able, for the first time, to state at least that much clearly.
Something in his life was desperately wrong. Had been, though he had
not been willing to see it.
Whatever it was, he had to deal with it, to deal with it first, before he
could have ever another drink.
What was he doing here?
Why had he come?
Oh, there had been some folderol about a girlfriend, but he could hardly
remember her name, let alone what she looked like. And some excuse about
learning a different culture, a different land. But hadn’t those things been,
really, just excuses?
Wasn’t there something else wrong with his life before, behind it all?
Again: what had he accomplished in the last four years?
Sure, and again, he had learned something about this part of the world,
and he did love it. Africa had become his passion. But what had he done for
himself?
And was his a passion he had stoked simply to deflect attention from
something else?
When you came right down to it, all he had become, in Africa, was a
drunk.
Standing on the street there in Abidjan, looking around at the bustle on
the streets, the buses and distance taxis coming and going from the yard
across the way, he admitted that to himself for the first time.
He had isolated himself from his own culture, using it only when it was
needed to help him negotiate this one. All that he had once thought he had
cherished about becoming a better person, that had been so much crap,
hadn’t it?
Since he had been here, it had all been an excuse to isolate himself and
to drink.
He looked around himself, standing there at the side of the road, tears
trying to form at the corners of his eyes, deliberately stripping himself of the
illusions he had so carefully build over so many years.
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Had he done anything for anyone here? Even for himself? Had he meant
to, or had even that been an excuse?
As a PCV, he had tried—or so he thought at the time—to bring
something of his own skills to an African situation. To help somebody else,
to be more than just a leech on an alien culture. But what had resulted? At
the school, nothing. Though his pepinieres, certainly, had been fun to create,
he had done little that Adam, the old grandfather, hadn’t already been able
to do. His contribution had been to bring in a little money that hadn’t even
been his.
What had he been so proud of, when he’d first seen Sam?
Was it because Sam, though African American, was an outsider here and
Paul could maintain the illusion that he wasn’t?
Had he really had the nerve to imagine that he was any more of an
insider? Just those few days ago, had he really been that stupid?
More and more disgusted with himself the more he thought about his
life, Paul started walking down the street. Then he stopped short and turned
again toward the bus station.
It was time to get away from this. He had to move on.
But he found he could not move.
He stood still in the street for some time, seeing nothing around him,
currents of people swirling around him in both directions, tears now actually
on his cheeks, the first tears he had cried in years.
There was something else to his life, he realized, something somewhere,
that he was missing, that he had been missing for a long, long time, never
knowing it. Yes, perhaps he had even been using his life in Africa to block
recognition of it, so that he could ignore it.
Was there a mask he was wearing that he hadn’t even realized he had
on, a mask to fool only himself?
If so, could he lift it? Could he look at the reality behind it?
He liked himself, didn’t he? He admired himself, didn’t he?
He had done, could do, things few other Americans even imagined. So
what was wrong? What was he ignoring?
Two images broke on him simultaneously. The first was old, one of his
earliest and most cherished memories of Africa, the second much more
recent.
Through the streaked and scratched window of an ancient bus, he saw
three elephants walking. Without stopping, one casually reached its trunk up
into a tree and pulled, bending the tree until the leafy branch snapped off.
The elephant stuck the greenery into its mouth and chewed as the tree, now
a slow and easy step behind, swayed and danced.
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At the same time, in the brightness of a rainy-season dawn, he saw an
elephant walk away and into a wood, reaching down with its trunk and
nonchalantly pulling up a clump of grass.
Someone bumped into him; he looked around, seeing, for maybe the first
time, what was really around him.
For the first time. Or the first time in four years.
He understood clearly then where he was, what he was, and saw for once
where his road was leading.
A drunk and a wastrel, he was turning into nothing more than a fool. A
foot self-created and self-deluded.
Was this what he had wanted for himself?
Was this pointing him to anything but a lonely death in some dusty,
isolated town in a culture that could never be his own, no matter how much,
honestly or not, he may lust after it?
He stared about him for a long moment, taking in this new world that
was speaking its admonishment from every corner, then he turned and
walked back in the direction he had come from.
He remembered something Sam had said about risk, that it came with
having something to lose.
For the first time, Paul admitted that he did, in fact, have something to
lose, and that he was, at the moment, losing it.
To stop that, yes, he would have to risk something, the only thing he
could.
He needed help, though. He had needed help, he saw surely, for years.
He had fooled himself into believing that Africa could provide the
growth he wanted, when really he should have started the process at home
and with self-examination.
He had imagined that Africa was improving him, when really he was
using it as an excuse to drop lower and lower, further and further away from
any knowledge of how to help himself.
Now, he realized, he had to put himself in other hands, were he to
survive at all.
Led, by himself, away from just the things he was seeking, from
community, from friendship, he was now going to need a hand guiding him
back.
He had allowed himself to subsume himself in alcohol, finding in the
bars a false construct that looked like community.
But it hid only his own degradation and that of those around him.
He reached into his shirt and pulled out a battered leather African wallet
worn on a string around his neck. In it were two things. The first was his
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passport, which he used regularly. The second was the one thing he had
brought with him that he had kept over the years, his ticket out, carefully
updated each time it neared expiration, updated and then forgotten. He had
always told himself that it was just an escape hatch. Most often, he even
forgot he had it.
It was time to use it. To go home where he could start again.
He found a taxi and asked the driver to take him to the airport. He
slammed the door and did not look back.
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